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Abstract
The near meteoric nse of the Reform Party of Canada is almost unprecedented in
Canadian politics. This dissertation explores the Reform Party's emergence. The core
chapters concentrate on, first, situating our understanding of the Reform Party's
emergence within a theoretically informed interpretation of the processes of party system
change and, second. exploring the significance of Reform to the changing nature of
Canadian political discourse and public policy in the 1990s.
The starting point for rny explanation of Reform's emergence is the relationship between
the political economic context and the processes of party system change. Reform emerged
during a penod of dramatic social and economic restructuring. I argue that such penods
create opportunities for the emergence of new political parties, particularly those like
Reform which attempt to define a Future beyond the current period of tumultuous social
and economic restructuring.
A second dimension of my explanation of the rise of Refonn links the popularization of
Reform's neo-liberal populist discourse and policy agenda to the earlier rise of a group of
progressive social movements and public interest groups which have come to be known
as the new social movements. 1 explain that populism is a discursive representation of
power and politics which constitutes political subjects in relation to a supposed
antagonism beiween the people and the powerful iinerests, and that Reform discursively
constructs this populist antagonism as one that pits ordinary working and middie-class
taxpayers against the bureaucracy and the minority "special interest groups" of the new
social movements.

I argue the significance of the Reform Party is rooted in the party's neo-liberal populist
interventions in the struggles defining the party system's discursive framework. Reform
has contributed to a broad culturai process which has transformed Canadian political
discourse and public policy by advancing the neo-liberal paradigrn shift in state goveming
practices.
With this dissertation 1 hope to add to our comprehension of the relationship between the
Party system and extra-party political economic and ideological phenornena. I also hope
to contribute to bridging the gap between the scholarly litexahire on political parties and
the newer area of research into the interrelations between economic restrucniring, the nse
of the new social movements, and contestation around such ideological questions as
political identity.
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PART ONE
The Rise of Reform: An Introduction

Chapter One

Introduction

Introduction

Launched at a convention in 1987 and formally registered as a political party on October
21, 1988, the Reform Party of Canada has risen, in less than a decade, to the position of

Official Opposition to the Governrnent. The near meteoric nse of the Reform Party-and,
significantly, the simultaneous rise of the Bloc Québécois--is alrnost unprecedented in
Canadian politics. Not since the Progressives burst ont0 the scene by winning sixty-five
seats in the 1921 election, have new federal political parties so quickly and successfully
broken into and disrupted the solidified patterns of partisan cornpetition which
characterize the Canadian party system. With this in mind, the rise of Reform presents an
inhguing challenge for social scientists. How can we explain the Reform Party's
emergence? Wholfactors must we consider to account for the rise of Reform and the
populorizution of the party S neo-liberal populist politics? Moreover, whar is the Reform
Party 'ssignificance to the changing nature of Canadianpolitics. public policy and state

governingpractices in the 1WOs? The purpose of this dissertation is to explore and
explicate both the fact of and the signifcance of the rise o f Reform. The chapters which
follow concentrate on. first, situating our understanding of the Reform Party's emergence
within a theoretically informed interpretation of the processes of party system change and,
second, exploring the significance of Reform to the changing nature of Canadian politicai
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discourse and public policy in the 1990s.
Because the Reform Party of Canada is now a major player in Canadian politics, it

is important that we undentand the party, its emergence, and the impact it is having on
the Canadian politicai system. The results of the 1997 general election confimi Reform's
electoral importance. Even those who were sceptics after the 1993 election must now
recognize that Reform is more than simply a 'protest party' challenging the existing
parties from the margins of the party system. The Reform Party is an electora&
important contender within the Canadian Party system. More than that, however, 1 will

argue the Reform Party is culturally und ideologically important. Reform's si@ ficance.
in other words. goes beyond the fact that the emergence of a new political party adds
smtegic complexity to partisan competition and expands the range of alternatives
available to voters. The Reform Party's significance lies also in the unique and influentid
character of the party's discursive interventions in society's ongoing processes of
ideological debate.

To suggest that Refom is significant, not only as a new party, but dso as a new
discursive intervention. is to stress the impact the party has had on the constellation of
ideas and issues which animate Canadian politics. As a partisan vehicle for crusaders of
the New Right-including advocates of both libertarian individualism and socially

conservative traditionaiism-Re form has been an important force behind the rightward
shift in Canadian politics and public policy. At times, Refonds influence on public
opinion, partisan politics and parliamentary debate has directly shaped aspects of the
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political agenda. At other times, Refom's explicit and staunch support of (sometimes
extreme) right-wing policy options has served as a sort of political shield for Jean

Chrétien's Liberals as the governrnent has adopted neo-liberal prionties-the political
centre is, afier dl. always relative to the character of competing ideological alternatives.
At d l tirnes, however, Refom's discursive interventions have helped to bring the ideas of
the New Right-particularly the neo-liberal attack on the policies and institutions of the
Keynesian wel fare state--into the mainstream.
The limited, but growing, body of literature on the Reform Party has provided
numerous insights into the Party, its leader and its political agenda. This literature has not,
however. tackled the research questions specified above in anything like the way that 1
address these questions in this dissertation. The earliest major works on the party
contributed a great deai of useful background on Reform, but they were largely
descriptive and their analysis remained journalistic.' Since then. there have been
noteworthy critiques of the party's agenda,' and usehl s w e y s of the social bases and
ideological orientation of the party.' There have also been a nurnber of article-length
works which have applied the insights of the theories of rninor party development
literature to an analysis of Reform's emergence.' These latter articles are valuable, but
they lack the depth of analysis required for a thoroughly convincing explanation of the
nse of Reform.

To date, there have only been two book-length academic studies of Reform. Tom
Flanagan's Waitingfor the W m e provides an extremely insightfid (insider's) analysis of
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Preston Manning3 influence on the character of the party. But Flanagan's principd task
is not explaining the rise of Reform, and when he does address this question, his approach
to explaining Reform's emergence is based on what 1 consider to be a less-thanconvincing rational choice analysis.' Trevor Harrisonk Of Passionate Intensiw RightWing Populism and the Reform Pariy of Canada, provides what 1 have found to be the
most convincing analysis of the rise of R e f o n d Harrison, a sociologist, combines the
mainstays of social rnovement theory--relative-deprivation theory and resource
rnobilization theory-with a Gramscian theory of populisrn. He argues that populist
political rnovements like the Reform Party arise when vulnerable social elements (with. it
m u t be added, suffkient organizational resources and leadership) have their interests
abruptly and negatively affected by dramatic social changes associated with an
unravelling of the hegemonic order in the context of what he, following Gramsci, calls an
"organic crisis." Although Hanison provides very little in the way of an analysis of the

dynarnics of change within party systems. which is the focus of my theoretical
h e w o r k . he and 1 are in considerable agreement with regard to the broad social and
political economic forces which expiain the rise of Reform. However, most of Harrison's
research and witing was canied out prior to the 1993 election. As a result, he provides
only limited analysis of the significance of Reform's discursive interventions in the many
public policy debates which have been central to ideological sûuggles in the 1990s.

The purpose and goals of this introductory chapter are fairly limited. In the next
section 1 provide an outline of my concepnial approach and argument. With this

important task completed. 1 comment on the contribution this dissertation makes to
scholarship on political parties and, more specificaily. to our understanding of the
emergence and significance of the Reform Party of Canada. Finally, the concluding
section of the chapter outlines the plan of the dissertation.

How one approaches the task of explaining the rise of the Reform Party depends, to a
considerable extent. on their understanding of political parties and party systems. The
same is tme for the task of revealing the significance of Reform's emergence. There are,

in other words. some very basic conceptual matters which must be dealt with pnor to
tackling the research questions posed above. How should we concepnialize and snidy
political parties? What is meant by the notion of a pmty sysrem? Can we theorize the
processes of party system change which lead to the emergence of new political parties
such as Reform? These questions--particularly the matter of theorizing party system
change--are dealt with in considerable detail in subsequent chapters. My purpose here is
to provide. first, an overview of my conceptual approach to the study of political parties

and, second, an introduction to the core arguments developed in this dissertation.
Political parties c m be conceptualized and studied fiom a variety of perspectives.
It is cornrnon, for example, to consider parties through the lens of individual level data
fiom survey research. This perspective is concemed with the party-in-the-electorate. The
assumption is that parties represent specific segments of the electorate and, therefore, a
party's political and ideological character is determined primarily by the nature of the

individuals, social cleavages and political interests it acts for. A second perspective is
concemed with the pq-in-itself. Ln this case, parties are studied as instihitions which are
shaped by the character of their organization, the effects of their mle structures, and the
positional power of the party elite. It is assumed, in other words. that the ideological
character and behavioural tendencies of parties are best undentood through an
investigation of party organization and leadership. Many cntical political economists, on
the other hand, stress the importance of unearthing empirical data providing evidence of
the party's connection to and ongoing relationship with particular class forces. The
assumption here is that political parties are (at least potentially) partisan expressions of
particular class interests.
The perspective on parties adopted in this dissertation breaks. at least in part, with
each of these traditions. It is not that 1 would claim these perspectives have nothing to
offer. Far fkom it. In fact 1 contend the character and success of the Reform Party is, in
good part. a result of the party's organization and leadership. And I agree that our
understanding of Reform is impoverished without an awareness of the social cleavages
and class interests represented within the party. But my emphasis is put elsewhere. At the

risk of overstating the extent to which 1abandon materialist assurnptions, 1 conceptualize
political parties as discursive nrornene or, more plainly. as ideologicai interventions in the
discursive stmggles which shape social relations and give meaning to the material
realities of daily life. That is to Say. 1 emphasize the ways in which the character of a
party is an ideological as much as an empirical question.

More concretely, in response to the intellecnial traditions which emphasize
revealing the social cleavages or class interests which parties represent, 1 contend that
revealing the social or class basis of political parties is never a simple empirical matter.
Quantitative empirical evidence on who the party represents is useful, and I provide this
sort of data in a short appendix. But the empirical data on who the party represents won't
speak for itself; indeed. much of this dissertation is a response to the fact that the politicd
significance of the social base of a political pany is always complicated by the very nature
of polificol representation. As is well-known. political representation has usually been
thought of as acting for or standing for a particular segment of the population or political
interest.' But focusing solely on this instrumental side of representation has too ofien
allowed social SC ientists to ignore the constitutive side of representation. Representation
in its constitutive sense involves the creation of collective political identitied As Stuart
Hall explains. representation "has to be understood as an active and formative
relati~nship."~
There is. in other words, an ideological dimension to representation; while
political parties represent specific interests. they also forge and give meaning to these
interests by discursively defining who it is they speak and act for. From this perspective,
simple demographic profiles of political parties do not tell the complete story. The full
significance of a party's social base will only be reveaied through a critical examination of
how the party's ideology and political appeals discursively constmct that social base.
Parties shape how their supporters perceive of themselves and those within the
political community with whom their interests are in conflict. They are never simple
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expressions of social, economic or class interests. Moreover, neither a party's ideological
orientation. nor its approach to conhoversid political questions can be simply and direcrly
attributed to the character or distinctiveness of its organization or social base. Parties,
then, m u t be conceptualized not just as organizations or as groups of supporters and
activists, but as discursive interventions in the ideological stniggles which shape political
identities and interests and define the discursive character of a particular histoncal
conjuncture.

So what is meant by the notion of a party system? It is often argued that electoral
competition between party organizations produces competitive patterns and
interrelationships which constitute a party system." At one level this is true. But these
competitive patterns and interrelationships are only the most obvious and observable
dimensions of the party system; they are shaped by a series of institutions. rules, noms,
practices and meaning structures which. taken as a whole, constitute the party system.

The party system. 1 will argue in subsequent chapters. is more than simply a constellation
of competitive partisan organizations. The party system is a system of representation, it
facilitates the representation of people and interests. but it also embodies a meaning
structure which shapes our understanding of and relationship to partisan conflict. Thus,
very important to the conceptual and theoretical approach taken in this dissertation. is the
fact that every party system is characterized by a particuiar meaning structure or
discursive h e w o r k which defines the boundaries of political debate, establishes the
political identities to which parties appeal, provides a h e w o r k for interpreting issues

and events, and places limits on the policy options which are considered as redistic

solutions. This discursive fiamework is shaped by. among other things, the ideological
interventions of the existing parties. Thus. the significance of the emergence of a new
party is. in large part. rooted in the fact that this new party represents an intervention in
the strugples defining the par@system's discursive framework.

The usefûlness of such a conceptualization of the Party system is that it takes us
beyond focusing on the vote. elections. and the issue of the number and names of existing
partisan organizations. 1 would argue. for example. that the sipificance of a new political
party is not simply derermined by its electoral success. The discursive legacies of parties

are at least as important. Indeed. if we reflect upon the preponderance of flexible partisans
within the Canadian electorate and the ofien-observed tendency toward brokerage-style
politics. it becomes clear that the real significance of the death or birth of a political party
is more ideological and discursive than organizational and electorai.

In the coune of a cntical exarnination of existing theoretical perspectives on

pax^

system change. 1 conclude that the goal of developing a rigorous unified theory of parties
and party systems is not a realistic one. Instead. 1 concede the importance of adopting an

eclectic perspective on the variables which are signifiant to the processes of party system
change. There are. in other words, a range of institutional, organizational and strategic.

cultural and ideologicai. and political econornic factors which influence the processes of
pa.rty system change. Nevertheless. 1 suggest an implicit ordenng of these variables in that

the frarnework I develop is essentially a political economic framework which begins with
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the assumption that the political economic conjunctwe influences the extent to which
party system change is more likely than continuity. Following the matenalist assumptions
of political economy. 1 argue that the political economic context is important because of
the fact that individuals do respond to the objective material conditions of life. With that
said, however. 1 stress that the discursive interventions of mediating institutions,
including political parties, influence how these material conditions are understood and
transformed into political interests. Thus, consistent with the conceptuaiization of parties
and party systems presented above, 1 contend that within a given political economic
context. political parties (as well as other systems or structures of representation) stniggle
to delimit the universe of political identities and interests which are sipificant to partisan
politics. Moreover. 1 argue these discursive smiggles--what 1 cal1 the politics of
representation-are centrall'y important to both the extent and nature of party system
change.
With this concepnial approach to parties. party systems and the processes of party
system change as my starting point, 1 proceed. in subsequent chapters, to explore and
explicate both the facr of and the signifcance ofthe nse of Reform. The starting point for
my explmation of Refom's anergence is the politicai econornic context. Since the

political economic context influences the strategic maneuvenngs of existing parties and
the dynamics of the broader poiitics of representation, I emphasize that Reform emerged
during a period in which dramatic social and economic restructuring was m s f o m i n g the
material conditions of Canadian life. 1 argue that such turbulent penods of social and

economic resmicturing leave the party system less able to reproduce the consensus
necessary to ensure continuity within the party system. At a very general level, then, 1
contend that periods of crisis create opportunities for new political parties which offer
new and distinctive interventions into ideological debates about the causes and solutions
to the hardships associated with the processes of restructuruig. in other words. the context
of crisis creates space for. but also reveals the importance of. discursive struggles 10
define a future. And it is my contention that the Reform Party represents one dimension
of just such an attempt to define a hiture beyond the curent period of social and
economic restructunng. Ln particular. my analysis reveals the ways in which Reform's
neo-liberal populism effectively rnobilizes resentment and protest against those groups
and institutions which are depicted as the causes of social change and economic hardship,
while also offering a potentially attractive future-oriented programme of neo-liberal
solutions to the dificulties which social and economic restnicturing present for ordinary
Canadians.
This is not to suggest a simple macro-level (and perhaps functionalist)
interpretation of how the conditions developed for the successful emergence of the
Reform Party. The rise of Reform can only be understood in the context of the strategic
maneuverings of competing partisan actors, the institutional conditioning variables which
shape the oppominity structures of the party system. and the various issues which animate
the politics-of-the-day. With that said, however, the factor beyond the political economic
context which 1 emphasize most in my explanation of the rise of Reform is what I cal1 the
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politics of representation-that is, the struggles of political parties and other structures of
representation to delimit the univene of political interests and identities which are
significant to partisan politics. More concretely, 1 argue that the rise of Reform and the
popularization of Reform's neo-liberal populist discourse and policy agenda are directly
linked to the earlier rise of a group of progressive social movements and public interest
groups which have corne to be known as the new social movements-including feminism.
environmentalism, and the gay and lesbian rights rnovement.
in developing this dimension of my explication of the rise of Reform 1explain
that populism is a discursive representation of power and politics which constitutes

political subjects in relation to a supposed antagonisrn between the people and the
powerfirl inreresrs. But since the content of this antagonism is not objectively given.
populism is, essentially, an ideological instrument which Reform uses in a direct
challenge to the new social movements. The Reform Party's neo-liberal populist political
appeals constnict the people/powerfÛl interests antagonism as one which pits ordinary
working and middle class taxpayers against the welfare state bureaucracy and the
minority special interest groups associated with the new social movements. Neo-liberal
populism is a form of identity politics played out on the terrain of the politics of
representation. In direct response to the success of the public interest groups and social
movement organizations which emerged fiom the new social movements. Reform's neoliberal populism constructs the interests of ordinary Canadians--the people--as being in
opposition to the interests of these supposedly powemil minority special interests.

1 stated above that the significance of the emergence of a new party is, in large

part, rooted in the fact that this new party represents an intervention in the struggles

d e f ~ n the
g party system's discursive framework. in exploring the significance of Reform
1 emphasize the party's interventions in the political and ideological struggle to promote a

neo-liberal framework and approach to matters of govemance. 1 assume, in other words,
that Reform's significance is not prirnarily its impact on the distribution of power within
the party system or seats within the Houe of Comrnons. in fact, whether or not the
Reform Party is electorally successful long into the next century. the party's ideas have
contributed to a broad cultural process which has transformed Canadian political
discourse and public poiicy. I am cautious not to overstate the importance of Reform to
the success of the discursive struggles which have rnarginalised welfare liberal, social

democratic and traditional tory ideologicai commitrnents in favour of neo-liberdism. A
variety of social forces have engaged in funhering this new right-wing agenda 1 am also
careful to recognize the ways in which conservative notions of the fmily, a concem for
the social order and a basic commitment IO social traditionalism, have tinged the Reform

Party's neo-liberal ideological discourse. Nevertheless, through an exploration of
Reform's political ideas and interventions in consequential policy debates, 1 demonstrate
the extent to which Reform has participated in advancing the neo-liberal paradigm shift in
state goveming practices; and 1 make the case that this is the red significance of the nse
of Reform.

My examination of Reform's political ideas and interventions in public policy
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debates tales place over the course of two chapters. In the first, 1 examine the p w ' s
struggle to forge a new public consensus with regard to both the meaning and rights of
Canadian citizenship and the defuiition of the Canadian political cornmunity. Through a
wide-ranging discussion of Reform's interventions into debates regarding the Charter of

Rights and Freedoms, employment equity programmes. the wisdom of adding sexual
orientation to the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination in the Canadian Human

Rights Act. multiculturalism and immigration policy, bilingualism and the status of
Quebec in Canadian federalism, and Aboriginal self-government, 1 reved the many way s
in which Reform's discursive interventions seek to advance a neo-liberal conception of
citizenship and political cornmunity.
With regard to citizenship. Reform advances a narrow, individudistic and market

oriented perspective which would transform citizenship from a collective to an individual
political identity-the citizen as taxpayer. Reform calls for a limiting of citizenship rights
to the negative liberties associated with civil and political nghts, and rejects the
legitimacy of the postwar trend toward the extension of social rights. With regard to
political cornmunity. Reform advances a perspective which denies the legitimacy of
subnational collective identities, emphasizes the essential sameness of al1 individuals, and
cdls for policies which foster social and cultural homogeneity within a cornrnunity of
self-reliant individuals. Clearly, from the perspective adopted in this dissertation, these
matters are of particular importance due to their centrality to the construction of political
identities and interests.

In the second of the two chapters on Reform's efforts to advance the neo-liberal
agenda I explore the ways in which the party's social and economic policy agenda aims to
limit the roIe of the state and enhance the role of the private sector and market
mechanisms. Following an examination of Reform's social and economic policy
philosophy, I examine the party's agenda for reforming-often dismantling-public
policies and programmes which have been central to the character of Canada's Keynesian
welfare state. specificaily Unemployment Insurance, public health care, and income
security for seniors. While much of Refom's social and economic policy agenda
onginally seemed extreme and out of step with the mainstrearn, 1 demonstrate that the
governing practices and public policies promoted by Reform are increasingly often
accepted as essential to Canada's funue social and economic prosperity.
The links between my explanation of Reform's emergence and my understanding
of the party's significance should be clear. Reform emerged out of a penod of social and
economic restructuring. In the struggles to define a future beyond this period of crisis,
Reform has articulated a neo-liberal agenda. But Reform advocates neo-liberalism with a
populist twist which constmcts the public interest groups. social movement organizations

and political subjects of the new social movements as powerful special interests bent on
defending (even extending) an outdated policy agenda which is contrary to the interests of

ordinmy Cmadians. Thus, the real significance of Reform's discursive interventions is
not simply the party's widely recognized advocacy of neo-liberalism in opposition to the
institutions and governing practices of the Keynesian welfare state. The real significance

of Reform is the way in which its discursive interventions utilize populism as an
ideological instrument to constmct this neo-liberal agenda as if it were simply an
expression of what Preston Manning likes to cal1 "the cornmon sense of the comrnon
people."
Contribution

The primary goal of this dissertation is to enhance our understanding of the rise of the
Reform P-

of Canada. While 1 draw quite extensively on the work of Harrison,

Flanagan, Laycock Archer and Ellis. and several others who have written on Reform. the
analysis and arguments presented in this dissertation are somewhat unique. As such, I am
confident that this dissertation makes a distinctive contribution to our understanding of
the emergence and significance of the Reform Party. At bottom. this contribution begins

with the approach taken to conceptualizing, theorizing and studying the matter of party
system change. The emphasis placed on the political economic context and the politics of
representation is not entirely original. and it certainly does not replace the need to
consider other important factors: but it provides a unique and not sufficiently tested
vantage fiom which to consider the rise of the Reform Party. as well as other important

developments which occur within the Canadian party system. By treating the Reform
Party's emergence as one dimension of the evolution of the Canadian party system, and by
situating this uncertain evolutionary process in the context of the changing political
economic and ideological landscape, 1 believe 1 have added to our comprehension of the
relationship between the party system and extra-party political. economic and ideologicd

phenornena
Furthemore. it is my hope that in writing this dissertation, 1 have conaibuted to
bridging the gap between the scholarly literature on politicai parties and the newer area of
research into the interrelations between economic resüucturing. the rise of the new social
movements, and contestation around such ideological questions as political identity. My
treatment of parties as discursive moments and populism as a form of identity politics
played out on the terrain of the politics of representation is cenually important to bridging
this gap.
1 also hope that this dissertation contributes to our understanding of how periods

of economic cnsis and social economic restructuring cm undermine the capacity of the
currently dominant party organizations to structure electoral politics in a manner which
precludes the entry of significant organizational and discursive alternatives. Thus. at a
more general level. it is my hope that this dissertation will assist in preparing us to better
understand the current and future evolution of partisan politics in Canada.
Plan of dissertation
This dissertation is divided into duee parts. Part one provides an introduction to the rise
of the Reform Party. It includes this introductory chapter and a chapter on the birth of
Refom. This second chapter is largely descriptive. It provides a recounting of the story
behind Reform's birth as an electorally cornpetitive political Party. In the course of this
narrative, the people, policies and structures of the party are introduced. and the roots,
development and key tuming points in Reform's early history are reveaied. -oughout
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the chapter, emphasis is placed on the indisputable importance of Preston Manning's
leadership to both the success and character of the Reform Party. The discussion also
illuminates some of the institutional and strategic variables which defined Refom's early
success, including the political issues and events which have shaped Reform's politicd
opportunity structure.
The diree chapters in part two of the dissertation combine to offer an explanation
of the Reform Party's emergence. A lengthy examination of the existing literature on
party system change in chapter three lays the necessary foundations for developing a
theoretically informed understanding of the under!ying dynamics of continuity and
change in the Canadian party system. As is explained above. this framework highlights

the importance of considering the political economic context and the political and
ideological struggles which constitute the politics of representation. Chapters four and
five take up these challenges by fiuther fleshing out important theoretical matters. and
then applying the perspective developed to the case of Reform. Chapter four explores the
political economy of Reform's emergence. Then. in chapter five. 1 explore Refom's neoliberal populism. situating it in the context of the curent political economic conjuncture.
and show how it is, in fact, an ideological instniment used against the political subjects of

the new social movements in the discursive struggles which constitute the politics of
representation.
The third part of the dissertation examines the significance of the rise of Reform
by exploring the ways in which the Reform Party has worked to advance the neo-liberal

agenda. As was discussed above. chapter six examines how Reform's discursive
intervention in a number of policy debates has served to advance a neo-liberal conception
of citizenship and the Canadian political comrnunity. Chapter seven examines Reform's
social and econornic policy agenda and highlights the ways in which this agenda is
intended to limit the role of the state and enhance the role of the private sector and market
rnechanisms. Drawing extensively on party policy documents. chapters six and seven
provide considerable detail into the nature of the policy regime which is advocated by the
Reform Party.
Recognizing that some readers will find it usefd to have an awareness of who has
supponed and become active within the Reform Party. a short appendix develops a
demographic profile of the party by reviewing some of the available data on Reform Party
supporters and activists. In light of the discussion of the constitutive nature of political
representation presented above, readers should be cautioned about reading too much into

this profile. Neither the party's basic ideological orientation, nor its approach to
controversial politicai questions such as the legitimacy of various conceptions of
citizenship nghts or the proper role of the state in the economy can be attributed directly
to the party's demographic profile. Nevertheless, the appendix does provide some
empirical data which is interesting to consider in the context of, in particular. the
discussions of Reform's neo-liberal populism and its agenda with regard to defining
Canadian citizenship and the Canadian political cornrnunity.
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Chapter Two

The Birth of Reform

Introduction
This dissertation does not focus on providing a detailed look inride the Reform Party, nor
does it aim to provide a Mly comprehensive narrative of the party's history. These tasks
have already been accomplished by the existing literature on Preston Manning and the
Reform Party.' Nevertheless, to facilitate the subsequent analysis of Reform's ernergence,
the cunent chapter does provide a surnmary recounting of the story behind Reform's birth
as an electorally cornpetitive political Party. In this chapter, the people. policies and
structures of the party are introduced through a chronological review of the roots,
development and key Nming points in Reform's early history--that is, the events leading
to the party's eiectoral breakthrough in 1993. Arnong other things, the current chapter
outlines key aspects of the Reform Party's policy platform and explores the complex,
sometimes contradictory. but consistently right-wing ideological orientation of the Party.
Throughout this chapter emphasis is placed on the indisputable importance of Preston

Manning to the character and success of the Party. Manning is a uniquely ambitious and
quietly domineering individuai with a humble and folksy public persona which ofien
masks the influence he has over the course of events around him. Few observers of
Reform would deny the centrality of his leadership to the emergence and early success of
the Reform Party.
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While remaining a fairly descriptive introduction to the birth of Reform, the
discussion to follow will also illuminate some of the institutional and strategic variables
which shaped Reform's emergence and early successes. Among the more important
institutional conditioning variables were Canada's single rnember plurality electord
system, which tends to ensure the over-representation of parties with regionally
concentrated support, and the high degree of party discipline in the Canadian Parliament,
which made it dificult for. in particular. Westem Tones to distance themselves from
Brian Mulroney as he lost the support of once sympathetic conservative voters. Beyond
Manning's leadership and the efforts of g r a s roots organizen, the key strategic variables
which shaped Reform's political opportunity structure in the late 1980s and early 1990s
were, first, the creation of partisan space on the right of the political spectrum which
resulted fiom the generalized decline in suppon for Bnan Mulroney and the Progressive
Conservatives and, second, the impact that highly charged issues and events had on the
overall character of national politics. For example: the CF- 18 contract decision inflarned
Westem alienation; the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords (and the rise of the Bloc
Québécois) intensified the regionaiization of politics and fed anti-elitist sentiments within
the electorate; the Goods and Services Tax (GST) heightened resentment regarding the
level of taxes on middle-income eamers; and the failure of the major political parties to
effectively address the deficit issue added a sense of urgency to the political interventions

of concerned fiscal conservatives.
The focus of this chapter is on Preston Manning's leadership and the readily

observable institutional and strategic variables which shaped the Reform Party's political
oppominities. In subsequent chapters it will be argued tliat explaining the emergence of
Reform requires an analysis which takes us beyond the account of the party's birth which
is offered here. It is a mistake. however, to understate the importance of leadership and
the strategic maneuverings of political actors. Not only the emergence of Reform, but to a
very significant extent the party's policies and ideological character, are tied to Preston
Manning,his background and his leadership. For this reason, the story of the birth of
Reform is a story which begins when Preston Manning first dabbled in politics some
thirty years ago.
Twentv vears a dream: 1965-1985

The Reform Party of Canada was not the creation of Preston Manning alone. By the mid
1980s, a nurnber of prominent Western Canadians had independently concluded the time

was right for a new federal political Party, and several of these individuals played key
roles in getting the Reform project off the ground between 1986 and 1988. Nevertheless.
the Alberta Report was absolutely correct to report in June, 1987 that "Manning was the
guiding light...the chief reason a party emerged."' Tom Flanagan, the party's former
Director of Policy. Strategy and Communications, has often referred to Reform as the
party that Manning built:
To a remarkable degree, the Reform Party is the personal project of
Preston Manning. Throughout the party's bief history, Manning has been
its only leader and its only authoritative spokesman. He contributed the
party's name, most of its Statement of P ~ c i p l e sand
, many of its policies.'
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n u s , while a number of people can legitimately claim recognition for their initiative

during the birth of Reform. the party's ideological, organizational and political character
has been shaped by Manning. Without Preston Manning's involvement, a new federal

political party may have been bom in the West during the late 1980s, but it wodd have
been a significantly different party. As many obsewers have noted, the birth of the
Reform Party only came to pass afler the idea of Reform had been gestating in the mind

of Preston Manning for two decades.
Although ofien characterized as a political neophyte, Reform Party leader Preston
Manning, son of former Alberta Premier Emest Manning, made his first foray into federal
politics in 1965, standing as the Social Credit candidate in the constituency of Edmonton
East. OnIy 23 yean old at the time. Manning ran as a "strong and active voice" for youth;
his campaign literature claimed "[elnthusiasticyouth must be willing to accept the
responsibilities of government."" As Socreds, Manning and his Edmonton area running
mates carnpaigned on the issues of economic fieedom and the high cost of Canada's
emergent welfare state. A campaign poster used by Manning drew on the classical liberal
individualism of libertanan political ideology to attack the welfare state's infnngement on
personal fieedom: "The moment a man forfeits his right to choose what is beneficial for
himself and those in his care, he forfeits his guarantee of se~urity."~

Finishing a distant second to the Tory incurnbent, Manning came away from the
experience having learned a couple of lessons which would guide his subsequent
relationship to partisan politics. Fint, during the campaign, Manning came to the

conclusion that neither he nor the other local candidates had the requisite ski11 or
knowledge to serve as representatives capable of providing political leadership to their
in response. Manning has since put an incredible amount of energy into
~ornrnunities.~
honing his views on key political issues and processes. The depth and breadth of his
research into and knowledge of political issues is not particularly outstanding; what is
unique is the extraordinary effort Manning has directed toward reffing his views. as well
as perfecting the written and oral presentation of these views. One former Reform M.P.
and long-time fnend of Manning, Ray Speaker. recalls how Manning has always been
committed to spending the time to carefully h i m e his ideas: "Preston and 1, and Enck
Schmidt and Don Hamilton. once spent hours with a blackboard writing one sentence on
the definition of Social Conservatism."' Even today. Manning is known for penning his
own speeches and insisting on extensive persona1 involvement in the writing of al1 key

party documents. The result has been a notable clarity, consistency and simplicity in most

of the positions taken by Manning and the Reform Party. It has also meant that many of
the political ideas which drive the Refoxm Party in the 1990s, are in fact ideological
commitrnents Preston Manning forrnulated in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

The second lesson Manning apparently took fiom his expenence in the 1965
election was that he didn't like losing. particularly as part of an aging political machine
like the federal Social Credit party. He decided that rather than working within a
traditional politicai Party, he wanted to be involved in the wave of political activism
which can emerge fiom a major new populist movement.' As a result. Manning has

consciously substituted a strategic emphasis on macro-political timing for more

In effect,
conventional notions of a political strategy based on coalition-b~ilding.~
Manning decided as early as the 1960s that when political trends suggest the time is right,
he wodd be at the forefiont of a new populist rnovement and political Party. Thus, for
twenty years, frorn 1965 to 1985, Manning's political efforts were directed toward
developing his political ideas and testing the political waters to see if the time was right
for a new federal political part.. For twenty years, the Reform Party of the 1990s was a
dream taking shape in the mind of Preston Manning.
During much of late 1960s, Manning was employed with the National Public

Affairs Research Foundation (NPARF). a small right-wing think tank founded and funded
y a number of prominent business people. NPARF. which some c l a h was the

f o r e m e r to the National Citizens Coalition (NCC)." provided Manning with the
material resources which dlowed him to devote his energies to advising his father and
honing his own political ideas. His first major project was the production of an Alberta
govemment policy document titled A White Paper on H u m n Resources ~evelopment."
authored by himself and his fiend Erick Schmidt, then Executive Assistant to the AIberta
Cabinet. The White Paper, which was released in March, 1967 under the name of the
Premier. Emest C. Manning, represents an attempt by Manning and Schmidt to apply
their personal small-c conservative pnnciples and technocratie systems analysis to the
practical questions of poverty, underdevelopment and social semices delivery.

The White Paper is smking for a couple of reasons. First, the White Paper is

stnking because of the technocratie naivety with which it applies systems analysis and
essentially descriptive matrices as a concephial framework for public policy and action.
Reading the document in the 1990s, it appears extremely simplistic. At the tirne however,

Manning believed his systems approach, with its policy matrices, could be extended and
adapted to assist policy-making in al1 major policy areas." More significant, however, is
the way in which the mite Paper grapples with the relationship between political
principles and policy-making. At the outset, the paper is emphatic about the importance
of ensuring that policy-making is driven by fundamental principles and vaIues.13 It dso
enurnerates the value judgernents by which human resources development policy should
be guided:
e

Human resources will be treated as being intrinsically more
important than physical resources.
Pnor consideration will be given to human beings individually
(persans), rather than to human beings collectively (society)...
A free enterprise economy, in which al1 individuals have maximum
opportunity to participate, will be regarded as more desirable than a
state regimented economy.

A supporting function. rather than a domineenng function, will be
ascribed to the state relative to buman and physical] resources
development.'"
Then, in a manner which has become characteristic of Preston Manning, the paper
moves on to claim that these small-c conservative principles--principles which could be
labelled either economic conservative or business (classicol) libercd because they entail a
cornmitment to liberal individualism, the free market and a severely limited state-are not
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incompatible with other politicai and ideological perspectives. In fact, in the White Paper
there is the suggestion that it is possible to achieve what Manning now calls a synthesis
between right-wing conservatism and left-wing liberaVsocialist thinking.lsPerhaps
reflecting Manning's penonal sensitivity to criticisms of his father and the Social Credit
government for being too staunchly right-wing and business-oriented, the White Paper
boldly States:
The Govemment of Alberta is resolved to destroy, once and for dl, the
fallacious notion that those who believe in fieedorn of econornic activity,
private ownership of property, and individual enterprise and responsibility,
are incapable of "social concem" and devoid of humanitarian sentiments.16
As will be seen. Manning was not suggesting a willingness to embrace lefi liberal
ideological commitments. Nor was he hinting at a red toryisrn in his conservative
ideological cornrnitments. He was simply suggesting that individual initiative and pnvate
enterprise are the best routes to addressing the concerns raised by sociaily concerned lefi
liberals. Then. having moved from a clear statement of economic conservative principies,
to the claim that lefi liberai hurnanitarianism is nor incompatible with conservatism, the
White Paper makes one final claim about the relationship between political principles and

policy-making: since economic conservatism can ernbrace humanitarian social concems,
policy issues are really above ideological and partisan difference, they are merely a matter
for cornmon sense problem-solving.17 With this claim, Preston Manning began to develop
his belief that it is possible to be simuheously highly principled, yet not driven by
"narrow" political ideologies. As he is fond of saying today: "we reject political debate
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defined in the narrow teminology of Left, Right, and Centre."'8
Manning's next two projects at NPARF allowed him to dabble with the idea of
fomiing a new political party. Fint, acting on behalf of his father, the Social Credit
Premier. Preston and Erick Schmidt met on several occasions with Merv Leitch and Joe

Clark, then an executive assistant to the Alberta Conservative leader, Peter Lougheed, to
discuss the possibility of merging Alberta's Social Credit and Progressive Conservative
parties under the banner of the Social Conservative Party of Alberta. During the
negotiations Manning and Schmidt wrote a Basis of Union, a document not unlike the
Reform Party's Staternent of Principles, which would outline the basic principles of the
new party. The idea was soon rejected by senior officiais in both parties; however, the
experience--which he today calls "my first involvement in political synthesis

II 19--

gave

Manning an initial opportunity to develop the idea of "social conservatism," a concept
that he and his father pitched to the nation in a small book titled Political Realignment: A
Challenge ru Thoughrful Canadians.

Researching and helping write Political Reulignmenr was a formative event for
Preston Manning. Today he adrnits the experîence gave him "reason to think through the
issue of attempting to reform a traditional party from within and without, versus
attempting to create a new part^."'^ With the benefit of hindsight, one can clearly see the
roots of Reform in Polirical Realignment. The basic thesis of the book was that because

of the absence of clear-cut alternatives between principled political parties and the
public's general disillusionment and dissatisfaction with politics and political leaders, the
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Canadian party system was in need of fundamental reorganization." Moreover, the
Mannings argued this reorganization wodd ideally lead to a rationalized party system in
which partisan competition involved two parties with clearly defined political ideals and
principles."
in fact, however, Political Reaïignrnent contains two. somewhat contradictory,
messages about the ideal partisan division of political principles. At one level. as Sharpe
and Braid point out. the book shows "the Mannings themselves think very definitely in
ternis of Ieft and right."" and were interested in encouraging a polarized party system in
which the united forces of the left challenged the united forces of the right. However. in

arguing that the partisan right should be represented by a party of what the Manning's
called "social conservatisml'--essentiallyeconomic conservatism with faith in the
humanitarian sentiments and capacities of individuals and private enterprises--they were
suggesting, as they did in the White Paper, that the right can provide a "realistic
synthesis" which would "weld the humanitarian concems of those with awakened social
consciences to the economic persuasions of those with a finn conviction in the value of
fieedom of economic activity and enlightened private enterpri~e."'~
For the Mannings,
social conservatism could provide an ideological umbrella wide enough to include al1 but
the hard-core statist left. Thus, at another level. it would appear that the Mannings
believed social conservatisrn would allow them to replicate on the federal level Alberta's
long history of one party dominance under the Social Credit.

To most observers, however. social conservatism is not the political and

ideological synthesis that Preston Manning believes it is. Indeed, with the exception of
the traditionid conservative claim that "[tlhe most fundamental unit of human association
is the individual farnily and home,"'* the twenty principles of social conservaiism outiined
in Political Realignment are less conservative than they are libertarian and anti-socialist.
The emphasis throughout is on individualism, liberty and limited govemment. The text
States that "[nlo apology is made" for this focus. and wams that in "defining political
principles and particularly in defining ideals, it is imperative that we avoid the ertor of
those who define their political utopia in collectivistic and socialistic tems (in tems of
the ideal society rather than ideal individua~s)."'~
While the Manning's were focussed on
rejecting the collectivist thinking of socialism and social democracy, Political

Realignment also rejects the understanding of and commitrnent to the collectivity which
is central to traditional consematism and red toryism.

The main purpose of Political ReaIignment was to cal1 upon the federai
Progressive Conservatives to take up the cause of social conservatism and provide a
vehicle for the realignment of the Canadian party system. At the time, the Mannings did
not believe that forming an entirely new political party was the best way to achieve their
goals. Nevertheless. in the event that the federal Tories rejected their plea, they had a
warning:

...those affiliated with the Progressive Consemative Party of Canada,
should take cognizance of the following fact: if the Canadian political
situation continues to degenerate, and if the cause of conservatism
continues to suf5er and decline, not for lack of ment or a willingness on
the part of the Canadian public to support modem conservative principles

and policies, but rather because of unnecessary dissension among
politicians and parties, the idea of establishing a wholly new political partcornmitted to the social conservative position will fmd an ever increasing
number of advocates and supporters among a concemed and aroused
Canadian public."
While the Mannings' social conservative project never got off the ground. the
youffil Preston Manning did f o m a small organization called the Social Conservative
Society. Between 1966 and 1968, Preston and a number of his colleagues--including
Erick Schmidt, the coauthor of the Whiie Puper-met to explore the values and principles
of social conservatisrn. As one participant Don Hamilton, explained in his recollections

of the group: "We were seeking out ways to implement social conse~atism."'~
During most of the 1970s Preston Manning's political ambitions were much less
explicit. Having formed a consulting firm with his father. by then a Senator, he was
primarily occupied with matters of business. This did not, however. interfere with his
desire to develop and hone his politicai ideas. On numerous occasions Manning took
consulting contracts which allowed him to dabble in matters of public policy. One of the
first papers he wrote fiom the father-son consulting business was Requesrs for Proposais
and Social Contracrs. This document, which has been described as "the most detailed
was a
description of his approach to social policy that he has likely ever prod~ced,"'~

blueprint for the pnvatization of governent services.
Impressed with the way in which "requests for proposals" were used by the
Amencan govemment to tender military and aerospace contracts, Manning becarne
convinced that such tendering techniques could be used for the delivery of such services

as health care, educational and regional development. To this day, he maintains the belief
that many public policy objectives would be "better achieved" through such a process of
contracting out." As others have suggested, Requests for Proposals and Social Contracts
may provide some insight into exactly what today's Reform Party means by the following
claim: "We would actively encourage families, communities. non-governrnental
organizations, and the pnvate sector to reassume their duties and responsibilities in social
service areas."3 ' However. Requests for Proposais and Social Contracts was more than a
strategy for governments to achieve social goals; in fact, the version of the paper sent to
business people was subtitled A Strategy ro Ahance the Role of Private Enterprise in
Canada, and the preface made this dimension of the paper abundantly clear:

This document proposes a strategy for establishing a new set of relations
between govemments and private enterprise in Canada. Pursuit of this
strategy would vastly expand the responsibilities and opportunities of
Canadian business and industry, and enable Canada to attain important
national goals.3"
Few of Manning's other projects were as significant to the development of his
political ideas as the White Paper, Political Realignment and Requests for Proposals.
However, in the mid 1970s. with fùnding fiom the Business Council on National Issues
(BCN1)--now Canada's most powefil business lobby group--Manning drafled and
promoted a property rights protection clause for inclusion in the Canadian con~titution.'~
He also wrote A Realistic Perspective on Cunudian Confederation for the Canada West
Foundation." In that paper he combined his interest in systems analysis and matrices with
a senes of rational choice assumptions about the dynarnics of federal-provincial relations
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to argue that the Canadian codederation has evolved through a senes of "deals" between
federal and provincial governments. Manning refers to this perspective as his "Deal
Model of Confederation." The document would hardly be worthy of mention, if it were
not for the extreme pride with which Manning discusses the project," and his claim that
he still draws on "knowledge gained and conclusions reached as a result of fifteen years
of viewing federal provincial concerns and aspirations using the national unity matrix and
the Deal Model of Confederation."j6
During 1977 and 1978. a decade after the release of Political Realignment and
Preston Manning's activities in the Social Conservative Society. Preston and his father
made another attempt to launch a partisan political movement capable of changing the
character of the federal party system. It began as a weekiy coffee club of about a dozen
western MPs and Senatcrs brought together by Emest Manning to discuss regional issues.
It eventually expanded beyond parliamentarians and culminated in the formation of the

Movement for National Political Change (MNPC). with Preston Manning serving as the
organization's executive director." in a style and tone which recalled their efforts to
realign the federal Party system around social conseniatism. and which presaged the birth
of the Reform Party a decade later. the MNPC claimed the traditional parties were not
capable of solving the country's problerns. Their goal was to build a membership of 1,000
people in Western Canada, hold regional conventions. and then host a national
convention to launch "something new." A MNPC statement descnbed this something new
in the following manner: "A Movement for National Political Change which would either

radically transform one of the existing federal political parties or produce a viable new
political party capable of displacing one of the existing entitie~."~'
Once again however. the Mannings had misjudged the potential for such a
movement to grow into one capable of disrupting the federal party system. By 1979, when
Joe Clark's Tories had displaced the Trudeau Liberals. the MNPC had disbanded. But this
tum of events was not enough to dissuade Preston Manning from his long-term objective

of one day leading a new partisan political movement of the nght. In fact. the consistency
of Manning's politicai ideas and motivations is one of his most striking characteristics.
His political values and ambitions changed very littie during the two decades preceding
the birth of the Reform Party. It would seem that Manning's experience with the MNPC
simply allowed him to M e r develop the strategic approach he would later take to his
role in the founding of Reform. Like Political Realignment and the Social Conservative
Society. the MNPC allowed Manning to test the political waters to see if the time was
nght. When he found it wasn't. he once again backed off and waited. In fact, while the
prairies of the early 1980s spawned a number of staunchly regionalist and secessionist
movements with which Preston Manning had informai and fleeting c~ntact.,'~it was not

until the mid 1980s that he made his third attempt to challenge the traditional parties and
party system with a new nght-wing political movement. Between 1986 and 1988, Preston
Manning drew on his two decades of behind the scrnes political expenence to chart the
course for the birth of the Reform Party of Canada.

The birth of Reform: 1986-1988

In 1986, when Preston Manning again concluded the time was right to work toward
launchine a new partisan political movemeot the situation was different in one i m p o m t
way: this time Manning and the people irnrnediately around him were not alone. While
talking up the idea with his penonal political contacts-including Onoway municipal
councillor Cliff Breitkreuz and Tory M.L.A. Ray Speaker-Manning also began
networking with such well-placed members of the Edmonton business and legd
cornmunity as John Poole, Robert Chapman and Dick Shahany. At the same t h e , there
were at least three other sources of independent impetus toward the formation of a new
Western Canadian political partyJOFirst Ted Byfïeld, the socially and fiscally
consexvative editor and publisher of the influential right-wing Alberta Report magazine,
wrote a column in August 1986 declaring the need for a political party to advocate the

interests of Western Canadians.'"
Second, in Calgary a loosely knit group of lawyers, oil patch executives and
individuals who had been involved in organizing Canadian entries in the America's Cup
yachting challenge. had also begun to talk about the need for a new political party. This
group included Marvin Dill, organizer of Canada's Amerka's cup entries and one of the

earliest advocates of forming a new federal party; Cliff Fryers. a lawyer who was later to
serve as the chief executive oficer of Reform Fund Canada and chair of the Reform
Party's Executive Council; Jim Gray, an oil executive and member of the Canadian
Committee for a Triple-E Senate; oil man Jack Mackenzie; and lawyen Doug Hilland and

Bob Muir.
Finally, in British Columbia, Francis Winspear, a Victoria millionaire who had
been making his mistrations with the Mulroney Conservatives public in discussiors with
associates on Vancouver Island, contacted Stan Roberts of Burnaby, B.C. to invite hirn to
get involved in exploring new political options for disaffected Westemen. Roberts, the
former president of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce and one time head of the
Canada West Foundation. had also been leader of the Manitoba Liberal Party; thus, as he
began exploring the level of interest in such a project, he touched base with some of his
former contacts on the prairies, including JO Anne Hillier and Alan Beachell in Manitoba

and Wally Nelson in Saskatchewan."'
in the early stages these isolated groups were not in contact with one another.
However this began to change in September 1986, when Manning sent a memorandurn
entitled A Uiestern Reform Movement: The Responsible Alternative fo Western
Separarism, to Ted BByfield at Alberta Report, Jim Gray of the Canadian Cornmittee for a

Triple-E Senate. and David Elton, the current president of the Canada West Foundation.

In that document-which pushed the idea of holding a srnaII meeting at which someone
@resumably Manning) would give a talk to a group of potential leaders of the next
Western Reform Movement-Manning offered the following observation:
The western Canadian who views the federal political scene today sees
nothing but unacceptable alternatives, There is therefore no point in
M e r analysis or debate as to whether supporting the federal
Conservatives, Liberais, or NDP in the next federal election is the lesser of
the three evils. Politically, we are now in one of those situations where it is

'bold actions, not M e r calculations, which will cany the day.I4)

In response, Jim Gray invited Manning, Byfïeld and Elton to Calgary to meet with
hirnself and a couple of membes of the Calgary group, Bob Muir and Doug Hilland. At
that meeting, which Byfield was unable to attend, both Gray and Elton expressed some

reservations about moving too quickly to establish a new partisan organization. Muir and
Hilland, on the other hand. were enthusiastic and invited Manning to make a presentation
(the type of taik Manning had pushed for in his rnemorandum) to the Calgary group. On
November 13, 1986, Preston Manning offered them his thoughts in a talk titled Proposa1
for the Creation of a Western-Bused Political P m y to Run Candidures in the 1988
Federd Election. There was considerable enthusiasm for the proposal, but the group did

not get beyond agreeing that a larger meeting should be held to address the specific
details of alternative courses of action.

It was at this stage that Stan Roberts, whom Manning knew fiom Robert's days
with the Canada West Fondation. contacted Manning. With this connection made. the

various groups who had been actively talking about starting a new political movement
began to unite. A decision was eventually taken to establish the Reform Association of
Canada and appoint a steering cornmittee consisting of Stan Roberts, Preston Manning
and Bob Muir to organize a convention. eventually narned the Western Assembly on

Canada's Economic and Politicai Future. in Vancouver in the spring of 1987. Francis
Winspear agreed to provide initial financial backing, Ted Byfield offered to publicize the
event through the Alberta Report and Western Report magazines, Roberts took on the
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supervision of the assembly's facilities and accommodation arrangements, and Manningin an early indication of the way in which he would evennially ensure his control of the
Reform Party--volunteered to draft the conference agenda and organize the resource
people to present discussion papee.
Over dvee days in late May, 1987 approximately three hundred delegates from
across the West met in the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Vancouver. The information kit
provided to the delegates outlined two basic questions to be answered by the assembly:
"What is the West's 'Agenda for Change'?" and "What politicai vehicle and saategy
should Westemen support in order to secure action on the West's Agenda for change?""

In both forrn and substance, the policy and political resolutions put fonvard to answer
these questions reflected Preston Manning's extensive involvement in planning the
assembly. The focus of the policy discussions was on economic refoms. but resolutions
were also put forward regarding constitutional and social refoms. The delegates
approved the establishment of a free-trade zone to be known as the Western Canada
Economic Cornrnunity. They called for the enwnchment of economic nghts in the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. passed a resolution favouring a Triple-E
Senate. and voted in favour of encouraging a higher degree of public involvement in
govemment decision-making through the placement of questions on a question ballot
during elections. Speaking in favour of such referendurn-style votes through the use of
question ballots. one delegate bluntly stated a sentiment which would eventually attract
hundreds of thousands of Canadians to support the fledgling Reform Party of Canada:

"I'm a member of the silent majority, and I say what we have now is not d e by the
majonty, but nile by srnall pressure groups. It's tirne for the rest of u s to have some say.""
While the Assembly delegates had a considerable list of economic policy
pnorities-pnvatize crown corporations. reduce taxes on businesses, reduce the deficit
and deregulate the econorny-there was little consensus on the specific direction they
wanted to go in relation to social policy. With many delegates publicly "fulminating about
the welfare harnrnock. UIC cheaters, and self-reliance," and others suggesting "privatiring
social senrices would make them more efficient," there was little doubt about the basic
direction delegates wanted to go with social refom. but no specific policy positions were
adopted? Manning had drafted a resolution on social reform which. like the White Paper
he had authored twenty years earlier. stated "cooperative efforts are required between
people with business and financial skills and people with social concems and caring
~kills."~'
Nevertheless. social policy remained a major hole in the assembly's policy
platform. Some time later. Manning commented that he had not done a good job of
getting the kind of expert input on social policy that he had arranged on economic and
constitutional policy:
1 had looked for resource persons and contributors who combined the 'hard
head' and 'sofi heart' necessary to generate constructive alternatives to the
welfare-state approach to dealing with the old. the Young, the sick, and the
poor, but 1 had not been very suc~essful.~~

The highlight of the Western Assembly was a presentation entitled Choosing a

political vehicle tu represent the West, which Manning made to the delegates on the
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Saturday evening. In his taik, Manning outlined the political options before the delegates:
they could work within an existing federal political Party; adopt a secessionist position
and support the Western Canada Concept; or support "a new and broadly based political
party" f h l y cornmitted to the Agenda for Change king developed by the delegates

attending the Western Assembly. As expected. he very strongly advocated the formation
of a new federal political party and encouraged the delegates to support the political
resolutions directing a steering cornmittee to organize the founding convention of this
party during the fall of 1987.'9
With only Preston Manning's preferred option effectively presented to the
delegates, the result of the next day's vote was a foregone conclusion. Delegates voted by
a margin of almost eight to two in favour of forming a new political party. They also
passed an implementation resolution speciSing the agenda for the party's foundhg
convention--define the ideological position and platform, select a name, and select a
leader--and stipulating a senes of guidelines (drafted by Preston Manning) for the
organizers of the new party's founding convention to adhere to:
A positive orientation and vision--not merely negative or
reactionary.
e

Establishment of high standards.

9

Achievement of ideological balance.

e

Committed to preserving and strengthening Canada-The West
wants in.'
Provision of room to grow fiom a regionally based party to a t d y

national party capable of forming a national govemment.50
With these decisions made, Preston Manning's dream was finally about to become a
reality .
On the weekend of October 30 to November 1, 1987, at the Winnipeg Convention
Centre, the Reforrn Association of Canada held its second assembly, the founding
assembly of the Reform Party of Canada From beginning to end. Preston Manning
maintained considerable influence over the proceedings. As the assembly openeci, it was

Manning who reported to the delegates on the results of the first assembly in Vancouver,
and it was he who outlined the need for a new federal political party. Then. by a

unanimous show of hands, the 262 delegatesS1voted to support a formal motion,
introduced by Stan Roberts and seconded by Francis Winspear. to create the new party.
The party's name--Reform Party of Canada--was selected fiom a list of thirty potential
names during a session chaired by Calgary lawyer Bob Muir.
The actual decision on the party's narne would be of little interest if it were not for
the subtle way in which it served to demonstrate Preston Manning's control of the
assembly proceedings. Bob Muir had worked closely with Manning since they met in Jim
Gray's office a year earlier. There is little doubt that Manning and Muir had already
agreed "Reform Party of Canada" was their joint preference for the party's name. To
s
underscore the appropriateness of the name, Muir read out some dictionary d e f ~ t i o n of
reforrn and informed delegates that the assemblyls steering cornmittee had discussed the

importance of considering whether they wanted a name which suggested the party was

simply a regional party, or a name more süited to a national party. Of course, the
delegates were well aware that the Western Assembly in Vancouver had voted to ensure
that the new party would have "room to grow from a regionall'y bmed party to a truly
national party." It may seem that the party's narne was merely the logicai extension of the
interim association's name: Reform Association of Canada. This is me, but even that
name was borrowed fiom Manning's September. 1986, memorandum: A Western Reform
Movement: The Responsible AIternative to Western Separutism. Thus. it is not overstating

the case to Say that Manning had ideas about even the smallest of details, and he worked
the agenda-setting and decision-making processes to ensure the new party reflected the
ambitions he had long been formulating.

Pnor to grappling with the matter of selecting a leader for the new party, the
assembly delegates adopted a constitution and statement of pnnciples. The rules and
regulations forming the core of the constitution were drafted by Bob Muir and a small
constitution cornmittee. Preston Manning drafted the constitution's preamble and the
Staternent of Principles himself. using, as he has explained, "materials I had been

collecting for the past twenty yea&'--materials,

in other words. that he had been

collecting since he and Erick Schmidt drafted the Basis of Union for what they hoped
would become the Social Conservative Party of Alberta, and since he and his father
outlined the b a i s of social conservatism in Political Realignment.
Going into the convention. both Preston Manning and Stan Roberts had
announced their intention to seek the leadership of the party. Roberts spent more money

and campaigned, at Ieast by traditional standards, more vigorously than Manning.
Nevertheless, Manning had virtuaily assured his victory through the behind the scenes
leadership he provided during the months of delegate selection and organizational
preparation for the founding assembly. As the Alberta Report stated:
h t e a d of carnpaigning for the leadership. Mr. Manning simply assumed
the role. At Vancouver and ever since. he has been the greatest influence
on the party's agenda and plaaorm. quietly lecniring the membership on
what needs to be done next and why. He has had his way on al1 major
points so far.. ."
As events unfolded however. a leadership vote was not required. Early into the three day
assembly Roberts made a series of accusations which suggested the Manning team was
attempting to stack the convention in Preston's favour. The assembly's chair, JO Anne
Hillier. decided to cal1 the two leadership hopefuls and their officia1 representativesFrancis Winspear for Stan Roberts. and Bob Muir for Preston Manning-to a private
meeting to discuss Roberts' allegations and seek a solution to this potentidly
embarrassing situation. Afier the meeting Roberts withdrew from the leadership race and
Manning was acclaimed.
The final task of the Reform Party's founding assembly was the selection of the
party's first executive council. Included arnong the eleven newly elected council members
were: Diane Ablonczy. the Calgary lawyer whom Preston Manning selected as the
executive council's first chair," and who later became the M.P.for Calgary North; Ron
Garnble, the Vancouver business person who eventually broke fiom the federal party to

lead the B.C.Reform Party; Valene Meredith, the real estate agent who was subsequently
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elected as the M.P. for Surrey-White Rock: Bob Muir. the Calgary lawyer who drafied the
party's constitution; Werner Schmidt the former Alberta Social Credit leader who was
later elected as the Reform M.P. for Okanagan Centre; and Gordon Shaw, the executive
council's first vice-chair. and later a key Reform Party staffer.
When the preliminary registration of the Reforrn Party of Canada was submitted
in January of 1988. the new party had a statement of principles, but lacked a detailed
policy platform to present to the electorate. It had well over 3,000 memben, but no
officially nominated candidates. (Reform would need to nominate at least fi@ candidates
if it was to be registered as an officia1 political party for the 1988 general election.) Thus.
Preston Manning and the Reformers had two key tasks ahead: hammer out a policy
platform. and organize constituency associations capable of nominating and supporting
candidates to run in the upcorning election.
In Janwry 1988. Preston Manning converted the Edmonton offices of his
consulting business into the Reform Party offices and began to work full-time for the
party. At the same tirne, Stephen Harper, a graduate student and part-time lecturer in
economics at the University of Calgary and one-time Executive Assistant to Progressive
Conservative M.P. Jim Hawkes, bepan to volunteer as the Reform Party's first policy
chef. Harper. who had given an extremely influentid speech at the party's founding
assembly, was to become very influentid during the party's early years of growth. His
first major task involved working with Manning in drafting a party platform to present at

a special Reform Party policy assembly in Calgary, August 12- 14, 1988.~'
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Drawing on the decisions made at the Western Assembly in Vancouver, as weil as
the party's new Slaremenr of Principks. the 1988 Reform Party Platfom-which later
became the party's official Blue Book of Reform Party policy-outlined party policy on
constitutional, political. economic and social issues. Bold, occasionally strident, the
document reflected the culmination of over twenty years of development in the political
ideas of Preston Manning, and it has since set the tone and character of the Reform Party
of Canada. With regard to the issue of constitutional reform, the platform reiterated
Reforrn's opposition to the Meech Lake ~ccord,"and its commitment to a Triple-E
Senate and the entrenchment of property rights." It stated that the legal text of future
constitutional changes should be approved by a vote of the Canadian electorate and.
finally. that consideration should be given to institutionalizing in the constitution a
regional faimess test for public policy. With regard to regional faimess tests, the platform
clairned that "such radically discriminatory actions as the National Energy Program and

CF- 18 contract would never have passed through such a pro ces^."^^ On political reforms,
the platform called for reduced party discipline, greater accountability of M.P.s, the use of
referenda and citizens' initiatives. restrictions on the number and types of Orders-inCouncil permitted by a government, and an end to govemment subsidization of political
lobbying and political parties.
The platform's discussion of econornic policy called for "a new national policy"

based on neo-liberal fiee market principles and fiscal conservatism. It supported free
trade with the United States, "the shift fiom a government-dominated and supported
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agricultural industry to an industry shaped by market forces," a more cornpetitive banking
system, and extensive privatization. The platform proposed a legal requirement for the
federal government to balance its budget in each three year penod and called for
extensive tax refonn. "including the possibility of a flat tax."" Ln its discussion of
economic policy refom, the platform attacked the tight rnoney and high interest rate
policy advocated by the Minister of Finance and the Bank of Canada. Finally, the
platform called for an end to the Conservative govement's Western Diversification
Initiative, which it characterized as "a bureaucratic and political slush fund" inconsistent
with a cornmitment to fiee enterprise and a limited state.'"
Unlike the Western Assembly, the 1988 Refom platform also had considerable
detail on the matter of social policy reform. Afier a general statement affirming "the value
and dignity of the individual person and the importance of strengthening and protecting

the family unit as essential to the well-being of individuals and societv," the platform
offered the broad outlines of Reforms "alternatives to the Welfare State.lq6'In "fairness to
taxpayers" it stated that social policy must be targeted and financially sustainable.
Moreover, delivery mechanisms which "encourage families. cornmunities, nongovemmental organizations, and the private sector to reassume their duties," were offered

as an alternative to state-nin delivery mechanisms--indeed, as an alternative capable of
With
creating "a heaithier environment for both self-reliance and social re~ponsibility."~'
regard to specific social policies, the Refonn Party's piatform wamed that the Mulroney
government's proposed national day care initiative discriminated against parents who
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want to raise their children at home, created "costly incentives for imtitutionalized child
c m , and could well be the first step toward universal. compulsory, state-nin day c a r e . ~ ' ~ ~
In line with the recommendations of the Forget Commission, the platform cailed for the
r e m of Unemployment Insurance to its "original function," and an end to the use of UI
for subsidizing training and stabilizing the incomes of seasonal workers. The platfom
raised concems about federal spending powen and stated a preference for unconditionai
transfers to the provinces in areas of social policy. According to Reform. unconditionai
transfers for programmes in areas such as health care and social assistance would allow
for more differentiated and creative responses to the social policy challenges facing the
provinces.
The platform also attacked the Officiai Languages policy and the dualist

conception of Canada which has intluenced both Liberal and Tory governments since the
Pearson ers? A lengthy section on immigration policy claimed there 'lis perhaps no area

OFpublic policy where the views of Canadians have been more systematically ign~red."~'
In the process of accusing Liberal and Tory governments of moving increasingly toward
an immigration policy "explicitly designed to radically or suddenly alter the ethnic
makeup of Canada," Refom's platform called for a new immigration policy based solely

on Canada's domestic economic needs. It advocated the use of the Charter of Rights and
Freedom's notwithstanding clause to ovemde due process during the deportation of illegal
entrants, and it called for the use of referenda to approve any "major changes" to
immigration p o l i ~ y . ~ ~
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It was a detailed pladorni, and one with considerable potential appeai for both
disgruntled conservatives and politically aiienated Westerners. By advocating this policy
platform during the 1988 general election, the Reform Party attmcted the support of
nurnerous Westem Canadians whose hopes for a more regionaily sensitive approach to
govemance had not been realized under the Mulroney Tories. For example. in opposing
the Meech Lake Accord and advocating a Triple-E Senate. Reform appealed to those in
the West who believed the Tory's constitutional agenda continued to be dnven by
Quebec. Similarly, by promising to represent Western economic interests through
vehicles such as a regional faimess test for al1 federal public policies, Reform appealed to
Westem Canadians who were angered by the Mulroney cabinet's decision to award a
multi-million dollar contract for the maintenance of CF- 18 fighter aircrafl to Canadian of
Montreal despite a cheaper and technically superior bid fiorn Bristol Aerospace of
Winnipeg6' Indeed, by the tirne of the 1988 general election, the Tory's 1986 CF- 1 8
decision had joined the Liberal's National Energy Prograrn (NEP) as one of the most
politically charged symbols of the regional injustice. Peter McCormick has gone so far as
to refer to the CF- 18 decision as the "catalyst" behind Reform's emergence?
But the regional character of Reform's 1988 appeal was matched in importance by
the ideologicai character of the party's appeal. While Reform campaigned on the slogan
The Wesr Wanrs In!, the party's early successes were also linked to the platforni's
combining of neo-liberal messages with sociaily conservative traditionalism. Reform's
platfon, in other words. offered something for al1 elements of the New Right ideologicd
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constituency-then a growing constituency which had wanted a radical new approach to
governance which the Mulroney Tories seemed unwilling to provide. On the one hmd,
Reform's emphasis on farnilies and self-reliance as alternatives to the social policies of
the postwar welfare state, and the party's cornrnitrnent to slow the social and culnval
changes resulting fiorn Canada's immigration. language and cultural policies, appealed to
social conservatism of the New Right. On the other hand, the party's faith in market
forces and its comrnitment to balancing the federd budget, appeded to the fiscdly
conservative neo-liberalism of the New Right.
While Reform's success in the 1988 election was limited, the party's platform
clearly attracted the support of a range of alienated Westernen and fiscal and socid
conservatives who were disenchanted, even angry. because they felt ignored by Ottawa,
even afier four years of govemment under Brian Mulroney's Conservatives. Ln particular,
the Reform Party was an appealing option for voters who thought. in 1984, they had

elected Tory Westernen who would advocate a more regionally sensitive New Right
policy agenda; many of these voters found that. due to the constraints of party discipline.
their M.P.s went dong with Mulroney's more traditional central Canadian agenda (fiom
their perspective this was also a social liberal policy agenda) rather than publicly push for
the types of policies right-wing Westerners were demanding. In any case, fielding 72
candidates in the four western provinces (30 in British Columbia 26 in Alberta, 4 in
Saskatchewan, and 12 in Manitoba), the year old Reform Party managed to capture 7.3
per cent of the overall vote in the West-an average of 8.5 per cent of the votes cast in

those constituencies where the Reform Party ran candidates. Most impressive was
Reform's showing in Albe-

where the fledgling party received 15.3 per cent of the vote

and placed second in nine constituencies. Xn a handful of Alberta constituencies. Reform
captured over 30 per cent of the vote. In Yellowhead. where Preston Manning took on
former Prime Minister Joe Clark, 28 per cent of voten supported Ref01-m.~~
The strength
of Manning's showing against Clark was important to the Reformers because. as the
Alberta Report explained.

Mr. Clark symbolized the failure of the system, the quintessential example
of the western Conservative MP whose sensitivity to westem issues has
been CO-optedby Ottawa's liberal mindset, and whose pnmary goal is to
pursue policies that cater to a majorïty of the voters in southem Ontario
and Quebec. not the West."
It is interesting to note the implicit assurnption the preceding quotation makes

regarding the relationship between Western interests and srnall-c conservatism. on the
one hand, and between Centrai Canadian interests and a liberai mindset, on the other
hand. This is exactly the type of assumption which allowed Manning to advocate an
ideologica1Iy principled right-wing agenda while denying he was doing anything more
than representing the common sense interests of the average person in the West. hdeed,

as Keith Archer and Faron Ellis point out, Reform's 1988 slogan, The West Wants In!,
actually had several implications:
The most obvious was that the westem part of the country wanted into the
decision-making structures, fiom which they felt historically excluded.
The more subliminal interpretation of this slogan was that the "common
people" wanted in, the people who held traditional (read conservative)
social values.''
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Thus, as Reform entered electoml politics in 1988, Reform presented a number of closely
related faces to the electorate: a party of the West, an ideologically right-wing party, and a
party of the cornmon people. This suited Manning, who wished to view himself as a
politician capable of appealing across ideological divisions; whether as a party of the

West. or as a party of the common people. the ideologically dnven Manning codd daim
to be above ideological partisanship.
It is ofien suggested that the unique dynamics of the free trade issue in the 1988
election ensured that many strategically minded right-wing voters in the West supported

the Conservatives simply to ensure the pro-fiee trade vote was not split between two
parties. If the fiee trade agreement with the United States was already in place, perhaps
the Reform Party would have been even more successful. Nevertheless, the results were
impressive for the year old party; Reform had clearly demonstrated they were a serious
challenge to the existing party system. By the end of the election. the Reform Party of
Canada had 23,000 members and was well-piaced to begin expanding its base.
The vears of erowth: 1989-1992

During the year following the 1988 federal election, Reform had a series of successes

which brought the party to the attention of a greater nurnber of Canadians and helped to
M e r establish its legitimacy within the Canadian party system. The fust of these
successes was the election of Deborah Grey in a by-election in the Alberta constituency of
Beaver River. The Tory incumbent, John Dahmer. had died of cancer in late November,
1988, only five days after being re-elected in the generai election. In many ways, the
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Beaver River opportunity was ideal for Reform. First it presented a very real chance for
electoral success. The constituency was in Alberta, Refom's strongest provincial base of
support. Moreover, like ail by-elections, it would provide a safe opportunity for a protest
vote against the government. The federal Tories had a majority in Ottawa and the free
trade agreement with the United States had been signed, so right-ofsentre votes could
embrace the Reform agenda and vote for Grey without any risk of the consequences of
splitting the ri@-wing vote. in Preston Manning's words: "voters could Say yes to Senate
reform, and no to Meech Lake. yes to fair interest rate policy, no to the new federal sales
tax [the GST], and yes to a fair language policy."" On by-election day, March 13, 1989,

Grey received 1 1.154 votes. a full 4.242 votes ahead of the second place Tory candidate."

The second reason the Beaver River by-election was an ideal opportunity. was that
it would allow the Reform Party to establish a presence in the House of Commons, while
not distracting the leader and key party strategists fiom the task of g r a s roots political
organizing outside of parliament. Leading the way in this extraparliamentary organizing
effort, Manning made over 250 speeches during 1989.74In 1988, the main theme of
Manning's public addresses was the need to achieve regional fairness through a reformed
Senate and political reforms to ensure M.P.s would remain accountable to their

in 1989, the focus shifted as Manning became, first, an outspoken critic of
constit~ents.~'
the Goods and Services Tax (GST) and. later. an aggressive voice for the rest of Cannda
in the debate about the Meech Lake Accord and Quebec's place within Confederation.

in the late summer and early fa11 of 1989, most of the Reform Party's

organizational efforts were put into fielding their candidate, Stan Waters, in Alberta's
unprecedented Senate election. Since the final decision regarding Senate appointments
was still the prerogative of the prime minister-and Brian Mulroney had suggested that he

expected Premier Don Getty to provide a lisf of options for his consideration in f i l h g
Alberta's Senate vacancy--there was no guarantee that the candidate elected by Albertans
in October 1989 would actually make it into the Senate. Nevertheless. the Senate
campaign was an oppominity for the Reform Party to build on the momentum of the
Beaver River by-election.
Stan watek seemed the ideal candidate. He was an outspoken fiscal conservative-with credentials including a directorship of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce and
membership in both the National Citizens' Coalition and the Fraser Institute. Moreover.
he was willing to join Manning in speaking out against the Meech Lake Accord and the
GST. The other Senatonal candidates. particularly the Conservative candidate, Ben
Brown-who had been involved with die Triple-E movement--supported Senate ReformStan Waters' advantage was that he was a right-of-centre candidate who could publicly

distance himself fiom Getty, Mulroney, Meech Lake and the GST. Echoing Deborah
Grey's by-election campaign? Water's carnpaign literature in the Senate election had four

messages: "YESto Senate Reform, NO to the Meech Lake Constitutional Accord, YES to
reduced federal spending, NO to the proposed Goods and Services Tax."" While these
were al1 popular messages with right-of-centre voters in Alberta. the GST was the issue
which redly made the difference for Reform? On October 16, 1989, Stan Waters won

Canada's first Senate election with 4 1.5 per cent of the popular vote.
Just two weeks later, Manning turned up the heat on the issue of Quebec. The

event was the biennial Reform Party assembly, which was held in Edmonton the weekend
of October 27-29, 1989. In his keynote address Manning made a bold attempt to position
himself as more than a leader for disaf3ected Westemen; he aggressively challenged the
duaiist conception of Canada called for an end to Ottawa's pandering to Quebec, and
offered himself as a strong and determined representative of rhe rest of Canada. Manning
stated flatly that "we" (Canadians outside of Quebec) c m not "continue to make
unacceptable constitutional. economic and linguistic concessions to Quebec at the
expense of the rest of Canada."

...either al1 Canadians. including the people of Quebec. make a clear
commitment to Canada as one nation. or Quebec and the rest of Canada
should explore whether there exists a better but more separate relationship
between the two."
The speech was a timely intervention in the Meech Lake debate; but more importantly. it

was a strategic attempt to reposition the Reform Party as a national party. Not
coincidentally. it coincided with the Edmonton assembly's decision to establish a party

task force to explore expanding east of Manitoba.
By January, 1990 the Reform Party had 27,000 rnernber~.'~
Media outlets in
Ontario and Atlantic Canada were expressing increasing interest in Manning, and
disillusioned nght-of-centre voters were beginning to consider Reform an alternative to
the Mulroney Conservatives. During the early spring of 1990, Manning made his first
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major speaking tour outside the W e ~ tBy
. ~July, when Executive Councillor, Gordon
Shaw helped Reg Gosse of Kitchener, Ontario establish an ad hoc Ontario expansion
~omrnittee,~'
the party's membership had past 40,000.~'Recognizing the growing
importance of this new party, and its essentially corporate-fnendly political ideology, the
influentid right-wing media magnate, Conrad Black, and the prominent Toronto
financier, Hal Jackrnan, invited Manning to a private dinner with fi@ members of the

Canadian business and political establishment at the prestigious Toronto
While the September dinner did not produce any particularly strong corporate
endorsements for the Reform Party. the introduction by Black and Jackman certainly
enhanced Manning's legitimacy in the power centres of Toronto. As would be expected.

Manning followed up the event by sending what Sharpe and Braid have characterîzed as a
"fund-raising solicitation" to al1 the dinner guests.'u Manning's public recollection of this
meal and the fhd-raising lener which followed it provides an interesting example of how

he purposefully develops the folksy, down-to-earth persona he has now become k n o m
for. Manning wrote:
Upon my return to Calgary, 1 wrote thank-you notes to those who had
attended the Toronto dinner, asking each one to comment on our vision of
a New Canada, the prospects of selling the Triple4 Senate concept in
Ontario, and the likelihood of the Reform Party receiving support in
Ontario. This Ietter generated some usehl feedback, advice, and
[--surprise?--] even a fewfinancial contribu~iom.'~

By the end of 1990, the Reform Party had over 50,000 rnernbers and was being
tracked and reported in the monthly Gallup Polk-at that time. between six and nine per
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cent of the national electorate was regularly indicating a preference for the still Westembased Reform Party? The Conservative govemment in Ottawa, then at the mid point in
its mandate, was languishing at below twenty per cent in opinion polls. It was clear that
the Reform Party had rnomennim. But the continued growth in membership and public
attention did not change the fact that Reform was still a young Party, dominated by its
leader, and tied by its constitution to organize only in the West. Thus. the forces
underpinning the party's growth had to be channelled if Reform was to successfûlly use
its popularity to maximize the party's influence on the national political scene. Two
important decision made during 1991 determined how Manning and Reform would
attempt to manage the party's mornentum in preparation for the next election: the first
decision was the decision to go national;the second. was the decision to expand the party
offices and professionalize the party's hierarchy and election team. While the decision to
go national was straightfonuard, the professionalization of a young. leader-dominated
party proved problematic.

The formal decision to expand the Reform Party beyond its regiond base in the
West and begin preparing constituency associations in Ontario and Atlantic Canada to run
Candidates in the 1993 general election was taken at the party's assembly in Saskatoon in
April, 1991. It was an important hiniing point for Reform. but certainly not an unexpected

one. Manning had always been in favour of building a national political party. Ln facf the
intention to eventually move beyond the West was clearly stated in the original motions

passed at the Westem Assembly in Vancouver in 1987. Moreover, this cornmitment was

reafErmed by Reformers at the Edmonton assembly in 1989, when delegates voted to
authorize the executive council to establish an Eastern expansion cornmittee. Even
though the outcome was never in doubt, the 1991 decision process was carefully managed
to maximize the percentage of memben voting in favour of expansion. At the Saskatoon
assembly, the Chair of the expansion cornmittee, Gord Shaw, offered his cornmittee's
report to the delegates and then introduced Reg Gosse of Kitchener Ontario, who reported
on preliminary organizing in Ontario. Gosse told delegates that in Ontario alone, the party
had already grown to six thousand members and fifty inlerim constituency associations.
His message was printed on buttons worn by himself and other Ontario Reformers: "The
East wants in!" When a straw vote was held. 96.6 per cent of the delegates voted in
favour of expan~ion.~'
Preston Manning's drearn of building a new national political party
was one step closer to realization.

Beyond the carefully managed decision to go national, and a more contentious
decision nor to enter into provincial politics. the 1991 Saskatoon assembly has become
. ~ the
~ way in which the party's
known, particularly by cntics of the Reform ~ a r t yfor

leadership--particularly Manning and Stephen Harper--managed the party's policy

development process to ensure a degree of rhetorical moderation in the policy resolutions
that were passed. At the 1989 assembly in Edmonton, Harper had found it necessary to
wam deiegates about giving critics "ammunition" to use against the Party. Afier Harper's
appeai to the delegates, the Alberta Report noted that "moderation became a kind of subtheme for the a ~ s e r n b l ~in
. " 1991,
~ ~ however, little was left to chance. As chair of the
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Party Policy Cornmittee. Harper, and through him Manning, vetted al1 policy resolutions

proposed by Reform constituency associations. in this way, Manning and Harper vimially
controlled the tone and substance of the policy resolutions which got to the floor of the
assembly. And their effort was successfül; on potentially controversial items delegates
accepted the Policy Committee's cal1 for moderation. As Kenneth Whyte observed:
Frequent appeals from party leaders and delegates on the floor to consider
how RPC policy would be perceived by the public and the national media
obviously made an impact; there were less than a dozen dissenting votes
on these decisions?'
It should be noted that the core substance of party policy was not moderated at the

Saskatoon assembly. Rather, the wording of potentially conû-oversial policies on issues
such as immigration and multiculturalisrn was cleaned up to make it more palatable to the
media and a broader national audience. Equally important. Harper and Manning managed
to ensure that stridently reactionary ideas coming fiom certain sections of the membenhip

would not be officially considered, let alone adopted, by the party assembly. While some
would wish to paint the efforts of Harper and Manning as simply a public relations
exercise to broaden Refom's politicai appeal-and the rewording of immigration and
multiculturalism policies was likely just that--an honest desire for (relative) moderation
seems to have motivated the sidelining of the most reactionary ideas coming from the
g r a s roots of the party.
The decision to expand the party offices and begin professionalising the party's
hierarchy and election tearn was not formally taken at the 1991 Saskatoon assernbly.
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Rather, it was the result of a series of decisions taken by Manning and the people around

him. The process began in May. 1991. when the newly elected executive council held its
fint official meeting. Cliff Fryers. the lawyer who had been a member of the original
Calgary group back in 1986, was selected by Manning to serve as the chair of executive

council. At this fust meeting the executive council gave the go-ahead to a planned
reorganization of the party's national office. The office, which had moved fiom
Edmonton to Calgary a year earlier. would be organized around four departments, each
headed by a full-time directorm9'Hal Kupchak was hired as the first Director of Finance
and Administration. Virgil Anderson. the Manning loyalist who had set aside his law
practice and temporarily moved to Edson to work full-time on Manning's campaign
against Joe Clark in 1988.9' becarne Director of Constituency Development and Election
Readiness. University of Calgary political scientist Tom Flanagan was appointed Director
of Policy, Strategy. and Communications. And Gordon Shaw, the former vice-chair of
executive council and head of the expansion cornmittee, moved into the position of
Director of Special Projects. Less than a year later. however. Shaw took over the senior
staff position of Executive Director. Some of the other key political staff included: Ron
Wood, media; Laurie Watson, communications; George Koch. of Alberta Report
magazine, in speech writing; and. of course, Stephen Harper. policy.
Professionalising the party's campaign tearn and enhancing Reform's election
readiness was not to be implemented as easily as the stafEng changes. It seems that by the
summer of 1991, Cliff Fryers, Stephen Harper and Preston Manning had agreed on a
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"two-election strategy" which would have Manning in the prime ministefs office before
in the first election. subsequently held in November 1993, this
the end of the de~ade.~'

strategy called for Refonn to win between fifly and eighty seats in a minority parliament.
At the tirne, they believed this would be impossible without building a political machine
much like that of the traditional parties. While this would involve a break from past
practices. as well as from the public image Reform had always promoted, the key playes
in the party hierarchy were comrnitted to a move in that direction. As Flanagan explains:

The party was supposed to become a hill-scde contender at the national
level, acquiring dl the political technology and tools the other parties had
at their disposal (polling, advertising, public relations. computer network.
private jet for the leader's campaign, and so forth)."
The process began when Fryers convinced Manning, and then the executive
council. to hire the services of Alan Wiggan and his Calgary advertising and
communications fim. Hayhurst Associates. Also taken on board during the summer of
1991 were Frank Luntr an American campaign strategist who had worked with Ronald
Reagan's pollster, and Rick Anderson. the one-time Liberal who had managed Don
Johnston's leadership bid in 1984 and then taken up employment with the consulting and
public relations gimt, Hill and Kn~wlton.'~As events unfolded, however, only Rick
Anderson was to maintain an extensive long-term relationship with the Party. The
relationship between Reform and Hayhurst Associates lasted only a year, the services
were too expensive for the party, and because no one in Wiggants firm had experience

with political advertising the early results were apparently Iess than fully satisfactory. For
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his part, Luntz oversaw a national poll administered by Canadian Facts and worked on
candidate-training seminars, but Manning's decision in early 1992 to suspend the
expensive polling programme lefi Luntz as a minor player in the campaign strategy
group--to earn his livelihood he thus had to spend the majority of his time in campaign
consulting at home in Amenca. At some level, the cornmitment to the professionalization
of the Reform Party's carnpaign preparations remained; but due to financial limitations

and Manning's decision regarding the polling programme, the party entered 1992 without
a full-time professional communications consultant or a pollster.
For a number of reasons 1992 was a turnultuous year for Reform. The party's
membership continued to grow rapidly. finally peaking at 133.000 in the early fall. Media
treatrnent of the party indicated Reform's legitimacy was on the increase. On the surface,
the party's move ont0 the national political stage seemed to be on track. However, within
the party's core of strategic advisors, conflict and change halted any progress toward the

intended professionalization of the carnpaign team.
The referendum on the Charlottetown Accord was the dominant event of 1992. Its
defeat was an important victory for Manning. who, d e r some initial reluctance. played

an important role in the campaign against the Accord. But the referendum carnpaign also
produced some painful lessons for a party which wishes to become a professional
political machine while continuing to be dominated by a single individual. Tom

Flanagan's account of the intemal power stniggles during the Charlottetown referendum
provides a unique insight into Manning's leadership style, as well as some of the stmtegic

challenges facing Reform in the year prior to the 1993 general election?
Prior to the referendum campaign, a committee known as the campaign
management committee was established to ovenee political strategy. But the committee
was large, including most of Reform's strategic advisors and a number of operational
staff. Among this group were constitutional hawks, such as Stephen Harper, Tom

Flanagan, Laurie Watson and George Koch. who believed Reform should take an
aggressive stand against the Charlottetown Accord. There were also a number of
constitutional doves who were not as rnotivated--most notably Rick Anderson, who
actually supported the Yes side. and Manning himself. who was initially hesitant about
taking a leadership role on the No side. Manning was apparently uncornfortable with his

inability to control the campaign management committee. so in early September he
created a smaller steenng committee consisting of himself. Cliff Fryers, Gordon Shaw.
Virgil Anderson. Rick Anderson, and a newcomer. lan Todd, who had been working as a
Reform organizer in British Columbia. On this committee, Rick Anderson was.according
to Flanagan, the only senior political strategist. Fryers, the man Manning selected as chair
Shaw and Virgil Anderson
of executive council was less a strategist than an "enf~rcer,"~'
were Ioyalist staffers, and Ian Todd acted as secretary to the cornmittee. The apparent
objectives of forming the steenng comrnittee were to marginalize the people who really
wanted to fight the referendum campaign and to ensure Manning's control of smtegic
decisions. Nevertheless, as the referendum campaign unfolded, not even the steering
committee exerted influence over Manning:

For al1 practical purposes, Manning became the referendum campaign.
Afier using Stephen Harper to drafi the positioning speech of September
10 and George Koch to wrïte the launching speech of September 18, he
became his own speechwriter. He also wrote pamphlets. advertising copy.
even some press releases. And, with Rick Anderson's assistance, he served
as his own ~trategist.~~
After the referendum campaign, Laurie Watson and George Koch were fired,
Flanagan lefi the Reform Party to retum to the University of Calgary, and Harper began to
distance himself from Manning and reduce his involvement in the &airs of the party's
national office. Alan Wiggan of Hayhurst Associates was long gone. and Frank Lunu was
playing a very marginal role. From Flanagan's perspective, this represented a wiping out

of the par&ylsroster of strategic advisers? Nevertheless. Rick Anderson. and loyalists
such as Cliff Fryers. Gordon Shaw. Virgil Anderson and Ian Todd remained to form the
core of the team that would fight the 1993 election campaign and dominate the
extraparliarnentary wing of the party into the late 1990s.

By the surnrner of 1993 it appeared that Reform was stalling. The party's future seemed
uncertain. After peaking at 133,000 in the fa11 of 1992, memberships were declining, soon
to drop below 100.000. In July Reform hit 6 per cent in the monthly Gallup poll, the
lowest point since Gallup began regularly reporting the party's standing in A u p t 1990.
When the election was called in early September. party insiden were pnvately conceding
that Reform could corne out of the campaign without a single scat."'(' As Campbell and

Pal observed:
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The Refom Party on the eve of the election had hit bottom...was intemally
divided over how it had fought the referendum, and its own strategists
were wondering whether it could even achieve oficial party statu^.'^'

In retrospect however. the low standing of the party in opinion polls may have been a
blessing in disguise; since expectations were low, Reform's gains in the polls during late
September and early October were viewed as significant carnpaign momentum.
in the first week of the 1993 election campaign. Jean Chrétien's Liberals and Kim

Campbell's Tories were neck and neck. each receiving the declared support of
approximately 34 or 35 per cent of the electorate. Refom. the NDP and the Bloc
Québécois were well behind. with between 8 and 1 1 per cent support.lO' Thus. the real
story of the campaign was the Tories' twenty point decline. £kom the mid thirties to just
16 per cent on election day. But Reform's less drarnatic rise--fiom 1 1 to 19 per cent
during the course of the election--was closely comected to the Tory decline. The Liberal

victory is ofien attrîbuted to Chrétien's ability to present a plan which focused on jobs and
offered hope for the future. The Liberals set the agenda on employment. and were
successful in dominating the middle cf the politicai spectm. Manning and Reform, on
the other hand, staked out the fiscaily conservative right of the politicai spectnun. During
the campaign, Manning continued to (i) speak out against the GST and promise eventual
tax relief to middle-income earners. (ii) position himself as a voice for the rest of Canada

in a constitutional agenda which seemed driven by Quebec, (iii) expound on the virtues of
mechanisms of direct democracy which appealed to the public's growing anti-elitism, and
(iv) appeal to aiienated Westemen by characterizing himself as a political outsider who
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would shake things up in Ottawa. Nevertheless. the centre-piece of the election pladorm
Manning offered Canadians was the fiscally conservative "Zero in Three" deficit
elimination plan. The Tories had talked the deficit line. but had been unsuccessfül at
getting spending under control; thus Manning offered Reform as the more competent and
committed deficit cutters.
Although Reform's success resulted. in large part. fiom the way Manning invaded
the Tories fiom the right. this was not always the explicit intention of the party's
carnpaign strategist~.'~'
The communications strategy had set three goals for the Refom
campaign. The first was to appeal to the public's anti-elitism by positioning Manning as
the o d y leader willing to listen to the people and respond to what the general public said
the election issues should be. In the opening week of the campaign, Manning declared his
desire to "Let the People Speak." and he promised to build a "people's platform" which
would clearly differentiate Reform fiom the traditional parties?

Thus. the second

communications goal was to differentiate Reform fiom the other parties (on issues such

as Quebec and the deficit) by offering voters a distinct political option which, in
Manning's words. would be "so clear that not even the dullest commentator or the most
indifierent citizen will be able to Say, 'These federal parties are al1 the same, so it makes
no difference who you vote f~r'."'~"inally. the third goal was to convince voten that a
vote for Reform was not a wasted vote; in other words, if voten wanted real change, they
could truly make their vote count by voting Reform. the party of outsiders who were
principled and ready to make a difference in Ottawa. Manning and his strategists also

aimed to calm any fean Canadians had about voting for a new and untried political Party.

Thus, in the final days of the carnpaign. Reform strategists planned what Eilis and Archer
have described as an "emotional plea urging the electorate to vote on the basis of personal
conviction of right and wrong rather than fear or tradition."'"
It goes without saying that a Reform Party policy platform would be ri&-ofcentre. Nevertheless. it does not seem that Reform strategists initially intended to
concentrate on unambiguously staking out the fiscally conservative right of the political
spectrurn. in the rarly stages of the carnpaign. the Reform message lacked focus. In fact.
Manning had been working on proposals for carnpaign themes which would tone d o m
the aggressive nature of the party's fiscally consenrative deficit elimination plan. Manning
wanted speeches and campaign literature which would be positive. offer hope. and focus
on the "light at the end of the t u ~ e l . " ' He
~ ' wanted to outline a Reform vision of the
funire: an emerging "New Economy" based on information and service industries with
government's role Iimited to creating the environment necessary for private enterprise to
thrive. The intent of this dimension of the carnpaign was to convince Canadians that
Reform's tough fiscal policies were a means to greater ends. In a senes of platitudes
sounding not unlike those offered by traditional parties. the national campaign literature
explained:

Those greater ends are the fulfilment of the personal and collective drearns
and aspirations of more than 27 million Canadians, living in a Canada
distinguished by the equality and freedom of al1 our citizens; the
conservation of our mapificent environment; the acceptance of our social
responsibilities; and the accountability of our elected of fi ci al^.'^^

It was clear that Manning wanted to make space for middle-of-the-road campaign
themes. His long held belief that he had a vision which could make smalls conservatism
palatable to people fiom across the political spectnim, had led Manning to deny that
Reform's capacity for gaining electoral support in 1993 was prirnady on the right. Of
course. there was little in the campaign platforni which was explicitly lefi-of-centre. but
Tom Flanagan. the very conservative former strategist. and other right-wing Reform
boosters, such as Ted Bytiield of Alberta Report. worried early in the carnpaign that
Manning and his carnpaign offkials--particularlp the Carnpaip Director. former Liberal
Rick Anderson--were moving the pan) to the lefi. These Reformers began to speak out.
publicly cnticizing Manning for abandoning Reform's roots by articulating a vision which
could have been offered by any of the traditional parties.'w
As a result of pressure fkom influential Reformers who did not want to see the
party drift lefi of its roots. a s well as pressure from a media which was far more interested
in Manning's aggressive deficit cutting measures than in his "light at the end of the
tunnel." the campaign soon veered more sharply to the right.'I0 The Reform policies
which emerged as the central planks in the 1993 platform were explicitly right-wing and

primarily fiscdly conservative. Indeed. the central campaign pl& was the "Zero in
Three" deficit elimination plan, and many of the other policy positions taken by Manning
were comected to. even dictated by. this plan. Since 1988. the party had as a policy the
requirement that govemment balance the budget in each three year period."' During the
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1993 carnpaign Manning began to spell out in more detail exactly what it would take to

eliminate the deficit within three years. Arnong rnany other cuts. he promised to reduce
transfers to the provinces for equalization and welfare by $1.5 billion and to freeze

transfen for health care at 1991- 1992 levels. When discusing these cuts, he warned that
"any federal leader who claims the budget can be balanced without painfùI cuts in social
p r o m s isn't ievelling with voters.""'
In fact. Manning managed to make a virtue of his w-illingness to cut programmes

and spending. Echoing a Fraser Institute study of Oid Age Security (OAS). Manning
prornised to save $3.5 billion a year by ending pa!ments to seniors with household

He also promised to Save $3 billion annually fiom
incomes above %5-1.000.''~
unemployment insurance by ending the practice of the federal government covering
system deficits during penods of high unemployment. as well as by restnicturing the
programme to run more like a pnvate insurance plan in which the market detemines the
niles and extent of coverage.' "

Man- of the carnpaign policy planks not directly connected with the "Zero in
Three" plan were merely updated versions of policies from the party's Blue Book. With
regard to immigration policy, which featured very prominently in the campaign, Manning
continued the party's cal1 for an immigration policy driven by Canada's economic needs.

He claimed that in the irnmediate future this would mean cutting the number of
On criminal justice,
immigrants in half--fiom 250.000 to about 125.000 ann~ally."~
Reforrn took a tough stance. This emphasis on law and order flowed from policy

resolutions passed at the party's 1992 assembly calling for "a more stringent parole
mechanism. adequate punishment of young offenden, and the creation of inmate work

During the carnpaign Manning's law and order theme was always linked to
pr~grarns.""~
the growing belief that the criminal justice system ignored victims of crime while being
too soft on cnminals: "It's time for victims' rights to receive hi& priority in the justice
system." l "
Although Chrétien's job creation plans dominated much of the media coverage of
the campa@ Manning said little directly about jobs and employrnent. He attacked the
Liberal job creation plan by insisting that only the pnvate sector couid create reai and
lasting jobs. His message on jobs was that employment prospects would not improve until
the govemment got the debt under control and began refoms toward lower taxes: "Jobs,
debt, and taxes are ail comected, and we aren't going to solve any of hem-especially the
employment problem--until governrnents understand and address the relationship."' l 8
As a voice for the rest of Canada, Seform benefited fiom the regionai
polarizations which were fostered by the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords and
aggravated by the rise of the Bloc Québécois. As a party of outsiders, Refonn benefited
fiom Western alienation (still significant years after the NEP and the CF-1 8 decision) and
the public's anti-elitist sentiments (which had resulted fiom the Prime Ministerial style of

Bnan Mulroney, the closed nature of executive federalism, and the prominence of interest
group poiitics in constitutionai and public policy processes). As the party of fiscal
consewatism, Reform benefitted fiom the failure of the Tories to tackle the federal

government's massive deficit. Certainly, as will be argued in part two of this dissertation.
support for Reform among Canadian voters needs to be put in the political economic
context of economic resmicturing and the broad shift currently under way in Canadian
political culture-the death of toryism and the rise of a New Right cornmon sense,
including an attack on minority 'special interests'. But, during the election, Reform's
position on concrete issues--such as the federal deficit--earned the party the support of
many of the right-wing voters who were abandoning the Tory party. in October 1993. for

example, an Insight Canada survey f o n d that voters who considered the deficit the most
important issue were twice as likely as the electorate at large to support ~eform."' With
this in mind, one of Reform's biggest boosts of the campaign came in a Globe and Mail
editorial which tnimpeted:
Quite simply, Reform is the only party that has yet s h o w a credible
commitment to getting control of the national debt: a commitment made
credible by its detailed "zero-in-three" plan to halt the growth of public
debt...it has set the standard by which other parties m u t be c~rnpared."~
While Tory leader, Kim Campbell, claimed her own deficit elimination plan, she also
went to great lengths to portray herself as a defender of social programmes. Thus, to
fiscally conservative Tory voters. Campbell seemed to lacked conviction; and polling data
from the election show quite clearly that Reform's support shot up during the penod that
Campbell was attacking Manning as a right-wing ideologue and portraying herself as a
defender of the values and social programmes of a caring society."'
On election day, over 2.5 million Canadians, or 19 per cent of the electorate,

voted Reform. The party won 52 seats: 24 in British Columbia, 22 in Alberta, 4 in
Saskatchewan. 1 in Manitoba. and 1 in Ontario. in 79 constituencies, 56 in Ontario,
Refom placed second. While the tendency for single mernber plurality (SMP) electoral
systems to under-represent minor parties undermined Reform's hopes of an electoral
breakthrough in Ontario (where the party won one in five votes, but only one of nhetynine seats), the equally well-known tendency for SMP systems to over-represent parties
with regionally concentrated support ensured Reform's domination of electoral politics in
Alberta and British Columbia. It was quite a victory for Manning and his campaign team,
particularly in light of the party's position in opinion polls during the months just pnor to
the election. The campaign management cornmittee. which was essentially the same tearn
which handled Reform's referendurn campaign gained a new legitimacy. Indeed,
following the campaign, Campbell and Pal offered the following observation:
The only party that ran a real campaign was Refom...Reform had a
pladorm well in advance that it could offer as a coherent plan of
action...Its strategy was to deal with different issues as the campaign
unfolded. capitalizing on areas that would appeal to the nght and which
the other parties would avoid. such as immigration. law and order, explicit
plans to cut spending, and a hard line on the Bloc and Quebec
sovereignty.

"'

While this account may overstate the strategic coherence and actuai importance of
Reform's campaign, such observations have helped to solidifi the power of Manning
loyalists--such as Rick Anderson. Cliff Fiyers and ian Todd-in the key strategic positions
within the Party.

Reform's success at winning 52 seats in the House of Commons presented the
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party with both new opportunities and new challenges. Having won more seats than any
opposition party other then the Bloc Québécois. Reform gained a sense of legitimacy that
had previously eluded the Party. Indeed, following Reform's electoral breakthrough in

1993, Manning and his caucus served as an informal Oficial Opposition to the
Government for Canadians living outside of Quebec. In this role, Reform's caucus could
utilize parliamentary debate, particularly the daily question period, to raise the party's
profile. But increased media attention and the experience of having a full-time caucus of
52 M.P.s in Ottawa also presented unfamiliar challenges to Reform. For exarnple, having

a caucus in Ottawa meant a new challenge to Manning's dominance of the Party. It also

meant an end to the absolute primacy of the extraparliamentary wing of the party. While
Preston Manning remains paramount. negotiating his hold on the party has been more
dificult since Reform's 1993 electoral breakthrough.
Prior to the 1993 election, Reform had promised to engage in a f o m of
parliamentary politics which was less confrontational. less bombastic, and less oriented
toward grandstanding on the part of party leaders. This was not easy; neither the
institutions of parliament, nor the media's approach to covering the daily question pex-iod
would allow for the successfùi introduction of a new approach to parliamentary politics.
As a result, Reform's first t e m in Parliament was a period of dificult adjusment for the
party. Mistakes were made, and fuiding solutions was ofien dificult. From misguided

symbolic decisions, such as having the leader sit in the second row to the decision to have
"policy clusters" rather than designated caucus cntics, there were a number of missteps
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which the Refoxm caucus later had to admit were mistakes. As Manning's former Director
of Issues Management-an experienced political staffer who had worked with Tory Houe
Leaders in Ottawa and at Queen's Park--said when she arrived on the job in the s p ~ of
g
1994. the Reform caucus was "floundering in question penod ...they were basically
stumbling dong.""' In tirne, however, as Tom Flanagan points out in his discussion of
Reform's first year in Parliament. caucus reorganization, better planning and coordination,
the designation of specific critics. and other changes undertaken by Reform's
parliamentary wing. ensured Reform's improved performance as an opposition party.1'4
By the second year of Reform's fint terni in Parliament, the party had settled into the
process of becoming a contender withhin the established Canadian party system. A new
and significant Canadian political party had clearly been bom. No longer would it be
appropriate for political observen to characterize Manning as a political outsider or the
Reform Party as simply a minor party of protest. Reform was now a part of the Canadian
party system. Certainly, the Reform caucus was new to its role in Parliament, and in the
public eye. Thus. growing pains continued. There were. for example, a number of
embarrassing incidents in which individual caucus members demonstrated their politica
naivety or expressed intolerant views which harmed the party's efforts to expand its base
of support within, in particular. the Central Canadian electorate. But, as the Reform
Party's second place finish in the 1997 election has demonstrated, 1993 did indeed mark
Reform's breakduough as an eiectorally cornpetitive partisan organization which will
remain a force into the next century. By 1993, in other words. Preston Manning had corne
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a long ways toward realizing the dreams and plans he had begun fomulating over two
decades earlier.
Conclusion

The Reform story since 1993 is one with which readers will be quite familiar, since it has
been effectively documented by poiitical reporters fiom Canada's various news media.
Moreover. it is the Refom Party's emergence and electoral breakthrough in 1993 which
this dissertation--particularly part ~ w o
of this dissertation--aims to explain. The preceding
review of the roots. development and key turning points in the Reform Party's early
history is offered as necessary background to facilitate subsequent analysis. While
introducing the people. policies and structures of the party, this chapter has also
highlighted some of the institutional and strategic variables and issues which were
important to Refom's emergence. Ln chapter three it will be argued that a convincing
explanaiion of the rise of Reform requires an examination of the deeper causes of party

system change. Chapter four will explore the ways in which the political economic
context shapes party system change: but since the poiitical economy is always mediated
by actors and their strategic decisions. the preceding account of the birth of Reform is
crucial to our understanding of the party's emergence.
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PART TWO
The Rise of Reform: Explaining the Party's Emergence

Chapter Three

Theorùing Party System Change

Introduction
The past decade has been a tumultuous one for the Canadian party system. At the
organizationd level, the birth of the Reform Party and the formation of the Bloc
Québécois have dramaticdly altered the range of partisan options available to voters. At
the discursive or ideological level, there has been a notable rightward shift in the policy
options championed by Canada's political parties-the politics of neo-liberalism has
become pervasive. Most obviously, however, the results of the decade's two general
elections have transformed the parliamentary face of Canada's party system. hdeed, the
extent of change in these elections was such that shortly after the 1993 electiow-when the
governing Conservatives were reduced to just two seats in the House of Cornons, the
NDP fell short of the twelve seats required for official party status, and the Bloc
Québécois assumed the role of Oficial Opposition--Clarke and Komberg declared that
Canadians had witnessed a rare political event, a critical election that significantly altee

the national party system.' Sirnilarly, from a comparative perspective, Alan Ware recently
argued that in a decade of considerable electoral upheaval, Canada is one of a handfid of
liberal dernocracies in which the scale of change compels him to label the 1990s a decude
of transformation for the Canadian party system.' The purpose of this chapter is to
develop an understanding of the underlying dynamics of continuity and change in the
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Canadian Party system. The processes of party system change are cornplex and not
sufficiently well-uncierstood. Through theoretical reflection and a critical examination of
existing perspectives on party system change, this chapter aims to develop a fiamework
for explaining the emergence of the Reform Parcy. Beyond explaining the rise of Reform,
however, that this fkmework could also be appiied to a broader analysis of the historical
developrnent of the Canadian party system.
One of the best known and most influentid interpretations of party system change
in Canada is Ken Carty's essay on the historical development of the Canadian party

system. First published in 1988, Carty's "Three Canadian Party Systerns: An
interpretation of the Development of National ~olitics"'is currently reprinted in three
leading texts on Canadian political parties," and prominently featured in a number of
introductory texts on Canadian Politics.' In his essay Carty argued Canada has had three
successive and distinct party systems, each functionally suited to the changing
requirements of governing. The first party systern, 1867 to 1917, was characterized by
caucus parties and

patronage politics. Two parties, the Liberals and Conservatives,

monopolized electoral competition. These parties became leader dominated cadre parties,
yet the focus of partisan politics was parochial constituency issues and the party caucuses

resembled coteries of local politicai notables fiom across the country. in the era of the
fint party system, the leaders of the governing parties managed extensive systems of
patronage to maintain caucus cohesion and aliow the govemment of the &y to pursue the
state-building objectives of the National Policy.
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The second party system. 1921 to 1957, was charactenzed by rninisterial parties
and brokerage politics. During this penod the Liberals and Conservatives were challenged

by a senes of protest parties; however, the dominance of the original parties. particularly
the Liberais. was never fully shaken. In Ottawa the focus of partisan politics shified from
constituency to region a s powerful regional ministen and the governing party's leader
turned their attention to the challenge of brokering contlicting regional interests. The
purpose of this brokerage politics. according to Carty, was nation-building. Since 1963, a

third party system has been characterized by personal parties and electronic politics.
While the emergence of this most recent party system witnessed the professionalization
and democratization of Party organizations. technical advances in electronic
communication brought party leaders closer to the people. allowing the parties to appear

as extensions of their leaders. This developrnent, among others, has facilitated a national,
or pan-Canadian. focus and a pattern of partisan politics oriented toward agenda-setting.
While Cartyts historical ovewiew of Canadian party politics has become
extremely well-known. limited attention has been paid to the way in which he explains
party system change. Without closer theoretical scrutiny, the analytic usefulness of Cartyts
three par& systems is unclear. It is difficult to know, for example, whether we are

currently witnessing the emergence of a new. fourth party system. Thus, it is important
that we examine how Carty explains party systern change.
At bottom, Carty contends the Canadian party system evolves as a result of the
changing role of parties in goveming; it is a theory of party system change which
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emphasizes the "functional requirernents of g~verning."~
Although he occasionally relates
the course of party system development to social and demographic change, social
mobilization, urbanization, industrialization and shifts in political culture, Carty stresses
that "party system change has flowed...most directly fiom changes in the institutional
arrangements for governing."'
Whatever other social or ideological changes were altering Canadian
society, the first party system ended when civil service reform deprived the
parties of their state-building role; the second party system ended when the
nation-building tasks of regiond accommodation were absorbed into the
system of federal-provincial diplomacy.'
Alternative explanations are not actively considered in Carty's influentid essay.
Moreover. since subsequent works have seldom engaged in susrained consideration of an
appropriate theorization of the dynamics of continuity and change in the Canadian psystem, Carty's increasingly influential perspective rernains largely unchallenged.

in what follows 1 will develop an approach to understanding party system change
which departs significantly from the perspective elaborated in Carty's now ubiquitous
essay. Rather than assume that party system change can be explained by the functional
needs of the institutional arrangements for goveming, 1 will argue that party system
change is the result of the recursive icteraction of a variety of institutional, strategic,
ideological and political economic factors. I will specifically contend that the political

economic context and the discursive construction of political interests and identities
deserve to be highlighted in any theory of party system change. The character of the
political economic conjuncture influences the extent to which change is more likely than
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continuiîy. Within that context, political parties stniggle to delimit the universe of

potential political interests and identities which are significant to partisan politics, and the
extent to which they are successful has significant consequences for both the
organizationai and the discursive character of the party systern. But political parties do
not exist in isolation; there are political forces located outside the party system which are

also important to the processes of party system change. Most importantly, since interest
groups and social movement organizations, among others, engage in politicd and
ideological struggles to shape partisan agendas and influence the salience of various
politicd interests and identities. the complex interaction of the party system and these
alternative structures of representation is also significant to party system change. While it
is important that the perspective developed here places considerable emphasis on the way
party system change is stnictured by interests. identities und the politics of
representation. the framework for explaining the rise of Reform developed in the

chapter's conclusion is essentially a political econornic perspective which very
importantly, attempts to move away From simple unicausal, or even unidirectional,
understandings of party system development, and also places considerable weight on the
agency of political acton within parties and other structures of representation.
Theorizine Party Svstem Change

There is a considerable literature on political parties and party systems which addresses, if
sometimes only implicitly, the question of understanding continuity and change within

party systems. Pnor to the Second World War this was not the case. The early twentieth
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century classics tended to be organizational in focus. Ostrogoeki's major comparative
stlidy of the rise and entrenchrnent British and Amencan parties9 and Michelsrstudy of
the bureaucratization and deradicalization of European socialist ~arties." both focused on
the undemocratic and oligarchie nature of political parties, rather than the dynamics of
party systems. The turn toward theorizing the development and interna1 dynamics of party
systems reaily began in the 1950s with Maurice Duverger's Political ~arties"and
Anthony D o m ' An Economic Theory of Democracy. I 2 For the past th*

years, the

touchstone academic treatment of continuity and change in party systems has k e n Lipset
and Rokkan's work on the transformation of cleavage stmctures into party systems."
Since then. however. numerous new contributions have generated an array of competing
perspectives on Party system change.
Today. there are at least five distinct sets of perspectives on continuity and change
in party systems. They can be enumerated as follows: institutional. rational choice.
political agency, sociological and political economic.'" While each of these sets of
perspectives has contributed useful insights. none offen a generally applicable theory of
p q system change. But this is no surprise; manageable yet satisfactory causal theories
are elusive in political science. The dynamics of party system change, like most political
phenornena are determined by a complex of factors. The challenge is to identie these
factors. and then develop an understanding of relationships between them. This task
requires combining insights fiom a variety of existing perspectives, while avoiding the
obvious pitfalls of eclectic theonzing."
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A heuristic device which can be adapted to the task of theorizhg party system

"'~
the image of a
change is Richard Simeon's notion of a "funne1 of c a ~ s a l i t ~ .Admittedly,
causal funnel might suggests a causal arrow pointing fiom the funnel's broad end to its
narrow end, where party system change will emerge. However, it will be clear that this
degree of theoretical simplicity is not intended. The purpose of a concept like a causal
funnel is to help us organize. and visualize, the factors and processes which must be
considered as we search for an adequate theonzation of party system change.
At the broad end of the b e l is the political economic context and relaied
secular trends. These include such factors as the balance of class forces, processes of

industrialization. urbanization and globalization, the changing structure of the labour
market, patterns of immigration and migration, and so on. These types of factors are oflen
considered most appropriate to explmations of broad sweeps of history, not the minutiae
of party system change. To some extent. the same is tme for the middle of the h e l
where we find factors such as political culture, ideology undpolitical idenîity. 1 will often
refer to this section of the h e l the discursive field or discursivefromework within
which Party system change occurs. This is the terrain in which conflict and power
produce meaning structures, where social cleavages are politicized, where political
identities are fonned and imagined communities are constnicted. At the narrow end of the
funne1 are the more directly observable political institutions and snaregic variables: the
electoral system, parliarnentary government, political leadership, and the strategic
maneuverings of the politics-of-the-day.
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The image of a causal funne1 helps us distinguish between our level of observation

and level of onalysis. As we observe the institutions, parties and individuals at the narrow
end of the h e l , we are reminded that we m u t interpret these observations using a level
of analysis rooted at the broder end of the h e l ; however. this analytical d e should
not be followed too stnctly. It would be too easy to claim that "we c m explain down, but
not up," or that individual actions, strategies and institutions c m be explained by the
discursive field and the political economic context, but not the reverse. Political reality is
not sa simple. For example, the political economic context is not inevitable; political
parties c m influence this context by coalescing around a particular economic
development strategy and legislating a related set of public policies. Similarly, the
strategic actions of political parties and political leaders help shape the discursive field
and constmct (or undermine) various political identities. Thus, understanding causal

processes requires a dialectical analysis of the relationships between the factors which
shape these dynamic processes of change.
The practicd purpose of the notion of a funne1 of causality, is that it is usefùl for
oqanizing and contrasting various perspectives on Party system change. Each of the five
sets of perspectives on continuity and change in party systems belongs to a particular
section of the causal -el.

The various institutionai. rational choice and politicai agency

perspectives highlight factors and processes located at the narrow end. The sociological
perspectives provide explanations of party system change rooted in the middle of the

funnel. And the political economic perspectives focus on secular trends at the funnel's

broad end. Using the funne1 of causality to organize a review of these five sets of
perspectives provides an ideal vantage fiom which to theonze party system change.
But first it is important to clarify what is meant by the concept Party W e m .
Political parties are organizations which promote particular interests and advocate certain
programmes and policies in an attempt to gain electoral support. Electorai competition
between party organizations produces competitive patterns and interrelationships which
constitute what is ordinarily considered a party system." In Leon Epstein's words, Party
systems are constituted by the "competitive interaction patterns among party ~nits."'~
However this conception of the Party system is too Iirniting. By remaining focused on
issues of party competition. the number of parties and party identification. scholars have
too often ignored much of what is potentially important and unique about any given party
system-that is. that party system change involves much more than partisan swings.19

Party system change takes place at a variety of levels. including changes in the style of
political leadership and competition. changes in the organizational character of parties
and, very importantly. changes in the definition of the politicai interests and identities
which are significant to partisan conflict. Party systems are systems of representation;
they facilitate the representation of people and interests, but they also embody meaning
structures which shape our understanding of and relationship to partisan conflict. These
rneaning structures, in other words. delimit the universe of potential political identities we
will embrace as members of the electorate. Together with the institutions, d e s , noms
and practices which structure the competitive interaction of pxty organizations, the
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meaning structures which define how people are called into partisan politics must be
included in our conception of the party system.
The party system. then, includes such institutions and d e structures as the legal
regulation of the franchise. the electoral system, and party financing legislation. It
includes informal norms related to campaigning, established practices related to party
policy development. and the nature of relationships between political parties and other
organized interests. But the party system is also characterized by rneaning structures--or
discursive frameworks--which define the boudaries of political debate. establish the
political identities to which parties appeal, provide a framework for interpreting issues
and events. and place limits on the variety of policy options piven meaningful
consideration. To understand the rise of a new party organization. such as Reforrn. and
the popularization of new political discourses. such as Reform's neo-liberal populism, it is
essential that we conceive of the party system as more than the competitive interaction
among party organizations. Understanding party system change requires that we consider
the instinitions. rules. norms. practices and meaning structures which define those
competitive interactions.

Institutiionul und strategic variables:
Forty years ago Maurice Duverger wrote that party systems are the product of many
complex factors. some peculiar to individual countries and othen cornmon to al1
countries. He claimed the most important of the factors common to al1 countries are
socio-economic class structure, ideology and the electoral system." Since then, the
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relationship between the electoral system and the dynamics of party systems has been the
most comrnon theme of institutional perspectives on party system change. The wellknown argument is that electoral systems based on proportional representation produce a
multiplicity of stable and independent parties, whereas single-member plurality electord
systems favour two-party party systems. While these are only "fundamental tendencies,"
Duverger claimed the relationship between single-member plurality electoral systems and
the two party system approaches a " m e sociological law.""
On the surface it would appear that the Canadian party system has, since 1921,
often broken Duverger's law. Recognizing this, Duverger's response was to rationalize the
Canadian exception with the observation that the third and fourth parties (then the CCF
and Social Credit) were local. not national, parties. He argued that single-member
plurality systems merely ensured a tendency towarci the creation of two-party systems
inside individual constituencies; the actual "parties opposed may be different in different
areas of the country."" Douglas Rae look a different approach to explaining the apparent
Canadian ammaly. Refemng to the significance of overlapping regional. cuitural and
linguistic cleavages, he claimed that the social cleavage structure, located in the middle of

the causal h e l , trumped the impact of the electod system."

In Canada, however. Alan Cairns offered an institutionalist exploration of the
relationship between the electoral system and the party system which partially reconciled
Duverger's and Rae's explmations of the Canadian an~rnaly.~'
Stressing that the
relationship between party and electoral systems should never be elevated to the position

of a general theory of the party system, Cairns suggested the underlying strength of
regional cleavages interacted with the electoral system to produce an exaggerated
sectionalism." While it is tme that a single-member pluraiity electoral system will
typically discourage the multiplication of parties, Cairns demonstrated that it also
produces a counter tendency by over representing any minor parties with regionally
concentrated support. If there is a lesson to be drawn fiom the institutionalists' debate
regarding the effects of the electoral system on party system development, it is that these
effects are not straightforward. Not only can the electoral system set in motion multiple,
and sometimes codlicting, dynamics of change, but these institutional effects are also
partially shaped by noninstitutional factors such as the structure of social cleavages.
Moreover. it is important to remember that the single member plurality electoral system
continues to exist, at least in part. as a result of strategic decisions made by the political
parties themselves. On nurnerous occasions Canada's governing party has cut shon the
possibility of movement toward a proportional representation or other alternative
electoral system?
Of course the electoral system is only one of a variety of institutional factors with

the potential to influence the structure and dynarnics of the party system. The stmcture of
executive and legislative authority. the degree of party discipline, the extent of popular
enfranchisement, and a federal division of sovereignty (as well as the degree of
decentralization and the relative power of subnational units) are among the many
institutional variables invoked to explain continuity and change in party systems." But
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the exact nature of the effects these institutional factors will have on party system change
is unclear. For example, the Westminster rnodel of parliarnentary govemmenf
underpinned as it is by the fusion of executive and legislative authority, has ensured
Canada's major parties are central1y dominated cadre parties whic h adhere rather strict1y
to the tmdition of party discipline in legislative voting. It has dso ensured that the
goverring party in a majority parliament can effectively control the legislative agenda-

Thus, when regional protest movements begin to organize in the partisan arena they are
faced with a choice: do they assume strict party discipline will overruie a narrow regional
voice in the caucus of an established party and therefore opt to form a new Party, or do
they assume that the govement's capacity to control the legislative agenda renden
minor parties ineffectual and therefore opt to work fiom within an established ~ a r t y ? ~ ~
Following Lipset Gagnon and Tanguay contend the creation of a regional protest
party is the more likely scenario. They support this contention by contrasting the

considerable influence of the Progressive Party with the limited influence of the Maritime

But this important example does not definitively
Rights Movement in the 1920~.'~
demonstrate Gagnon and Tanguay's daim that Canada's Westminster-style parliamentary
It is true
institutions "are a principal cause of the growth of third-party rn~vernents."~~

that Lipset is largely correct in arguing Canada's parliamentary institutions are more
conducive to the rise of regional political parties than the hmerican system of
govemance; however. a convincing and broadly usehl theory of party system change can
not be built on the institutionalist logic flowing fiom this observation.
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While the insights of institutional perspectives are usehl, it seems clear that
institutional variables alone c m not account for party system change, particularly since
these variables ofien remain static while change precedes. Gagnon and Tanguay have it
right when they are more cautious: the various institutional factors are really no more than
"conditional variables," they certainly dont determine the overall dynamics of party
system ~ h a n g e . ~ '
Herbert Kitschelt has offered a new and interesting institutionalkt contribution to
understanding party system change," one which some would cal1 a neo-institutionalist
per~pective.'~
Kitschelt begins kom the prernise that political parties, interest groups and
the new social rnovements can only be fùlly undentood if conceptualized as closely
related dimensions of a broader politics of representation which gives substance to
political interests and identities, and also links civil society and the democratic state to
form a broad pattern of interest inter~nediation.~''
Afier studying the impact of the new
social movements on party system change, Kitschelt argued the likelihood of the new
social movements successfully launching new politics parties is, to a considerable extent.
determined by "the established n e ~ o r k of
s interest intermediati~n."'~
More specifically,
he contends that whereas corporatist welfare States are conducive to the rise of new
politics parties representing the concems of the new social movements, democracies with

pluralist patterns of interest intermediation are n ~ t . in
) ~Canada, where pluralist policy
networks are more prevalent than corporatist, Kitschelt would not predict the successful
emergence of a competitive Green Party, for example.
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The important lesson here-and it is perhaps ironic that it is made in the language
of neo-institutionalism--isthat theories of party system change m u t take account of the
evolving fabric of linkages between various structures of political representation, ranging
fiom parties to social movement organizations. Some time ago Frank Sorauf made the
point that by exaggerating the differences between political parties and other
organizations or structures of representation we close off h i t f u l analytical possibilities.37

In other words, theones of party system change which fail to look beyond the limits of the
party system will inevitably fail to capture the complex ways in which non-party political
organizations and the broader dynarriics of the politics of representation impact on party
system change. In Canada the importance of this can be seen quite clearly in the 1990s.
While the labour movement is reevaluating its relationship with the NDP, the NDP is
grappling with ifs relationship with the new social movements. and the Reform Party is
rejecting social movement organizations and public interest advocacy groups as special
Nlierests without legitimacy in partisan politics and parliarnentary decision processes. in

fact. 1 will later contend that reaction against changes in the broader politics of
representation which are linked to social movement and public advocacy politics are
centrafly important to the rise of the Reform Party.

Rationai choice perspectives share the narrow end of the causal h e l with
institutional perspectives; however, with the rational choice approach, institutional factors
take a back seat to electoral cornpetition in the political marketplace as the decisive
deteminant of party system change. Rational choice theorists present political parties as
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rational, flexible and cornpetitive institutions which contend for the support of individual
voters. Party systems are stnictured by the partisan calculations of strategists, rather t h n
by factors such as the structure of political institutions. in the final analysis, it is argued
that voters determine the character of partisan politics because party systems merely
reflect the cumulative consequences of strategic responses to the ideological opinion
structure of the electorate.

In his path-breaking elaboration of a rational choice analysis of democratic party
politics, Anthony Downs provided the theoretical underpinnings of what Brodie and
Jenson have called the market analogy mode1 of modem brokerage poli tic^.^' Assuming
that rational behaviour is self-interested behaviour. Downs argued that the tearns of
partisans at the core of political parties seek office to reap the rewards of holding power."
As such, party ideologies and party platforms are merely a means to that end. Thus, if we
know. for example. that the distribution of ideological positions and preferences among

voters are distributed in a manner approximating a normal curve. we can predict the
existence of two dominant parties with policies which are vague. middle-of-the-road and
essentially similar." Both major parties. in other words, will cornpete for the hypothetical
median-voter. If ideological views are clearly and simply polarized, a polarized NO-party
systern will result. If ideological perspectives are distributed evenly across the spectrum,
there is potential for a multiplicity of political parties with platfoms advocating distinct
ideological positions. Moreover. Downs claimed that unless some upheaval causes a
sudden change in the electorate's ideological outlook, an established party system will

tend toward "a position of equilibrium in which the number of parties and their
ideological positions are stable over tirne.'"'

The rational choice perspective's market analogy, with its emphasis on the
detemiinhg influence of the ideological dispositions of voters, has influenced numerous
scholars in their depiction of the dynamics of party system change. Scholars as different
from Downs as Frank underhil14' and C.B. ~acpherson:~have described how party
strategists will avoid extremes and move toward middle positions as they appeal to the
broad swath of the electorate clustered around the ideological nom. This emphasis on the
determining influence of the electorate's opinion structure has also been important in
much of the work flowing fiom the Canadian National Election Studies and the broader

literature on party identification. While the market analogy of the rational choice
perspective offers some insights into the behaviour of political parties-if for no other
reason. this is so because party strategists often adopt implicit rational choice
assumptions--it has been criticized on a number of counts, not the least of which is the
conceptualization of the electorate's opinion structure. Downs, perhaps far more than
subsequent rational choice theorists. conceived of the electorate's opinion structure as
unidimensional and fairly static: voten are assumed to be arrayed dong a stable left-nght
ideological continuum. But this is not the case. There are several dimensions af politicai
opinion cleavage in society. and there is considerable inconsistency in voters' opinions.
Moreover, some of the most politically salient issues have been valence issues on which
everyone agrees, and thus the question becornes which political party best represents or
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deals with the issue?
At perhaps a more fundamental level, the Downsian emphasis on understanding

party system change by building on assumptions about the isolated and self-interested

individuai has been criticized as incapable of adequately accounting for the inherently
social reality of the situated individual, or even the way d e s and institutions influence
and constrain al1 political actors? Downs' abstractions are fundarnentally ahistoricai.
Moreover, rational choice perspectives have also been criticized for emphasizing the
"preference-accornmodating strategies of political parties to the exclusion of their
"preference-shaping" strategies.' One rational choice theorist, Tom Flanagan, has argued
that Downsian models tend to ignore the fact that partisan strategists are not entirely
bound by the existing distribution of public opinion. Politicai parties try to move the
median opinion. raise new issue dimensions. and generally reshape the electorate's
opinion structure.'" This important insight is stressed by the perspectives on party system
change which ernphasize the political agency of political parties.

These political agency perspectives stress the independent capacity of political
parties, as intentional agents. to shape the course of party system change. At a rather
obvious level. numerous efforts at explaining party system change have placed an
emphasis on the determining importance of leadership, strategy and the capacity of key
party activists to rnobilize resources. Gagnon and Tanguy's reworking of Pinard's
structural theory of minor party development, for example, includes an explicit reference
to "the nature of the minor party's leader~hip."'~
Similarly, Hauss and Rayside contend the
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possibilities for the emergence of new political parties are contingent on the charisma
popularity and strategic decisions of party leaderd9and Kitschelt draws on resource
mobilization theory to integrate the skills, resources and capacities of political actors into
his analysis of the logics of party f~rmation.'~
The work of Brodie and Jenson takes this line of analysis M e r , moving beyond
the obvious instrumental importance of party leadership and strategy ' They characterïze
party organizations as strategic actors intentionally shaping the range of issues and
partisan challenges which emerge in the party system, and they present this perspective as
a direct challenge to both rational choice perspective and the social cleavage perspective,

which will be discussed below. Parties, according to Brodie and Jenson. are more than the
passive conduits assurned by rational choice theorv; they are more than mere aggregaton
and articulaton of public opinion. Parties help "define the f o m and substance of electoral

poli tic^."^' In other words. the strategic actions of existing political parties determine the
issues and political styles of partisan politics, as well as the possibility of successful new
partisan challenges. Moreover. by treating only some issues and social cleavages as
legitimate points of reference for the formation of political interests and identities. parties
"influence how the electorate will divide itself."" Ln Canada for exarnple, it is their
contention that the major political parties have managed to organize class conflict out of
partisan politics. Thus, while indusvialization and the extension of the fianchise produced
class based party systems throughout much of Western Europe, the course of party system
development in Canada has been different.
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The central point of Brodie and Jemon's political agency perspective is that the
strategic behaviour of political parties has a crucial effect on the dynamics of continuity
and change within the party system. Lndividual votes relate to partisan politics through
political parties whose rhetoric and behaviour delimits the universe of legitimate political
issues, interests and identities. Thus, party system change must be analyzed fiom a
perspective which highlights the intention and responsibility of parties as strategic acton.
This penpective is useful in that it forces researchers to conceptuaiize political parties as
independeni variables. Nevertheless. as important and useful as their insights have been,
Brodie and Jenson have been criticized for overestirnating the capacity of parties and
underestimating the independent importance of. arnong other things, the social cleavage
structure." To this it could be added that any political agency penpective which
ernphasizes how the strategic actions of political parties influence the salience of political
issues, interests and identities. remains incomplete unless it also actively considers the
similar role played by other competing smicnires of representation, such as interest
groups and various social movement organization~.'~
The discursivefield: politicai culture and identities:

There are two sociological perspectives on party system change located in the middle of
the funne1 of causality. The best known focuses on a purported association between the

core social cleavage structures and the structure of the party system. Since Lipset and
RokkanS6attempted to trace the evolution and eventualfieezing of Western European

party systems to the formation of social cleavage structures during the great national and
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industrial revolutions, numerous social scientists have corne to the conclusion that "more
weight must be placed on the role of the cleavage structure in stimulating the growth of

partie^."'^ Although Lipset and Rokkan's macro-histoncal perspective placed considerable
emphasis on the extent of contingency in both the historicai development of core cleavage
structures and their eventual translation into systems of competing partisan organizations,
the popular readings of their work have suggested a certain inevitability to the process,
pariicularly the way in which it played itself out in Europe around the tum of the
twentieth century.
In their original formulation of this perspective. Lipset and Rokkan suggested the
core social cleavage structures emerged during three crucial junctures in West European
national histories. First was the period of the Reformation and Counter-Refomation--the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries--which pitted national religion against a supranational
Roman Catholicism. as well as producing new cleavages of political interest between a
dominant nation-building culture, or the cenpe, and various regional, ethnic or linguistic
subject cultures of the periphery. The second histotical juncture, the national dernocratic
revolutions beginning in the Iate eighteenth century, spawned an important line of
political cleavage between the secular state and the church. Finally, the industrial
revolution added two important new lines of political cleavage: landed interests versus
industrial and commercial entrepreneurs, and workers venus owners. Although the
universe of possible alliance-opposition structures across these various lines of cleavage
is extensive, Lipset and Rokkan viewed it as essentially finite? Moreover, they argued
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that the final cleavage, workers venus ownee, had a significant homogenizing effect on
indusûiai European party systems. They contend that the rise of working-ciass
movements and the extension of the franchise caused a "freezing of the major party
alternatives" stnictured primarily, but not exclusively, around this last of the core social
cleavages to emerge out of the fundamental systems of change unleashed in earlier
centuries.59
Wnting before Lipset and Rokkan. Robert Alford also placed considerable
emphasis on social cleavage structures. With regard to Canada Alford claimed the core
cleavages were based on solidarities and attachments to regional and religious identities."
Although class issues have an obvious political importance. a national cleavage dong
class lines had not developed. Instead. Alford argued. Canadian pmies emphasize the
representation and compromise of political interests emerging fiom religious, regional
and ethnic ~leavages.~'
Englemann and Schwartz6' extended this sociological perspective in their
popularization of what Thorburn has labelled the complex cleavages rrop theory of
Canadian partie^.^' Having accepted both Lipset and Rokkan's emphasis of cleavage

stmctures and Alford's observation about the limited political importance of a class
cleavage in Canada, they argued that powerful cross cutting regional-ethnic and regionaleconomic cleavages (as well as weaker religious. social class and u r b a n - d cleavagesM)
are "so pervasive that they are incorporated into the parties, without any single party
serving to polarize thern?

As a result of this complex universe of social cleavages,
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Canadian parties tend to be obfuscatory broken of political interestd6 Any understanding
of continuity and change in the Canadian party system, the logic continues, must
necessarily be rooted in an analysis of the association between the core social cleavage
stnictures and the structure of partisan competition.
As popular as this perspective has been it has not escaped criticism. Thorbuni has
suggested that the reason for policy obfûscation may be the character of Canadian party
leaders rather than the diversity or complexity of Canada's social c ~ e a v a ~ e sand
, ~ ' Brodie
and Jenson have raised doubts about the implicit assumption that Canada has more and
deeper cleavages than other societies: "if party politics in Canada remains trapped in a
multiplicity of cleavages it is nor that Canadian society is more compiex than
el~ewhere."~~
As suggested above, Brodie and Jenson argue that the politicization of
political cleavages is never inevitable. To understand why certain cleavages are
politicized as points of reference for the formation of political interests and identities.
they contend we must investigate the strategic ideological interventions of party
organizations. Once again it should be added here that politicai forces beyond parties
also actively influence the definition and politicization of cleavages. Unions. feminist and
environmental social movement organizations. interest groups, and a variety of other
structures and systems of representation occasionally intervene in the political and
ideological contestation over which social cleavages, political interests and identities are
relevant to partisan conflict. 1 would contend that the tendency to view social cleavages as

n a d products of the social structure undermines efforts to develop more nuanced

understandings of the contingent and always contestable nature of political interests and
identities. Przeworski and Sprauge capture veiy effectively the complexity of the
processes which influence the formation of partisan political interests in their comment
on the forces influencing the coune of electoral politics:
Through a varîety of means, ideological as well as organizational.
conflicting political forces impose images of society on individuals, mold
collective identities, and mobilize comrnitments to specific projects for a
shared future...Thus the causes which lead individuals to vote in a
particular way during each election are a cumulative consequence of the
cornpetition which pits political parties against one another as well as
against other organizations which mobilize and organize collective

corn mit ment^.^^
A second sociologicai perspective encourages us to shift our attention fiom social

cleavages to political culture and ideologies. in an influentid explanation of the existence
and importance of sociaiism in Canada, Gad Horowitz argued that "socialism

appears...because it is contained as a potential in the original politicai culh~e."'~
While
partisan socialist organizations never successfùlly emerged in the United States, the

CCFMDP has emerged as a significant political farce in Canada. Why the difference in
the evolution of the two party systems? According to Horowitz, "the relative strength of
socialism in Canada is related to the relative strength of toqism, and to the different
position and character of liberalisrn in the two countries.""
? l i s macro political cultural" perspective is premised on the contention, stated
succinctly by Christian and Campbell, that the course of partisan politics "is, at present,
and has been in the past, influenced by ideology."n Whether couched in terms of a
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Hartzian notion of the dialecticai evolutionary processes of political culture and
ideology," or the more static conception of Canada's national ethos which has been used
by Lip~et,~'
the basic argument is the same: many of the specificities of party system
change in Canada can be traced to the influence of an anti-revolutionary toryism within

Canada's liberal society. According to Lipset, Canadian political culture is more
This tory
conservative, traditionai and hierarchical-elitist than its Amencan ~ounterpart.~~
touch has influenced the character of partisan manifestations of conservatism and
liberalism, and was centrally important to the potential for the more collectivist partisan
alternatives which emerged during the intenvar period.

Christian and Campbell's Political Parties and Ideologies in Canada, provides
perhaps the most sustained exarnple of this second sociological perspective?' They begin
with a rnacro-level understanding of Canada's political culture, what they cal1 the
"Canadian ideological ~tmcture."'~
Then. proceeding from the premise that political
parties are the product of differences in politicai principle. they trace the ebbs and flows
of Canada's party system via an anaiysis of ideological tensions within the major politicai
parties. In many ways, the conclusions they draw are an obvious challenge to the two
perspectives which view political parties as brokers-the complex cleavages trap theory of
Canadian parties and the rational choice perspective's market analogy? The major
weakness in works which emphasize the ideological determinants of party system change

lie in the failure to situate these cultural and ideological influences in a material context.
We can not forget that culture and ideology influence party system change through
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conflicting political forces which exist in concrete political economic contexts. For
example. the emergence of welfare liberal (and social democratic) ideologies during the
1930s and 1940s, or the increasing significance of neo-liberalism today, c m not be
explained by Hartzian notions of culture and ideology evolving across historical time, as
the political culture tradition suggests. The changing salience of different ideologicd
perspectives and the evolution of Canadian political culture are important to party system
change, but they m u t be linked to more concrete political struggles and conflict.

A more recent sociological perspective-one which focuses on changes currently
manifesting themselves in Western European party systems--borrows the language of
both the social cleavage and political culture perspectives. Ronald Inglehart contends that
a major new sociopolitical cleavage pitting materidis1 values against postmateriaiist

values. has placed existing party systerns under stress? Following loosely in the Lipset
and Rokkan tradition, those who have built on Inglehart's work contend that party systems
are "characterized by the histoncally rooted social milieu whereby social conflict
produces long-term and relatively stable political cleavage~."~'
From this common
starting point, some scholars focus on secular political economic changes which are
producing new social cleavage structures, while others concentrate on the claim that there

has been a surge in postmaterialist value orientation^.^' In Canada, Neil Nevitte has
pursued this latter line of inquiry."
According to Nevitte, late industrial (or postindustrial) social cleavage structures
and closely related shifts in the value system underpinning Canadian political culture are

responsible for an emerging new politics. Canadians who have embraced the
postmaterialist values of the new politics have less confidence in political institutions,
they are more likely to be nonpartisan, and they advocate the primacy of a new cluster of
political issues." To date. the long-term implications of these developments for the party
system remains unclear. Nevitte. like Inglehart. suggests postmaterialism and the new
politics have thus far had greatest impact on political activism ourside the partisan
arena? But their message to students of the sociological perspectives on party system
change is clear: fundamental shifts in the value systems of mass publics and the
emergence of previously unconventional forms of political activism will transform
partisan politics. and this new r e a l i ~must be investigated if we are to undentand the
dynamics of continuity and change in the party system. The postmaterialism thesis does
not necessarily imply a rejection of the previously dominant sociological perspectives. it
simply provides a new point of departure for both the social cleavages and political
culture perspectives. However. as it has been presented here, the postmaterialism thesis
can be little more than a new point of depamire because it leaves questions about the
source of changes in value systems unanswered.
Political economic context and related secular trends:

The perspectives on party system change located at the broad end of the funne1 emphasize
secular trends in the political economic context in which a party system exists. There are
two basic approaches here. The fint focuses on the detemining influence of ernpirically
observable secular trends. while the second is an aîtempt to develop a theory of party
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system change rooted in the critical political economy tradition. Akhough Lipset and
Rokkan are known fbr emphasizing the translation of social cleavage structures into party

systems, their perspective on the structural underpinnings of social cleavages has
influenced attempts to link secular politicai econornic trends to the dynamics of party
system change. Lipset and Rokkan's contention was that the major national and industrial
revolutions of earlier centuries changed social cleavage structures and eventuaily affected
the course of party systern development." Most importantly, they claimed that modem
European party systems were the direct consequence of the nineteenth century industrial
revolutions. n i e social and economic upheaval of industnalization and urbanization
changed the structure of the labour market. thus producing a new social economic class
structure which pitted an emerging working class against owners. This new political
cleavage spawned working class movements which mobilized to gain enûy into partisan
politics. where they soon built mass political parties prepared to advocate the interest of
workers. As the established cadre-style bourgeois parties responded to the labour,
socialist and social democratic politics of the new mass parties, the secular trends
associated with the industrial revolution were determining the course of party system
development.
For a time, scholars assumed a certain inevitability to the structural processes
which produced the class-based character of industrialized European party systems. For

example, although Alford found the Canadian party system to be unlike the European
systems which had developed around class cleavages, he predicted that the processes of
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indusaialization urbanization and secularization would eventually lead to more class
politics in Canada.87And despite disagreements regarding expectations about the spread
of class-based partisan politics, these essentially strircturalist perspectives which view
party system development as closely tied to the course of econornic development and
secular trends in urbanization and industxiaiization have become quite intluential. Party
system scholars such as William Nisbet Chambers have argued "party systems adapt to
forces generated outside of party politics," such as the strains of economic depression, the
spread of middle class Iife styles. and the emergence of new media of mass
~ommunication.~~
Perhaps Everett Car11 Ladd put the structuraiist assumption most
clearly: "At various points. society has changed so much that the parties. as mediating
institutions, are substantially tran~formed."~~
Otto Kirchheimer's "catch-dl" thesis challenged Lipset and Rokkan's contention
that European party systems had fiozen around a class cleavage. but his explanation of
the apparent movement away from class politics drew on a similar political economic
determinism. Essentially. Kirchheirner argued that generalized prosperity, reduced class
tensions and the spread of a mass consumer-goods orientation had changed the underlying
social structure to the extent that class-based ideological contlict was no longer
a p p r ~ p r i a t eWith
. ~ a growing proportion of the electorate in the middle class, socidist
and social democratic workers' parties began to transform themselves into catch-al1
peoples parties. In many cases this rneant a deradicalization of their ideological appeal, a
de-activation of their membenhip and, eventualiy, the erosion of a collective working
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class identity among party supporters?' But it also rneant that to remain electordly
competitive, any cadre-style bourgeois parties were aiso forced to become middle of the
road catch-al1 phies. Ironically, while following a logic of party system development
quite unlike the Downsian perspective. Kirchheimer. Offe and oders who have used the
coùcept of catch-allism concluded that by the 1960s the character of the party system's
political marketplace ensured that parties would consistently appeal to the median voter
and avoid stark "product differentiati~n."~'
For a time. there was considerable agreement
that Kirchheimer's catch-al1 thesis captured the future dynamics of Western party systems.
However. in the 1970s and 1980s observers began to notice the inability of catchall parties to stabilize the party system. Reacting to a variety of changes in partisan
politics. and to the increasing importance of social movements and other alternative
structures of representation. scholars interested in the structural underpinnings of
Inglehart's postmateridism thesis began to linli recent secular trends in the political
economic context to the apparent crisis of partisan politics. While they agreed that newly
emerging postrnatenalist value orientations were redefining the core politicai cleavages of
society and setting off changes in the politics of social movements, interest groups and
political parties, new structuralkt explanations assumed the underlying causes of these
trends were rooted in the specific political economic conditions of late industrialism (or
post-indust~ialism).~'
Dalton, Beck and Flanagan specificdly identified the rise in postwar
living standards. a broad restructuring of the labour force in which agricultural, and ofken
industrial, occupations were declining while the service sector grew. rapid urbanization
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and suburbanization, increased educationai opportunities and the rise of Iliformation

technologies. as the sources of the cultural changes which were influencing party system
On the surface, the basic argument echoes the political culture and social
devel~pment.~
cleavages perspectives: eroding class cleavages open the electorate to new politicai
appeals based on a new set of cleavages, and groups that feel threatened begin to organize
and formulate counter-ideologies, the old politics of class-based partisanship is thus

replaced by a new politics of materialists venus postmaterialists.95The difference here is

in the emphasis placed on secular trends in the political economic context as the cause of
this new politics. and 1 would argue this emphasis is the important link between Lipset
and Rokkan. the catch-al1 thesis. and Dalton. Beck and Flanagan's take on the

postmatenalism thesis. While there are differences in how the processes of change are
theorized, there is basic agreement on the determinants of party system change.
In Brodie and Jenson, Haeusler and Hirsch, and some of the work of Walter Dean

Bumharn one finds a similar, but significantly unique, political econornic perspective on
party system change-one that builds on the traditions of critical political economy." This
perspective stresses, sometimes explicitly, the importance of linking a theory of party
system change to a broader political economic social theory9' in this case. that means
placing the party systern in the context of an understanding of the uneasy and often
contradictory relationship between capitalism and democracy?It t s o means accepting
Macpherson's contention that since the extension of the democratic franchise an
"underlying function" of the party system has been to moderate the potentially
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destabitizing dynamics of class ~ o n f l i c t However,
.~~
it should be stressed that these
scholars attempt to downplay, or move beyond, the sirnplistic functionalism such a
statement implies. The role of moderator of class confiict is conceptualized such that
political parties are viewed as mediators between state and society in the complex set of
processes which produce and connect our understandings of political contlict to the broad
behavioural noms and expectations which stabilize social and economic relations. '"
Since this role is not simply designated by the functional requirernents of the system, it is
implied that the major political parties themselves benefit from social and economic
stability; that is to Say, the societal consensus underpinning such stability allows them to
more easily reproduce their political power base."'
Centrally important to this perspective is the contention that the development of
capiralist society precedes through identifiable phases (sometimes referred to as regimes
of uccumulation) around which economic and social stability is temporarily secured.
During such phases--the most obvious example being the era of the postwar senlement
from the mid 1940s to the early 1970s--there is a significant degree of societal consensus
around important social. political and economic questions such as the appropriate
allocation of social production between popular consumption and profit accumulation,
and the various institutions, procedures and values necessary to maintain stabilized social
and economic relations. But stability is not necessarily the nom; intervening periods of
crisis are marked by social, political and ideological stmggles which constitute a process

of searching for and defining the next period of stability. While political parties play a
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role in attempting to maintain stability, they are also centrally important to these shuggles
and processes of groping through cnsis toward the next phase of stability once a previous
phase breaks down.
Like the political agency perspectives, this political economic theory of Party
system change assumes the structure and functioning of the paty system heavily
influence the definition of social and political interests and the norms of political

cons en su^.'^' But regardless of the influence of partisan stniggles, or the specific attempts
of party strategists to fashion a new consensus. the specific conjunctural context is
considered critically important.'O3 In other words, the political economic conditions "set
the parameters around the range of the po~sible."'~
During periods of consensus. such as the era of the postwar settlement. there will
be relative stability within the party system. Even though there may be fairly drarnatic
swings in the electoral popularity of major political parties. Burnham has observed that
"political settlement." or consensus. "exercises a s w n g centnpetal pressure on voting
beha~iour."'~~
Perhaps more importantly. the essential institutions, rules, norms, practices
and meaning structures which constitute the party system are not likely to be challenged

during periods of consensus. In other words partisan politics will take the form of
brokerage politics in which partisan contests take place within a dominant schema which
ensures conflict is over more-or-less of a socially agreed upon policy package, not over
the fiindamentals. 'O6

During periods of crisis, on the other hand, the party system is less able to Mfil its
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role in reproducing the consensus necessary to maintain stability. The suggestion here is
certainly nor that poor economic conditions facilitate party system change.'*' Rather, the
cntical question is whether a given era is one of generalized consensus and stability, or of
cnsis and economic restructuring. Periods of cnsis and the related processes of
resmcturing mean a renegotiation of the noms and practices which stabilize social and
economic relations. and this inevitably means increased volatility with regard to the
political interests and identities emerging fiom the discursive field. It is in this way the
political economic context becomes important to party system change. The context of
cnsis provides space for new meaning structures to emerge and define partisan politics; it
allows new issues, new political pnorities and new interests and identities to transform
the fonn and substance of partisan politics. For example, the nse of minor and protest
parties cm end forever the once taken for granted dynarnics of a two party system. a s
happened in Canada d e r the First World War. Or, the policy consensus underpinning
brokerage politics c m be shaken, either leading to a non-brokerage party system or a
brokerage system anchored to a different consensus. as seems to be happening during the
current era of political and economic restructuring in Canada. The key point is that the
political economic conjuncture influences the extent to which party system change is
more likely than continuity.
Conclusion: A Framework for Expiainine the Kse of Reform

The purpose of this effort to understand the underlying dynarnics of party system change

has been to develop a framework for explaining the emergence of the Reform Party and

its neo-liberal populism within the Canadian party system. The preceding review of

competing perspectives on party system change was too fast-paced to suggest an obvious,
detailed and generalizabie theory of party system change; indeed, the goal of developing a
rigorous unified theory of parties and party systems is not a realistic one. What this
chapter has accomplished is to identiS the range of institutional, organizational and
strategic, cultural and ideoiogical. and political economic factors which influence the
extent of continuity and change within party systems. Arrayed across the funnei of
causality. these factors include the foilowing:
1)

Institutional Condiiioning Variables: The electoral systern, the stnicture of
executive and legislative authority. and the degree of party discipline, are among
the institutional factors which shape opportunities and influence the likelihood of
party system change. Found at the narrow end of the b e l of causality, these
conditioning variables influence. but certainly do not determine the course of
change within the party system.

2)

Strategic Variables and op port uni^ Structure: At the narrow end of the funne1
we also find the strategic behaviour of the political parties competing for electoral
advantage. The strategic maneuverings of parties shape the politics of the day,
thus defining the party system's opportunity structure--that is, the issue and
organizational opportunities which result from the existing character of partisan
competition and the relative organizational and leadership capacities mobilized by
the various parties.

3)

The Politics of Representation: Traditionally. the factors in the middle of the
causal h e l have been conceptualized as social cleavages and political culture or
ideology. These factors are centrally important to party system change, but to
capture the importance of ideas and of various divisions of opinion, belief and
interest, 1 have chosen emphasize the discursive construction of the political
interests and identities which shape the discursive framework through which
individuals related to world of partisan politics. The political and ideological
stniggles of parties and non-party organizations, such as interest groups and social
movement organizations, which shape and determine the salience of various
political interests and identities constitute what I have called the politics of

representation. Obviously, this agency-cenned approach to the processes which
shape the discursive framework of partisan politics links factors fiom both the
narrow end and the middle of the causal fiuinei.
4)

The Political Economic Context: Finally, at the broad end of the funne1 is the
political economic conte% which shapes the party system by influencing both the
strategic maneuverings of politicai parties and the broader politics of
representation. The character of the political economic conjuncture--whether there
is generalized consensus and stability or crisis and economic restructuring-influence the extent to which party system change is likely. But the political
economic context also shapes the material conditions of peoples' existence; and it
is assumed that responses to material conditions are significant to the processes of
Party system change.
WhiIe it is evident that the nse of Reform was the result of the recursive

interaction of many of these institutional, strategic. ideological and political economic
factors. it is important to recognize that a satisfactory explanation of the party's
emergence must go beyond simply identiming the complex of causal factors. Most
significantly, to avoid the theoretical incoherence and contradiction which can result from
eclectic theorking. any effort to explain the rise of Reform by combining insights from
the competing perspectives discussed in this chapter must be grounded in an
understanding of the relationship between the various causally important factors.
The telling of the story of the birth of Reform in chapter two highlighted the
significance of a number of institutional conditioning variables, sûsuegic variables, and
the party system's political opportunity structure. What such a descriptive narrative could
not provide is a theoretically infomed understanding of the historical configuration of
these factors. Indeed, 1 would contend that it is precisely the histoncai configuration of
the more overt causal factors--the institutions, strategic maneuverings, and cornpetitive

patterns of the party system-which needs to be understood before an adequate
explanation of the rise of Reform is within reach. It is for this reason that I argued in the
introduction to this chapter, that the political economic context and the discursive
construction of political interests and identities deserve to be highlighted in any theory of
party system change.
As will be evident Erom the discussion in chapter four. the frarnework 1 adopt for
understanding the historical configuration of the Party system and the relationships
between various casual factors is essentially a political economic Framework. 1 assume
that the character of the political economic conjuncture idluences the extent to which
party system change is more likely than continuity. Moreover, within that context.
political parties struggle to delimit the univene of political interests and identities which

are significant to partisan politics--and the extent to which they are successfd has
significant consequences for the historically specific organizational and discursive
character of the party system. With this in mind. I use the remainder of part two of this
dissertation to elaborate and apply these theoretical insights. First, in chapter four, I will
explore the political economy of Reform's emergence. Then. in chapter five, I will relate

the broader discursive struggles which constitute the politics of representation to
Reform's success at popularizing neo-liberal populism.
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Chapter Four

The Political Economy of Reform's Emergence

Introduction
1 argued in the previous chapter that the political economic context shapes party system

change by infiuencing both the strategic maneuverings of existing partisan organizations
and the dynamics of the broader politics of representation-that is, the discursive
struggles which constitute political interests and identities. The present chapter explores
this contention in greater depth and applies a political econornic analysis to the
emergence of the Reform Party. Ln what follows. the emergence of Reform is treated as
one dimension of the overall evolution of the Canadian party system, and the party
system's uncertain evolutionary process is situated. for analytical purposes, in the context
of Canada's changing political economic landscape. The argument developed in this
chapter relies on the matenalist assumptions underlying political economy; it is assumed,
in other words. that individuals do respond to the objective conditions of everyday life.
But it is a matenalist method tempered by an awareness of the role of ideas and mediating
institutions, including political parties, which influence how objective social conditions

are understood and transformed into political identities and interests. The central
argument is that the Reform Party represents one dimension of a broader atternpt to
define a future beyond the current period of social and economic restructuring. Attention

is focussed on the capacity of Reform's neo-liberal populism to mobilize resentment and
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protest while offenng a future-onented programme of neo-liberal solutions to the
difficulties social and economic restructuring present for ordinary Canadians.
Earlier it was explained that political parties are organizations which promote
particular interests and advocate certain programmes and policies in an attempt to gain
electoral support. At the individual level of analysis. parties are political symbols that
voters identifL with as their belief systems develop and evolve. At the systemic level of
analysis, it is ofien argued that electoral competition between party organizations
produces competitive patterns and interrelationships which constitute a party system.' But
these competitive patterns and interrelationships are only the most obvious and
observable dimensions of the party system: they are shaped by a series of institutions.
d e s , norms, practices and meaning structures which, taken as a whole, constitute the
party system. The party system, then, is more than simply a constellation of competitive

partisan organizations. It includes institutions and rule structures such as the legal
regdation of the franchise, the electorai system. and the legislation goveming party
financing. It also includes less formal d e s and norms related to campaign techniques and
leadership styles. as well as established practices related to party policy development and
the relationship between political parties and other organized interests. But, equally
important, every party system is characterized by a particular meaning structure or
discursive Framework which defines the boundaries of political debate, establishes the
political identities to which parties appeal, provides a h e w o r k for interpreting issues

and events, and places limits on the policy options which are considered as realistic

solutions.

I argued in chapter three that the institutions, mies, noms. practices and rneaning
structures which define the cornpetitive patterns of the party system are the histoncally
contingent outcome of an array of social, political, econornic and ideologicai struggles,

many of which actually occur outside the party system. As such, major transformations in
a party system, including the emergence of a significant partisan challenge from a new
party such as Reform. c m not be explained exclusively by reference to the existing logic
of party competition or the curent character of partisan conflict. In fact, it is precisely the
histoncai configuration of party competition and partisan conflict which needs to be
understood, and this is why an explanation of party system change must be rooted in an
analysis of (i) the changing political economic context and (ii) the broader political and
ideological struggles which constitute what 1 have referred to as the politics of
representation.
This chapter focusses on elucidating the relationship between the changing
political economic context and party system change. To understand the rise of Reform

and its neo-liberal populist discourse, we need to undentand the political economic
origins of the postwar system of brokerage politics and. more importantly, the political
econornic and ideological context in which the postwar party system has recently been
transformed. First, however. attention will be focussed on elaborating a regulationisf
perspective on the politicai economy of party system change. This perspective, I would
contend, is uniquely suited to the task of understanding the histoncal configuration of a
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given party system and the political economic and ideological pressures which may serve
to undermine or transfocm it.
Party Svstems: A Rmlationist Persaective

It is usehl to begin by sketching the basic theoretical foundations of regulation theory.
Emerging two decades ago, and then coming into its own during the 1980s, the regulation
approach to critical political econorny continues in the historicist tradition within Marxist
and neo-Marxist thought. Utilizing a variety of concepts and categories developed to
elucidate the way in which the relationship between capitalist accumulation and various
techniques of social and economic regulation is central to capitalist development,
regulation theory has more recently become known as a rich source of insight into the
ongoing importance of diverse social, political. economic and ideological struggles.'
Like earlier cntical political economisrs, regulationists proceed on the assurnption that
historical social scientific analysis is. at bonom. an exploration of the unfolding
relationship between capitalism and dernocracy or, as Bowles and Gintis have
characterized it. the unfolding of the uneasy and often contradictory relationship between
the expansionq logic of capitalist production and economic rights and the expansionary
logic of democracy and personal n g h t ~The
. ~ best of the regulationist theonsts display a
sensitivity to the importance of the social and political struggles which define these
nghts, their scope. the political identity of those they protect, and the often uneven
applicability of both economic and persona1 rights to various segments of society.
Forhinately, however, regulationists avoid the voluntanst fallacy by consciously
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combining their agency-centred focus on social and political stniggie with a recognition
that structural c o n s b t s such as institutionalized d e s and practices, not to mention the
noms and values of the existing ideologicd configuration, are historically important
detenninants of change. in other words, regulation theory assumes a structure-agency
dialectic: "history is open-ended even if real effects of institutionalized practices and
structural constraints exist."'
Drawing on some fairly abstract and esotenc notions about the relationship
between ca~italistaccumulation strategies and various political institutions. behaviours

and belief systems which contribute to social and economic regulation. regulationists
have introduced into the political economists' lexicon the notions of regime of
accumulotion. mode ofregulation. socieral paradigm. staseform and mode of
governance.' Their central daim is that phases in capitalist development, although far
fiom unambiguous, cm be identified by the regimes of accumulation--that is, the
prevailing pattern of production and consumption which stabilizes the allocation of social
production between popular consumption and capitalist accumulation--around which
economic aqd social stability is temporarily secured. When a particular accumulation
regime is stable and able to be reproduced over time. there is a signifiant degree of
societal consensus regarding the appropriate allocation of social production between
popular consumption and profit accumulation, and around the various institutions,
procedures and values necessary to maintain that stability.
But stability in this sense is not necessarily the nom; equally or more common are
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moments of turbulence and C

~ S ~
inSwhich

social, politicai. economic and ideological

struggles unwittingly constitute a process of searching for and defullng the next period of
stability. Regulationists explain that once established, the economic stability of a reghe
of accumulation depends on the effective hegemony of a particula. mode of regdationthat is, the institutions, practices and rules related to the stabilization of production and
exchange relations. But clearly more than economic social relations need to be in
regulution. General social stability needs to be secured through what Jenson refers to as a

broadly accepted societd puradigm which structures the mosaic of social relations
beyond production and exchange relations! Together a hegemonic mode of regulation
and societal paradigm will constnict political identities. define the rights of citizenship
and set parameters on what is considered to be in the national interest. Together they
define a hegemonic common sense.
The concepts of stateform and mode of governance have. over the past decade,
become increasingly important to regdation theorists. These concepts are essentially
heuristic devices which aid macro-historical political economists in developing schematic
periodizations of the evolution of the basic principles of political regulation and
govemance in liberal-democratic capitalist societies.' However. during penods of
politicai economic tumoi1 and cultural transformation, the concepts of state f o m and

mode of govemance can also provide an anchor for our regulationist accounts of
contemporary political and economic change. From a macro-historical perspective,

Canada has witnessed three distinct state forms and modes of govemance since

Codederation.' For over half a century afier confederation a classical (laissez-faire)
liberalism characterized the mode of govemance; this was the era of the laissez-faire
state. With the emergence of the Keynesian welfare state during and after the Second
World War, the classical Iiberal mode of govemance was replaced by welfare Iiberalisrn.
Today, we are witnessing the emergence of a neo-liberal mode of govemance and state
form. The endpoint of neo-liberalism is uncertain-perhaps it is still not entirely
inevitable. Nevertheless. it is increasingly likely that the dismantling of the welfare state
and the embrace of a neo-liberal political rationality will. within a generation. produce a

social. political and econornic structure alrnost unrecognizable to those who once
anticipated a future based on the hegemony of weifare liberalism.
Those familiar with the overly economistic nature of early regulation theory will
recognize that the concept of mode of govemance has actually been borrowed f o m the
theories of governonce literature, a body of work which is less economistic than

regulation theory. As Jessop explains. the theories of govemance literature is concemed
with the various "'social' modes of social CO-ordinationrather than with narrowly political

(sovereign,juridico-political. bureaucratie or at l e s t hierarchically organized) modes of
social ~rganization."~
Theories of govemance, in other words, stress the extra-state
mechanisms which guide or steer social conduct. These extra-state dimensions of
govemance range from the activities of bond rating agencies to the customs, n o m s and
habits of everyday life and the hegemonic rneaning structures through which individuals
make sense of the social relations in which they live. Clearly the state is always
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articulated into the broad process of govemance, but at a t h e when neo-liberal rhetonc is
juxtaposingfreedom and rule, and promising civil society fieedom from the d e of the
state. it is particularly important that we have the capacity to understand govemance (in
the broadest sense of the terni) from a perspective which is not state centric. In the same
way that the regulationist approach to critical political economy uses the concept of mode
of regulation to emphasize the social embeddedness of the accumulation process and
economic activity, theories of govemance stress the social embeddedness of political
power.

To understand the significance of the neo-liberal tum which has followed the
cnsis of the postwar Fordist regime of accumulation. we m u t recognize, as the theones
of govemance literature emphasizes, that the state does not monopolize political power.
Socially consequential power exists within a number of systems of power and pnvilege
related to gender. class, race. sexual orientation. and so on. In fact, as Bowles and Gintis
say in elaborating their conception of society as a mosaic of systems of power and

pnvilege: "power is not an arnorphous constraint on action but rather a structure of mle
empowenng and restraining actors in varying degrees."1° 1 wouid take this even m e r
and argue that social power relations serve to construct the very acton who are
empowered and restrained. In the words of Rose and Miller: "Power is not so much a
matter of imposing constraints upon citizens as of 'making up' citizens capable of bearing

a kind of regulated freedom."" Theorists of govemance emphasize the fact that each
mode of govemance embraces a unique 'political rationality'" which legitimizes particular
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systems of power and pnvilege. Thus, as politicai struggles undemine welfare liberalism
and herald the dawning of a neo-liberal mode of govemance, new understandings of the
nature of society, the legitimacy of various power centres, and the efficacy of various
political identities are intemalized through a new hegemonic social c~mprornise.'~
To date the way in which political parties and partisan politics fit into the
regulationist approach has been under-theorized;" nevertheless, it is ciear that party
systems are important to the processes through which economic and social regulation are
established (and dissolved). Haeusler and Hirsch's discussion of the West German case is
one of the most detailed explications of the role of the party system in the processes of
regulation. in their work the state is considered the primary regulative institution, and
parties are situated as mediators between the state and individuals and institutions.

The p a q system represents that component of the regulative network of
institutions within which antagonistic and pluralistic interests and attitudes
are produced. articuiated, adjusted. formed and comected in such a way
that relatively coherent state action. safeguarding the reproduction of the
system as a whole, is rendered possible and legitimate.lS
Essentially. they conceive of the party system as a major (and pnvileged) mechanism for
forging the consensus necessary to establish and legitimize a mode of reguiation and
societal paradigm. Jenson makes a similar point when she States that political parties are
(at least potentially) central actors in the process of legitimizing a mode of regulation
which c m eflectively stabilize an accumulation regime.l6 For Jenson, the stability of a

regime of accumulation is dependent on the capacity of the dominant mode of regulation
and societal paradigm to be hegemonic, and the possibility of this is dependent on social,
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political, econornic and ideological struggles in a variety of sites ranging fiom families to
unions to corporations to political parties."

Thus the party system is both a potential mechanism of regulation and a site of
constitutive struggles in the process of regulation. Ln fact, the institutions, d e s , noms,
practices and meaning smictures which constitute the party system are part of the societal
paradigm. They do not exist in isolation, but influence and are infiuenced by other parts
of the societal paradigm and mode of regulation through social and political stniggle.
The process of discursively constituting political identities and interests, which
includes defining the illusory national cornmunity whose interests are central to social
cohe~ion,'~
is fundamental to econornic and social regulation. The party system is one of
the sets of mediating institutions through which our objective social conditions and
experiences are transformed into political interests. The outcome of this process is always
contingent because "under similar living conditions, individuals can develop different and
even contradictory interests depending on the kind of discursive field within which they
exist."19 The Party system serves. as Brodie and Jenson have suggested, to construct
identities, meaning structures and definitions of politics which then constitute rnuch of
the core of the societal paradigm."
During penods when a regime of accumulation is stabilized, or in regdation,
there will be relative stability within the party system. Certainly party relations and the

pattern of partisan conflict will undergo disruptions; there may even be fairly dramatic

swings in the electoral popularity of the major political parties. But the essential

institutions. rules, noms. practices and rneaning structures which constitute the Party
system are not likely to be dramatically transfonned. As Jessop explains, "crisis
tendencies are always present in regulation: in stable regimes of growth however, it is the
normalizing effects of institutions which pred~minate."~'

This is not the case when there is a crisis of regdation. Unlike normal business
cycles and cyclicai crises within a regime of accumulation. a cnsis of regulation is
characterized by the fdling apart of an earlier accumulation regime and continuous
conflicts over the establishment of a new regime of accumulation and fitting modes of
economic and social regulation." In such turbulent periods of social. economic and
political restructuring, the party system is less able to reproduce the consensus necessary
to maintain stability. The dominant parties are less likely to be seen as protecting the

social and material interests of large segments of society. not to mention the national
interest. The "context of crisis exposes both the structuring effects of the past and the
importance of struggles to create the

By opening the space for challenges and

change, crises of regulation enhance the capacity of political parties, including new
parties such as Reform. to serve as mechanisms for introducing new alternatives.
As will be made clear below, the politicai economic conjuncnire in which the

Reform Party emerged was just such a period of turbulence and crisis. Over the past three
decades, we have witnessed the falling apart of Canada's postwar Fordist regime of
accumulation, then a period of political and ideological struggles which constituted a
process of groping toward an uncertain fbture, and now the emergence of a pst-Fordist,
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flexible regime of accumulation and neo-liberal mode of govemance. Within the party
system, the Reform Party has represented an important political and ideological
intervention in this process of stmggling to define a future. Reform is an expression of the
neo-li beral cultural transformation currently under way in the Canadian political
economy, but the party is also a protagonist in the struggle to advance the neo-liberai
agenda as a means to stabilizing an accumulation regime based on flexible accumulation

and a trade-led development strategy. The challenge for the social scientist who has
embraced a regulationist perspective is to move fiom the abstract and esotenc discussion
above to the more complex world of the concrete and exoteric.
Fordism. the Postwar Consensus & the Postwar Party System

The roots of Reform lay in the crisis of Canada's postwar regime of accumulation.
Understanding that crisis. and the associated crisis of the party system, requires an
exploration of both the postwar accumulation regime and the party system which helped
to define the political consensus regarding the modes of social and economic regdation
which effectively stabilized that regirne for nearly three decades.
The story of the postwar consemur in the advanced industrial democracies is by
now a familiar one. However. it is a story which is too oflen told without references to
political parties. We know that out of the economic nirmoil, social stmggles and military
devasration which charactenzed the 1930s and early 1940s, came a need for social,
econornic, and in some cases physical, reconstruction. in most of the capitalist West, a set
of accumulation policies and policies of legitimation put in place during the early postwar
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era eventuaily stabilized what has corne to be cdled the Fordist regime of accumulation."
Fordism is an inlemive accumulation regime involving the articulation of mass
production and m a s consumption. In this context, rising productivity and profits are
made possible by a wage-led dynarnic of rising popular consumption. This full-circuiting

of rising productivity. profits, wages and consurnption has been characterized as a
vir~uouscircle of relatively autarkic and self-reinforcing economic g r o ~ t h . 'TO
~ a
significant extent this pattern of economic growth was the result of technological
advances in production processes. low resource prices. pent-up demand after the Great
Depression and the war years, and demographic changes related to the baby boom and
immigration. Nevertheless. there were important politically negotiated factors supporting
the Fordist boom. Although these politically negotiated factors--the many policies and
institutions of social and economic replation-varied across the advanced capitalist
countries. it is generally agreed that the phenomenal economic growth of postwar
Fordism hinged on a three-pronged compromise: (i) Keynesian inspired fiscal and
monetary policies to curb business cycles; (ii) a social policy mix and welfare state
structure capable of underpinning increases in the social wage; and. (iii) institutionalized
wage labour-capital relations which. ofien through corporatist structures of interest
intemediation. ensured widespread increases in real wages.
At a more concrete level. one can distinguish between various Fordisms as they
were manifested in the advanced industrial nations. In what we loosely think of as a
Western European model of Fordism, political parties played a central role in negotiating
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the senes of class compromises which formed the bais of the postwar consensus. AS

Jenson notes, "analyses of the Fordist regime of accumulation have identified politicai
parties and trade unions as central acton, whose acceptance and legitimation of the mode
of regdation was a necessary condition for its effecti~eness."'~In other words, this
Fordist maaix of institutions. policies and practices was sustained, at least in part, by
Western Europe's class-divided party system. Not oniy the corporatist institutional
structures, but also the various wage and employment policies which were central to
Western European Fordism. have been linked to the presence of cornpetitive left-wing
parties with close ties to the union movement."
Canada's postwar Fordist regime of accumulation was unique in a number of ways
and for a number of reasons. For one thing, Canada's position in the international political
economy as a small. open economy relying on relatively unprocessed naturai resources
and located next to America, the international hegemon of the Fordist era, ensured that
Canadian Fordism was less autarkic. Canada's postwar accumulation regime was
prernised on continentalisrn.or the functional integration of the Amencan and Canadian
economies. This is one reason for the labelling of Canadian Fordism as permeable
Fordisrn."

The policy consensus underpinning Canada's permeable Fordism was also unique.

For a time there was a keen interest in Keynesian macro-economic policies in partisan
and bureaucratie circles. Yet a number of factors, including Canada's small, open
economy and the lack of effective labour or social democratic influences in the national
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party ~ystern.'~
mili tated against Keynesianisrn taking a dominant place in rnacro-

economic policy: "Governent paid lip-service to the Keynesian doctrines of demand
management but rarely practised it."" In particular, the basic Keynesian smtegy of
keeping aggregate demand hi& by a policy cornmitment to full employment played only
a lirnited practical role in Canada. instead, continentalist policies of opening the door to
increased American investment in Canadian industry and facilitating the export of naturai
resources. were relied upon as the engine of economic growth. While Canadian
governrnents did become more interventionist and make some use of a Keynesian macroeconomic philosophy, Canada's Keynesian consensus involved little more than a
cornmitment to a watered-down or bastardized Keynesianism.
Similarly. the social policy measures adopted to offset the excesses of the market
were not as extensive as in most of Western Europe. During the 1940s and early 1950s
the state did assume responsibility for financing unernployment insurance, family
allowances and the universal Old Age Security programme; but it was not until the mid
1960s that medical insurance, a contributory state pension plan and guaranteed federal

contributions to the provinces' means-tested programmes of social assistance were
implemented. Admittedly?these dimensions of the poshvar policy consensus had
important and far-reaching implications for what could be called the entitlemenis of
citizenship. The state obviously assurned a new responsibility for the socio-economic
welfare of its citizens: and in doing so may also have helped to stabilize the Fordist
pattern of mass consumption. Nevertheless. the Canadian wel fare state was a limited
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liberal welfare state providing limited benefits to those most disadvantaged by the
market." Canada's welfare state never guaranteed the range of universal and generous
social-democratic entitlements commonly associated with the European notion of social
citiremhip."

The somewhat limited ernbrace of Keynesian interventionism and social welfare
policies was. at least in part. a consequence of the nature of partisan ideological discourse
in the early postwar era. Mackenzie King's purported cornmitment to welfare liberalism
reinforced changes in public attitudes following the depression of the 1930s. and this was
significant to the emergence of a welfare liberal mode of governance. But King's welfare
liberalism never overwhelmed the Liberal party's business liberalism. and the blend of
business and welfare liberaiism he established continued under St. Laurent and Pearson.
Business liberalism was also extrernely influential within the Conservative Party.
Certainly, George Drew's emphasis on economic freedorn and cornpetitive enterprise was
tempered by Diefenbaker's democratic toryism. but business liberalism rernained
Thus.
influential and Diefenbaker's toryism "in no way overshadowed his Iiberali~rn."'~
on the one hand. partisan ideoiogicai discourse shifted to the lefi with the rise of welfare
liberalism and red toiyism, and this legitimized a limited Keynesian interventionism and
expanded social policy regime. But, on the other hand. the influence of business

liberalism in the nvo major parties of the postwar party system ensured the Canadian
welfare state would be what Tuohy, following Esping-Anderson, labels liberal rather than
social democratic." Cenainly, Canada's welfare liberal mode of govemance stood in
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sharp contrast to the classical (laissez faire) liberal mode of govemance; but it was liberal
ai1 the same.

In the partisan arena the right-wing business liberals in the Liberal and
Conservative parties were the most significant challenge to the hegemony of welfare
liberalism and the emergence of Canada's Keynesian welfare state. But there were other
right-wing partisan challenges to the welfare liberal mode of govemance. With the

exception of Diefenbaker's sweep in 1958. the Social Credit and the Créditistes elected
between fourteen and thirty members to the House of Commons in each election becseen
1953 and 1972. The last election in which the English Canadian Social Credit
successfully elected candidates to Parliament was 1965.in that year a young Preston
Manning stood as the Social Credit candidate in Edmonton East. He and his Edmonton
area running mates chailenged Keynesian interventionism and Canada's emerging social
welfare policy regime. Carnpaigning on a platform emphasizing the virtues of economic
fieedom and the folly of a high cost welfare state. the Social Credit slate in Edmonton
went against the tide of the postwar consensus by arguing that state interference in free
. ~ ~course. the existence
enterprise and personal fieedorn undermined persona1 s e c u ~ i t yOf
of a minor party challenging the postwar consensus is not a surprise; every hegemonic
social consensus exists in a state of being contested. Nevertheless, it is significant that at
the height of welfare liberalism. in the late 1960s, Preston Manning was positioning
himself as a defender of a classical liberal mode of govemance.
h o t h e r central feature of permeable Fordism's mode of regdation was the legal
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recognition of unions. the automatic check-off of union dues fiom pay stubs, and the
subsequent spread of collective bargaining. Unlike the situation under Western European
Fordism. Canada did not experience tripartite or corporatist structures. Instead, even
~
of
union membership continued to increase through the 1950s. 1960s and 1 9 7 0 a~ system
industrial legalism ensured that wage labourcapital relations were privately organized
and trade unions remained outside institutionalized public decision-making

roce es ses.^^

The postwar class compromise which emerged in this context was not one which relied
on a class divided party system. In the interwar period. and occasionally in the postwar

em minor parties introduced elements of a class-based discourse into the partisan arena;
but the major parties helped to define the form and substance of partisan politics in nonclass terms.j7 As a result. class-based political identities never emerged as an organizing
feature of Canada's Fordist paradigm.

Instead of class-based identities, the collective identity mobilized through
Canada's postwar societal paradigm was a national or pan-Canadian identity which
stressed the commonality of al1 Canadians and promised a better life through economic
g r 0 ~ t . hDuring
. ~ ~ these years the major parties, particularly the Liberals. were centrally
important to the strategic rnobilization of this growth-onented nationai identity. In his
snidy of Canadian parties and national integration, David Smith argues that the first
suggestion of a new pan-Canadian approach to party leadership came in the form of the

King government's 1946 Canadian Citizenship Act. The St. Laurent government's
creation of the Canada Councii in response to the Massey Commission on National
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Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences. and a variety of other initiatives, including
the ending of judicial appeais to the JCPC in 1949, furthered this trajectory. But it was
under Diefenbaker and Pearson that the importance of a nation-based identity became

most explicit: Diefenbaker's One Canada rhetoric. the 1960 Bill of Rights, Pearson's
desire to constmct a country-wide nationalism based on bilingualism and biculnualism,
and the federai role in medicare and the Canada Pension Plan, are al1 cited as evidence of

the importance of partisan influence on the postwar era's pan-Canadian political
identit~.)~
It is often stressed by those who conaaçt the postwar consensus in Canada with

the Western European case. that Canadian parties did not play a central role in
consolidating and institutionalizing the class compromise which underpimed the postwar
Fordist accumulation regime. While this rnay be me fkom a narrow perspective which
focusses on labour-capital relations, it is worth stressing again that Canada's political
parties were. in fact. an important mechanism for forging the many dimensions of
postwar consensus. Duncan Cameron has gone so far as to argue that in the postwar era
"the Liberal Party was to frarne debate and govern on the basis of a consensus that it was
able to work out and impose as a majority view."" Perhaps most significant to the
postwar consensus was the capacity of the Liberabthe Party which under King, St.
Laurent and Pearson established the parameters of partisan conflict--to contain divisions
between business liberals and welfare liberals by (i) cornrnitting to new social welfare
polices while pursuing economic growth in terms of a continentalist business agenda, (ii)
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accepting the legitimacy of trade unions while denying real class divisions, and (iii)
abandoning earlier provincialist positions in favour of a strong federalist stance."
The partisan political consensus fashioned by the Liberals contributed to the
social, political and economic stability of the early postwar era; and it was in the context
of this stability that brokerage politics was able to plant deep roots. Brokering, when
tùndamentally similar parties direct appeals at many interests to create electoral
coalitions~'is an activity of parties most compatible with periods of consensus, when
there is a shared commun sense based on a hegemonic mode of regulation and societal
paradigm. Brokerage parties aim to fiame their appeals in consensus tems. During
election campaigns their rhetoric will stress the existence of significant product
d%ferentiation, but substantive differences regarding fundamental questions of social and
economic development will not exist. In the postwar era, Canada's brokerage-style party
system united the major parties around a cornmon development strategy and helped to
stabilize Canada's permeable Fordist accumulation regime. Of course there were partisan
challenges to the hegemony of brokerage politics. On the lefi there was the lefi-nationalist
radicalism which led to the Waffle; on the nght there was, arnong other challenges,
Emest and Preston Manning's effon to advance social comervatism as a clear-cut nghtwing alternative to the welfare liberalism which seemed to dominate the Canadian party
sy~tern.'~
But their limited impact simply reinforces the extent of social consensus and the
potential momentum of brokerage-style politics during periods of political economic
stability. With this in mind, it is no surprise that the crisis of Fordism, which began in the
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1970s. would eventually be linked to a series of significant changes in the Canadian party
system. including the nse of Reforrn and its neo-liberal populism.
The Crisis of Fordism, Restmcturin~& the Rise of Reform

Until the 1970s Canada's postwar development strategy worked fairly successfully. GDP
growth was strong. real wage gains were being realized and unemployment was not
unmanageably hi&. These material conditions helped to maintain the postwar consensus.
With living conditions improving for most working and middle class families, the
political economic context helped to reinforce popular support for the principles of the
welfare liberal mode of govemance. Most Canadians supported the graduai extension of
the Keynesian welfare state. Academics wrote of the end of ideology, and the public

mood was one of optimism. Even during downturns in the business cycle, there was
general confidence that, with the help of Keynesian inspired counter-cyclical economic
policies. the economy would rebound and the material conditions of life would continue
to improve. The major parties competed for electorai support simply by promising to be
b e t m managers of the Keynesian welfare state. and the brokerage character of partisan

conflict served to sustain ideoiogical comrnitrnent to the hegemonic societal paradigm
and mode of regulation. Moreover, generalized partisan consensus on the major questions
of social and economic developrnent virtually precluded successfûl challenges by
alternative partisan discourses. in the context of the postwar consensus, in other words,
most Canadians were willing to accept that their political interests were reflected in the
partisan policy consensus which underpimed the postwar system of brokerage politics.
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Those with alternative viewpoints-including Preston Manning's social consen>atisrn in
the late 1960s and early 1970--were truly marginalized.
By the early 1970s however, the postwar economic boom was past. and a series of

social and economic developments were beginning to undemine the postwar consensus.
It is now wideiy accepted that during the 1970s, rapid technological change, the

emergence of cornpetition from the newly industrializing economies, the oil price shocks

and a variety of other factors caused the Canadian manufacturing sector to contract and
created a new economic demon: stagflation. This marked the beginning of a turbulent
period of rapid political economic change. It was also the first stage of the cnsis of
Fordism, when a series of hindarnental changes in the Canadian politicai economy made
it increasingly difficult for business and government to maintain the old ways of doing

things. Since then, contradictions within the Fordist mode1 of development and the
postwar policy consensus have produced a highly contested process of political economic
restructuring--this was a crisis in the Gramscian sense that it is marked by the inability of
the old to hold and uncertainty regarding the shape of things to corne.
Since the 1970s, technological change and the globalization of production have
altered the Pace and importance of trade. New flexible manufacturing and accumulation
strategies have altered industrial organization and transformed the labour market. As a
result of these. and other. political economic developments, Fordism's virtuous cirde--in

which mass production and mass consumption allowed for economic growth based on
rising profits and real wage gains--has been broken. With govenunents and businesses
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now opting for a trade-led development strategy, profits and econornic growth depend
increasingly on a domestic labour market polarized between goodjobs and badjobs. In
this context, the goals of full employment and real wage gains are considered increasingly
unredistic. The postwar consensus has evaporated and the once accepted Keynesian
macro-economic philosophy and the social welfare policies of the welfare state are both
attacked as underlying causes of the widening economic cnsis.
During this penod, Canada has also undergone a substantial social and cultural
transformation: increasing numbers of women are entering the paid workforce; the
dominance of the traditional nuclear family is being challenged; and an increasing
percentage of immigrants to Canada are coming fiom Asia Afnca. and the Caribbean or
South and Central America rather than Europe. Combined. the many social and cultural
changes taking place and the political economic crisis form part of a more general social
crisis in which public cornmitment to the previously hegemonic mode of govemance is
shaken and the hegemony of the societal paradigm is threatened. As was argued above,
such turbulent periods of social, economic and political restructwing, leave the Party
system less able to reproduce the consensus necessary to maintain stability. The dominant
parties are also less likely to be seen as protecting the social and matenal interests of large
segments of society. not to mention the national interest. At a very general level, the
"context of crisis exposes...the importance of struggles to create the future."" More
specifically, by opening the space for challenges and change. penods of crisis create the
space for new discourses and enhance the opportunities for new political parties, such as

Reform, to serve as mechanisms for championing these new alternatives.

This is not to suggest a simple macro-level (and perhaps functionalist)
interpretation of how the conditions developed for the successful emergence of the
Reform Party. The rise of Reform can only be understood in the context of the strategic
maneuverings of parties and other political formations, as well as the political choices
made by individual Canadians. The politics of the day is centrally important to the
Reform story. and to explaining the emergence of Reform and its neo-liberal populist
discourse. Nevertheless, the cnsis of Fordism created the space for new ideological
interventions, as well as the matenal conditions for popular interest in pursuing these new
alternatives. in other words, the macroeconomic dimensions of the crisis of Fordism were
Iargely responsible for the fact that, by the rnid 1970s. three decades of partisan consensus
on economic development strategies broke down. From the late 1970s to the early 1990s.
the contexr of economic restnicturing helped to sustain Fundamental partisan

disagreements on issues such as economic nationalism and the proper role of the state in
the economy.

During the latter Trudeau years-when Joe Clark was leading the Progressive
Conservatives--Canada's two major parties lined up on opposite sides of a debate
regarding possible alternatives to the postwar development strategy. The Tories, with the
support of province building govemments such as Alberta, advocated a decentralist and

free market oriented strategy based on ending the interventionism of nationalist econornic
policies, such as the Foreign Investrnent Review Agency ( F M ) and Petro Canada, and
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allowing market forces to respond to the decentralized character of the Canadian
econoiny." The Liberals, on the other hand, advocated the economic nationalism of a
neo-interventionist developrnent strategy. Having created the likes of Petro Canada, FIRA
and the Canadian Development Corporation (CDC) in the early and mid 1970s, the
Liberals began to toy with the idea of a more explicitly state-centred indusirial strategy in
which resource megaprojects would allow for industrial spin-offs from Canada's
cornpetitive advantage in natural resources. The introduction of the National Energy
Programme (NEP) and the strengthening of FRA in 1980-81 seemed to signal victoxy for
the nationalist interventionism of the Liberals. But the recession of the early 1980s and
falling oil pnces undermined Liberal economic policies and helled the scepticism of the
Free market business liberals in both the Tory and Liberal parties. Thus, the debate raged
on.

By the mid 1980s. following the election of the federal Tories under Brian
Mulroney and the report of the Macdonald Royal Cornmission on Economic Union and
Development Prospects for Canada, business leaders, editorialists, professional and
academic business econornists and a significant nurnber of increasingly influentid think

tanks, had embraced a neo-liberd resiructuring discourse which advocated an economic
development strategy centred around continental fiee trade, deregulation of the economy,
and retrenchrnent of the welfare state? This ernerging consensus arnong important
opinion leaders telegraphed the neo-liberal turn in Canadian political discourse and

marked the onset of a major cultural transformation witkin the Canadian political
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economy. Initially. however. the federal Liberals and the New Democratic Party resisted
the trend, and the 1988 election became a vimial referendum on the question of bilateral

fiee trade with the United States. Retrospective reviews of the 1988 election have stressed
that having an election so explicitly focussed on opposing strategies for econornic
development was unique, quite uncharacteristic of postwar brokerage-style poli tic^.^'
With this in mind, it is significant that Reform's interventions in that election campaignthe party's first--were firmly on the side of fiee trade and the ernerging neo-liberal agenda.
At that stage Reform was still a regional party; indeed. a regional faimess test for public
policies was near the top of the party's economic policy agenda, but Reform's campaign
platform emphasized fieeing up market forces and making a cornmitment to fiscal
conser~atism..'~
While the debate over economic development strategies continued. the processes

of economic restructuring were fündamentally altering the material conditions of life for
working and middle class Canadians. For example. the trend in employment growth since
the late 1960s has been away fiom the primary industries and manufacturing and toward
the service sectors. Between 1967 and 1988 the share of the labour force employed in
pnmary industries. manufacturing and construction dropped from 4 1% to 29%. At the
same time the service sectors grew fiom 59% to 7 1% of the labour force. Indeed, almost
90% of employment growth between 1967 and 1988 took place in the service s e c t o r ~ . ~ ~

This trend has quite profoundly transformed the Canadian labour market and, thus, the
way working people experience the Canadian political economy. In the service sectoa,
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both the quality of employment and income levels are quite polarized. For example, in
1986 the average hourly eamings of jobs in nonmarket and dynamic services were 1 17%

and 1 1 1%, respectively. of the national average. In traditional services. on the other hand,
workers eamed only 73% of the national average.'' Since each of the senrice secton
(nonmarket. dynamic and traditional) employs approximately one quarter of the labour
force. and the annual rate of growth in employment in each of these sectors between the
late 1960s and the Iate 1980s was almost identical (approximately 3 -4% compared to .9%
for primary industries. manufacturing and construction)," there has been an increasing
polarization of incomes and a decline in the percentage of Canadians earning the national
average.
Equally significant for working people has been the rapid growth in nonstandard
employment. including part-time. short-term. self-employed and temporary-help agencies.
Between 1981 and 1986 these forrns of nonstandard employment accounted for roughly
half of all new jobs, and now represent almost one third of total ernployment." In
addition, the percentage of part-time workers who are involuntary in the sense that they
would prefer a full-tirne job, has increased fiom 10% in 1976, to 20% in 1990, to about
3 1% during the mid 199O~.'~
With the growth of the service economy and nonstandard employment, the labour

market has become highly polarized. with two identifiable growth poles: "Virtually al1 of
the recent employment growth has involved either highly skilled well-compensated, and
secure jobs or unstable and relatively poorly paid jobs."" The percentage of Canadians
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earning middle-level incomes has declined inequality has increased. and the Canadian
labour market has become more stratified?' In addition. more and more Canadians have
been moved out of the active labour market by continued high unemployment. The annual
unemployment rate in Canada has not dropped below 7.5% since the late 1970s. in fact,
although the rate of unemployment varies with business cycles. there has k e n a longterm secular increase in joblessness for the past three decades. Unempioyment rates rose
from 4.8% for 1960-67, to 5.4% for 1968-73. to 7.3% for 1974-79, to 9.3% for 1980-89.

In the 1990s unemployment rates have often been over 1O%?
In the context of the crisis of Fordism. the postwar drearn of a continually
increasing standard of living for working people has obviously become something of an
impossible dream for a growing segment of the population. Not only has unemployment

been persistently high, but for Canadians who are working, real wage gains-which had
been in the range of 35% to over 40% a decade during the 1940s. 1950s and 1960sdropped dramatically afier 1970. During the 1980s real wage gains were a mere 2%; for
male workers real wages actually declined between 1980 and 1990?' At the sarne tirne,
average household debt has been on the increase. more than doubling between 1971 and
1995? And persona1 bankniptcies have increased fiom below 10,000 per year in the mid
1970s to 20,000 in I980,4O,OOO in 1990. and almost 80.000 in 1996.S9The net result of
increasing economic strain and insecurity has been a growing sense of dienation which

has generally undermined public optimism. One poil, released in early 1993, reported that
56% of the population expect the next generation to be wone off than theù parents-only

18% thought the next generation would be better off?'

Of course, given that Canadians

had just expenenced the worst recession of the postwar em6'this poll result was not
surprising-there are objective reasons for declining optimism.

In developing this line of argumentation, I am clearly assuming that individuals
respond to the material conditions they face in daily life. This has long been the
assurnption of students of voting behavio~r.~'
It is also an important element of Maurice
Pinard's theory of minor party de~eloprnent.~'Following Pinard. Gagnon and Tan=guay
have argued that economic strain. such as that experienced during an "[e]conomic
recession. with its attendant high levels of unemployment and lowering of individual
financial expectations. is obviously likely to induce voters to nim away from the
government in p ~ w e r . "Livianna
~
Tossutti has also suggested that relative economic
uncertainty in Alberta prior to Reform's birth as a political party in 1987-88 helps explain
the party's roots in that province.
Reform also probably benefited from voter apprehension about
detenorating economic conditions...In the 4 years between the 1984 and
1988 national elections. Alberta's provincial economy stagnated while
Ontario's grew rapidly. Alberta's average annual GDP growth rate during
the penod was 1.7 percent (at market pices)--well below Ontario's
average annual growth rate of 10 percent and the national average of 8
percent. Alberta's average annuai unemployrnent rate during the same
period was 9.3 percent. compared to Ontario's 6.5 percent jobless rate?
While the relationship between politics and the economy highlighted by the
literature on voting behaviour and the rise of minor parties is not to be ignored, as social
scientists we must be aware of the role of ideas and mediating institutions, including

political parties. which influence how apparently objective social and economic
conditions are understood and txansformed into political interests and action. We must

always remember that under similar material conditions. individuals can develop very
different political identities and interests "depending on the kind of discursive field within
which they e ~ i s t . "As
~~
Robert Mullaly explains.
although a rising budget deficit, increasing inflation stagnation, and high
unemployment may constitute 'O bjectivel phenomena, the analyses,
explanations, and interpretations of these phenomena are 'subjective'. in
other words. a cnsis may be seen as a set of objective circumstances. but it
includes a subjective interpretati~n.~'
Theoretically. what is important to us here is that the understandings of the economy and
social relations which inform the anal'ysis. explanation. and interpretation of economic
conditions will vary. both between individuals and across time. During periods of
stability. when a hegemonic mode of regulation and societal paradigm are maintainhg a
particular regime of accumulation in regdation, there is likely to be a greater degree of
popular consensus on how to interpret economic conditions. Partisan cornpetitors are
likely to blame one another for economic downtms. but they will essentially agree on the
solutions to poor economic conditions. The explanations and solutions offered by
alternative discursive frameworks will be marginalized, and partisan organizations will
tend to coalesce around common analysis and interpretation of economic conditions. For
this reason, it is not entirely surprising that Calum Carmichael's recent study of economic
conditions and incumbent party popularity found that fiom 1945 to 1972 negative
economic conditions preceding an election actudly benefited the incumbent partya6'Nor
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is it surprishg that these effects were diminished or reversed in the period coinciding
with the crisis of Fordism, 1972- 1993.
It would be difficult to sustain the argument that the onset of a cnsis in regulation

is direct@responsible for changing the response of voters to negative economic
conditions. This is not my intention. But because the onset of crisis destabilizes the
hegemonic societai paradigm and opens the space for alternative discursive interventions,
the role of parties as mediating institutions which offer analysis and interpretation of
economic conditions increases in importance. In other words, with the once agreed upon
discursive framework destabilized, the material and ideological conditions are ripe for the
emergence of new parties and alternative political discounes. During the 1980s, the cnsis

of Fordism and the processes of political econornic restructuring resulted in a situation in
which the party system became a site of ideological stmggles between contending
understandings of the economy and social relations. There are always alternative
perspectives stniggling for legitimacy within the party system. but they are often
infiuential only at the margins. During perïods of crisis these ideological struggles move
to centre stage until a new hegemonic consensus is forged. in the late 1980s and early
1990s the Reform Party participated in these discursive struggles as a protagonist in the
effort to advance neo-liberalism. Reform is an expression of the neo-liberal ideological

turn which began before the birth of the party. but it is also an active participant in the
effort to marginalize welfare liberalism in favour of a neo-liberal mode of govemance.

In 1987 and 1988 Reform ernerged as a Western-based party advocating greater
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sensitivity to unique regional economic interests. But the party specifically opposed
politically-motivafeddecisions regarding regional economic development. While the
party's platform for the 1988 election criticized the Mulroney Tories for favouring

Quebec in awarding the 1986 CF-1 8 maintenance contract to Canadian, Reform did not
cal1 for the politiculZy-rnofivateddecision-making to be reoriented in favour of the West.
Instead. the party platfom cailed for "a govemment procurement policy based on fairness
The platform stressed that Reforrn
and normal commercial criteria of price and q~ality."~~
proposed to "depoliticize econornic decision-making in Canada."70The West. in other
words, would only benefit to the extent it narurufi) would in a fiee market environmentEven on energy. Reform argued that "despite a period of low oil pnces ...the energy
industry should respond to the dictates of the market."" On other issues, the economic
platform which Reform took into the 1988 election called for a more cornpetitive banking
system, privatization of crown corporations, fkee trade with the U.S.. a simpler system of
income tax. including the possibility of a Bat tax. and measures to require the federal
government to balance its budget in each threit year penod or be obliged to cal1 an
election.
It is interesting that in 1988 and 1993 Manning and his party actudly pitched their
policy agenda as a solution to the crisis of Fordist regulation. Of course, the language

used by Reform was quite different, but Manning ofien evoked the image of a crisis of
regulation when he suggested that Oid Canada is dying and New Canada is stmggling to

be bom. In campaign speeches and a party publication which was widely distributed

during the 1993 election campaign, Manning asked:
What's happening to Canada's economy...what is happening to our
country? With plant closures. lay-offs and down-sizings. there are now
over 1-6 million Canadians unemployed, and hundreds of thousands more
in dead-end jobs paying low wages. But there is good news. A New
Economy is stmggling to be born."
He also seemed to accept the tumulnious and conflict ridden nature of social and
economic restmcturïng when he invited Canadians to get involved in the struggle to
define this ernerging fiiture economy.''

Of course. Reform's analysis of Canada's economic dilemmas was not original.
nor did the party's proposed solutions form an entirely comprehensive and coherent
solution to the cnsis of Fordism. Much of what Canadians heard from Reform with
regard to economic policy in the late 1980s and early 1990s borrowed from other forces
in the ongoing debate. Nevertheless, Reform's neo-liberal populist discourse spoke to

many working Canadians who were in search of a new direction in economic policy. It
spoke to nght-wing fiscal conservatives who had aiways been troubled by the Keynesian
welfare state. it spoke to middle class Canadians who felt economically vulnerable and
squeezed by a state form which appeared to have them paying (in taxes), but not receiving
(in the way of directed welfare state programmes). And, finally, it spoke to that
"classically populist audience: people whose expectations a d o r expenences of matenal

and cultural secunty have seriously declined during social and economic restructuring.""

Essentidly, 1 would argue that the reason Reform's economic analysis and policy agenda

has been appealing to so rnany working and middle class Canadians is that it provides an
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analysis, explanation, and interpretation of economic problems which is consistent with
the restructux-ing discourse pushed by the business community, media and think tank

agenda-setters, whiie also highlighting the concerns that middle-income tax payers have
with their personal capacity to support the continuation of the postwar system.
Furthemore, in 1988 and 1993 Reform pitched their agenda as simultaneously offering
solutions and, very importantly, placing blanie; they combined a fiiture-onented neo-

liberal agenda with, as wil! be expiained in more detail in chapter five. a defensive attack
on the minonty speciai interests who they blame for the deteriorating social and economic
situation in which many Canadians found themselves (or worried they soon would find
themselves).
During the late 1980s and. particularly, the early 1990s. Canadians were looking
for solutions to the problems associated with economic resüucturing--not just the
economically insecure. but many fairly cornfortable upper-middle income eamers who
felt squeezed by rising taxes and womed about their childrentsfuture. believed new
solutions were necessary. Reform offered solutions based on a neo-liberal restruchlring
discourse which emphasized the need to turn away from old ways of doing things. The
party actively rejected the policy consensus which the major brokerage parties had
endorsed for most of the postwar era. It similarly rejected the nationalist interventionism

the Liberals had experimented with in the early 1980s. After several decades of a welfare
liberal mode of govemance which allowed for the expansion of the welfare state, Reform
endorsed the neo-liberal cal1 to dramaticdly restrict the role of governent in society.
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The party advocated the deregulation and depoliticization of the economy, and demanded
that social policy be subordinated to the requirements of labour market flexibility and
stmcturai competitiveness. In their pnrnaq policy document, Preston Manning and his
party claimed to offer Canadians an "alternative to the welfare

tat te."^' They supported a

shifi from an emphasis on collective responsibility toward market oriented values which
emphasize individual initiative, and they promised that this would result in cost-savings
and create more potential for market-based solutions which did not require continued

governrnent intervention in the economic and personal lives of Canadians. in light of the
fact that some political economists had labelled the pastwar development strategy and
policy consensus Canada's second national pdicy. it is interesting that in 1988 Reform
presented this neo-liberal economic platform as "a new national p o l i ~ y " . ~ ~

In 1988 and 1993 the Liberals and NDP campaigned on resisting much of the
emerging neo-liberal agenda. Nevertheiess, it should be remembered that within the
partisan arena the Tories had been championing neo-liberal restrucninng discourse for a
number of yean pnor to the birth of Reform. What the Reform Party was able to do was
critique the failure of the Tories without rejecting the fùndarnentals of neo-liberdism.
They did this in two ways." First, this was done by raising doubts about the Tory
conviction to fiscal responsibility and the fiee market. Drawing on the same neo-liberal
rhetoric that Brian Mulroney had embraced, Refonners asked who the nue fiscal
conservatives are. By attacking the government's inability to control spending, grapple

with the deficit or effectively reduce the size of the welfare state, Manning tried to
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position his party as thefiscal conscience of Canada, the tme voice of fiscal conservatism
and neo-liberalism. Reform. he claimed was the party with the strength of conviction tn
provide a fiscally responsible and future-oriented plan capable of responding to the
ongoing economic cri si^.'^
Of course. the Reform Party's ability to become Canada's party of fiscal
conservatism in the early 1990s would not depend solely on the Conservative
governrnent's record. Unrelated factors such as the personal popularity (or lack thereof) of
Prime Ministers Mulroney and Campbell infiuenced the extent to which people tnisted
the Tories to deai with the deficit. But in 1993, when Reform received 18.7% of the votes
cast in the federal election. an October opinion poil showed Reform was supported by
36.2% of Canadians who felt the deficit was the m o n important issuesnThus. to the
extent that voters could be convinced to accept neo-liberal analysis about the importance
of deficit control to solving economic problems, Reform was positioned to win the
support of Canadians hurt by or concemed about the state of the economy.
The second dimension of Reformfscritique of the Toriesfneo-liberal credentials
was the claim that the Tory Party, like al1 traditional political parties, was unable to blaze

a new trail of fiscal responsibility because it was too tied to the bureaucratic interests of
the weifare state and far too willing to pander to the powerfid special interests of the
postwar era who always wanted more fiom government. Manning told voters that
govemment canftrespond to the common sense concems of ordinary Canadians who are

being hurt by tough economic times when they are preoccupied with responding to al1
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sorts of rninority special interest groups. The message was that the Tories were unwilling
to follow through on their neo-liberal convictions and defend the economic interests of
ordinary Canadians because their policies were dictated by the bureaucrats and special
interest groups which remain committed to perpetuating the unaffordable Keynesian
welfare state.'O
Obviously, as is emphasized in chapter two. the public's negative opinion of Brian
Mulroney (and Kim Campbell). as well as the politics of specific issues, such as the GST,
the Meech Lake Accord and the CF-1 8 maintenance contract decision, help to explain the

existence of electoral opportunities for Preston Manning and the Reform Party. But the
appeal of Reform's neo-liberal populist discourse was the result of broader political
economic and ideological changes taking place within Canada. Chapter five will explore
the ways in which the specifically populist dimensions of Reform's political discourse are

rooted in the broader political and ideological stniggles which constitute the politics of
representation. At this point, my aim has simply been to establish how the context of
crisis and the particular material conditions of life in the 1980s and early 1990s created a
space for Reform's emergence as an electorally competitive protagonist in the struggle to
advance neo-liberal econornic discourse and development strategies. The political
economic context shapes party system change; with this in mind, 1 have argued that an
understanding of the changing politicai economic context is essential to the task of
explaining the nse of Refom.
Conclusion
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As an early and vigorous advocate of fiscal conservatism and other dimensions of the
neo-liberal agenda the Reform Party has played a role in legitimizing the emergence of a
neo-liberal mode of govemance. From its birth as a political party, Refonn has challenged
what it views as outdated Keynesian and welfare liberal discursive Frameworks for
interpreting events and defming policy options. Today, the paradip shift in governing
practices which has been associated with the neo-liberal tum is continuing. The goveming
Liberals have pdually shifted from defending postwar development strategies, to
embracing a neo-liberal policy agenda not unlike that of the previous Tory regirne, or the

Reform Party. Nevertheless, Reform remains the purest partisan expression of the cultural
transformation associated with the neo-liberal turn.
An important factor behind Reform's electoral breakthrough in 1993 was the

party's assumption of the role of partisan champion of fiscal conservatism. It is tme that
Harrison. Johnston and Krahn have stressed the need to be cautious about overstating the
electoral importance of the deficit issue and Reforrn's New Ri@ economic policy
analysis." But, in 1993, championing fiscal conservatism proved useful because it
allowed Manning and his party to challenge the neo-liberal credentials of other parties-in
particular the Tories--while also allowing Reform the opportunity to mobilize populist
resentment and protest against the special interests which Reform blarnes for perpetuating
the increasingly unaffordable welfare state; and Harrison, Johnston and Krahn's research
does support the paramount electoral significance of Reform's anti-special interest
politics. The two dimensions of the party's electoral appeai were, in other words, closely
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intertwined.
Since the party's birth, Reform's ideological interventions in the struggle to define

the parameters of the emerging neo-liberal mode of govemance focussed on popularizing,
within the partisan arena, an economic analysis which links welfare state retrenchment to

tax cuts. and then links tax cuts and shrinking government to economic growth and
private sector job creation. By positioning Reform as the primary partisan advocate of
market-based neo-liberal solutions to the challenges of social and economic r e s t r u c ~ n g .

Manning and his strategists hoped to be rewarded as neo-liberalism's analytical and
ideological framework was established as the dominant discursive framework of the
Canadian party system. Even in 1993. when the Liberals successfùlly established the
unemployment crisis as the key election issue by promising an interventionist
infrastructure programme to create new jobs. Manning focussed steadfastly on deficit
reduction. He rarely mentioned the unemployed during the campaign. Instead. he
appealed to voters as tm payers who should be concerned by govemment overspending.
One of his central campaign messages was that "the best thing the govemment can do for
Canadians is got off their backs and get out of their pockets."" Reform wanted to
convince hard-working tax payers who had been squeezed by a decade of Tory tax reform
that they would, eventuaily, be the beneficiaries of deficit reductiong3
The centrai plank in the Reform Party's 1993 election platform was their "Zero in
Three" deficit elimination programme. This plan for eliminating the federal deficit in just
three years was sold to Canadians as a strategy to start spending tax dollars responsibly so
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that tax payers could soon experience some tax relief. Of course, the subtext was always
that ordinary Canadians had been footing the bill for special interests which had
successfully milked the system in the context of the postwar Keynesian welfare state. It is
to Reform's neo-liberai populist attack on these speciai interests that 1 tum in chapter five.
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Chapter Five

The Politics of Representation and
Reform's Neo-liberal Populism

Introduction

At first it might seem odd to argue that the rise of the Reform Party and the
popularization of Reformls neo-liberal populist discourse and policy agenda is directly
linked to the earlier nse of a group of progressive social movements and public interest
groups which have corne to be known as the new social movements--incIuding feminism,
environrnentalism, and the gay and lesbian rights movement. Nevertheless, it is the
intention of this chapter to demonstrate the importance of that very relationship. To do so
requires consideration of the very different ways in which Reform and the new social
movements have intervened in the politics of represenfation-that is. the political and
ideological struggles and conflicts which shape and determine the salience of various
political interests and identities.
Often the concept of political representation is used simply to refer to acting for
or standing for a particular segment of the population or political interest.' But focusing
solely on this instrumental side of representation, has distracted social scientists fiom the

task of exploring the consrirurive side of representation. As 1explained in the introductory
chapter, representation in its constitutive sense involves the creation of collective political
identities.' From this perspective representation is an "active and formative relationship"
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with an important ideological or discursive dimen~ion.~
in other words, the process of
representing a political interest forges and gives meaning to that interest by discursively
defining who is being re~resented.'Thus, as political parties integrate individuals into the
ongoing system of partisan relations through strate$ appeals which cal1 voters into
politics, the particular way in which they construct these appeals influences which social
differences and tensions will have suficient salience to underpin the collective political
identities around which the electorate divides itself.' Ln this way the political and
ideological interventions of political parties influence the discursive construction of
political interests and identities.
Clearly. however. the discursive practices of political parties are only one
dimension of the cornplex representational processes which shape Canadian politics.
interest groups and social movement organizations are another dimension, and they too
Indeed, the defining feature
influence the construction of political interests and identitie~.~
of the new social movements is their cornitment to cultural transformation at the level
of social relations and political identities. William Carroll contends these movements can
be "viewed as instances of cultural and political praxis through which new identities are
fonned, new ways of life are tested, and new forrns of community are prefigured."' Since
the late 1960s. the efforts of the new social movements to challenge oppression and
domination have politicized a range of social relations and drawn attention to themes
such as sexism, heterosexism and homophobia, racism, environmentai degradation, and
discrimination against people with disabilities. Similarly, the new social movements'
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cornmitment to a politics which combines self-transformation and the building of
multiple solidarities hm resulted in the proliferation of salient individual and collective
political identities.

In this chapter. 1 will argue that populism is a form of identity politics played out
on the terrain of the politics of representation. More specifically, populism is a discursive
representation of power and politics which constitutes political subjects in relation to a
supposed antagonism between the people and the powerful interests. Importantly,
however. 1 will stress that the content of this antagonism between the people and the
powerful interests is always contestable. Neither the essence of this antagonism. nor the
po litical identities of the people and the powerful interests, are O bjectively given. Thus,
for populist movements or parties, populism is essentially an ideological insrniment for
the construction of these political identities and their respective political interests.
Refom's neo-liberal populism, I will contend. is a response. in part. to the success of the
public interest groups and social movement organizations which have emerged fiom the
new social movements. The party's neo-liberal populism constnicts the people/powerfûl
interests antagonism as one which pits ordinary workinp and rniddle class taxpayers

against the welfare state bureaucracy and the minority special interests associated with the
new social movements which Reform contends have dorninated decision-making
processes within the modem welfare state. By constructing the populist antagonisrn in
this way, Reform has engaged in a powemil form of identity politics which challenges the
special interests of the new social movements by constnicting their political agenda as at
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odds with the interests of ordinary Canadians. Through their appeals to ordinav
Canadiam. the Reform Party constnicts (while championing) what Manning c d l s the
cornmon s e m e of the commonpeople.' At the same time. Reform's discursive

interventions constitute a challenge to the new social movements.
Giving content to notions of the cornmon people and cornmon sense is the
ideological equivalent of what political strategists cal1 setthg the agenda. Common sense
is the accumulated. and ofien taken-for-granted. set of assumptions and beliefs people use
. ~Canadians stnve to make
to impose an ideological structure upon the social ~ o r l dAs
sense of the turbulent times in which we live. the Reform Party's success depends on
calling worliing and middle class Canadians into politics as ordinaty Canadians. and then
constructing their political interests as being fhdamentall~at odds with the perpetuation
of the welfare state and the dernands of special interests ranging from feminists. to
minons language and cultural groups. immigrants. gays and lesbians, and welfare
recipients. As a protagonist in the struggle to advance neo-liberalism. Reform has played
the unique role of developing the specifically populist dimensions of the neo-liberal
ideological tum. The party's neo-liberai populism is an ideological challenge to the new
social movements, and can only be fully understood through an examination of the

conflicts between these movements and Reform as they are played out on the tenain of
the politics of representation.

This chapter begins with an examination of the new social movements and the
ways in which they have. since the 1960s. hzinsformed the politics of representation.

Then, prior to examining Reform's populist politics, attention will

ni to

M e r

elaborating the concept of populism and the ways in which populism is a form of identiv
politics.

The Politics of Re~resentation& the New Social Movements
To begin. it should be noted that the content, significance and even the newness of the
new social movements has been highly contested.1° Any even-handed account of the rise

of the new social movements would admit that many these movements are merely earlier
movements which have evolved in a context of significant social and political economic
change. But a growing body of literature is claiming that over the past three decades
feminist, anti-racist. ecological. and gay and lesbian social movements, among others,
have highlighted the social conflictuality inherent in a wide variety of social relations and
generated resistance to f o m s of subordination which were previously considered nafural.
Moreover. it is commonly argued that the new social movernents' politicai and ideological
resistance to relations of oppression is based on valorizing diference, enhancing the
legitimacy and salience of an array of new political identities, and generally encouraging
a "proliferation of particularisms" in progressive politics." While it is tme these
movements have spawned traditional public interest groups which engage in state-centred
policy advocacy, the larger raison d'être of new social movement organizations is to
effect social change through cultural stmggle which challenges the behaviour,
relationships, ideas and identities of individuals. This has required new ways of defining
and doing politics; in particular. it has meant a progressive politics for which c l a s
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identities and the terrain of the state are less central." As Claus Offe explains. the new
social movements' space of political stmggle is nonimritutional poliiics:
they seek to politicize civil society in ways that are not constrained by
representative-bureaucratie political institutions.. .[they] employ practices
that belong to an intermediate sphere between private pursuits and
concerns and institutional, state-sanctioned modes of poli tic^.'^
There is considerable debate about the origins of the new social movements.
Typically. the rise of these movements is explained as a cultural dimension of political
economic changes which have occurred in the advanced capitalist democracies since the
Second World War. but there are a variety of competing interpretations of the material
conditions and social processes which led to their emergence. Ronald Inglehart contends
the new social movements are best explained by reference to an intergenerational shift in
value priorities which began with the first generation to spend its formative years in the
relative economic and physical security of the postwar Fordist economic boom." He
argues that with the maturing of the first postwar generation a new politics based on a
postmaterialist outlook emerged to challenge traditional materialist outlooks and the

class-based ideologicai cleavages which had dominated Western European (if not
Canadian) politics. From this perspective, a primarily middle-class postmaterialist
minority foms the social base of the new social movements.
Laclau and Mouffe, on the other hand. contend that the new struggles--and
radicalized older stmggles-of the new social movements are linked not to poswar
affluence, but to new antagonisms and forms of subordination which have resulted From
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the cornmodification and bureaucrotizarion of an increasing array of social relations."

Essentially. they argue that with the consolidation of Fordism and the hegemonic
paradigm of the postwar era, consumerism and urbanization have fostered the penetration

of capitalist relations into more areas of social life and more social spaces. At the same
time, the Keynesian welfare state has facilitated the penetration of large bureaucratic
organizations into (formerly) private areas of life. Laclau and MoufEe contend that when
combined, these developments expand the field of social conflictuaiity. and this leads to
the emergence of new political subjects-in the f o m of the new social movernents--which

display new forms of resistance to relations of oppression and domination.
While not entirely rejecting Lnglehut's emphasis on postwar a u e n c e or the
emphasis Laclau and Mouffe place on the importance of bureaucratization. Claus Offe's
explanation of the rise of the new social movements stresses political econornic
developmenis since the onset of the crisis of Fordism. Offe argues that the politicai
paradigrn of the first two postwar decades--the Fordist paradigm of comprehensive
economic growth combined with advances in the distributional positions of the working
class--was effectively managed within the traditionai liberai-democratic mechanisrns of
forma1 collective bargaining. party competition and representative govemrnent!

This

postwar compromise involved a particular hegemonic configuration of pnority issues and
institutional arrangements which defined the boundaries of the political. By the late
1960s, however, this postwar compromise and its associated political paradigrn had

begun to unravel. A series of consequential economic crises, an increasingly severe strain

on business profits, the rise of the information and service industries and the globalization
of production undermined the possibility of continuing to combine economic growth and
prosperity with M e r distributional advances for the working class. Moreover, according
to Offe, the crisis of Fordism coincided with the transition fiom an industrial to apostindus~ialecononiy. Post-industrialism. he explains. is marked by a substantial increase in
the size of the white-collar service oriented new middle class, and significant growth in

the nurnbers of workers-or at least people who are nominally workers-who are fully or
partially decommodified by their location outside of or only peripherally involved in the
labour force. Offe contends that because of their new and, in postwar terms, unique
political interests. the new middle class and the peripheral or decornmodified groups. as
well as select elements of the old middle class, form die social base of the new social
movements." Nevertheless, he puts particular emphasis on the importance of the new
middle class to the sociostructural composition of these movements.
Support for the new social movements...is derived predominantly not fiom
peripheral or underprivileged strata but fiom groups who thernselves play
a rather central role in steering and managing what Daniel Bell has called
'post-industrial' society. These core groups are relatively well-to-do, and
include people fiom the new middle classes and the professionai and
service sectors who have the highest levels of education and the greatest
cognitive skills. l8
While Offe links the rise of the new social movements to post-industriaiism, he
' ~ contend that postdoes not follow those. such as Magnusson and ~ a l k e r ,who
industrialism marks a breach between modernity and postmodemity; nor does he contend
that the new social movements stniggle on the bais of new postmodern identities as is so

often argued." Instead. Offe stresses the element of continuiiy in the new social
movements. Raiher than contend that the new social movements advocate entirely new
values, he emphasizes the ways in which these movements champion the extension of
modem values--such as autonomy, identity. authenticity. and hurnan rights-and raise
questions about the extent to which these modem values have been satisfactoriiy
generalized within advanced capitalist societies. Offe's contention is that the new social
movements engage in the "selective radicalization of modem values."" Laclau and
Mouffe emphasize a similar element of continuity in the rise of the new social
movements. They argue that the new social movements embrace existing liberaldemocratic discourse in a way which takes the principles of the democratic revolutions of
earlier centuries and extends hem to a whole new series of social relations. In identifjmg
the new social movements with struggles against relations of subordination, they explain

that
[i]t is the permanence of this egalitarian [liberal-democratic] imaginary
which permits us to establish a continuity between the struggles of the
nineteenth century against the inequalities bequeathed by the ancien
regime and the social movements of the present."
The new social movements, then. are political movements engaged in a project of
radical democracy. By stniggling to transfomi social relations which have oppressed and
marginalized women. visible minorities, people with disabilities, and gays and lesbians,
arnong others, the new social movements have transformed the landscape of salient
political interests and identities. As social movements, their defining cornmitment is to
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cultural transformation at the level of social relations and political identities. "[Tlheir
cornmon denominator of organization and action is some sense of collective identit~.""
As Barry Adam argued in his study of gay liberation and the gay and lesbian movement,

only by embracing a collective political identity could homosexuals be organized as a
movement capable of articulating its interests and defending itself against its enernies?
Since they have emerged, the new social movernents have politicized new themes and
problematized once accepted social relations. They question liberal-democracy's
traditionally narrow defmitiori of politics. and cal1 for the extension of personal rights,
often at the expense of property rights. Moreover, while many of the demands they
articulate are postmaterialist. the new social movements are materialkt in the sense that
they challenge the impact the prevailing mode of production has upon "the physicd and
human substance of social 1ife.1"~For ai1 these reasons. the new social movements have
represented something of a challenge to the postwar social order. Over the past three
decades they have shaken things up by challenging social relations which they identiQ as
sexist racist. heterosexist. abilist. and so on. But they have also often chailenged the
pararnountcy of property rights and the assumed benefits of capitalist relations of
production and economic growth. Thus, there is little doubt that the political and
ideological stniggles of the new social movements have transformed the politics of
representation and altered the character of political and ideologicai struggle in liberal

capitaiist societies such as Canada. And it is in opposition to these developrnents that
Reformls neo-liberal populism has emerged.

Po~uiismand the Politics of Identity
Political economists and other cntical social scientists have tended to view populism as a
transitional phenomenon caused by asynchronisms in the modernizuig phases of capitalist
de~elopment.'~
Whether populisrn is explained as the product of a social economic
situation unique to the period of modemization in dependent capitalist economies outside
of Western Europe," or as the ideological expression of the interests of the agrarian petite
bourgeoisie during modernization and ind~stnalization,'~
populist phenornena are ofien
treated as a transitional pathology which emerges as class forces evolve in the context of
capitalist development. The most significant contribution this literature has made to the
search for a broadly applicable understanding of populism is the emphasis it places on
linking populisrn to cnsis and transitional phases of capitalist development.
Unfortunately. the sornewhat orthodox and stagist conception of the development of class
forces and capitalism employed in much of this work serves to Iimit the conceptualization
of crisis and. as a result, leads to the conclusion that the era of populism is, for much of
the world, now behind us.
As Emesto Laciau points out. this position seems to imply a denial of populist
experiences which take place in the so-called developed countries." in the late 1970s
Laclau led the way in providing an alternative theorization of populism. His work is
theoretically dense, and it has its own weaknesses. Nevertheless, it is highly suggestive
and, 1 believe, serves as the most w h i l starting point for developing an undentanding of
populism. Laclau began with the assumption that it is a mistake to assume that classes

and empirically observable groups necessarily c~incide.'~
He argued that at both the
political and ideological levels. classes have no necessary form of existence." For this
reason, and because of the entirely dissimilar social bases of many historical populist
movements. Laclau rejected the notion that populism is simply the expression of a
determinate sociai class (such as the agrarian petite bourgeoisie).

In developing his perspective on populism. Laclau piaced considerable emphasis
on the role of class forces in political and ideological struggles. but he also stressed the
importance of the subjective dimensions of politics--that is. those dimensions of political
and ideological smiggle which contribute to the discursive construction of political
interests and identities. He argued that while the ideoloa of a populist movement will
have what he calls a "class belonging." some of the central interpellations which
constitute it will have a distinctly non-class character." And these non-class
interpellations which characterize populism involve appeals to the people. in other words.
populist discourses cal1 political subjects into politics as the people: they construct their
political subjects as the people.
Populism. from this perspective. would not include just any rhetorical political
appeal to the people. In Laclau's work, populism would only include political
interventions whose non-class interpellations feature two specific charactenstics. First.

they must consciously appeal to the people as one of two poles of the "people/power bloc
contradiction" which he explains is fashioned by "the complex of political and ideologicd
relations of domination constituting a determinate social for~nation."'~
Second, according

to Laclau, they must clearly represent a challenge to existing power s t n i ~ t u r e sThus,
.~
populism is a challenge to the relations of domination constituted by the people/power
bloc contradiction (which 1 shall herein refer to as the people!powerfil interests
antagonis~n'~)
and the dominant ideology which reinforces such relations of domination.

This is not to suggest that populism is necessarily progressive or revolutionary, or even
that it is necessarily an ideology of the dominated classes. Since the peop!e/powerful

interests antagonism exists at the political and ideological level. a populism which
accepts capitalist relations of production and whose class belonging is not stricrly
working class is also possible. According to Laclau. it "is suficient for a class or class
fraction to need a substantial transformation in the power bloc in order to assert its
hegemony. for a populist experience to be p~ssible."'~
While Laclau challenged more reductionist forms of Marxism by arguing that
"classes exist at the ideological and political level in a process of articulation and not
reduction." his work on populism remained closely tied to a Marxist class theoretic
model." It was in this way that he could argue that at the ideological level a populist
movement's discourse will have cluss belonging, while also insisting that the strictly
populist dimension of the movement's discourse lies in the people/powerful interests
antagonism articulated into that discourse. In other words. popuiism involves the
interpenetration of class interests and populist appeals within a movement's ideological
discourse.
There are sirnilarities between this perspective on populism and the approach
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Stuart Hall has taken in his work on Thatcherism. Hall contends political movements and
parties are not direct expressions of a class in the political arena. Political movements and
parties may serve as a means of representation of a class; but representation "has to be
The process of representation
understood as an active and formative relati~nship."~'
organizes the class. constituting it as a political force with a particular character. In the
case of populist movements and parties. populist interpellations constitute the class as the
people, while also appealing across classes to link people fiom a variety of class positions
with a political agenda and ideology which actually has its own particular class

belonging. One cm see here a certain dialectic tension between the people and classes
which determines the form of the populist movement's ideological discourse.
Rounding out Laclau's thinking on populism is the Grarnscian notion of hegemony

as the political and ideological organization of consent. Like Hall, Laclau argues classes
"only exist as hegemonic forces to the extent that they can articulate popular Lpopulist or
national-popular] interpellations into their own disco~rses."~~
Thus. the social
construction of hegemony is best understood in terms of the populist interpellations
which serve to construct political subjects with identities and interests rooted in a
cornmon sense which, while being discursively constructed as reflecting the interests of
the whole of the people. in fact belongs to the dominant classes.
Laclau's efforts at theorizing populisrn suggest a worthwhile strategy for isolating
and understanding populist politics, including the populist politics of Preston Manning

and the Reform Party. Among Canadian scholars, Laycock, Finkel and ~ i c h a r d shave
,~
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d l acknowledged Laclau's influence on their own perspectives on populism. To develop a
theoreticdly grounded understanding of Reform's neo-liberal populism. we too rnust
recognize Laclau's contribution. but then identi@ its weaknesses and speci@ an
understanding of populism which builds on the strengths of his work.
The suggestion that populism is a politics which appeals to the people as one pole
in the people/powerful interests antagonisrn has focused scholars' attention on the way in
which the people, as political subjects. are defined in the discourse, rhetoric and actions
of populist movements and parties. It has helped illuminate, in other words, the
importance of the discursive stmggles which constitute the politics of representation. This
has been very useful.
'The people' is. d e r dl. also a discursive figure. a rhetorical device, a
mode of address. It is open to constant negotiation, contestation and
redefinition. It represents as a 'unity' what are in fact a diversity of
different positions and interests.''
But there is more to populist interpellations than an attempt to redefine popular
conceptions of the people.
1 would contend that to emphasize the people/powerful interests antagonism in a

movement or party's strategic political discourse requires more than just appealing across
classes to offer a politicized reconceptualization of the people. It also involves active
contestation over our understanding of the individu&, groups or social forces which
constitute the powerful interests. That is to say, populism d s o involves advancing a
contestable understanding of the people/powerful interests antagonism which is to be
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challenged by the populist movement's political and ideological interventions. In his work
,
on populism. Laclau is too quick to suggest this antagonism, and his power b l ~ care
identified objectively; he seems to assume it is only the people that needs to be politically
and ideologically constituted through a populist politics of representation. Following fiom
this, 1 aiso dispute Laclau's contention that we should restrict the tenn populism to a
politics which challenges the dominant ideological orientation and requires a substantial
transformation in the existing power bloc.'' in fact. it may well be that the powerfd
interests-at least as they are ideologically and politically constmcted by a populist
discourse--do not coincide with the power bloc as it would be defined by critical social
scientists such as Laclau.

Thus. while 1 syrnpathize with the contention that populist politics is not stanis
quo politics, 1 dispute Laclau's suggestion that populist politics is necessarily, by
definition, a counter-hegemonic politics. Populism does not necessarily aim to topple
relations of domination. The emergence of populism. as Laclau himself has argued, tends
to be "historically linked to a crisis of the dominant ideological discourse which is in turn
part of a more general social cri si^."^^ While populist politics can be counter-hegemonic
politics, the populisms which emerge in moments of crisis, such as the crisis of Fordism,
need not be counter-hegemonic in character. At cnsis moments, the hegemonic status of
the histoncally-developed sets of practices and meanings which serve to maintain power

and the pnvileges of the powemil are brought into question. A space for political and
ideological experimentation is opened, and the resolution of crisis depends on the politics
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of experimentation. Whether aspects of that experirnentation take the form of populism or
not, the more successfil forces are likely to be engaged in a politics which aims to
establish sets of practices and meanings which sewe to re-establish the hegemony of the
(altered, but still recognizable) dominant social forcesa
Within Laclau's framework. hegemony is examined in ternis of the formation of
political subjects and the construction of an appropriate comrnon sense. Successful
populist political struggles will. by definition. influence popular conceptions of
citizenship rights and the definition of the national interest. Populist political struggles
also challenge the boundaries of public and private and, by implication, the previously
dominant conception of the political. Like the political and ideological struggles of the
new social movements. the potential material implications of populist politics entail
consequential changes in the sphere of production relations as well as social relations
related to gender. race, sexual orientation and the whole series of relations of power and
domination which constitute liberal capitalist society.
Thus. while it is correct to emphasize the interpenetration of class interests and
populist appeals within the ideological discoune of populist movements, we m u t
recognize that a politics so specifically involved in the formation of political identities
gives rneaning to a variety of conflictual social relations. As a result, it can not be neutral
with regard to the identities involved in societyfsother systems of power and domination.
Laclau's work on populism avoids economism by allowing for the autonomy of the
political and ideological, but it remains a specifically class theoretic model. It is for this
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reason that he so strongly emphasizes the class belonging of the ideology of populist
movements. However, it is also for this reason that he pays too little attention to, for
example, the gendered nature of the populist interpellations which construct their subjects

as the people.

If, instead of the fairly nmow class theoretic model, we begin with a conception
of society as a mosaic of social relations-or systems of power, privilege and dominationwe c m see with more clarity the complexity of the potential implications of populist
politics." Populist interpellations do not merely appeai to the people across classes. they
appeal across a variety of contradictory social relations, related to gender, race and so on.
And. if instead of thinking of the dominant ideology primarily in terms of its role in the

maintenance of extant production relations. we begin with a conception of the dominant
ideology as also maintaining the societal paradigm which serves to make sensr of the
many social relations beyond the realm of production.& the implications of the subjective
dimensions of populist interpellations become infitely more complex. The identity
politics inherent in populism is far more compiex than the question of class versus non-

class interpellations. As a discursive representation of power and politics which
constitutes political subjects in relation to a particula. conception of an antagonism

between the people and the powerful interests, populism is an ideological instrument
which aims to construct the political identity and interests of the common people. Populist
politics airns to construct a common sense which challenges the power relations inherent
to its conception of the people/powerful interests antagonism; it aims. essentially, to

(re)construct the comrnon sense of the comrnon people.

Reform's Neo-liberal Po~ulisrnand the Politics of Representation
Many of Preston Manning's interventions in the politics of representation have been
characterized by populist-style rhetoric which portrays the Reform Party as a politicd
movement of ordinary. common sense Canadians; he is convinced that Reform speaks for

the silent majority of ordinary taxpayers. Indeed. Manning's stated goal is "to restore 'the
cornrnon sense of the cornrnon people' to a more central position in federal poli tic^."^' He
believes his party's eventuai success is assured by the fact that "there is no more potent
political force on the face of the earth" than the cornrnon people's cornmon sense." So
long as Reform policies are a reflection of the cornrnon sense of the comrnon people.
Manning is convinced that his populist political party is only an electicn away fiom
unseating the old-line parties which have. in his view. lost faith in the wisdom of ordinary
Canadians. However. Manning's depiction of the relationship between Reform and the
comrnon people is something of a self-serving illusion. As political scientist and one-time
Reform Party policy advisor Tom Flanagan points out: "'The common sense of the
cornrnon people' does not have any independent existence; it is an artifact of agenda
words, Reform's political and ideological interventions actually give
c o n t r ~ l . "In~other
~
content to popular conceptions of Manning's silent majority by defining the political
identity and political interests of the common people. As a powerfûl form of identity
politics. Refom's populism is simultaneously helping to create what Manning claims to

reflect. While Manning contends that populism is a process for discovering and

articuiating the will of the people,s0it is in fact an ideological instrument for the
construction of the political identities and interests of the people, in opposition to those
who are discursively constructed as the powerfZ interests.
Much of the significance of the Reform Party's populism lies in its compatibility
with the emerging neo-liberal state form and mode of govemance. It is because Reform's
populism is a neo-liberal populism that the party's populist agenda is compatible with the
neo-liberal political economic agenda of those who make the multiple judgements and
decisions which underpin business confidence? But Reform-style populism is not
inherent to neo-liberalism--it is compatible with, perhaps even a logical extension of, neoliberalism, but not essential to it. Thus, we must look beyond the party's neo-liberalism,
particularly beyond its neo-liberal economic policy agenda. to understand Reform's
populism and the ways in which it is a politics which challenges the new social
movements.
Perhaps the best route to an undentanding of the specific character of Reform's
populism begins fiom an examination of how Manning and his supporters have corne to
view the political interests represented by the new social movements as the powerful

inferests. First. it is worth noting the extent to which Reform's conception of the powefil
interests marks a break from Canada's earlier agrarian populist movements. For Canada's

agrarian populists the powerful interests were the railroads, banks and grain elevator
companies. Of course there were important differences between the Progressives'
emphasis on the way in which eastem business interests dominated the party system, the
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UFA's notion of a plutocracy of highly organized and exploitative economic interests
manipulating party politics. and the early Social Credit's demonization of the financial
interests controlling the monetary system. Nonetheless, they ail agreed the primary threat
to the people was that segment of the capitalist class which most benefited from the
rnonopoly nature of encroaching corporate capitaiism.
The Reform Party's perspective on the powerful interests which threaten ordinary
Canadians is quite different; it is new. timely and Iinked to the recent political and
ideological success of the new social movements. but its deeper roots can be traced back
to the Alberta Social Credit and right-wing hostility to the growth of the welfare state.
David Laycock explains how between 1935 and the late 1940s. the Social Credit's notion

of the powerful interests shifted from an emphasis on financiers and their minions, to
more emphasis on centrai planners. bureaucrats and state socialists." Alberta Social
Credit leaders William Aberhart and Emest Manning opposed the emergence of the
welfare state and the widespread embrace of welfare liberdism. In a mid- 1940s radio
broadcast. Emest Manning characterized the growing influence of ideological support for
the interventionism of the welfare state as presenting Canadians with "a choice between
Christian Democracy.. .and the materialistic and pagan doctrine of state socialism. "53 His
message. at the time, was that the emerging postwar compromise was a threat to the
interests of ordinary Canadians, and the senior Manning continued to hold these views
throughout his career. He fought against the introduction of national social programmes
such as medicare and. as late as 1969-by which time Preston Manning was working very
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closely with his father-Ernest Manning claimed he had "no doubt" about the existence of
a world-wide Comrnunist conspiracy which existed as a threat to the interests of ordinary

Canadian citizens.'" In 1967 Preston Manning demonstrated he shared these types of
concems when he wamed, in his charactenstically understated manner, that "in defining
political principles and particularly in defining ideals, it is imperative that we avoid the
error of those who define their political utopia in collectivistic and socialistic
Public policy-makers. he argued. should give prirnary consideration to human beings
individually rather than collectively;they should strive to maximize opportunities for a

free enterprise economy, and avoid a "domineenng function" for the state? At a time (the
late 1960s) when welfare liberalism was hegemonic, the Canadian welfare state was
expanding like never before. and the student movement, peace protests and the
radicalization of the New Lefi were prominent in the news. Preston Manning and his
father came to view "the organized left as the enemy."" Together. they promoted the
principles of social conservatism. and warned that the forces behind the liberalization of
social values and the growth of the welfare state were ernerging as powerfûl special
interests which threatened the interests of ordinary Canadians. As far back as the late
1960s, then. Preston Manning identified the nse of the New Lefi and the new social
movements as an emerging threat to ordinary Canadians.

In retrospect. there were three broad developments among the many social,
political and economic changes which accompanied the rise of the postwar welfare state
and welfare liberal mode of govemance which troubled Preston Manning and many of
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those who would later be supporters of the Reform Party. First. a new consensus on the
boundaries between public and private expanded the role of the state and politicized a
nurnber of social relations formerly considered private. Second, wirh the welfare state,
there emerged a nurnber of positive liberties which helped to transfom the dominant
common sense and lend legitimacy to the notions of collective responsibility and social
rights. Finally. as discussed earlier. a variety of new political subjects, ofien in the form

of the new social movements, emerged through stniggles to raise awareness of the social
conflictuality inherent in a larger and larger variety of social relations.
Guided as they are by libertarian individudism. a neo-liberal faith in the fiee
market, and a basic social conservatism, Preston Manning and his supporters were
uncornfortable with al1 of these developments. Reformers believe the accelerated
politicization of society and expanded role of the bureaucracy in the context of the
modem welfare state places a disturbing amount of power in the hands of bureaucrats.
They feel. as the conservative author. William Gairdner, explained in his address to the
1991 Reform Party Assembly, that the postwar era--particularly the era since the mid1960s--has been marked by social decline: "In the mere space of a quarter cenniry ow

beloved country has endured a wrenching economic, political and moral
transformation...[ from] a classical liberal society into...a social welfare

tat te."'^ Not only

have the structures and paradigms of govemance changd, but with the emergence of the
new social movements and related public interest groups, Reformers are concerned that a

wider and wider variety of politicai subjects are now relying on the notion of social rights
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to gain entitlements fiom the increasingly powerful bureaucracy. In fact, the party's 1988
election platform denounced the bureaucracy. political professionals and special interests
for using the apparatus of govemment for their own "self-interest." According to the party
platform. this "growing tendency" is one of the "fiuidamental threats to the supremacy of

In Manning's
society over government, which is the foundation of our fieedom~."~~
words: "As special interest groups are given more status, privileges, and public funding,
they use their bargaining power to exact concessions fiom governments that are both

economically inefficient and politically undemocratic.""
For the Reform Party. the powerful interests include the burgeoning governrnent
bureaucracy and, perhaps most importantly. the new political subjects of the postwar em
the minority special interests of the new social movements which seek undue privileges
fiom the welfare state bureaucracy. These are not the groups or social forces usually
identified as hegemonic. or as a threat to ordinw working people. In Reform's discursive
construction of power and politics. however. welfare state bureaucrats and the public
interest groups and social movement organizations which have become vested special
interests of the welfare state are portrayed as an increasingly powerful threat to the
interests of the cornmon people. One Reform publication declared the Canadian political
system is "dnven by party interests, special interests, and self-interest, rather than p e o ~ l e
interest.'16'Another stated that "In Ottawa, every special interest group counts except one:

cana di an^."^' The bottom line, in the more caustic words of the Reform Party's 1993
candidate for Thunder Bay-Atikokan, is that if "you're a woman, colored and lesbian,

you're laughing al1 the way to the b a n l ~ . "Of~ ~course, most of the party elite cringe at such
careless public utterances; but the sentiment is not incompatible with the way in which
influentid former Reform M.P. Stephen Harper summed up Reformes' fears about the
welfare state and speciai interest groups in his speech to the party's founding convention:

The welfare state has placed unprecedented power in the centralizing
hands of the federal bureaucracy. both in ternis of its new reaches into
Canadian life and its insistence on standardizing al1 policies and practices
on a national scale...The welfare state has witnessed the phenornenon of
greedy pressure-group politics reaching unprecedented depths. The vested
interests of the welfare state operate in the guts of government decisionmaking machinery. Thus, their networks have been highly successful in
achieving constant growth for their programs and bureaucraties?
In the opinion of Reform M.P.s. the power of the public interest groups and social
movement organizations was strïkingly clear when the Standing Cornmittee on Human
Resources Development (HRD) held its public consultations on social security reform in
1994. When the HRD Committee reponed, the Reform Party's dissenting opinion blasted

the "lack of genuine consultation."" The Reform M.P.s complained that because 159
interest groups and social movement organizations--ranging fiom the Canadian AIDS
Society io the Child Poverty Action Group, the Victoria Status of Women Action Group,
the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty, the Nova Scotia Federation of Labour, and

Saskatchewan's Downtown Chaplaincy--were funded to prepare and make presentations
to the Cornmittee. "ordinary. unsubsidized Canadians" could not "be heard over the din of
the special inter est^."^ In their dissenting opinion. the Reformers demanded that a way be

found to "hearthe opinions of real Canadians"; they even suggested the process should
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give "prefience to individuals ~ n a ~ l i a t with
e d a special interest group.lf6'

Thus, at the heari of Reform's populist politics is the cornmitment to end the
power and undue influence of the public interest groups and social movernent
organizations which have emerged fkom the new social movements. From the party's
earliest policy platform. which stated that Reform "opposes the use of taxpayers' dollars
for the purpose of subsidizing political l ~ b b y i n g , "to~the
~ "Zero in Three" deficit
elimination proposal. which claimed that "speciai interest lobby groups should raise their
to the introduction of a Private
own h d i n g From the people they claim to repre~ent."~~
Members Bill to rescind the charitable statu of any organization, corporation or trust
which engages in politicai activities," the Reform Party has consistently committed itself

to ending state subsidization of public interest advocacy groups. In the context of
Reformfs populist construction of the people/powerful interests antagonism, reducing the
power of interest groups is essentiai. As long as they remain influential. special interest
groups are, according to one Reform M.P., "the Achille's heel of democracy."" Public
interest groups, in other words. are a threat to the representation of the interests of real
Canadians.

And who are these real Canadians. the Reform Party's cornmon people? For the
Reform Party, the cornmon people are conceptualized as the silent majority of hardworking taxpayers who are not identifiably attached to minotity special interest groups.
As Preston Manning has said on more than one occasion: "for every special interest
person that you anger, you make six taxpayers happy."" The resuit, at bottom, is that
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Reform's populist appeals constmct the common people. the party's potential supporters,

as working and middle class taxpayers removed from and unrepresented within the
political and bureaucratic decision-making networks which (Reformers believe) have
been dominated by special interest groups since the maturing of the Canadian welfare
state? Reforrn's political subjects are individualized and detached from broader social
relations. Women are appealed to simply as citizens. implicitly encouraged not to identiQ
their own interests with those of the feminist special interest groups." Unionized workers
are appealed to as taxpayers. irnplicitly encouraged not to identify with the labour
movement." And these types of appeals have hit a responsive chord. It is increasingly
common for Canadians to demand that public policy treat al1 citizens as individuals. as
taxpayers. as Canadians period. The notion that democracy involves emphasizing rhar

which unites us and rejecting political discourses or public policies which seem to
valorize difference by catering to the particularisms of the new social movements, has
increased in lockstep with the popularity of Reform-style populism.
in interviews 1 have asked Refomers to taik about their understanding of
populism. One constituency association President, in a veiy typical response, stated he
thinks "it's just a mistration with the system...because it doesn't properly represent people
or listen to people." When asked who the governrnent acnially listens to, he replied:
"They listen to the media obviously, the special interests...most of the people with the
cornrnon sense in this country seem to be the quieter ones." And who does he feel the

Reform Party represents? "1 guess it would be the majority. and it would be the cornmon
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people with the common sense."" It is exactly this resonance which convinces Preston
Manning he can successfully market Reform's policies to the "silent majority.""

Preston Manning often seems convinced that public interest groups and social
movement organizations are distorting mediaton which highlight superficial but divisive
divisions among people." He has argued that political differences could be reconciled if
we let the people speak unrnediated by special interests: "This is becaw rank and file

people everywhere want more or less the sarne things for themselves and their children.""
But equally often Reformen are explicitly antagonistic toward the public interest graups
and social movement organizations which they have defined as in opposition to the
interests of the cornrnon people. In Reform discourse. the antagonistic relationship
between the common people and the powerfûl special interests is, as David Laycock has
observed. constmcted a s the essential social antag~nism.'~
Since Reformers have taken
the view that fhat which unites us are simply those characteristics not held by the special
interests. their populist discourse acnially serves to narrow the essential core of Reform's
notion of the cornmon people. Usually implicitly, but occasionally explicitly. the Refonn
Party's conception of the people does not include linguistic and cultural minonties,
feminists (women?), trade unionists. people of colour, immigrants, homosexuals and so
on. As they are constructed by the ideological discourse of the Reform Party, the people

are white. heterosexd. working and middle class. English-speaking men who pay taxes
to support a welfare state which benefits only the powerfùl minonty special interests.
Like Thatcherite populism. the Reform Party mobilizes a "narrow and exclusive

SI 1
definition of 'the people"' against "a range of different rninonties who are hot one of

US'."^' The essence of Reform's neo-liberal populism, and Thatcher's authoritarian
populism, is nicely sumrned up by Laclau and Mouffe's description of the New Right
attacks on the welfare state:
An antagonism is thus constructed between two poles: the 'people', which
includes al1 those who defend the traditionai values and freedom of
enterprise: and their adversaries: the state and al1 the subversives
(feminists, blacks. young people and 'permissives' of every type)."
Indeed Lash and Urry argue that the political econornic and cultural changes which
produced the radical-dernocratic antihierarchical politics of the new social movements
(feminists, anti-racists. and so on) were also at the root of the new-bourgeois politics of
Thatcherism. Reaganism and authoritarian p o p u l i ~ m . ~ ~
The Reform Party is clearly not the first to attack the postwar welfare state. the
extension of substantive social rights and the proliferation of organized interests making
demands on the expanding bureaucracy. Emerging as it did in 1987, the Reform Party
followed in the footsteps of well over a decade of challenges to postwar consensus. It
must be remembered that it was the 1970s which witnessed the early embrace of
monetarism and the rise of the New Right as a politicai reaction to the cnsis of Fordism

and the politicization of the industrial world's (supposedly) ungovernable liberal
democracies. In fact, Offe contends the mid 1970s efforts by neo-conservatives to
delegitimize the growth of public interest groups and social movement organizations and
to restore uncontested social hierarchies emerged in direct opposition to the new social

movement's efforts to politicize society." This immediate historicai backdrop helped to
ensure Reform's neo-liberal populism would be a somewhat recognizable political
intervention. Moreover. as was discussed in chapter four, the political economic
circumstances of the 1970s and 1980s provided the material uncierpinnuigs to the popuiar
appeal and potentid political success of Reform's neo-liberal populist politics.
What has been centrally important to the success of Reform's political appeal is
the way in which it combines a future-oriented solution based on neo-liberal restnicniring
discourse (as was discussed in chapter four), with a defensive attack on the legitimacy
and power of minority speciai interests. This populist wist on neo-liberal restructwing

discoune involves a discursive representation of power and politics which appeais to the
common people as one pole in an antagonism between the people and the powerful
special interests. Reform's depiction of ordinary Canadians treats the future of the
threatened middle strata as if it were dependent on winning a zero-sum struggle against a

range of powerful minority interesds This perspective on Reform's neo-liberal populism
draws on earlier analysis of the nse of the New Right in Amerka. For example. in his
discussion of New Right politics following the onset of the crisis of Fordism in America
Mike Davis pointed out how corporate capital could become unified with the middle
strata "in a strategy of cost-displacement t~wardsthe working and unwaged p ~ o r ? ~
Arguing that the middle strata's willingness to embrace the neo-liberalism of the New

Right recalled a pattern of politics fiom the turn of the century Progressive movements,
Davis suggested a revanchist middle strata was now engaged in a "class struggle of a third

kind" :
Faced with genuinely collapsing standards of living in many sectors of
traditional white working class, these groups increasingly visuaiized
themselves...as locked into a separate zero-su. rivalry with equalityseeking minonties and women."
This construction of a specific slice of the threatened middle strata as ordinary
Canadians and al1 othen as special interests. is the central feature of Reform's populist
politics. While this brand of popuiism is not inherent to neo-liberdism. Janine Brodie
explains how neo-liberai restnicturing discourse has often demonstrated its capacity to
marginalize and deconstruct minoriiy and oppositional movements as unrepresentative
and self-interested lobby groups without concem for the general interest." As the various

political subjects of the new social movements. ranging fiom feminists to anti-poverty
activists to gay and lesbian rights activists. are valorizing differences and pushing for the
extension of postwar social citizenship rights, Reform's populist discourse casts these
very sarne political subjects outside the political community around which a new
development strategy and mode of social regulation needs to be consmicted. Today.
Reform is using this discursive representation of power and politics to justie not
responding to several dimensions of existing and growing inequality in our society. When
packaged effectively. this populist politics is quite attractive to many Canadians
experiencing the challenges of social and economic restructuring.
In the past the New Right's tendency to demonize special interests and blarne
interest group politics for demand overload and spiralling deficits was criticized by the
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Left as anti-democratic. But by r e d e f ~ the
g contours of public and private to favour a
lirniting of the role of modem govenunent and popularizing an explicitly libertarian and
market-based notion of citizenship, the Reform Party's populist politics defines some
demands as more legitimate than others. This allows Manning to formulate his party's
populist appeal to the middle strata as a cal1 for more democratization. not less. Critics
may daim that in practice it would be a narrow democratization, even a hidden
privi leging of those voters Reformers cal1 ordinary Canadians. It clearly does involve
emphasizing the political interests of white middle income taxpayers at the expense of
more marginalized citizens. But this. in fact. is what rnakes Reform's populism so
powerfùl. If. like Laclau. we examine hegemony in terms of the formation of political
subjects through populist interpellations which serve to constnict a new cornrnon sense.
we can see the extent to which the Refom Party undermines the public legitimacy of the
new social movements and helps fûrther entrench New Right politics as the Canadian
mainstrearn. Further. we can see that Reform, while certaidy not the partisan political
voice of corporate Canada is helping to popularize a political agenda which is entirely
compatible with the neo-liberal state fom and mode of govemance advocated by business
interests.
Conclusion
1 have been arguing throughout that populism is a discursive representation of power and

politics which constitutes political subjects in relation to a supposed antagonism between

the people and the powerful interests. Further, the content of this antagonism, including
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the portrayal of the people and the powerful interests, can take many different forms.
Preston Manning and the Reform Party constmct this antagonism as one which pits
ordinary working and middle class taxpayers against the bureaucracy and the minority
special interest of the new social movements, which they believe dominate decisionrnaking within the modem welfare state. In this way. Reform's populisrn defines the
political interests of ordinary Canadians as being fundamentally at odds with the
perpetuation of the welfare state and the demands of social movement organizations
ranging fiom minority language and culturaI groups. to immigrants, gays and lesbians,
and welfare recipients. In other words, as political subjects. the cornmon people are
constnicted as white, male, heterosexual and English-speaking taxpayen form the
working and middle classes. And. importantly. Reform's populist message is that, in these
turbulent times of political economic restrucninng. only their party is cornmitted to
making Canada a safe place for diese common people to live and prosper.
But the real significance of Reform's populist political and ideological
interventions may go even further. The present is a moment of turbulence. of politicai and
economic restmcturing. and the Reform Party is playing an important role in the
processes which are fündamentally changing the Canadian political culture. As Brodie
explains, penods of crisis and restmcturing are "a prolonged and conflict ndden political
process during which old assumptions and shared understandings are put under stress and
eventually rejected while social forces struggle to achieve a new cons en su^."^^ The
Reform Party represents an important political and ideological intervention in this process
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of trying to defme a future. in fact, the neo-liberal populist discourse of Reform may
telegraph the emerging mode of social and economic replation which will stabilize an
emerging new accumulation regime. The contours of the state form which is
characterizhg the poa-Fordist political economy are still taking their shape. To the extent
that Reforrn mobilizes working and middle class Canadians with its populist politics,

popular support will exist for the exclusionary practices of a neo-liberal mode of
govemance.
The Party system is always a potentially important mediating institution in the
processes which estabtish consensus. construct identities. and formulate a cornmon sense
which is capable of making sense of the material conditions of peoples' lives. It is m e , as
some have agued. that Canadian parties did not provide the prirnary site of constitutive
stmggle during the consolidation of the postwar Fordist accumulation regime.
Nonetheless. even then. parties were an important mechanism for forging consensus.*
While party systems are always influenced by the changing political economy, the parties
of this system aiso have significant impact on the capacity of an accumulation regirne to
remain in regdation. For most of postwar era. a pattern of brokerage politics helped to
stabilize Canada's Fordist mode1 of development. But, as was argued in chapter four.
brokerage politics is an activity of parties most compatible with periods of consensus.
when there is a shared comrnon sense based on a hegemonic mode of regdation and
societal paradigm. Over the p s t two decades of restruchuing, the potential for an end to
brokerage politics was opened. Today, however, 1 would argue that the success of
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Reform's populism is one factor which may be serving to reestablish brokerage politics

around a new neo-liberal corûensus. Through its construction of the common sense of the
common people, the Reform Party's populism is entrenching New Right politics within
the rnainstream of the Canadian party system. In chapters six and seven, we turn to a

detailed examination of the Reform Party's policy agenda and its relationship to the
emergence of a neo-liberal state form and mode of govemance.
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PART THREE
The Rise of Reform: Advancing the Neo-liberal Agenda

Chapter Six

Defining Citizenship and Political Community
for an era of Neo-liberal Governance

Introduction
Since its birth, the Reform Party has been an active protagonist in the political and
ideological stmggle to promote and fortify the emergence of a neo-liberal state form and
mode of govemance. Indeed, no other national political party has been as tireless an
advocate of the neo-liberal paradigm in state governing practices. For a decade now,
Reform has consistently dernonstrated a detemination to ensure the marginaiization of
welfare liberalism (not to mention social democracy) and the sidelining of traditional tory
ideology in favour of the hyper-liberalisrn of the New Right. Admittedly, as the tum of

the c e n w approaches. the hegemony of neo-liberalisrn remains incomplete and the
policy legacies of the postwar consensus are still very apparent. The current moment, in
other words. remains riddled with contradictions--political discourses and public policies
reveal both continuities and discontinuities with the political rationality of the postwar era

and the Keynesian welfare state.' Nevertheless, considerable progress has been made
toward entrenching neo-li beralism as Canada's hegemonic public policy paradigm. And
this paradigm shifi is, at least in part? a consequence of the political and ideological
interventions of the Reform Party.
The current chapter is the first of two which examine the Reform Party's efforts to
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shape Canadian political discourse and public policy. in this chapter, my particular
interest is situating Reform's political discourse and policies in the context of struggles to
forge a new public consensus with regard to both the meaning and rights of Canadian
citizenship and the definition of the Canadian political community. Citizenship and
political community are historically evolving concepts that have "canied different
meanings, contents and webs of inclusion and exclusion" at different points in time.'
They are concepts which evolve with assumptions about the social order, the legitimacy

of various political identities. and the appropriateness of competing interpretations of
social relations. No single politicai actor--the Reform Party or any other--changes the
meaning of such concepts on their own; rather, it is the ongoing "struggle of discourses"
which changes their meanings.' And since these discursive struggles take place through a
complex series of interventions in society's ongoing politicai and ideological conflicts,
they are not readily observable struggles. hi fact, the political and ideological
interventions which are significant to the social construction of meaning occur in sites as
diverse as the media class rooms. churches. trade unions, and the House of corn mon^.^
But out of the interplay of these discursive interventions emerges hegemonic conceptions

of, among other things, citizenship and political comrnunity; through these processes, in
other words, a political and ideological consensus is forged on the boundaries of the
Canadian political identity. What does it rnean to be Canadian? What nghts and
obligations do citizens have? What patterns of inequality are legitimate within the
Canadian political community? Each of these questions is answered, if only temporady,
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through the discursive politics of identity.' From this perspective, national political

x invented.
communities do not simply exist, a priori, as objective reaiities; they must l
As Benedict Anderson points out. nations are irnagined political communities with a
variety of contestable boundaries, both inteinal and extemal, which are con:inually
reinvented through political and ideological ~tniggle.~
While some representations of Canada's national political community may be
more soundly grounded in empirical observations, and others may have greater popular
resonance, every such representation is an ideological constmct which is contestable fiom
other ideological perspectives. The mapping of the Canadian nation found in Reform's
political discourse and policies is rooted in the party's ideological commitments to
libertarian individudism. socially conservative traditionalism and, of course, neo-liberal
populism. Drawing on these ideological comrnitments (which. adrnittedly, often exist in
dynamic tension) and reflecting on their own personai material interests? Reforrners share
a common perspective on Canadian citizenship and the Canadian political c o m m u n i ~ .
And this penpective on citizenship and political cornmunity is closely tied to what
Reformers consider to be the cornentones of a good society-that is, private property and
free markets, individualism and self-reliance, the heterosexual nuclear f m i l y and, for
some Reformers, the Christian church.
PIacing an ideological label on Reform's penpective on citizenship and political
cornmunity is difficult. No political part- speaks with one voice, and few individual
voices which are heard on cornplex social and political issues are without analytical
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tensions, even contradictions. As sets of ideas. perceptions, values and beliefs through
which individuals interpret social events and formulate opinions on how the world ought

to be, ideological perspectives will never be more thanfairly coherent-political parties
(even more than individuals) will articulate ideological perspectives which contain
numerous intemal tensions. The New Right, of which Refom is a part. has always
combined the individualism of libertariankm with the social traditionalism and concern
for the social order which is associated with conservatism. It could be argued that
Reform, like the New Right more broadly, has two faces: the fint face is neo-liberal.
emphasizing individual freedorn in a market society; the second face is neo-conservative,
emphasizing tradition and authority in a disciplined societ)..' While these parallel mental
universes shape Reform's perspective on citizenship and political community. I have
chosen to refer to the party's perspective as neo-liberal and, as a result, emphasize the
individualistic and market onented dimensions of the party's ideological perspective. 1 do
not, however, ignore the ways in which conservative notions of family and other
commitments to social traditionalism tinge Reform's neo-liberal discourse on citizenship
and political cornrnunity. In the end, the importance of social and cultural conservatism to
Reform will be evident, even though my starting point is Rrform's neo-liberalism.
What is meant by a neo-liberal perspective on citizenship and political

community, and how are the ideological commitments of Reformen reflected in such a
conception? First, with regard to citizenship, neo-liberalism adopts a narrow,
individualistic and market onented perspective. The libertarian individualism of neo-
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liberalism tends to transform citizenship From a collective to an individual political
identity-which, in the context of neo-liberal market values, is manifested as an economic
.~
opposes the extension of social
identity: usually the citizen as t a ~ p a y e rNeo-liberalism

rights and calls for a iirniting of citizenship rights to the narrower negative liberties

associated with civil and political rights. Moreover. neo-liberalism demands the
restriction of the public reaim; issues which have been politicized with the extension of
social nghts. are to be depoliticized. Structuralist interpretations of social inequality
which have highlighted the systemic character of racism and sexism are rejected, and
calls for affirmative action programmes are discounted as inconsistent with the equd
treatment of rights bearing citizens.
With regard to the political community. neo-liberalism assumes that any political
community is simply an aggregation of individuals who. because they are conceptualized

as abstracted fiom social relations. share an essential sameness which is more
fundamental than any apparent differences. Subnational collective identities are rejected
as artificial and divisive. The national political community is, therefore, a homogeneous

community of individuals who share a core humanity. It is a community which is best
strengthened by policies which emphasize the sameness and equality of al1 citizens. In the
Canadian context. this means rejecting the importance of the binational (multinational if
we include Aboriginal nations) and polyethnic nature of Canadian society-interestingly,

this can mean supporting the types of policies which foster cultural homogeneity (rather
than binationaiism or multiculturalism) which are associated with cultural conservatism.
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In its more individudistic form, however, neo-liberalism would even question the notion
of a national political comrnunity. As Richard Sigurdson recently observed, neoliberalismfscombined cornmitment to liberalism and capitalism poses a challenge to the
notions of citizenship and political nationaiity which have been associated with the
modem nation state: "[lliberal universalism respects no collective identity, even
nationality; capitalism respects no boundaries, including national ~ n e s . " ~
Since the mid 1960s. Reformers and other Canadians who are committed to
individudism. the fiee market and social conservatism. have ofien sensed that their basic
ideological comrnitrnents were being marginalized. They argue that social activists and
the political elite alike tend to embrace illiberal conceptions of citizenship and political
community, and that these and other social, political and ideological developments have
threatened the values and institutions which are the cornerstones of a good society."
From their perspective. many of the public policies which define citizenship and shape
our political community are. in fact. misguided threats to Canadian society. Of course, it
is more than their ideological cornmitments regarding the b a i s of a properly ordered
society which have been threatened; immersed as thzy are in a mosaic of matenal social
relations, the individuals drawn to Reform's neo-liberal ideological beliefs are often
articulating what they perceive to be in their own material self-interest. There is, in other
words, a social and material basis to the nse of neo-liberalism and the popularization of
neo-liberal policy proposais." More concretely, it is worth noting that the extent to which
neo-liberal conceptions of citizenship and political cornmunit). shape key public policies
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will affect the social and matenal well-being of individual Refomers relative to other
segments of society. particularly the minority special interests against whom Reform has
directed so much political energy."
The remainder of diis chapter explores the ways in which Reform's neo-liberal
populist thinking has shaped the party's interventions in policy debates which are crucial
to the social construction of citizenship and political community. It is not my intention to

suggest that Reform has had a determining influence on the evolution of these pivotai
political concepts. Considering the roles played by other powerful social forces-4ncluding
international political. economic and cultural f o r c e s 4 would be a mistake to overstate
the significance of the Reform Party to the neo-Iiberai hegemonic project. indeed, Reform
is a consequence as well as a cause of the neo-liberal ideological tum. Nevertheless,

reviewing Reform's interventions in sorne key public policy debates will help to
illuminate the role of Reform in enhancing the popular resonance of neo-liberal discourse
on citizenship and political community. The next section of this chapter reviews Reform's
efforts to shape the rneaning and nghts of Canadian citizenship. Then, the subsequent
section examines Reform's discourse on issues and policies which serve to define the
Canadian political community.

Shaaine the me an in^ & Rigbts of Canadian Citizeaship
The discursive stniggles which define the meaning and rights of citizenship have far
reaching social consequences. New understandings of citizenship can transform o u .
individual and collective political identities, alter relationships between individuals and
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between groups or classes of individuais, adjust the balance between public and pnvate,
and modify the rule structures goveming these realms of life. In doing so, these new
understandings inevitably influence the structure of social inequality and our
interpretation of the causes of these inequalities. But more than that, some social theorists
have argued that political and ideological stniggles around the meaning and rights of
citizenship are integral to the historical trajectory of liberal capitalist society. Bryan
Turner has argued that "the dpamic feature of capitalism is precisely the contradiction
between politics and economics as fought out in the sphere of social citizenship.""
Similady, Bowles and Gintis suggest that the histoncal trajectory of capitalist
democracies can best be understood as resulting fiom the clash between the expansionary
logic of personal rights and the expansionary logic of property rightd4
In chapter five, 1 argued that the desire to roll back social change by attacking the
perceived power and privileges of minority special interests is a distinguishing
characteristic of the Reform Party's neo-liberal populi~rn.'~
From Reform's perspective, it
was collusion between the traditional political parties. welfare state bureaucrats and the
minority special interests of the new social movements which produced, among many
other things. the illiberal social rights and proactive equity policies which aim to attain a
greater degree of substantive equality. To a significant extent, Reform's discourse on the
meaning and rights of citizenship takes aim at these same developments, specifically the
emergence of the notion of social citizenship and the illiberal ways in which citizenship

rights have been applied as group rights.
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While it can be argued that the social rights of the Canadian welfare state have
only margindly equalized economic well-being, and do not fundamentally challenge

competitive individuaiism or the assimilationkt ideais of universal citizenship, Reformstyle neo-liberals have perceived a serious threat in the postwar embrace of social
citizenship rights. They view the social citizenship rights which emerged with the welfare
state as a challenge to liberty, individualism and self-reliance. In fact. Brodie. Yeatman
and others c l a h that the neo-liberai abandonment of the traditionai discourse of social
citizenship in favour of a narrower rhetorical appeal to tmrpayers is a direct ideological
response to the increasing effectiveness of claims made on social citizenship rights by
social movements and equality seeking public interest goups.I6
Until 1996, the Reform Party did not have an official statement of principle or
policy position outlining the party's views on the meaning and rights of Canadian
citizenship. While many of the party's policies could be read as constituting elernents of a
neo-liberal discourse on the meaning of citizenship. the only explicit mention of
citizenship in the 1995 Blue Sheet simply declared Reform's commitment to a "vision of
Canada as a balanced federation of equal provinces and citizens."" But at the party's 1996
Assembly in Vancouver, delegates fiom Comox Albemi called for a new statement of
principle which would "set out in the most emphatic and unequivocal terms [the party's]
determination that there musr be just one class of Cunadian citizenship, besrowing equal

rights and imposing equal responsibiliries upon d.
" In response, the partyls Legal,
Secretarial and Constitutional Cornmittee proposed a simple, but cautiously worded
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Statement of Principle. It read: "We believe in m e equulity of Canadian citizens, with
equal rights und responsibilitiesfor u ~ Z . " ' ~

While this statement may first appear to be an innocuous expression of Refonds
cornmitment to a core principle of liberal society, it is, in fact, a highly charged statement
signifjhg the party's rejection of the undentanding of citizenship and citizenship rights
which is advocated by social movement organizations and equality seeking minority
special interests. Moreover. to Refomers. the new Statement of Pnnciple is a

straightforward demonstration of the party's opposition to the conception of citizenship
which is embodied in an array of (supposedly) misguided posnvar public policies. As
such. it connotes a policy agenda aimed at tuming back recent trends in public discourse
on the meaning and rights of Canadian citizenship. It signifies Reformfssupport for new
neo-liberal policies regarding the meaning and rights of Canadian citizenship.
The Reform Party's efforts to shape the meaning and nghts of Canadian

citizenship are best revealed through an examination of the party's interventions in
debates regarding three areas of public policy: (i) the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, (ii)
employment equity p r o g r m e s . and (iii) the wisdom of amending the Canadian Human
Rights Act to include sexual orientation arnong the prohibited grounds of discrimination.

In these three areas, the Reform Party's policies reveal a neo-liberal populist perspective
on citizenship--a perspective which is rooted in the almost palpable anxiety Reformen
have expenenced with the spread of illiberal social citizenship rights, group rights and
proactive equity policies over the past three decades.

The Charter of Rigits and Freedomc
The Reform Party's policies regarding the Charter o f Rights and Freedoms have been
shaped by a narrow and classically liberal notion of citizenship rights as well as by an
ernphasis on property rights. The party's primary cornmitment is to the negative liberties
embodied in civil and political rights. Thus, according to Reform, the primary objective
of an entrenched Charter of Rights should be the yarantee of personal freedoms, such as
the fieedom of speech and religion. But, in additional, it is assurned that for individuals to
fully assert their persona1 rights and individual fieedoms, pnvate property rights must
also be thoroughly protected.
Reformers further believe that the use of rights as a means of protecting citizens
fiom harm should be very limited, and benefits. or the positive entitlements associated
with social rights. should never be considered an object of citizenship rights. From this

perspective. the Charter of Rights should not be used to expand the reach of the public
realm or promote collectivist notions of citizenship and the public interest. Reformers
contend that in a democracy "there must be no special rights or privileges granted to any
group"; accordingly, when nghts clash, individual freedoms and rights should prevail
over those of the g r o ~ p . Indeed,
'~
in the process of preparing for the party's 1994
assembly in Ottawa, Reformers fiom the constituency of Capilano Howe Sound drafted a
resolution which explicitly called on the party to fonnally commit itself to this line of
classically liberal thinking on citizenship rights:
Resolved that the Reform Party believes that the only legitimate role of the

government is to protect the personal and property rights of individuals from
violation by others, and that when in conflict, property rights m e superior to
persona1 rights. Implementation of this role requires that the government have
police, courts of laws, a constitution, and national defence. Al1 intervention into
the persona1 and economic activity of pesons and businesses does more harm
than good. Persona1 rights are limited to natural righ1s such arfieedom of speech
and religion, and do not include needs and desires such ar health. housing,
recreation, and education. niere are no 'group'rights or 'socialcontructs'."
Although the party has never officially adopted such strong language, much of the
discussion of the Charter and citizenship rights by grass roots Reformers at party
assemblies has reflected the tone and substance of the Capilano Howe Sound resolution.
It is evident that very few Reformers believe the Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms conforms to their conception of citizenship rights: in 1993 o d y 17.6 percent of

delegates to the biennial party assembly were willing to agree that "on the whole, the
benefits of the new Canadian Charter of Rights outweigh the disadvantages."" Moreover.
in preparation for the subsequent party assembly in 1994. a number of constituency
associations acnially submitted forma1 policy resolutions advocating the revocation of the

charte^'^ At that assembly, the official rationale presented for these resoiutions was quite
striking, not only for its classical liberal reasoning. but also its populist imagery. It stated
that "more than any other single document" the Charter "has enabled the not nice and
wayward element of our society to twist, corrupt, and turn upside down seemingly every
While the
public interest and social advance to their own self-interest and ad~antage."'~
resolution calling upon the Reforrn Party to support a constitutional amendment revoking
the Charter was tabled pending the outcome of an intemal party task force, the heated
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discussion in the convention hall highlighted the limited support the Charter has arnong
Reform activists.
This negative assessrnent of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms is not supported

by the general public. The Charter Study, carried out by York University's Lnstitute for
Social Research in 1987, found that 72 percent of anglophone Canadians thought the

Charter was a good thing for canada.'' But this stark difference of opinion regarding
citizenship ri@& may be less than it first appears. While few Canadians have been
politicized around anti-Charter politics the way Reformes have k e n , the basic concem
the Reform Party has expressed regarding the impact of the Charter on citizenship rights
have been echoed in much of the political rhetoric of the 1990s.Reform's specific
concems regarding the Charter of Rights are tied to a broader political discourse about
individualism, seif-reliance and the problem of overly powerful minonty special interesrs.
These are the themes of neo-liberal populism. but they are also featured prominently in

the political discourse of a wider variety of partisan. think tank and media organizations,
not to mention the ordinory Canadiuns given voice through forums such as Keith Spicer's
Citizen's Fonim on Canada's Future. They are themes, in other words. with considerable,
and increasing, popular resonance.
At bottom. Reform has three concerns with the Charter and the way citizenship
rights have evolved in the context of the Charter. First, the Charter gives recognition to
special group rights which, in the opinion of Reformers, "unreasonablyprotect certain

segments of society at the expense of others"" Second, property rights were not included
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when the Charter was entrenched in the constitution in 1982. Finally, the Charter c m be
used by minorities to overnile the liberal democratic principle of majority rule. Each of
these concerns deserves M e r examination.
With regard to the first concem, the Reform Party has long been critical of those
sections of the Charter which 'create' group rights that seem to grant special privileges
and protections to identifiable. usually minority. segments of Canadian society.
Reformers have actively opposed constitutional and statutory protections of minority
group interests because they are concerned that these protections inevitably emphasize
group nghts over the rights of individuals. At Reform's most recent assembly, in
Vancouver in 1996. the party adopted its most clearly worded policy on the question of
individual versus group rights:
Resolved that the Reform Party
the equality of every individual
before and under the Iaw and the right of every individual to the equal
protection and equal benefit of the law. We believe lhat the granting of
group rights negales fhis principle. This policy should be reflected in al1
federal legislation."
It is on the basis of this now officia1 cornmitment to individual over group rights,
that the Reform Party has criticized, challenged or called for the repeal of one third of the

sections of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Recently, for example, the party
membership endorsed a party task force report which cnticized Sections 16 to 23 of the

1982 Charter for 'creating' a "senes of new rights related to the use of the French and
English language."The report also called for the repeal of Section 27, which "creates the
nght to have the entire Charter 'interpreted in a manner consistent with the preservation

and enhancement of the multiculturd heritage of canada'."'' But the task force's most
aggressive cnticism was levelled agzinst Section 15, the equality rights section of the
Charter. According to the Reform Party's task force on the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, Reformers are concemed that Section 15 has legitimized the notion of group
rights and ailowed for an illiberal interpretation of equaiity which does not conform with
the normal use of the term:
the equality guaranteed under Section 15(1) of the Charter ought to be a
guarantee of equality of opportunity (a constitutional prohibition on laws
or other govemment actions that cause one person to face hurdles that are
not imposed upon al1 citizens). Instead, the courts have increasingly edged
toward an interpretation of Section 1S(1) as permitting, or even mandating
equality of outcorne, in which the law for different groups of Canadians
must be different, in order to ensure that different groups with different
natural advantages al1 corne out the same in the end.'9

Most disturbing to Reformers is Section 15(2), which &mis the constitutionality
of affirmative action programmes designed to assist individuais or groups disadvantaged
because of race, national or ethnic origin. colour, religion, sex, age, or mental or physical
disability. According to a party document circulated at the 1994 party assembly, this
"obnoxious clause" is the "iegal loophole which ailows govemrnents to discriminate
against [some] citizens," while offering special interest groups "preferential trea~nent."~*
Few issues raise the hackles of party members more than the use of the illiberal notion of

equality of outcme as a justification for affirmative action programmes which Reformers
consider blatant examples of reverse discrimination. The Fresh Start policy document
prepared for the 1997 election commits the party to ensuring that the Charter of Rights

commits governments to equaliy of opporiuniîy rather than equafity of ouicorne:
A Reform Govemment will ensure that d l human rights legislation,
including the Charter of Rights and Freedorns, reflects these principles,
which refer to equality of oppominity rather than equality of outcome.
Equality of outcome requires that the rights and fieedoms of some
Canadians are violated on behalf of other Canadians; equality of
opportunity means respecthg the rights and fieedoms of all anad di ans.^'

Thus, while Reform has now retreated fiom cailing for revocation of the Charter. the
party has called for repeal of Section 15(2) and a rewording of Section 15(1) "to ensure
that equality of opporiunity, not equality of ourcorne is guaranteed."" The party's aim is
clear; Reformers wish to tmnsform the Charter of Rights and Freedoms fiom what some
have called a 'uniquely Canadian' document blending the protection of individual and

group rights. into a document which focusses more narrowly on the negative liberties
entailed in individual civil and political rights.

in light of Refonds individualistic and classically liberal discourse on rights and
its rejection of Section 15 of the existing Charter of Rights and Freedorns, it is interesting

that the party's Statement of Pnnciples indicates that Reformers "believe rhe interesrs of
minoriries and the people of under-populated regions of Canada should be safguarded by
constiru~ionalguarantees."" But. as is so often the case with partisan rhetoric, the
apparent meaning of this statement and its actual intent are not one and the same. The
Statement of Principles goes on to specifically cal1 for "constitutional guarantees and
parliarnentary institutions which effectively balance representation by population with
regional representation.llu It thus appears that the Reform Party is willing to break with
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the liberal pnnciple of identical treatment of and strict equality for ail individuals, but
only in one instance: safeguarding the interests of regional rninorities. For Reform, group
identities are potentially dangerous and lack political legitimacy-with, of course. the
important exception of regionai political identities. Apparently, unlike others, the group
interests associated with regionaiism (or provincialism, as the case may be) are deserving
of constitutional and parliamentq protection.
Reform's second major concem about the Charter of Rights and Freedoms is that
property rights were not included when the Charter was entrenched in the constitution in
1982. hdeed, the commitment to entrench property rights is a longstanding policy of the

Reform Party. One of the first policy resolutions considered by delegates to the Reform
Association of Canada's 1987 Western Assembly--the assembly at which the decision was
taken to form a new politicai pars.--declared that the 1982 Charter "is deficient with
respect to its treatment of the economic rights of Canadians" and proposed an "economic
nghts protection provision" be drafted for entrenchment within the chartersJ5It was not

surprishg that Preston Manning had put f o m d such a resolution. A decade earlier,
Manning was involved in what he describes as "a major effort" to secure the
entrenchrnent of property rights in Trudeau's proposed Charter of Rights and F r e e d ~ m s . ~ ~
Working with the sponsorship of the Business Council on National Issues (BCNI),
Manning's goal had been to secure federal and provincial agreement on a clause which
would provide even "greaterprotection against confiscation of private property by
govemments than that provided by cornrnon law, or the Diefenbaker Bill of Rights, or the

draft Charter of Rights contained in the 1971 Victoria charter.""
In the end. the BCNI venture failed. As a condition of securing the support of the
New Democratic Party, the federal govenunent dropped the property rights provision
fiom the Charter. At the time, Manning and other future Reformers felt that Trudeau's
willingness to trade away property rights had entirely undermined the Charter's
legitimacy. Indeed. years later, while introducing a private rnember's motion calling for
the inclusion of a property rights provision in the Charter. Reform M.P.Mike Scott
suggested that the long-term significance of Trudeau's actions has been larger and
inappropriately interventionist government:
In 1 982. quite casually. he traded away our mosr fundumental righr in a
slick and clever political calculation...Since 1982 things have gone
downhill ...we have somehow had the idea that govemment is the master
and the citizen is the servant.38

Scott, like many Reformers, is of the opinion that the Charter's deficiencies have distorted
our conception of citizenship rights and allowed a degree of government intervention
which tips the balance away from the possi bility of maintainhg appropriately limited
govemment. The report of the Reform Party's task force on the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms went so far as to declare that the 1982 decision to exclude property rights
was perpenated by a Prime Minister and leaders on the "political lefi" who
did not want to see the institutions of capitalism or of individual autonomy
to gain constitutional protection, which could then limit socialism and
central government p ~ w e r . ' ~

Since 1988, every edition of Reform's Blue Book of party policies has contained a
proposal for entrenching a property rights clause in the Charter. In 1996, delegates to the

biennial party assernbly strengthened that policy. It now calls for a constitutional
guarantee of
the right of every person to the ownership, use and enjoyment of property,
including real, intellectual and personal property. and the right to engage
in free uncoerced contracts. and the r i g k not to be deprived thereof except
by due process of law. Furthemore ...ihat in Canada no person shall be
deprived. directly or indirectly, by any law...of the ownership, use and
enjoyment of property and contract. unless that law provides for full, just
and timely compensati~n.~
Moreover, to M e r clarifi the nature of this constitutional guarantee of property ri&&
Reform's new policy proposes that individuais engaged in matters of properîy, contract
and commerce should be explicitly guaranteed the protection of those Sections of the
Charter (7 to 14) which spell out the basic legal rights of individuais who have dealings
with the state's institutions of justice."

What effect would the entrenchment of these property and economic rights have
on the rneaning and rights of Canadian citizenship? From a narrow. legalistic perspective
it could be argued that since property rights are already protected by common law,
entrenchment would not significantly alter citizenship rights. Moreover. since judicial
decisions have established that corporations can be considered persons under the Charter,

an important dimension of property rights is indirectly protected by the existing regime.
But opponents of entrenchment have always expressed concem about the impact the
constitutionalization of property rights would have on aboriginal land claims. women's
equality nghts and laws protecting the environment." Progressive public interest groups
and social movement organizations have argued that when there is a clash between
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property rights and various social or personal rights, constitutionally entrenched property
rights would have the legal statu necessary to impede the advancement of social
citizenship rights. in a Caucus Issue Statement circulated in 1992, the Reform Party
argued that these objections are "misleading" because whenever there is a clash between,
Say, judicable property rights and interventionist social policy legislation, the property
rights clause would have to be interpreted in light of Section 1 of the Charter, which

States that ail rights are subject to such reasonable limits as can be justified in a fiee and
democratic society4' Reinforcing this point, the Reforrn Party's Director of Caucus
Research. Scott Reid. argues the wording of the party's property rights policy is
specifically "designed to prevent the right from being interpreted by the courts to limit
environmental or social legislation. to deny the right to collective bargaining, or to oppose
native land c l a i r n ~ . " ~
But there is little in Reform rhetoric on property rights which would suggest that
the party's advocacy of entrenchment is anything but an attempt to secure the virtual

primacy of property rights and limit the capacity of any government which would
consider interventionist social or economic legislation. As mentioned above. Reform

M.P. Mike Scott has referred to property rights as "ourmost fundamental righr.""
Similarly. party members fiom Capilano Howe Sound claim that "properiy rights are
superior to personol rights."46 Indeed. over and over again. Reformers draw on market
oriented libertarian logic to justify their emphasis on constitutionalizing property rights:

Reform M.P. Gany Breitkrew argues that "[tlhe right to own and use property means the
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right to live unmolested by governrnent,"'" and a policy resolution proposed by the
Refomers of Etobicoke Lakeshore argues that enshnning property rights in the
constitution is an important step toward protecting Canadians "fiom usury govemrnent
ta~ation."'~The controveeial Reform M.P. from Nanaimo-Cowichan, Bob Ringma, has
even argued that because Canadians are currently governed by Liberal politicians "who do
not believe in basic property rights." a Cabinet Minister can introduce interventionist gun
control legislation and "arbitrarily...deprive lm-abiding citizens of their property
[simply] because he does not like g u n ~ . " ~ ~
During the Charlottetown referendurn carnpaign. the Reform Party rejected
proposals to include a charter of social rights in the constitution. instead. the party
advocated the entrenchrnent of property rights as the way forward in redefining
citizenship rights. Thus, while opposing the extension of social rights. it is the party's
position that "unless an individual has the right to pursue his business and to own and
control property then al1 other nghts are in danger."'' While it is tme that property rights

are currently protected under cornrnon law and the authors of the Constitution Act were
most certainly informed by pro-market liberal principles. it is aiso clear that Reform's
plans to redesign the Charter to highlight the primacy of property rights would move a
considerable distance from the intent of the 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Reform's final concem with the Canadian Charter of Rights relates to the cultural

and institutional minoritarianism and rights consciousness which has been fostered by the

Charter. What seems to trouble Reformers is the way in which the Charter can be used by

minorities to ovemde the liberal democratic principle of majority d e . To borrow the
language of academic writings on the Charter's impact on Canadian political culture, the
Reform Party is concemed by the fact that Charter Canodions-including wornen,
Abonginal peoples, Officid-language minorities, ethnic minorities and the disabled-are

politicallyprivileged by their inclusion in particular clauses of the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms." Reform's discourse on the Charter suggests that Charter Canadians have been
claiming their rights at the expense of the rights of the silent majority of Canadians who
are not sirnilady privileged by the constitution. Moreover. there is the Further suggestion
that the excessive rights consciousness of these Charter Canadians has been at the
expense of any recognition of their respomibilities to other Canadians and to the broader
society in which they live.
To counter these perceived trends and re-establish the iniplied rnajoritarianism of
liberal democracy, many Reformers have called for a Charter of Responsibilities which
' intent
would outline "the duties of each Canadian in relation to the rest of ~ o c i e t y " ~The
is that such a Charter would act as a counterbalance to and thus reduce the impact of the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Short of entrenching a Charter of Responsibilities,
however, the party's task force on the Charter of Rights recornmended that
Section 1 of the Charter should be reworded to [explicitly] permit that
rights may be limited by the need for individuals to respect the rights of
others. and that luws passed by referendum should not be subjecî to
Charter ~hallenge.~'

This recommendation would, most certainly, result in a dramatic weakening of the
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Charter. It is hue that Section 1--which states that al1 rights are subject to such reasonable
limits as are justified in a free and democratic society-aiready irnplies that citizenship
rights muy be limited when they clash with the rights of others, but stating this explicitly
would certainly strengthen future Section 1 defences of offending legislation. Even more
significant is the recomrnendation to protect al1 laws passed by referendum from Charter
challenges; this would be a radical change to Canada's constitutional order. It would mean
that a law outlawing

action programmes or limiting minority language nghts,

would be Charter-proof so long as it was passed by a referendum. The explicit

majoritarianism of this recornmendation would mark a decisive step away from the
pnnciples underpinning the constitutional protection of minority individual and group
rights. It would mark. in other words. a quite fundamental rejection of the constitutional
order adopted in 1982.

Currently, beyond Section 1. only the notwithstanding clause allows governments
latitude to enact laws which offend the Charter. The notwithstanding clause-Section 33
of the Charter--allows governments to enact laws which may offend Sections 2 or 7-1 5 of
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms by giving legislawes the power to postpone for a
renewable five-year period the judicial review of such laws. With the exception of its
widespread symbolic use by Quebec's Parti Québécois government in the early 1980s, this
legislative ovemde of Charter challenges to government legislation has almost never been
used. As Ian Greene explains, there is a political consensus that the override will only be

used in "extraordinary circumstances, such as emergency situations or to advance
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important social policy goals that couid be or are being blocked by judicial review."'" The
Reform Party has recommended that no govemment should be permitted to use the
notwithstanding clause "unless the action has been approved or sustained by means of a
referendu~n."'~
While it may appear that such a proposal is intended to limit the use of
Section 33. the party's Director of Caucus Research, Scott Reid, has explained that this
proposal is meant to revitalize and re-invigorate the legislative ovemde." Reid argues
that appealing to the popular will--shifüng the decision regarding the legislative ovemde
fiom parliament to the people--provides the political legitimacy which is necessary to
make the use of Section 33 more palatable. This is m e . But it also produces a situation
where only popular majorities c m ovemde constitutionally entrenched rights. As a result,
it would be less and less likely that the limited space for parliamentary supremacy which
was protecred by Section 33 would be used in defence of minority individual and group
right~.~'
Of course. this change alone would not result in majorhian tyranny, but in the

context of Reform's neo-liberal populism and the party's broader discourse on citizenship
nghts, moves toward institutionalized majoritarianism could have a negative impact on
minority citizenship rights.
Employment Equity Programmes:

Questions of Freedom, rights and equality have been central to Canadian debates
regarding employment equity programmes. So too have competing interpretations of the
causes of social inequality in liberal capitalist society. Beginning in the mid 1970s, a
paradigm shift in the academic and policy cornmunities interested in labour market-based
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inequality tumed the attention of policy-maken to the importance of the structural
Prior to
constraints which Iimit social equality and perpetuate economic ~tratification.'~

this, the dominant liberal-functionalist paradigm had "emphasized individually based
blockages. and stressed liberal conceptions of human nature and laissezfaire strategies of
action."" The newer strucniralist paradigm argues that rather than understanding
occupational inequality as the result of the overtly biassed acts of individuals, policymakers must recognize that there are subtle, but powerful constraints built into
institutional Frameworks, customary patterns of behaviour. as well as the social power
relations which structure individual workplace interactions. From this perspective.
equality of occupational opportunity will not result fiom policies which assume everyone
is the same and treat everyone alike. instead. stmcturalist perspectives cal1 for
interventionist policies which aim at transforming institutions and institutional processes.
accornmodating differences. and mandating afirmative action programmes. By the
1980s. the increasing influence of s t m c t d i s t interpretations of social and occupational

inequality was reflected in. arnong other things. the inclusion of an Equality Rights clause
(Section 15) in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. the path breaking nature of the 1984
report of the Royal Commission on Equality in Ernployment (the Abella Commission).

and the passage of the 1986 Employment Equity Act.
The Reform Party rejects structuralist interpretations of social inequality and the
ernphasis which has been placed on the systemic character of racism and sexism in the
workplace. In opposition to the principles of

action policies. the party has

adopted an official policy statement supporting "the right of al1 job applicants to be
evaluated solely on the basis of rnerkU6'Moreover, since coming to Ottawa following the
1993 election, Reform M.P.s have used Parliament and its cornmittees to actively criticize

federal employment equity programmes--and they have done so by drawing on neoliberalism's individudistic and market oriented notion of citizenship rights.
At the core of Refom's attack on employment equity is the argument that such
programmes undermine the freedom and the true equality of citizens. Speaking in the
H o u e of Commons. Reform M.P. Herb Grubel explained Refom's opposition to the
interventionism of employment equity programmes in the following manner:
Reform believes that govemment should assure equality ofopporfuniry in
economic life, but it has no business using the labour market to assure
equalify of ouicorne. Doing so interferes with basic freedoms
[including]...the ability of individuals to sel1 their labour services to the
highest bidder and for employers to choose freely those whom they wish to
lire?
Echoing Grubel, the right-wing author and sornetimes Reformer, David Frurn, explained,
that "[a]ntidiscrimination law may invoke the language of rights and fieedoms, but its
true function is to shrink the ambit of fieedom in order to promote equality [of
out~ome]."~'
From Rcform's perspective this is patently unjust. and it is made even worse
by the fact that employment equity programmes provide entitlements based on group
membership and physical characteristics like race and sex, rather than on dcmonstrated
individual need? This offends the libertarian principles advocated by Reformers such as
the one-time M.P., Stephen Harper, who argues that "the fundamental role of
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governrnent...is first and foremost to treat people identically."" indeed, Reform has
argued that the federai Employrnent Equity Act violates the principle of identical
treatment of citizens by formally "legislating discrimination. particularly against white

males?' In attacking this apparent exarnple of reverse discrimination. Refonn M.P.s
embrace the rhetoric of the anti-feminist organization REAL Women by arguing that "it is
inappropriate to fight racism or sexism by racist and sexist r n e a n ~ . " ~
Frorn the neo-liberal perspective that citizenship is an individuai political identity

and the most basic of citizenship rights is the right to be treated the sarne as ail other
citizens, Diane Ablonczy. Reform M.P. for Calgary North. argues that employrnent equity
"violates the principle of natural justice ... It says we are not ail equal before the law, that
Moreover. Ablonczy and her colleagues
some of us are more equal than other~."~'
complain that laws such as the Federal Employment Equity Act actively "instmct
Canadians to think about themselves as members of groups and to relate to others in that
way?

Even worse. Reform members of the Standing Cornmittee on Hurnan Rights and

the S t a t u of Disabled Persons suspect that the appeal to group identities has been
motivated by partisan attempts to seek political support: "we fear that the broader
intention of the governrnent is to make an emotional appeal to special interests and the
designated g r o ~ p s . "Herb
~ ~ Grubel is even more blunt as to the govemment's motivation:
Public choice theory of government provides the answer. Such legislation
serves the interests of politicians and parties. Identifiable groups are given
benefits and they are expected to reward the donor at the ballot box and
with financial s~pport.'~

This emphasis on the role of interest group politics in the growth of employment
equity programmes represents the more explicitly populist dimension of Reform's
critique. Refemng to the Equality Rights clause (Section 15) of the Charter which ensures
that affirmative action and employment equity policies are constitutionally protected,
Reform points out that Section 15 was included at the behest of the ferninist lobby, and
Section 15 (2) represents a verbatim incorporation of feminist proposals.71The party also
contends that affirmative action and employment equity are policies "demanded by eiites
and imposed on Canadians by the political establishment."" This is a cornmon theme for

Reformee protesting apparently illiberal social rights policies and programmes. In an
article titled "The Manufacture of Minorities," former Refom policy advisor Tom
Flanagan contends that the expansion of the prohibited grounds of discrimination in
human rights codes (from primarily "ethnic group stigmata" to a range of "life cycle" and
"life style" criteria) has been caused by bureaucraties "with vested interest in expansion"
and "organized pressure groups who feel they can advance their cause if they can get
accepted as a hurnan rights issue."" And Refom M.P. Ted White echoed this neo-liberai
populist analysis when he criticised the bureaucratic offices which support and administer
affirmative action policies:
When we take a look at the employee make-up of several prominent
groups that promote employment equity, we find some very disturbing
situations. The Ontario government's office of employment equity in 1994
had a workforce made up of 90.5 per cent women. 52.9 per cent racial
minorities, 5.6 per cent abonginals, and zero able-bodied white males.7"
The implications are clear. Employment equity programmes are the work of powefil
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special interests who are not interested in protecting the basic citizenship rights of
ordinary Canadians.

In place of the curent employrnent equity policies. the Reform Party advocates a
policy regime underpinned by a neo-liberal recasting of the liberal functionalist
perspective on social inequality. Their solutions are individually oriented and place
considerable faith in market mechanisms. Reform would not object to efforts to educate
away prejudices. but is most committed to Freeing up the labour market and enhancing
equality of oppomuiity. These types of solutions are not aggressive or intewentionist. but
Reform does not see the problem as being as serious as it has been portrayed to be. As
one group of Reform M.P.s explained: "Reformers believe that Canadian employers are
fair and do not discriminate on a systemic basis. therefore there is no need for group
redre~s."'~
Another Reform M.P. has gone even m e r ; he contends "there simply is no
statistical evidence to suppon the claimed need for emplopent equity pr~grams."'~
It would be dificult to ovestate the Reform Party's faith in the fiee market as the

key to policing workplace and labour market discrimination." On a number of occasions
Reform M.P.s have drawn on the work of the economist and Nobel laureate, Gary Becker,
whose writings in the 1950s and 1960s argued that "market economies automatically tend
to reduce discrimination. not increase it. resulting in a general increase in the [supposedly
disadvantaged] group's standard of living."78The economist and Reform M.P., Herb
Grubel, has even argued that "fkemarkets offer the best protection against
di~crimination."~~
Of course, this faith in fiee markets is not expected to end al1 overt

discrimination by individual employen; but that is not considered a problem because
Reform wants to focus on 'persona1justice' rather than group redress: "Claims of
discrimination should be adjudicated on a case-by-case rather than a group basis... Relief

fiom discrimination should only be awarded to identifiable v i c t i r n ~ . With
" ~ ~ a fiee market
(supposedly) allowing for equality of opportunity and with the oppurtunity for individuai
recouse to Human Rights Commissions in the event of overt discrimination, Reformers
assume working people will be fairly treated and compensated by the labour market; and
this assumption is at the core of the parry's so-called 'policy of equality':
Al1 Canadians are equal by virtue of their shared humanis-, but not al1 are
equal in terms of ability. preference and discipline. Canadians who wish to
punue a certain vocation should not face barrien of discrimination. and
those with ability and discipline deserve the rewards of their hard work."
On the other hand, Reform contends that interventionist affirmative action programmes
which interfere with the fiee market have led to 'dependency' on the part of designated
group members who have learned to avoid the rigours of cornpetition. and this simply
lowers standards and eventually h m everyone." From Reformts perspective, then. there
is no place for policies which utilize notions of social rights, substantive equality or group
redress in a manner which detracts fiom an individudistic and market oriented
perspective on citizenship rights.
Some Reformers have also argued state equity programmes are particularly
unnecessary in the late twentieth century because the realities of globalization and
cultural diversity will lead self-interested corporations to adjust their workforces to reflect
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Canada's cultural diversitya3The argument here is that the dictates of market cornpetition
will enforce firm-specific equity policies. and thus there is no need for public policies
which actively violate the boundary between what liberal market society considers to be
the public and private spheres. There remains a significant distinction, however, between
Reformfswillingness to accept firm-specific equity as is dictated by market forces, and
the desire to root a cornmitment to societal equity in a conception of social citizenshipand the structuralist perspective on occupational inequality which informs

action programmes is clearly based on the latter.

Amending the Conadian Human Ri&&

Act:

During 1996, Parliament passed into law Bill C-33. An Act to arnend the Canadian

Hurnan Rights Act. The purpose of the Act was to add sexual orientation to the list of
prohibited grounds for discrimination. Reform Members of Parliament voted against Bill
C-33 and put a considerable amount of political energy into challenging the wisdorn of
including sexual orientation arnong the prohibited grounds of discnmination. At the core

of Reform's official critique of Bill C-33 was the party's farniliar argument that it would
inevitably extend group nghts and speciai status rather than enhance the equality of al1
individuals. ln the House of Comrnons, Preston Manning characterised the debate as one
which pitted Reform's 'equality approach' against the Liberal govemment's 'special status
approach'." As with employment equity programmes and the equality rights section of the
Charter, Manning's critique was that "what started out as categorizations of Canadians
simply for the purpose of defuung prohibited grounds of discnmination have become

special entitlements for g r o ~ p s . In
" ~his
~ opinion. this special status approach is "wrong
headed and ineffe~tive."'~
During the debate in the House of Cornmons, Manning
declined to expand on how the Reform Party's equality approach would work in practice,
but he subsequently expanded on his ideas for reporters fiom the press gallery:
Manning suggested the Hunian Rights Act might be replaced by an Equal
Oppomuiities Act. which would rnean the government wouldn't be trying
to impose the outcome. just the oppomuiity. In place of the present Hurnan
Rights Tribunal. there could be an Equd Opportunities Tribunal, which
would require landlords and employee to use "fair and reasonable criteria
in assessing individuals for employment or accommodation or other
semices. ""
What is sû-iking about this perspective is not merely the classically liberal
emphasis on individualism and equality of oppominity. but. once again. the emphasis on
moving away fiom any reference to groups or categories of citizens. The neo-liberal
populist logic of emphasizing that which al1 citizens have in cornmon while downplaying
differences is centrai to Reform's critique of enurnerating prohibited groounds of
discrimination in the Hurnan Rights Act. Nowhere was this clearer than in Manning's
speech to the House of Commons. In his intervention in the Bill C-33 debate, Manning
explained the 'ideai' to which Refomers wish to aspire:

h the Kingdom of Christ there would be neither Greek nor Hebrew.
neither racial distinction nor discrimination based on race or religion,
neither male nor female, neither bond nor fiee. but al1 wouId be one... The
Christian ideal is not on& the cornpiete eradication of prejudice and
discrimination but the elimination of the ves, conceptualizations and
categorizuîions. the end of categories. upon which prejudice feedr. This of
course in an ideal which cannot be fully achieved in this world but we can
decide whether we press toward it or go in the other direction.*'
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The goal. in other words. is to reject any emphasis on or vdorization of difference. The
ideal is to view ail individuds as ifthey were exactly the same. Vanning is suggesting
that citizenship rights and state interventions to protect the human rights of citizens
should be designed as would be appropriate for a society populated by liberalism's
hypothetical universal man-that is. a socieîy of citizens abstracted from social relations,
in which each individual is concepnialized as the essential person which remains once the
complexities and differences of real life are erased.
The contrast between Reform's equality approach and the approach taken by the
Human Rights Act-which Manning calls the special starus approach--is merely a
variation on the classic debate between 'univenality' and 'difference' which has animated
numerous challenges to the assumptions which ground liberal democratic the01-y.~~
As
was argued in chapter five. Reform's neo-liberal populism entails a cornmitment to the
idea that there is a uniQing lowest cornrnon denominator. a core sameness, which unites
al1 citizens. This assumption is used to justify the equality approach. However.
assumptions about the sameness of citizens implicitly (and sometimes explicitly)
pnvilege certain groups over othen. The result is that Manning's proposed Equal
Opportunities Act would fail to address many complex, but important, dimensions of
discrimination.
A second component of Reform's critique of adding sexual orientation to the

prohibited grounds of discrimination was that enforcing this measure rnight infnnge upon
other fieedoms. In particular, an interim policy statement issued by the Reform caucus in
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early 1996 expressed concem that including sexual orientation in the Human Rights Act
could affect freedom of religion. expression and association, as well as the right to
security of person?-' For example. Manning explained that he was concemed that there
was no assurance that the amendment would not "infiinge upon the fieedom of any

religious group to express or teach their beliefs [regarding] the morality or irnrnorality of
any sexual activity or relati~nship."~'
Similady. making reference to the case of a gay man
from Edmonton who was fired from a teaching position in a Christian school, David
Chatters, the Reform M.P. for Athabasca, argued that "[wlhen you go into the issue of
homosexuals and lesbians, 1 ùunk it is in the interests of society to discriminate against
that group in [certain] areas... schools is one that cornes to mind."9' Finally, the caucus'
intenrn policy statement also suggested that with the inclusion of sexual orientation in the
Canadian Human Rights Act. "health authorities could be constrained fiom distinguishing
'high riskt groups in matters such as HIV infection in blood donations. and prohibiting
high-risk individuals from participation in the provision of patient are."^^
But in addition to di these (fairly) cautious references to the importance of
freedom religion, expression and association. many Reformers were aiso f e h 1 of the
possibility that amending the Human Rights Act could infinge upon the fieedoms
associated with property nghts, particularly the right of employers not to hire
homosexuals if they felt it would h m their business. As the one-time Reform caucus

Whip, Bob Ringma, put it in an inteniiew with the Vancouver Sun:
Well, you know. don? you think an employer should have that sort of

fieedum-that if someone's working for him and responsible for his
business failing, that he should be able to just say. 'Hey, 1 donit need you in
my employ' or 'I'm going to switch you to the back of the shop?
Since the heated public and media controversy over Ringma's statement, few Reformers
have been willing to publicly argue that an employer's cornmon law property rights
shouid prevail over the statutory protections fiom discrimination which are now included
in the Canadian Human Rights Act. Nevertheless. the controversy around the Ringma
afTair-which, admittedly. focused more on the implicit racism and homophobia displayed
by his comrnents--serves to highlight. once again, the importance Reformers place on the
protection of citizens' property rights? even when property rights clash with human rights.
A final. sometimes implicit. but ofien explicit. dimension of Reform's critique of

Bill C-33 and the move to include sexual orientation among the prohibited grounds of
discrimination in the Canadian Hurnan Rights Act is the homophobic fear that
recognizing and protecting the human rights of gay men and lesbians will, eventually,
undermine the family. This is particularly important to Reformers because they consider
the family-more specifically. the heterosexual nuclear family--to be one of the
foundations of a properly ordered society. Sometimes refemng to the naditional family,
and other times to the naturai family. Reformers have argued that "the family is the most

fundamental institution in s o ~ i e t y . "As
~ ~far back as the writing of Politicui Realignment
with his father in 1967, Preston Manning referred to the family as "[tlhe rnost

fundamental unit of human association."%This discursive framework implies that
individual citizens exist in the context of nuclear families, and society is constituted by a

network of such families. As Chuck Strahl, the Reform M.P.for Fraser Valley. argued

when he introduced his private members bill calling for the establishment of a federai
Auditor General for the farnil~;~
Reformers believe that "[qarnilies are the root of a
prosperous and peaceful nation."98But today, according to Strahl, there is a "broad public
perception that the family is in trouble"; and when "the farnily is under threat." Reformes
such as Strahl believe "our future is dso threatened?

in an atternpt to shore up the family. Reform delegates to both the 1994 and 1996
paty assemblies passed policy resolutions intended to draw attention to the party's
(narrow) conception of a proper family: a family. according to Reform, includes "those
individuals reiated by ties of blood. mariage or adoptionw--anda legal maniage is limited
to "the union between a man and a wornan as recognized by the state."IWThe rationale for
adopting these definitions as official policy was presented in a document circulated at the
party's 1994 assembly:
The preservation of the purposes and sanctity of marriage between a man
and a wornan is crucial to prese~ationof the individual, the family, and
society. The union of husband and wife assures the perpetuation of the
race and the sanctity of that relationship is the very security and foundation
of the farnily... The family setting with father and mother and children
firmly cornmitted to each other provides the best hope for avoiding many
of the ills that afflict socieW... [Tlhe legal authonzation of sarne gender
mariages opens the door to the rise of farnily units that are even less
stable and offer the least hope for avoiding those sarne ills. More
importantly, the legalization of same gender marriages would constitute
nothing less than the national trivialization and mockery of the institution
of marriage which can do nothing but demean, undermine, and destroy.
This is not merely a moral issue; it is a threat to the swival of family and
nation at its very source-of-life roots.lO'
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This line of thinking is important to Reform's discourse on citizenship, not oniy
because it justifies their opposition to Bill C-33, but also because of the way it links the
neo-liberal concem for "preservation of the individual" to the neo-conservative desire to
protect a social order constructed around the pnmacy of the heterosexual nuclear family.
It is important to note that Reform goes further than simply rejecting the inclusion of

sexual orientation in the Canadian Human Rights Act: it challenges the legitimacy of gay
and lesbian families, and constructs individual homosexual citizens as detrimental to
society. Manning and other Reformers daim not to condemn individuals or be antihomosexual, but Manning has deciared his belief that "homosexuality is destructive to the
individual. and in the long run to s~ciety."'~'
And when one Reform delegate warned at
the 1994 assembly that the party's policies on the farnily would be viewed as anti-gay,
other delegates applauded and cheered. 'O3

Reforrnen. as 1 argued in chapter five. are anxious about the erosion of the
familiar foundations of society. Extending protection to gay men and lesbians through an
amendment to the Canadian Human Rights Act troubles Reformers because it appears to
be the 'thin edge of the wedge' in relation to legitimizing homosexuality and homosexual
families. In the Houe of Commons, Manning argued that Bill C-33 would lead to the
extension of spousal benefits to homosexual couples and, evennially, to farnily status for
homosexual couples and their children.
The büreaucrats who will implement the amendment, the court that will
interpret it and the interest groups 10 whom it will give standing are al1 out
there greasing the slippery slope and making it abundantly clear they

intend to send Canada d o m that slope?
Manning and other socially conservative Reformers are obviously concerned that moving
down this 'slippery slope' will M e r destabilize this already complex world by partially
de-cenûing the heterosexual nuclear family. Clearly. the concem is that when sexual
orientation is treated as a legitimate dimension of a political idenîity and human rights
legislation is arnended to protect gay men and lesbians fiom discrimination. then both the
social institution of the family and Reform's individualistic neo-liberal understanding of
citizens. citizenship and citizenship rights are being challenged. In other words, the
debate around Bill C-33 has served to highlight the way in which the politics of 'family
values' and the politics of citizenship rights are intricately intertwined. On this issue
Reform's social conservatism and its neo-liberalism are clearly reinforcing one another.
Reviewing the Reform Party's interventions in debates regarding the Charter of
Rights. employrnent equity and the Canadian Human Rights Act, dernonstrates the extent
to which neo-liberal populism, libertarian individualism and social conservatism guide
the party's thinking on the meaning and rights of citizenship. Reform is cornmitted to
rolling back illiberal (even welfare liberal) social rights, group rights and proactive equity
policies. The party's discursive interventions aim to enhance the popular resonance of
neo-liberalism (and sometimes social conservatism) and to shape the meaning and rights
of citizenship in a manner appropriate to an era of neo-liberal govemance. Drawing
primarily on an individualistic and market onented notion of citizenship which narrows
the range of legitimate citizenship rights to the negative liberties associated with political

and civil rights, Reform aims to depoliticize a variety of issues which have been
politicized by postwar era notions of social rights. The Party contends that true equality
requires a new public consensus around the principle that there is just one class of
citizens with the same rights and responsibilities. While their efforts to forge this new
public consensus have not been entirely successhil. it is clear that, over the past decade,
the popular resonance of Reforrn-style discourse on citizenship has increased.
Defining the Canadian Political Communitv

The ideological and discursive processes which define a national political community can
never. once-and-for-all, complete the task. Any delineation of the national political
community is, by definition. contingent. It is me. as Anna Yeatman points out, that
public policy tends to "presuppose a political comrnunity that is already defined.t

t ~ But
o ~

that predefined political comrnunity never a c t u d y exists. In fact, on an ongoing basis,
state policies pemining to citizenship. language. culture and immigration. among othen.
serve to (reldefine who is Canadian and to (re)construct the social and discursive
boundaries of our national political community.'" There may be penods of apparent
consensus regarding the nature of the national political cornrnunity. but such consensus is
always contestable. if not actively contested. Indeed. as was argued in earlier chapters,
Refom's emergence has been closely tied to contestation of a particular partisan
consensus regarding the Canadian political community. As Ken McRoberts pointed out
during the 1993 election, the political significance of Reform is tied to the fact that the

party has given voice to an alternative definition of Canada's national politicai
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cornrnunity. Reform's political discourse and the party's policy agenda challenge what
McRoberts describes as "a consensus that the three established federal parties have
maintained for decades over the nature of Canada and the policies (such as bilingualisrn

and multiculturalism) needed to keep it t~gether."'~'
The process of (re)defining the national political comrnunity has far-reaching
political consequences. Defining a nation places limits on membership in the political
comrnunity, on who is inside and who is outside. It specifies the roles. privileges and
powers of various segments of society. Sirnilarly, the status of various political identities
and the legitirnacy of different interests which wish to make claims on the collectivity are

maners which are determined. at least in part. by the social processes of defining the
national political community. in the context of populist politics. the politicai and
ideological act of defining the nation is also linked to the act of defining the people as one
pole in the people/powerful interests antagonism. which was the focus of the discussion
of Reform's neo-libera! populism in chapter five.
Reformes contend that Canada's national political cornrnunity is a homogeneous
community of individuals who share an essentid sameness which is infïnitely more
important than any apparent differences. in such a comrnunity, subnational collective
identities are rejected as artificial and divisive. Thus, Reform urges Canadians to resist a
variety of policies ranging fiom officia1 bilingualisrn to multiculturalism to the
recognition of Quebec as a distinct society. These policies, they argue, are highly divisive
policies which have been forced ont0 the Canadian political agenda by powerfbl minority
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special interests which lack a cornmitment to enhancing Canada's natural national
character.
It could be argued that, contrary to the viewpoint held by most Reformes,

Canada's postwar policy regime-including the policies of the Trudeau and Mulroney
eras--never snayed far from traditional liberal conceptions of citizenship and political
cornmunity-except perhaps for the embrace of cultural pluralism through
multiculturalism policies which accorded public statu and dignity to culniral diversity. 'O8
Nevertheless, Reforrners tend to consider ail state policies which enhance cultural
p l d i s m or foster grearer recognition and valonzation of other social differences as
initiatives which lead to an illiberal framework of differentiated citizenship and
expanding minonty group r i g h t ~ .Indeed.
'~
Reformen argue that many of these types of
policies have already been put in place; and. in the long run, they contend such policies
In the final analysis, this is the
will undemine Canada's narural political comm~nity.''~
reasoning behind the Reform Party's insistence on advocating a policy agenda which
would redefine the Canadian political comrnunity in more homogeneous terms.
Clearly, then. Refom's policy agenda in relation to the redefinition of the
Canadian political community is a reaction against a series of language. culturai and
immigration policies which officially valorize diversity and undermine what Reforrners

take to be Canada's natural national character. To explore this policy agenda and reveal
the ways in which Reform has struggled to redefine Canada's national political
community. it is usefùl to examine the party's policies regarding (i) multiculturalisrn and
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immigration, (ii) bilingdism and the statu of Quebec within Canadian federalism, and
(iii) Aboriginal self-government. ln each of these areas of public policy, the Refom
agenda aims at advancing a neo-liberal conception of Canada's national political
cornmunity.
MulticuituraiLrm and Immigration Policy:

Reform's policies on immigration and multiculturalism are among the most discussed
elements of the party's neo-liberai populist policy agenda The Reform Party has been
clear about the fact that their agenda in these areas is a reaction against govemment
policies which undermine the nafural identity of the Canadian nation. According to one
party publication. Ottawa's current policy regime. particularly in relation to
multiculturalism. has defined a "government-manufacturedculture" which is not rooted in
"national characteristics with which every Canadian can identify." " ' Moreover, as with
employment equity and so many other public policies. Manning and his supporters
contend that multiculturalism and immigration policies represent an ill-advised
government response to the demands of an elite of powerful special interests. Echoing a
well-known critique of Liberal policies, Refom M.P. Myron Thompson explained in the
House of Commons that the Reform Party contends Liberal governrnents have been
attempting to buy the ethnic vote by "fimding special interest groups under the guise of
rnulticulturaiism."l " Similady, with regard to immigration policy, Refom contends that
it is the wishes of special interests, not ordinary Canadians, which governments have been
responsive to. Indeed, the party's 1988 election platform claimed there "is perhaps no area

of public policy where the views of Canadiam have been more systematically
ignored.""' In a speech to a Party assembly that same year. Kim Abbot of the
Immigration Association of Canada explained why ordinary Canadians have so little
influence over immigration policy:
Today, immigration is completely out of control. We don? know who the
people are that pour across our borden, and our political system has
degenerated into an irresponsible power s e e h g morass managed by selfseekers. The interest of the man in the Street, the constituent our politicians
are elected to represent, are ignored. Mead the federal govemment and
federal pol itical parties, knee-jerk to every immigration lawyer. special
interest group, social service agency involved in the immigration
movement, and the whole array of people who live off the immigration
trafliic, because they think that these people can deliver the ethnic vote that
guarantees power. ' "
With regard to multiculturalism. Reform M.P. Lee Morrison has characterized

Canadian multiculturalism policy as a policy which is "divisive...encourages ghettoization

and wastes ta,,dollars.""' The root problern. according to a widely circulated party policy
Although there is considerable evidence to the
paper, is the "politicization of ethni~ity.""~
contrary, Preston Manning argues that Reformers do not oppose divenity per se; instead,
he claims the party's position is simply that multiculturalisrn is divisive because it
politicizes ethnicity by getting the federal govemment involved in what shouid be a
private matter-that is, the preservation of minority cultures and personal ethnic identities.
Manning explains that once a country "starts down this road of granting special statu to

one or more groups based on race. language, or culture, it cornes under increasing
pressure to take the same approach to other groups."'"The inevitable result. he beiieves,
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is "a hyphenated Canadianism that ernphasizes our differences and downplays our
common g r o ~ n d .l"8 ~in other words, multiculturalisrn mistrates the emergence of a
homogeneous national political cornmunity because it focuses attention on differences
between citizens, rather than on the essential sameness of al1 Canadians. Multiculturalism
policy is thus responsible for both ethnic conflict and the apparent lack of a tmly
Canadian national culture based on the cornmon characteristics of ordinary Canadians.
Although Manning was once quoted as incautiously saying "[ilt is a rnistake to
meet immigrants at the boat or plane and offer them a gant to preserve their ~ulture,""~
he is usually quite careh1 in how he phrases his criticism of multiculturalism policy.
Clearly, he is aware of the potential for accusations of racism. This is the likely reason for

focusing the party's oficial critique of multiculturalism on the problems associated with
the poiiticization of ethnicity. Ofien. Manning simply argues that "you cannot hold a
country together with hyphens.""OFrom his perspective. encouraging the development of
hyphenated identities-such as English-Canadian. French-Canadian, Polish-Canadian, or
Turkish-Canadian--has been a problem rnereiy because it makes it dificult to build an
overarching sense of Canadian identity. But most Reformers are more forcehl in their
condemnation of multicultura1ism. its consequences. and the special interests to which the
policy supposedly caters. Former Reform M.P. Jan Brown depicts multiculturaiism as a
divisive policy which fragments society and thwarts the potential for Canadian unity:
We al1 want the nght to retain our roots, but what we have is Trudeau's
enforced rnulticultural scam and the costs have been excessive. Ethnic
group is pitted against eîhnic group and the country is fiagmented into a

thousand consciousnesses. Trudeau's ideas about muIticuIturaiism
continue to contribute as a primary factor in the erosion of federalism and
Canada's unity ....This destructive outcome is aimost inevitable so long as
we Officially encourage large groups to remain apart fiom the
mainstrearn.'' '
The Reform M.P. for Surrey-White Rock-South Langley, Val Meredith, echoes Brown's
sentiment and adds that multiculturalism is, at bonom, another illiberal policy granting
special status and subverting the equality of citizens:
1 do not think the federal governrnent should be encouraging programs
such as multicuïturalism and bilinguaiism that divide Canadians. that bring
them up against each other in vying for superiority and power. It is time
that the govemment realized al1 Canadians deserve equal treatment fiorn
the federal government. should be considered equal members of Canadian
society and stop this fallacy, this obscenity of creating divisions based on
language and ethnic background.

"'

Reform's attack on Canada's immigration policies has been no less damning than
its attack on multiculturalism. Refonn Party membee are quite uncornfortable with the
fact that since the 1960s an increasing percentage of immigrants have come to Canada

fiom Asia, Africa and the Caribbean or South and Central America. radier than Europe.

Ln 1988, the party's election platfonn stated that "increasingly," Canadian immigration
policy seems to be "explicitly designed to radically or suddenly alter the ethnic makeup of
This troubles Reformers. largely because accepting a more diverse mnge of
immigrants is inconsistent with efforts to build a homogeneous political community. In
addressing the 1988 party assembly, Kim Abbot urged Reformers to oppose "the enhy of
massive numbers of newcomers. fiorn any part of the world, if the numbers exceed our

absorptive capaciv and change our cultural and ethnic balance.""" Ln 1990,the party

adopted as officia1 policy a resolution stating that it is "the responsibility of the state to
promote, preserve, and enhance the national culture" and. furthemore. that immigration
and cultural policies "should encourage ethnic cultures to integrate into the national
culture."'"

Of course party policy documents seldom elaborate on Reform's conception of
Canada's national culture. Indeed. in attempting to explain his conception of Conadan to
the Standing Committee on Citizenship and immigration. Reform's caucus critic for
immigration could only Say:
1 feel that just what is a Canadian is fairly well defined. However. there are
many in our country...who want to look at a more multiculniral process to
things. which seems to me to be dnving much of our immigration and
citizenship p01icies.l'~

Other Reformers, however. have been somewhat clearer about their vision of a Canada
not driven by this "multicultural process to things." For example, one Reform activist

explained that "[wle are derivative of white European culture. this is our identity.""' And
the Reform M.P. for Wild Rose. Myron Thompson. stated the following in the House of
Commons: "1 still respect and will always believe. probably until 1 die anyway, that this is
a Christian nati~n.""~
It is true that Reformers will admit that immigration built this
(white Christian) nation. They will even declare, as Reform M.P. Jim Hart did in the
House of Commons, that "[c]ultural divenity has and will continue to be beneficial to our
nation."'" But these vague gestures to embrace immigrants and cultural divenity do not
necessarily translate into support for the pattern of immigration over the past three

decades. As J i m Hart said later in the same House of Commons speech in which he
praised cultural divenity:
Whatever happened to the hard working, self-supporting immigrants who
built this counûy. people who were adrnitted because they deserved to be
here?...Since the Liberal heyday of the seventies when Trudeau and his
obedient oficials opened the floodgates to immigration, based not on the
needs of the country. not on selectivity or hi& standards, but on some
seemingly intangible set of feel good principles, Canada has been on a
backward slide. The Canadian public demands a tougher approach as to
who we admit into this c o ~ n t r y . ' ~
Under pressure fiom critics of the Party. Reform has backed away fiom official
references to ensuring that immigration policies preserve the national culture by not
altenng Canada's ethnic makeup. In 1991. the Party Policy Committee convinced
delegates that a "clearer and more positive statement" was needed to replace the reference
to the national culture. Guided by the Party Policy Committee. the party adopted a motion
declaring that "the Refom Party stands for the acceptance and integration of new
Canadians into the mainstream of Canadian life."13' But this has not stopped individual
constituency associations from proposing a return to a more blunt, hard line policy. In
1991, Reformers from Calgary North proposed that the Reform Party commit itself to an
immigration policy which would "maintain [Canada's] ethnic/cultural balance as of
September 1990.""' Then, in 1994, a constituency association introduced a policy
resolution caliing on immigrants to "accept, honour and respect Canadian tradition and
hentage." Another proposed the following:
Resolved that the Reform Party support a policy by which dl future
immigrants entenng Canada must agree to embrace and adapt to the

Canadian culture rather than expecting the Canadian culture to conform to
and accommodate their special cultural. philosophical and religious
expectations. 13'
The atiention drawn to these essentially xenophobic policy proposais has

concerned the more cautious members of Manning's inner circle. The party's Green Book,
which ' M e r explains' policy to constituency association presidents, candidates and

other party spokespersons. is extremely circumspect in itç explanation and justification of
party policies. It talks of a multiculturalism policy which ensures equal o p p o d t y
within the 'Canadian mosaic' and an immigration policy based on 'economic need'.IW In

his keynote speeches to party assemblies. Manning has called for a better approach to
'equality and diversity'. in one such address. he encouraged Reformers to commit
themselves to "preserving Canada's multicultural heritage." but he then added:
let t h s be done by making this task the responsibility of citizens, private
associations. and lower levels of govemment...This is how you get genuine
equaliy andfreedurnfor divers@ without compromising either principle.
If Canadians want unity and diversity--a mosaic rather than a melting pot-then let us have a mosaic. But let individuals. private associations, and
lower levels of govemment be responsible for shaping and polishing the
diverse pieces; let the national govemment be responsible for providing
equal rights for d l as the common background and glue which holds the
pieces together.'j5
Reformers support Manning's emphasis on the privatization of cultural protection.
but they have not demonstrated widespread support for Manning's rhetoric on 'unity and
diversity' or the Canadian 'mosaic'. In fact, a Manning-endorsed resolution advocating a
multiculturalism policy which promoted the idea of a Canadian mosaic was rejected by
delegates to the 1992 party a ~ s e r n b l y .Former
'~~
party insiden, such as Tom Flanagan,

concede "there is fairly wide support for a 'melting pot' concept, in which ethnicity is
purely a private concern, and the public sphere is simply Canadian period."137As Art
Hanger explained in ihe Houe of Comrnons. Reformers expect new immigrants to
integrate into the 'mainstrearn' of Canadian life:
My understanding of what integration means is that an immigrant
embraces the Canadian way of life and Canadian culture. while having the
Freedom to preserve his own culture, but if he chooses to do so he should
have to do so al his own expense. on his own rime wirhour government
assi~tance."~
Regardless of differences between his views and those of the party membenhip,

Manning has continued to argue that Reform's multiculturalism policy "does not mean
necessarily an abandonment of the mosaic mode1 of Canada." I j 9 He seems to believe that
simply by depoliticizing ethnicity. political conflict and clashes of identity will wane until
we enter what Richard G w p has called a "post-race Canada." '"O Until then, Manning
places his faith in policies which simply allow Canadians the 'fieedorn for diversity', what
Jan Brown has described as "allowing multiculturalism to flourish by giving individuals

thefreedorn to pursue their own cultural ide al^."'^' For Manning and other like-minded
Refomers, the problem with multiculturalism is that giving political recognition or
support to minority cultural protection subsidizes the choices of some at the expense of
others, rather than simply allowing for free cornpetition in the 'cultural marketplace'--but.

as Will Kyrnlicka explains. there is. in this argument. no recognition that "some groups

are unfairly disadvantaged in this cultural rnarketpla~e."'~'
Because of the differential
capacity of minority ethnic and cultural groups, Manning's notion of allowing 'freedom
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for diversity' appean as a ploy intended to reduce the possibility of offending those who
support the goals of official multiculturalism. The end result. as Manning is aware. would
be culturally homogenizing, if not aggressively so.
For many other Reformers, however, this position is not good enough. For them.
belief in a unitary 'national culture' or a single way of living which can be identified as the
'mainstream' Canadian life. is very important. What is the nation without reference to the
'national culture'? 1s it not, as the party's 1990 policy statement claimed, "the
responsibility of the state to promote, preserve, and enhance the national culture"? And,
moreover. shouldn't Canadian immigration and culhuai policies actively "encourage
ethnic cultures to integrate into the national cult~re"?"~
For many Reformers. it is
obviously important to protect the Canadian culture and way of life fiom waves of
immigrants and the social engineering policies demanded by minority special interests.
Bilingualism and the Status of Quebec:

The 'Quebec question' and the 'French fact' have been centrally important to debates
regarding the nature of Canada's national politicai community. Since the 1960s. Quebec's
Quiet Revolution and the Report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and
Biculturaiism, Canadian federalists have stniggled to recognize Canada's two dominant
linguistic comrnunities--its two nations--in the policies and institutions which shape the
national political cornmunity. From its birth, however, the Reform Party has rejected the
dualist notion that Canada is a bicultural political cornmunity composed of two nations.
The party has consistently opposed policies, ranging fiom the Oficial Languages Act to
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the constitutional entrenchment of a distinct society clause, which airn to institutionalize a
dualist conception of the Canadian nation. Reformers do not deny the distinctiveness of
Quebec society, they simply dispute histoncal and political interpretations which treat
either francophone or Québécois culture as one of two integral components of a broader
and bicultural national political community.
As with so many other areas of public policy, Reform's discourse on bilingualism
and the status of Quebec has placed considerable emphasis on liberal notions equality,

fieedom and majoritarianism. First. Reform is cornmitted to the foxmal equality of ail
provinces and individuals-in particular. there should be no special status for Quebec or
special group rights for francophone Canadians. Second. the party advocates the virtues
of a decentralized federation in which the federal government would no longer enforce a
nation-wide policy of official bilingualism, but would devolve responsibility for matten
related to language and culture to the provinces and private individuals. Reformers stress
that this would ensure al1 Canadians have the freedom to pursue what they cal1 'individual
bilingualism'. while also allowing provinces--such as Quebec, where the majority of
citizens are francophone--to pursue language policies which respond to local majorities.
At bonom, these principles allow the Reform Party to advocate a federal policy regime
which treats Canada as an English-speaking political community charactenzed by a high

degree of cultural homogeneity. These principles do not require the denial of subnationai
political identities rooted in language and culture; rather, they require that such identities
be treated as either individuai--and therefore private--political identities or 'local'

collective identities which are not properly extolled in public policies which shape the
broader national political cornrnunity.

In 1988. the first edition of the Reform Party's BIue Book attacked the year-old
Meech Lake constitutional accord for "improving Quebec's position within Confederation
without concurrent arnendrnents improving the position of the Western Provinces, the
Atlantic Provinces, and Northem Canada."'& The Meech Lake Accord. Reformers
argued, violated the principle of provincial equality by constitutionalizing asymmeaical
arrangements which favour the province of Quebec. Since that tirne. the Reform P-

has

steadfastly maintained, as Stephen Harper explains. that there should be "no special
status. formally or informally. for Quebec or any other province."'45On bilingualism, the
1988 platform called for a language policy which is "fair to d l Canadians, including the
vast majority of unilingual Canadians." Instead of a national policy of officiai
bilingualism. Reform advocated policies which recognize the core "demographic reality
of the countryM--thepredominance of French in Quebec and English elsewhere?
Moreover. in a populist twist. the platform's critique of official bilingualism linked the
language policies of the Trudeau-Mulroney era to the institutionalization of 'French
power' and special status for Quebec nationalists:
[Tlhe power priorities of Official Languages policy have become blatant.
Quebec will be encouraged to develop a unilingual French society (Bill
101). The status of French will be enhanced in English Canada (Bill C72).
The architects and supporters of Quebec Nationalism will become the
most powerfùl members of the Federal Cabinet, administering the policy
and publicly stating their p n ~ n t i e s . ' ~ '

Clearly, the Reform Party views French Canadians as a special interest which has
benefited at the expense of the vast majority of unilingual Engiish-speaking citizens.
Indeed, the official justification for a 1994 party policy resolution calling for repeal of the
Official Languages Act was. in part, that "the Act is of benefit only to French Canadians

While Reform's rhetoric stops shon of French power conspiracy
and fhnco-ph~nes."'~~
theones, such as those advanced in Jock Andrew's BiZingual Todoy. French ~ o r n o r r o w , ' ~ ~
there is certaidy the suggestion that bilingualism and Quebec nationalism are troubling
exarnples of subnational political identities and group rights which have grown far
beyond what is legitimate in a liberal society.
On the question of the proper relationship between Quebec and (the rest of)
Canada Reform's critique of dualism and biculturalism is severe. In his speech to the
partyts 1991 assembly. Manning argued that "it has been attempts to more tightly
i n t e p t e the institutions, languages. and cultures of the English and the French by
political and constitutional means which has been the greatest single cause ofpoZitical
Reviewing two centuries of constitutional histoq. Manning attempted to
dis~nity.'"'~
First he argued that the integrationist
build a historical argument to justify his analysi~.'~'
character of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 so strained relations between the French and
the English that the Quebec Act of 1774 had to be introduced to allow more space for
separate and distinctive institutions and policies for the English and French political
communities. But, Manning contends the lesson still had not been learned. A generation
later, the 1840 Act of Union once again strained relations by attempting to force greater
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integration. This time it was the 1867 BNA Act and the establishment of federalism
which solved the problems associated with ill-advised integrationist policies. According
to Manning, the "Fathen of Confederation worked to create new constitutional
arrangements and structures, which sought to bypass and supersede the discredited
concept of a partnership between the English and the Fren~h."'~'
From Refonn's perspective. the 1867 federal arrangements were a wise and proper
solution to the problems associated with the linguistic and cultural distinctiveness of the
French Canadians. As Manning explained, under the BNA Act's federal division of
powers. "[ilt was essentially lefi to the Government of Quebec to deal with the 'two
nations' problem at the provincial level."ls3At the national level. federal arrangements
would allow Canada to be just a single nation--One Conada. to borrow Diefenbaker's
rhetonc-where ail citizens and dl provinces are equal.15"But. according to Manning, al1
did not remain well. In the 1960s. the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and
Biculturalism "revived the concept of Canada as an equal partnership between two
founding races, languages. and c u l t ~ r e s . " lin~ ~doing so a fatefùl decision was made to
nationaiize the very issue the Fathers of Confederation had provincialized. From
Manning's perspective, this was a "Great Leap Backward" for the Canadian politicai
comrnunity, the "most serious challenge yet" to the constitutional vision of 1867.Is6 In his

speech to the 1991 assembly. Manning argued that attempts since the 1960s to integrate
the institutions, languages and cultures of the French and English have produced a
'political crisis' which c m only be resolved "by the establishment of a more separate
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relationship within a broader politicai frame~ork."'~'
The Reform leader is usually
careful to insist that this 'broader political frarnework' should be a decentralized
federdism, but he has publicly stated that if Quebec can not accept the principles of
symmetrical federalism, then "Quebec and the rest of Canada should openly examine the

feasibility of establishing a better but more separate relationship between them."'58
There is an interesting paradox in Reform's position on the distinctiveness of
Quebec. Preston Manning has spoken out against the dualist notion of Canada as a
partnership b e ~ r e e ntwo founding nations.lS9His party's position seems to be that the
character of Canada's national political cornrnunity should be defined by the anglophone
majority. Nevertheless. the Reform Party does not deny the reaiities of Quebec's
distinctiveness; as was suggested above, Reform simply wishes to reject the 'national'
importance of that distinctiveness. According to Manning. Reformes wish to devolve
power for language and culture to the provinces. The virtue of this. he believes. is that it
simultaneously allows Ottawa to get out of enforcing policies which party members are
troubled by and recognize Quebecker's demands to be Maitre chez nous--and thus
responsible for the two nations probiem. But how can recognition of Quebec's
distinctiveness be reconciled with Reform's desire to promote a view of Canada a s an
English-speaking political community characterized by a high degree of cultural
homogeneity?

The answer lies in the majontarianism of Refom's neo-liberai populism. Afier the
death of the Meech Lake Accord. Manning called for a constitutionai process which

would allow "the people themselves" to take ownership of the constitution and define a
Wew Canada'. But as is characteristic of populist discourse. Manning's notion of the
people was exclusionary: it would not include Québécois nationalists.
[WJeSay, let Quebec define the New Quebec. But at the same tirne we Say
with even more vigour and insistence. let the Rea of Canada (and
federalists in Quebec if they so wish) clearly defuie New Canada...We
therefore propose that the first step toward developing the Constitution of
New Canada should be the organization of regional Constitutional
conventions--one in British Columbia, one for the Prairie Provinces. one
in Ontario, and one for the Atlantic Provinces--to be followed by a
National Con~ention.'~~
Taking such a position has led to the accusation that the Reform Party would actually
prefer a Canada without Quebec. But few Refonners would admit this is the case.
Manning, himself, seems to have a naive populist faith in the fact that the New Quebec
and the New Canada cm be reconciled because. in his words. " r d and file people

Many other Reformers, however. seem
everywhere want more or less the sarne thing~."'~'
willing to enforce a strict majoritarianism which would force Quebecers to keep their
distinctiveness at home.
Since the early 1990s Reform has searched for a way to combine its strict
adherence to the equality principle of symrnetrical federalism--inciuding the rejection of

any form of special status for Quebec--with a public image of the Reform Party as a truly
national Party-which is ready to govem the entire nation. For a tirne, Manning attempted
to be more conciliatory. In an open letter to Quebecers in July. 1993, the Reform leader
stated that "[tlhose who tell you that Reformtsvision of a new Canada does not include
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Quebec are particularly misguided and rnalicio~s."'~'
In a similar open letter two yean
latter, Manning told Quebeckers that Reformers fiom Western Canada share their
disenchantment with federalism: "We appreciate your hstration. because we've felt it
too. We've felt ignored. threatened and even angry."lg The problem, Manning began to
argue, is not federalism Fer se, but 'status quo' federalism. By late 1995. Manning was
telling Quebeckers who were hsirated with the status quo that Reforrn offered a new
federaiist option which is superior to both the statu quo and to separatism. But at the
sarne time, Refom has carefblly positioned itself as the party which is willing to get
tough with Quebec if and when the province pursues sovereignty. The party's 1996
discussion paper on federalism and the place of Quebec in Canada detailed twenty
proposais for a New Confederation'. but it also outlined twenty "realities of secession"-essentially these are terms and conditions Reform would insist upon to protect the
interests of (the rest of) Canada in the event of Quebec ~eparation.'~
A boriginal Self-government:

One of the more complex challenges facing those engaged in debate regarding the
Canadian political community is the question of the position and status of Fint Nations.
1s there an inherent right to Aboriginal self-government? How cm Abonginal sovereignty

be reconciled with the nation-state mode1 of the modern Western world? Would
sovereign Aboriginal nations best be conceptudized as nations within a nation, or can the
federai principle of divided sovereignty provide a frarnework within which to design a
new relationship? The Reform Party's policies on Abonginal affairs suggest that most of
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our efforts to p p p l e with these complex questions have been misguided. Drawing on a
neo-liberal conception of citizenship and a populist critique of Indian leaders as special
interests who have taken advantage of the Canadian state's generosity, Reform has
attempted to refute the claim to an inherent right to Abonginal self-govemment. As with
multiculturalism and bilingualisrn. the party's goal is to privatize. rather than politicize.
issues of difference. A Reform govemment would treat Aboriginal peoples as Canadians.
virtuaily indistinguishable fiom other citizens in terms of rights and obligations.
Certainly, space would be lefi for Indians--in the context of their own communities--to
work to enhance Native languages and cultures, just as any local majority would be free
to do in the context of liberal democracy. But. Refom's discourse and policies on
Aboriginal peoples are. for the most part. assinilationist. The Reform Party would
privatize difference and encourage indian peoples to participate in our homogeneous
political cornrnunity as Canadian citizens. period.
With regard to the issue of Aboriginal self-govemment, the Reform Party has
actively disputed the suggestion that there is an 'inherent' nght to self-govemment. A
1995 policy document sumrnarizing the conclusions of the party's Aboriginal Anairs

Task Force stated, quite unequivocally, that "the Reform Parq believes that the
Constitution applies to al1 Canadians. including aboriginal Canadians, and does not
include the inherent right to native self-government and ~overeignty."'~~
Of course, it was
not a surprise that the party's Aboriginal Affàirs Task Force came to this conclusion. Most
foms of Abonginal self-government are inconsistent with Reform's neo-liberal

conception of citizenship and political cornrnunity. A caucus issue statement released in
November. 1991. had declared Reform's willingness to "communicate the concept of
abonginal self-government to non-aboriginals," but only if the party could receive
"satisfactory" answers to a nurnber of questions about self-government. Prominent arnong
these questions \vas the following: "Would self-government move us closer to a Canada
'~
From what we know of
in which al1 Canadians are treated e q ~ a l l y ? "Obviously.
Reform's neo-liberal approach to citizenship rights and issues related to the equality of
citizens, a fully 'satisfactory' answer to this somewhat disingenuous question could not be
forthcoming.
Moreover. in the process of consulting party members to ascertain their views on
Aboriginal &airs, the partyfs Aboriginal Affairs Task Force circulated a background
paper which was clearly drafted to undermine any suggestion that Aboriginal selfgovernment is an inherent right. For exarnple. the background paper's discussion of the
existing constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples began with the following:
Many people talk about Aboriginal rights and treaty rights and to Iisten to
Aboriginal leaders you would assume that their rights are unlimited. We
have attempted to put these claims for unlimited "rights" and claims for
unlirnited funding from the Federal Governent in perspective by quoting
directly from the legal documents and
The paper then reviewed some relevant constitutional documents. It offered the

uncontentious observation that Section 9 1 of the BNA Act gave the federal Parliament
power to legislate for Indians and Indian lands, and it quoted fiom the sections of the
1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms which a f i m existing ~boriginaland treaty nghts.
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But it began, as one would expect. with an analysis of the Royal Proclamation of 1763.'"
The background paper stated that "[tlhe Royal Proclamation of 1763 only allowed Indians
to continue to use the land for purposes then held (i.e. hunting and fishing)" and,
moreover. that "[tlhe Crown has authority to extinguish aboriginal rights by legislation or
treaty."'" This rninimalist interpretation of the Royal Proclamation is highiy contentious.
Some authorities might agree that. at a minimum. the rights which flow specifically fiom
the Royal Proclamation include the right to hunt. fish. harvest plants, and occupy the

land.'70But Reform ignores the implications of the 'land rights' associated with occupancy
when it focusses narrowly on the use of land for hunting and fishing. Other interpretations

of the Royal Proclamation suggest that the document's recognition of land rights provides
constitutional support to comprehensive land daims, not just the right to use the land for
hunting and fishing. Fleras and Elliott. for example. describe the Royal Proclamation as
the 'Indian Magna Carta' and argue that it "set boundaries to the power of the Crom and
established Native sovereignty and land rights.""'
Equally important. most legal and academic authorities would challenge the
Reform Party's contention that the rights recognized by the Royal Proclamation can be
extinguished by legislation. Reform is intent on arguing that the Royal Proclamation and
subsequent Indian treaties "do not take precedence over federal legislation." Reformers

are aware that treaty rights were affhed within the Constitution Act in 1982-which
suggests they can not be extinguished, Save by treaty-but they persist in claiming that
legal precedents suggest "treaty rights can be limited by reasonable regulations."'" Ln
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challenging this interpretation, the political scientist and federai land daims negotiator,
MichaeI Whittington, argues that the Abonginal nghts onginally incorporated into the
Constitution through the Royal Proclamation of 1763, "could not be taken away except
according to the pnnciples of British justice-in effect. by negotiated treaty.'t'n Similarly,
Cassidy and Bish contend that the Royal Proclamation, "made it clear...there were s e v e d
'Nations' of hdians which should be dedt with as nations and that the lands in these
nations could not be purchased until the King's govemment reached agreements with
them on a nation-to-nation Ievel." '''
Nevertheless, by rejecting the consti~~tional
status of the Royal Proclamation and
Indian treaties. Reform's Aboriginal Affain Task Force could claim that federal
legislation prevails over Aboriginal land rights. treaty rights and the nght to selfgovemment. It was not surprising, then, that party members told the task force the most
desirable option for moving toward enhanced self-govemance for Aboriginal peoples
would be a delegated municipal-style of self-government. Reform's notion of selfgovernment would be "roughly equivalent" to a municipdity. the Charter of Rights would
apply fully, and legally protected property rights would ensure individual (rather than
collective) ownership of reserve lands.'71
The underlying theme of Reform's Aboriginal policies is the importance of
rejecting any form of 'special status' for Indians. Reflecting the party's cornmitment to
neo-liberal populism, the report of the Refonn Party's Abonginal Affairs Task Force
outlined the party's desire to protect individual rather than collective rights, and to

eliminate legal and constitutionai foms of discrimination which divide Canadians on the
basis of race.'76In response to the task force report. a new policy resolution was passed at
the 1996 party assembly in Vancouver. It read:
Resolved that the Reform Party adopt as its ultimate goal in aboriginal
matters that al1 aboriginal people be full and equal participants in
Canadian citizenship. indistinguishable in law and treatment fiom other
Canadians. 17'
On the surface. this emphasis on the equality of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
Canadians represents a desire to improve the lives of Abonginal peoples. The partyls task
force report says. "Native Canadians have been the woet victims of three centuries of
racial d i ~ i s i o n s . ~And
' ' ~ ~Reformers publicly declare a desire to correct this deplorable
situation. But once the surface is scratched it becomes clear that many Reformers view
the Indian population as pnvileged special interests. As such. the motivation for
integrating Abonginal peoples into the broader Canadian community is to end the
'special' rights and fùnding that have favoured Aboriginal peoples relative to Canada's
non-Abonginal population.
The pariyls first Blue Book policy on Aboriginal flairs. in 1988, characterized
Aboriginal peoples as trapped in a reiationship of de pendence-not unlike 'welfare
dependence'-4th the Canadian state. It stated that
native people should have rights and responsibilities for their lives and
destiny within the structure of Canadian life, which would encourage their
economic development and loosen the terrible dependence engendered by
Canada's jirsr fideral welfare stute.'79

in the context of neo-liberal discourse, this allusion to 'welfare dependence' is clearly

meant to undemine the legitimacy of state financial assistance for Aboriginal peoples and
their communities. In 1990, the reference to Canada's Aboriginal poliçies as "Canada's
first federd welfare state" was deleted fiom the Blue Book. but a newly added statement
of policy explained that Reform "supports a revamping of the Department of Indian
Aff&

as afederal cost-reduction rneasure.""* Similady, the 1995 Aboriginal AfTairs

Task Force report noted that encouraging Indian economic development would "in due
course eliminate dependence on the federal trea~ury."'~'
Obviously then, Reform's
Aboriginal policy is motivated. to a significant extent, by a desire to realize cost savings
associated with ending state obligations to Native peoples and their communities. It is
tme that on several occasions. the party has admitted to the obligations of the govemment

of Canada toward Aboriginal peoples. but *e parry's goal has been to end those
obligations. Ln fact. the party's Indian Affairs critic. John Duncan. recently told reporters
that currently "it is clear that governments are providing much more than what is required
by treaties."'*'
But it was Herb Gnibel who. while speaking in the House of Commons, made the
most controversial comments regarding Indian dependence and the need to force a greater
degree of economic self-suficiency. Grubel likened Aboriginal peoples to an immature
teen unable to recognize the damage done by having ail their wishes and demands met.
Al1 of us--it is a human condition-dream about having a nch uncle who
pays us a guaranteed, generous income so we can retire somewhere on
some south sea island and be happy ever after...[W]e have been misguided
when in the past we have given in to the demands of the native community
to give hem more physical goods, to ailow them to live on their south sea

island equivalent...These people have corne to the Government of Canada
and said: "it is our right" ...[But the] meaning of life has gone because we
were like the nch uncle who says: "oh my poor teenage nephew. He needs
a steady flow of income"...[Elvery year the answer is to give them more
resources and they will be happy and will get nd of the
problems...[ However slometimes the best thing we c m do for our
children is to Say no.'"
Grubel's speech was attacked in the press, but at the 1994 Reform Assembly in Ottawa
party members defended the Reform M.P. for standing up to the forces of 'political
correcmess' and 'stating it like it is'. Certainly many Reformers would not want to see
assistance removed fiom the most needy of hdians. but there is considerable suspicion
that government policies have prevented Aboriginal peoples fiom assuming full
responsibility for their own well-being. Party po licy documents highlight a suspicion that
due to "mismanagement. misappropnation of funds. political interference and nepotism."
spending by the Department of Indian Affairs has primarily benefited the 'special
interests' behind the "ever expanding 'Indian Industry"' rather than average Indians?
Indeed. calls by Reformers to end the Indian Taxation Exemption have gone beyond cdls
for a level playing field. and included the accusation that in some jurisdictions the
exemption is "exploited by opportunists or the crirninal element."'85
Reform's Native policy has been criticized by Indian leaders who emphasize, as
the Globe and Mail reported, that the policy was "developed...without consultations with

the national native leadership or significant input fiom Canada's 607 band c~uncils."'~~
While the party adrnits that Native leaders expressed little interest in their task force's
consultation process, the report of the task force is peppered with references to ' r d - a n d -

file' Aboriginal Canadians and 'grassroots' Aboriginal persons who share Reform's
perspective. In typical neo-liberal populist style, Reform claims that their partyfs
perspective on Abonginal issues is more in line with the opinions of ordinary Canadians-including ordinary Abonginal Canadians--than are the policies of the current governrnent
or the Native leaders who form the core of the 'Indian industry'.

In an ironic twist for a p a r =so driven by distaste for the Trudeau legacy, Reform's
Task Force on Aboriginal Affain quotes a contributor to the consultation process who
quoted approvingly eom Trudeau's 1969 White Paper on lndian PoIicy:
Prime Minister Trudeau said in his white paper for a Just Society in 1969:
'A just society in which al1 Canadians, whether they be French, English or
Abonginal and dl races that make up Canada, will be treated the same
under the laws of the land...with a statement of equal rights for al1 and
special privileges for none.""
Like Reform. the Trudeau era authors of the White Paper were committed to liberal
values and resentful of special status. They assurneci formal equality and the protection of
individual citizenship rights would be viewed as a step fonvard by Aboriginal peoples.
But, as Fleras and Elliott explain. Aboriginal groups "condemned the White Paper as
racist in its intent and potentially genocidal in its consequen~es."'~~
After more than a

quarter century of organizing, and with the recent report of the Royal Commission on
Abonginal Peoples in hand. it is doubtful Native leaders would respond any more
positively to a govemment whose conception of citizenship and vision of the place of
Abonginal peoples in the Canadian political community was the one articulated by the

Refom Party.
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As with the party's poiicies on multiculturalism. immigration. bilingualism and
the stahis of Quebec. Reform's policies on Aboriginal affairs focus on reinforcing a
notion of Canada's national political cornrnunity as a homogeneous comrnunity of
essentially similar individuais who are indistinguishable under the law in tems of their
citizenship rights and responsibilities. Little room would be lefi in the public sphere for
Abonginal peoples to assen their collective political identity or pursue their destiny as 'a
people'. instead. rhe Reform Party wishes to overturn public policies and political
discourses which politicize differences and create what Reformers consider to be
artificial, and divisive. subnational collective identities. The paw's policies aim to
reconstnict Canada as a political community in which no group of citizens--neither
Québécois. ethno-cultural minorities. nor Abonginal peoples--has been accorded 'special
status'. Reform wishes to privatize issues of difference, including responsibility for
maners such as minority cultural protection. while simultaneously establishing a public
policy regime which emphasizes equality and fosters cultural homogeneity.
Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter has been to explore the ways in which Reform's neo-liberal
populist thinking has shaped the party's interventions in debates which are crucial to the
social construction of citizenship and political community. Obviously, Reform's
interventions have not determined the evolution of these pivotal political concepts.
Nevertheless, Reform has been important to the process of enhancing the popular
resonance of a neo-liberal discourse on citizenship and political cornmunity.
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With regard to the rneaning and rights of Canadian citizenship, Reform's
discursive interventions in policy debates have aimed at rolling back illiberal social
rights, group rights and proactive equity policies. The party has argued in favour of

limiting the range of citizenship rights to the negative liberties associated with civil and
political rights. Group rights and equity policies have been attacked by Refom because
they are inconsistent with the neo-liberal notion that equality requires one class of citizens
sharing the same rights and responsibilities. Preston hlanning has characterized this
perspective on citizenship rights as the 'equality approach'. and he has championed it in
opposition to what he calls the 'special status approach' which influenced Section 15 of
the Charter and the decision to add sexual orientation to the list of prohibited grounds of

discrimination in the Canadian Hurnan Rights Act. Refom's 'equality approach demands
the erasure of difference--individuAs are to be conceptualized as abstracted fiom social
relations so that the essential sarneness of al1 citizens becomes the focus of popular
thinking on citizenship. At bonom. this perspective is individudistic and market onented;
citizens are simply tmpayers who deserve to have their penonai fieedorns and property
rights protected by constitutional law.
The definition of the Canadian political comrnunity which Reform embraces
builds on this neo-liberal conception of citizens. The party advocates a conception of
Canada as a homogeneous political cornmunit). which is strengthened when policymakers reject artificiai and divisive subnational political identities rooted in laquage,
culture, ethnicity, or national identity. Reform's rhetoric about allowing 'fieedom for
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divenity' and supporting 'individual bilingualism' while rejecting 'official'
multiculniralism and bilingualism as forms of 'special status'. clearly aims at pnvatizing
difference and personaiizing cultural and linguistic protection so that in the public sphere
al1 citizens are Canadians, period. Hyphenated political identities are rejected. The
aspirations of the Québécois and Aboriginal peoples who wish to define new and unique
places for themselves within the Canadian political community find no support in
Reform's definition of Canada. According to Reform, 'tme equality' requires a political
comrnunity in which citizens are indistinguishable under the law. And to the extent that
such a conception of citizenship and political community is gaining popular resonance.
Reform's political and ideological interventions are contributing to the hegemony of a
discursive framework appropnate for an era of neo-liberal governance.
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Chapter Seven

A Policy Agenda for the
Emerging Neo-liberal State Form

Introduction

State governing practices and public policies are shaped by ideas, institutions and
interests which interact within a given political economic context. To oversimplify a
complex dialectical process which is partiaily detemiined by the parameters of the
political economic conjuncture, ideas shape interpretations and analysis of policy issues,
institutions establish the d e s of political struggle and defme the processes of decisionmaking, and social interests-ranging from class forces to social movements and
organized interest groups--struggle to influence the political agenda and enhance the
legitimacy of particular policy options. Political parties are implicated in ail this as
institutions of policy development, vehicles for social interests, and advocates of ideas
which shape the discursive framework within which policy is made. While the Reforrn
Party obviously acts for a range of social interests, and its political project will benefit

some social interests at the expense of others. the party is not the partisan vehicle of any
particular class or group project. My starting point, therefore, has been an exploration of
Reform's political ideas and the party's discursive interventions in significant policy
debates. In the previous chapter I explored Reform's efforts to shape the meaning and
rights of Canadian citizenship and the definition of the Canadian political cornmunity.
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The present chapter examines Refom's social and econornic policy agenda, an agenda
clearly intended to advance a neo-liberal discursive framework which values limithg the
role of the state and enhancing the role of the private sector and market mechanisms.
it is widely recognized that the Reform Party has been a vigorous advocate of a
policy agenda for the emerging neo-liberal state form. It is commonly agreed, for
example. that the Reform Party's discursive interventions have been in opposition to the
goveming practices of the Keynesian welfare state. What is less often noted (although this
is changing) is the extent to which Reform is, in fact, in step with the curent policy
trends in Canada. Once characterized as 'extreme' and out of step with the mainstream.
the goveming practices and public policies promoted by Reform are increasingly ofien
accepted as essential to social and economic prosperity in the context of a globalizing
post-Fordist politicai economy. Of course, the importance of Reform to this ongoing
transformation in Canada's dominant public policy paradigrn should not be overstated.
Even without Reform, the existing balance of political and economic forces would favour
the emergence of a Reform-style neo-liberal policy agenda, and that is why 1 have often
referred to the Reform Party as both a consequence and a cause of the neo-liberal turn.
Nevertheless, Reform's social and economic policy agenda is of interest because the
party's agenda may be indicative of the funve course of public policy in the emerging
neo-li berd era.
TObe sure, we must be cautious about assuming the inevitability of neoliberaiism's continued ascendence. To taik of the neo-liberal era is to talk of an era which
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is still emergent. Even as neo-liberal goveming practices are embraced and the
distinguishing characteristics of a neo-liberai state are manifested in state policies, the
poiicy legacies of the postwar Keynesian consensus are still very apparent. As Paul
Pienon has shown in his snidy of the Thatcher and Reagan assaults on the welfare state,
retrenchrnent is a difficult political enterprise.' hstitutionalized policy legacies and
popular constituencies with interests in established programmes are major challenges to
the neo-liberal project. Labour. feminist and other social movements continue to stniggle
against the neo-liberal agenda. and a serious economic downturn pnor to any
improvement in rates of joblessness and real farnily incornes could turn public opinion
against neo-liberal policies by illuminating the inadequacies of neo-liberal thinking on
public policy.'
For the foreseeable future however, the political tide is running in a neo-liberal
direction, and Reform's interventions in public policy debates are a part of this neo-liberal
political tide. My purpose in this chapter is to examine the Reform Party's neo-liberal
economic and social policy agenda. Many dimensions of this agenda will, by necessity, be
treated fairly cursorily in the context of an examination of Reform's economic and social
policy philosophy. Following that discussion, however, 1 will him to a detailed discussion
of Refom's policy agenda related to (Un)Employment Insurance, health care and income
security for seniors. These public policies have been central to the character of Canada's
Keynesian welfare state, and changes to these policies remain controvenial as neoliberaiism is established as the hegemonic policy paradigm.

Reform's Neo-libernl Social and Economic Policy Philoso~hy

Survey data has s h o w Reform Party members to be "sm~ngly,distinctively, and
unanimously anti-govemment" and "anti-social welfare," and the principles which
underpin Reform's social and economic policy agenda reflect these convictions.' On a
wide range of issues Reform is committed to revening the interventionism of the postwar
Keynesian welfare state. Indeed, Reform's officiai statement of principles and policies
explicitly frames the party's social policies as "alternatives to the welfare state,"" and the
party's 1997 election platform promises to create economic growth, new opporhmities
and lasting jobs through smaller government and lower taxes.' Caucus policy documents
reinforce the anti-state character of Reform's policy agenda by offering Canadians a
choice between the 'welfare state' and the 'secure ~ociety'.~
The expression 'secure society'
is meant as a rhetorical signification of the extent to which Reform represents a neoliberal alternative to past governing practices. In the secure society. Reform promises that
state run social programmes which "largely displaced persona1 responsibility and family
reliance." will be superseded by initiatives to "empower" individlds, families,
cornrnunities and charitable organizations to care for those in need of assistance.' In the
secure society, economic policy will be 'depoliticized'. and the govemment will work
from the assumption that economic growth and productive jobs can o d y be achieved
through the "operations of a responsible, broadly-based, fiee-enterprise economy in which
pnvate property, fieedom of contract, and the operations of free markets are
encouraged."' The anti-statist and pro-market character of Reform's neo-liberal public
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policy philosophy is evident in the party's perspective on both social and economic
policy. The discussion in this section will begin with an examination of Reform's
econornic policy philosophy.

Economic polis>:
The school of political econornic thought known as neo-liberalism (or sometimes as neoconservatism) combines the pre-Keynesian laissez faire assumptions of neo-classicai
economics. including its marginalist analysis of the way in which the dynamics of suppiy
and demand ensure a tendency toward generai equilibriurn in fiee and competitive
markets. with the more recent strains of political economic analysis associated with
monetarism and supply-side economi~s.~
While the Reform Party's economic policy
philosophy draws on a wide range of the ideas associated with neo-liberal political
economy, it downplays monetarist analysis and policy prescriptions in favour of the
economic analysis and policy prescriptions associated with neo-classical and supply-side
economics. Prominent nght-wing monetarists. such as former Tory Finance Minister
Michael Wilson. have advocated monetarist policy prescriptions to tackle inflation.
Reform's economic policies. on the other hand, have not been dominated by a concem
with inflation. In the late 1980s, when the federal govemment was fighting inflation with

high interest rates. the Reform Party's policy platform stated that Reform was "opposed to
the recent high interest rate, high exchange rate, tight money policy of the Bank of
Canada, supported by the Minister of Finan~e."'~
Like the Conservative govemment of the 1980s and eariy 1990s however, Reform

has consistently rejected demand-management and the Keynesian enthusiasm for the
state's active fiscal policy tools. in the context of the recent history of political economic
thought, neo-liberalism's rejection of Keynesian inspired govemment spending and
targeted tax cuts is considered new--it is new in that it represents a repudiation of the
postwar economic policy consensus. What is not new about neo-liberalism. and thus
Reform's economic policy philosophy, is the fact that Keynesianism is rejected in favour
of the older pre-Keynesian free market orientation of neo-classical economics. On a range
of policy issues Reform embraces neo-classical policy prescriptions. uideed, the Reform
Party's central policy document is clear about the party's cornmitment to the fkee market:

The Reform Party supports depoliticiùng economic decision-making in
Canada through the long-term elimination of grants, subsidies, and pricing
policies...the long-tem removal of al1 measures which are designed to
insu!ate industries, businesses. financial institutions, professions, and trade
unions fiom domestic and foreign competition...[and] vigorous measures
to ensure the successful operation of the marketplace, through such means
as the promotion of competition and cornpetitive pricing."
With regard to trade policy, for example, these fiee market commitments have led the
Reform Party to advocate the removal of virtually al1 interprovincial and international
bamers to trade. The party is committed to the wisdom of exposing Canadian industry to
the 'discipline' of more competition. Drawing on neo-classical analysis. Reform's 1995
alternative budget-known as "The Tapayeers' Budget1'--claimedthat eliminating trade
barriers would result in "increased productivity...higher red incomes and reduced
unemployment."" Clearly, Reform is not alone in supporting freer trade. Since 1993,
even the Liberals have corne around to support the fiee trade agreements they once

campaigned against. But the party's faith in markets is even stronger than that
demonstrated by the other parties.
Reform's cornmitment to market mechanisms and an enhanced role for the private
sector is also notable in the party's approach to infrastnicture development, an issue
which featured prominently in the 1993 election when the Liberals promised job creation
through govenunent sponsored infrastructure programmes. Interestingly, Refom's

Tmpuyers' Budget claimed that the party considers infrastructure development to be a
"legitimate venue for public investrnent."" Nevertheless, the details of the policies
proposed in that document clearly reveal an economic policy orientation which rejects
public investment in infrastructure development. For example, the Taxpyers' Budget
argued that given the current fiscal climate and the irnrnutable wisdom of basing
infrastructure spending on 'investment-type analysis', it is time to "change the traditional
view of govenunent-dominated infrastructure provision by encouraging greater private
sector involvement ."' According to Reform. encouraging greater pnvate sector
involvement in infrastructure development should include the privatization of airports,
dlowing the private sector to build and maintain roads, encouraging competitive forces in
the railway system. and privatizing the St. Lawrence Seaway operation. Similady, with
regard to the infrasmicture needed to carry. transmit and process the information which is
increasingly central to postindustnal economic development, Reform argues that pnvate
industry is capable of developing and maintaining the necessary infiastructure. thus
government subsidies and regulations which limit market cornpetition should be
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disco~raged.'~
indeed, vimially absent fiom the Reform Party's approach to infktmcture
development is any role for the state. Even in the area of 'intellectual infrastructure'
development--which is essentially education and training-Reform is "convinced that
Instead, the party advocates
govement-directed training is unlikely to be suc~essful."'~
the use of federd training vouchers so that market mechanisms c m determine where
federal training dollars should be spent.

This perspective on infiastructure development marks a clear rejection, not only
of Keynesian interventionism. but of Canada's 'positive state' tradition. But policy trends
are in h i s very direction. It is true that the Liberal govemment reversed the Tory's
Pearson airport deal with private developers. But at the same time, the federal
government is exploring the potential for private contracton using tolls to fünd the
refurbishing of sections of the Tram Canada Highway. A major toll highway in Ontario is
just being completed by a private firm: and that same firm will soon be operating a
highway in the Maritimes which is to be fûnded exclusively by tolls-the Company rather
than the govemment is collecting the toll, and the profitability of the endeavour will

depend on the volume of traf3k.
The best known aspect of Reform's economic policy agenda is its comrnitment to
eliminating the federal deficit. The party's "Zero in Three" deficit elimination plan was
the centrepiece of Reform's 1993 election platform, and there is little doubt that Reform

has been an important force behind the now largely successful stniggle to force even a
reluctant govemment to take action on the deficit. Reform's desire to balance the budget
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reflects, in part, the party's anti-Keynesian philosophical commitment to fiee markets and
smailer govenunent. But it also reflects the analytic commitments of Reform's embrace of
supply-side economics. At bottom, the mainstream of supply-side econornics is
concemed with expanding the availability and flexibility of the factors of production so
that output (the supply of goods and services produced) is maxirnized. Supply-side
analysis suggests two primary reasons for worrying about big government and deficit
spending. First. with regard to deficits in particular. supply-siders are concerned that
governrnent borrowing 'crowds out' private sector investrnent. Assuming, first, that there
is no slack in the economy and. second. that govemment spending can not have a positive
impact on the rate of wealth and job creation-both of which are theoretically and
empirically debatable assumptions-4t is argued that govemment borrowing uses up
resources which then can't be invested in the economy. Moreover. since government
borrowing will limit the volume of funds available for lending, interest rates will rise and
private borrowing and investment will be M e r restricted. Second. big government and
deficit spending will result in higher taxes. Obviously. for a political party such as
Reform, reducing taxes serves as a usehl platform issue because people don't like paying
them. But the supply-side econornic analysis behind Reform's long-term commitment to
reduce taxes is rooted in the contention that taxes are a disincentive to work and invest; in
other words, they reduce, rather than expand, the availability of labour and capital (as
factors of production).
It is only recently that the media has been focussing on the Reform Party's
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cornmitment to lowenng taxes, but 'tax relief for both individds and businesses has
been a part of Reform's economic policy agenda since the party was fomed." What has
changed since Reform released its 1997 campaign platform is the prominence given to tax
cuts and the increased emphasis which the party has put on playing up the stimulative
capacity of tax cuts. Reform's Fresh Storr carnpaign platform quotes Manning as saying
that "[hligh taxes...threaten the financial security of Canadians. kill jobs, hurt the ability
of our entrepreneurs to cornpete intemationaily, and reduce the disposable incomes of

fa mi lie^."'^ Tax cuts, Reform claims, will spur economic growth and create new jobs.
But two years earlier. in the party's less weli-known T.puyers' Budget, Reform
went even M e r with its rhetoric about tax cuts. That document echoed, as usual, the
supply-side economists' concems regarding the adverse effects of taxes on the supply of
investment capital. What was striking was that it aiso embraced the analysis of the
Arnencan supply-side econornist. Arthur Laffer. by arguing that tax rates are already at
their revenue-rnaxirnizing level. As a result, Reform argued that increasing progressivity
or raising taxes would acnially reduce the state's revenue generation: "Under current
conditions, tax increases are unlike1y to generate anticipated revenue growth and may
even Iower revenues...[as] Canadians seek out tax loopholes, move their capital offshore,
engage in tax-avoidance or evasion. or merely reduce investment and entrepreneurid
a~tivity."'~
In developing this line of analysis, Refomen have not gone as far as the
radical supply-siders in the Reagan administration of the early 1980s who argued that tax
cuts would actually raise total revenues, but clearly their economic policy philosophy is

rooted in similar analysis.
Also of Amencan inspiration has k e n the Reform Party's enthusiasm for the 'flat
taxr--bat is, one single rate of taxation for al1 business and personal income, with only

one basic personal exemption (to protecl the poorest of earners) and no taxes on personal
income fiom interest, dividends or capital gains (this is meant to avoid double taxation
and remove tax system-based disincentives to investment). For some time the party has
had an official commitrnent to "work toward a simple, visible and flat system of

in fact. it had been the intention of the party's Taxation Task Force to present
ta~ation."'~
a flat tax proposal to the 1996 Reform assembly in Vancouver, but apparently Reformers
involved with the task force were unable to corne up with a proposa1 which works
economically and would sel1 politically. h early 1995, Jim Silye, the Reform M.P. for
Calgary Centre, circulated a discussicn paper suggesting that a flat tax rate in the 15% to
20% range would bnng in new revenue by encouraging people to move out of the

underground economy, and also provide tax savings to most Canadians (Currently there
are three basic federal tax brackets- 17%, 26% and 29%--and two surtaxes which are
applied to higher income eanies)." Since then. however, more detailed analysis carried
out by Silye and Reform's Caucus Research Ofice has revealed that a flat tax of the sort
proposed the Fraser Institute and popularized by Steve Forbes' 1996 bid for the
Republican nomination--that is, a single tax rate for persona1 and business taxes, and no
taxes on personal income from interest, dividends or capital gains-would result in tax

increases for middle-incorne earners and politically unpalatable tax decreases for high-
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income earners who are currently in the top tax bracket and also subject to surtaxes."
Thus, while the flat taw is consistent with Refom's economic policy philosophy and
remains a longer term policy cornmitment. a political decision was made when preparing
the party's 1997 campaign platform to commit the party to the more modest objective of
"simplifying and flaaening the Canadian tax system."" In practice. Reform admits this
might mean Iittle more than moving fiom three to two tax brackets for personal income
tax and eliminating some loopholes and tax deductions. This less radical course of action

is exactly what Jean Charest's Tories have recently proposed.'" It too will pnmarily
benefit the well-to-do. but it won? have the sarne adverse consequences for middleincome earners.
It is clear that Reform's economic policy philosophy is rooted in neo-classical
economics and directly influenced by the supply-side economists' cornmitment to
reducing taxes and shnnking government as a means of expanding the availability and
flexibility of the factors of production. As is suggested above, supply-side tax reform is

primarily onented toward fieeing up investment capital. Nevertheless, supply-siders also
argue that progressive taxation and high rates of taxation are a disincentive to work. As a
result, it is argued that tax cuts will reduce existing disincentives to work. But more
central to the concems of supply-siden are the disincentives to work which they clairn
result from the social security benefits which were put in place in the context of the
Keynesian welfare state. These concems, however. lead us to consider Refom's social
policy philosophy.

Social policy:
Since its birth as a political party, Reform has argucd that "too much of the resources of
social policy are ultimately directed to those who do not require help."15 For that reason.
the party's core policy comrnitments have underscored a cornmitment to " p a t e r focusing
of social policy benefits."16 But the party has gone much m e r than advocating targeting
over universality in the design of social welfare programmes. At the core of the party's
social policy agenda is a cornmitment to reduce the role of government, free up market
forces. and "actively encourage families. communities. non-governmental organizations,
and the private sector to reassume their duties and responsibilities in social service

areas."" According to the Reform M.P.s on the Standing Cornmittee on Hurnan
Resources Development, almost al1 paxq members agree with the following approach to
social policy reform:
(1) 'As a general pnnciple, social program r e f o n should focus on giving
people the tools to provide for their own needs through such initiatives as
persona1 RRSPs. registered unemployment savings plans, and taxsheltered savings accounts for education and training', and
(2) 'As a generai principle, where govermnents m u t be involved in
delivering social services, those programs should be directed by the levels
of govemment closest to the people (Le. municipal and provincial, rather
than federal).128

In the context of postwar governing practices, these neo-liberal principles of
social welfare programme design are a clear and radical break with the principles which
underpinned the Keynesian consensus. They are not, however, without precedent. As
Dennis Guest explains in his review of the emergence of social security in Canada, a
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Reform-style conception of social welfare--what Guest calls a 'residual' conception of
social welfare--dominated what was considered 'infomed opinion' prior to the Great
Depression and the Second World war.19This was the era of the laissez faire state fom,
when public social welfare assistance was considered properly 'residual' to assistance

From the farnily and the private market. Few Canadians accepted the legitimacy of the
active statc or substantive social rights. Individuals were expected to take responsibility
for their own personai well-being. in fact. unless an individual was disabled, extremely
aged. or othewise unable to care for themselves. it was assurned that requiring social
assistance was proof of personal incornpetence or failure. In the early part of this century.
charities and public service agencies ofien advocated public assistance provided as 'in

kind' assistance in the form of food, fuel or clothing, rather than cash. Those in need of
emergency relief were considered suspect not to be trusted with cash assistance.
Similady. as a precaution against the possibility that public assistance would undemine
individual initiative, social service agencies in many municipalities required applicants to
pass a 'worktest' (sawing wood or breaking rock) as a condition of receiving assi~tance.~~
And this was in an era when public social assistance was extremely minimal and

ternporary. Indeed, the widely accepted principle of 'localism' (which made municipalities
responsible for social welfare) ensured that social assistance was provided by the level of
government which could Ieast f i o r d it, and the result was an extreme unevenness in the
availability of public assistance.

With the emergence of a welfare liberal mode of govemance after the Second
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World War, what Guest calls the 'institutional' conception of social welfare came to
dominate the social policy field. While never fully abandoning the liberal notion of
personal responsibility, Canadian policy-makers began to accept that the need for social
welfare assistance is, at least in part. a result of the nature of social organization in an
urbanized industrial society. Between the introduction of Unemployrnent Insurance in
1941 and the establishment of Health Insurance and the Canada Pension Plan in the mid
1960s, social policy-makers and the Canadian public began to endorse the 'socialization
of risk', the extension of substantive social rights, and the institutionalization of social
welfare programmes within the state. Not only did the state corne to be viewed as a
legitimate channel for social welfare assistance, but levels of public assistance became

more generous. By 1971. when the 1 s t provinces implemented their health insurance
plans and the federal govemment introduced its most generous Unemployment Insurance
reforms, the institutional conception of social welfare was clearly dominant. Three
decades of growth in the Keynesian welfare state had, it seemed at the time, entrenched a
social policy regirne which marked a clear break fiom the governing practices of the
prewar era.
However, since the mid 1970s. the influence of the residual conception of social
wlfare has again been felt. Between 1975 and the mid 1980s, there were moves toward
greater 'selectivity' in the design of social welfare pr~grarnmes.~'
Then, following the reelection of the Tories in 1988, policy-maken began a concerted assault on many of the
postwar social welfare programmes. Universality in income security was ended with the
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decisions to 'claw back' Old Age Security payments in 1989 and end Family Allowances
in 1993. Even under the Liberals. the federal government's cornmitment to fmancing and

enforcing national standards in health care and social assistance has k e n drarnatically
weakened by the creation of the Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) to replace the
Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) and Established Programs Financing (EPF). At the
provincial level. social assistance rates have been reduced. residency requirements have
been reintroduced. and policy-makee are again experimenting with workfare.
The rise of neo-liberalism in the 1980s has meant a tum away fiom the logic of
the Keynesian welfare state and the institutional conception of social welfare. To some
extent, recent social policy developments are even reminiscent of the prewar 'residualist'
social policy regime. Reform's social policy agenda is not out of step with these recent
developments; in fact, the neo-liberal principles and reasoning behind Refom's social
policy agenda would extend current trends. creating a social policy regime which even
more vividly recalls the essence of an earlier laissez faire state form. An examination of
the broad principles underpinning Reform's neo-liberal social policy philosophy will
make clear the extent to which the party's agenda represents a logical endpoint in the
ongoing paradigm shift in governing practices.
There are four key principles guiding Reform's approach to social policy." First,
Reformes want to reestablish an emphasis on self-reliance. Second. they want to limit the
role of the state in social assistance funding and delivery. In fact. Reform caucus

memben express concem that in the postwar era "[flomal social programs have iargely
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displaced personal responsibility and family relian~e.''~~
The caucus wants to end what
Reformers view as the 'crowding out' of families, communities and charitable
organizations fiom the delivery of persona1 security. Recently the party explained that at
"the heart of the Reform Vision of a Better Social Security system is a desire to empower
individuals, communities and local organizations to both fund and deliver forms of
s ~ p p o r t . "Within
~
this framework, an individual's personal resources should be the first
line of defence to protect personal security. The second line of defence should be the
family, followed by local community charitable organizations. Only after these supports
are exhausted should the state be involved. And the state. according to Reform, should be
limited to providing public assistance "to those who. by reason of physicai disability or
advanced age are incapable of providing for themselves." For the able-bodied and
youthful. the system should merely "be designed to deliver a suficient level of income to
Moreover. Reformers would like to
ensure that nobody lives in absolute po~erry."'~
demand that able-bodied recipients of assistance who are not engaged in job training or
education, be required to perform community service work, or workfare (the modem day
'~orktest').'~
The third pnnciple guiding Reform's approach to social policy combines a

cornmitment to the financial sustainability of social welfare programmes, with their
cornmitment to reduced taxes. In their 1988 election platfonn Reform argued that with
regard to social policy, " [llong-tetm sustainability must be looked at as an issue of
faimess to ta~payers."~~
More recently, the party's contribution to Parliament's social
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security review obsewed that "[wlhat was intended as a system based on the virtue of

in~other
~
words, not
generosity has become a system of entitlements and c o n f ~ c a t i o n . "
only does the party have concems about the expansion of welfare 'entitlements', they are
also disturbed by the iconfiscatory' nature of the taxes required to fûnd social welfare
programmes. In fact, Reform links the two issues together by arguing that hi& taxes
actually induce welfare dependency by 'depriving' Canadians "of the means by which to
provide for their own security needs."j9 By reducing taxes, Reform believes the
govemment could make it possible for Canadians to use private insurance and RRSPstyle savings plans for eventualities ranging from unemployment to sickness and job
retraining.
Reform's fourth guiding pnnciple for social policy reform involves a commitment
to creating new opportunities for the private sector. While Manning often taiks about
empowenng individuals. communities and local charitable organization to fund and
deliver social service support. the Blue Sheet continues to include the private sector in the
list of institutions which should "resume their duties and responsibilities in social service
area~."'~
For some time it was not entirely clear how the Reform Party would involve the
pnvate sector in social policy delivery. Manning had once written a paper titled Requests

for Proposais and Social Conrracts: A Sîrategy to Advonce the Role of Private Enterprise
in Canada. which advocated the use of tendering techniques for the contracting out of

such services as health care, education and regional development; and his parw has

always been committed to privatization." Nevertheless, it was only when Reform began
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to unveil their proposals for providing income security to seniors and the unemployed,
that a full picture emerged regarding how Reform's privatization strategy wodd work in
the social policy field. In addition to contracting out the delivery of social services.
Reformen would like to see individuals using registered private sector savings accounts
to provide for their own needs following retirement, as well as during bouts of
unemployment or other similar circumstances.
Reform's Plans for Targetine and Privatization in Social Policv

To achieve the transition from a welfare state to Reforrn's neo-liberal vision of a secure
society. the Reform Party advocates two basic forms of social policy reform: targeting
and privatization. Privatization. in particular, is at the heart of Reform's long-term policy
agenda. Reform has always been cornrnitted to the privatization of crown corporations,
such as Petro Canada. But in recent years. the party has explored proposals to privatize a
range of income security programmes. including the Canada Pension Plan and
Unemployrnent Insurance. Reform has also suggested amendrnents to the Canada Health
Act which would increase the role of private insurance in the Canadian health care
system.
in practice. the privatization of the state's social welfare functions could involve
devolving responsibility to non-profit cornrnunity-based chanties, contracting out to the
for-profit pnvate sector, or some combination of these basic strategies. Publicly, Manning
and other party spokespersons usually couch the party's strategy for reducing the social
policy function of the state in rems of increasing 'self-reliance' and 'empowering'
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communities and private chax-ities to play a greater role in the provision of social services.
Less central to the public face of Reform's privatization strategy is the party's
commitment to enhancing the role of the private sector in the provision of social
security.'" In practice however, the party has actually gone considerably M e r in
developing proposais to enhance the role of the private sector than it has with plans to
empower individuals. communities and private charities. For example, while Reform's

1995 alternative budget argues that providing "immediate help for those who have not
been able to provide for themselves...is the proper function of charity." the only proposal
offered to 'reinvigorate' the capacity of private social services is an "enhanced tax credit to
individuals contributing to charitable organizations or to cornrnunity groups engaged in
tlie delivery of social service^."^'
There is good reason to be sceptical about the potential of enhanced tax credits as
the px-imiuy vehicle for preparing private charities to take on increased responsibilities
when government services are reduced. But even this modest proposal is one to which the
Reform Party seems iess than firmly commined. hdeed. a party discussion paper on the
flat tax States that "[tlhe proposed Pure Flat Tax does not permit tax-breaks for charitable

and political contributions." It goes on to state that "the entire system is endangered by the

granting of any tax-concessions. If one is granted, othen will follow and quickly the [tax]
system is again used for economic and social engineering."u When I asked Preston
Manning about this contradiction and requested that he outline how the Refom Party
would empower communities and charitable organizations, he said the party would do
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"two big things." First, by getting the deficit down, they will provide long-term tax relief
which will "leave more dollars in the pockets of more Canadians...so charitable giving
will be easier." Second, decentralization will help by "driving both the dollars and the
powers to deliver social services to the community."" But considering the inability of a
federal govemment to determine how Canadians use the h d s made available through
tax relief, or to control the local implications of decentraiization. there is little here that is

direcri) empowering of the local communities and charitable organizations Refomers

cal1 the 'third line of defence' (after individuals and families) in providing social security.
Reform's agenda for privatization in the field of social policy may devolve responsibility
to comrnunity-based charities. but it would do little to prepare these institutions for this
increased responsibility.
In c o n m t to the party's plans to empower communities and charitable
organizations. those dimensions of Reform's privatization strategy which aim to enhance
the role of the private sector in the provision of social security are fairly detailed and,
much to the chagrin of critics. realistically achievable. At the core of these proposais is
the suggestion that a system of tax-sheltered capital accumulation accounts, administered

by private sector financial institutions, could be used to provide for the aged, the
unemployed, post-secondary education, job training, and some dimensions of health

tare? Reform has been very carehl to stress that the widespread use of such accounts-sometimes referred to as Registered Personal Security Plans (RPSPs)--is only being
considered for the longer tem. Nevertheless, in 1996 the party oficially approved the
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principles underpinning a caucus discussion paper which outlined a detailed four-point
plan to replace the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) with a mandatory system of RPSPs, or
'super-RRSPs'. And it seems increasingly likely that the party will soon commit itself to
the use of such accounts as a means of providing income support to the unemployed.
Greater turgering in Unemployment Imurunce:

When compared to Reform's privatization proposais, the party's plans for greater
targeting in social welfare assistance are certainly not as ciramatic; however. the party is
more definitively comrnitted to targeting as a manageable near-term social policy refom.
Of course, greater targeting and selectivity in social welfare assistance has been in vogue
for over a decade. The decision. in 1993. to create the child tax benefit to replace the
Family Allowance programme and the child tax credit was perhaps the most obvious
example of the trend toward targeting, and away from univer~ality.~'
But other
programmes. such as Unemployment insurance (U1)--renamed Employment Insurance
(EI) in July. 1996--have also been made considerably more selective?The qualifjmg
period for UI eligibility was gradually increased from 8 weeks in 1971. to 12 to 20 weeks
(depending on the unemployment rate in the applicant's region of residence) in 1994.

Since January, 1997. eligibility has been based on hours rather than weeks of work. This

has made EI benefits available to more part-time workers; however, those who were
already covered by UIEI, but working less than 35 hours per week, now need to work
more weeks to be eligible for benefits.
For over two decades, the maximum duration of UI benefits rernained stable at 50
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weeks. in July of 1996, however, the new EI system was introduced with a maximum of
only 45 weeks of benefits. Moreover, in recent years. workers who have worked less than
52 weeks in the past year andor reside in regions with lower unemployment, have ofken

been ineligible for this maximum.Currently, for example. a worker who has been
employed for only 40 weeks (that is. 1400 to 1434 hours) during the past 52 weeks, and
resides in a region with a 9% unemployment rate. would be eligible to receive EI for a
maximum of 30 weeks-prior to 1994 that sarne worker would have been eligible for 39
weeks of benefits. The benefits themselves have also been reduced. in 1971 UI recipients
received 66% of their average insurable earnings: today the figure for EI benefits is 55%.
M a t is significant to us here is the extent to which the Reform Party's policies
regarding UIEI cal1 for even tighter restrictions in the programme's design. According to
Reform. the established trend in UVEI reforms needs to be extended; even after a decade
of tightening eligibility requirements and reducing benefits. the party argues that
"generous UIC benefits offer a strong incentive to delay rejoining the workf~rce."'~
Moreover, the party is opposed to the 'non-insurance' dimensions of EI. Following the
policy prescriptions of the Macdonald and Forget Royal Commissions. Preston Manning

has suggested that UI be run like a private sector insurance scheme, with rigorous
actuarial principles. and perhaps even risk-adjusted premiums. According to Manning,
this might mean ending both matemity benefits and extended benefits for seasonal
workers in the fisheries, but he contends it will retum the programme to "what it was
supposed to be ...(a programme) essentially for alleviating temporary ~ n e r n ~ l o ~ m e n t . " ~ ~
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Regarding benefits and eligibility, Reform's proposals include extending the quali&ing
period from the curent 420 to 700 hours (that is. 12 to 20 weeks) to 26 weeks, and
reducing the maximum duration of benefits fiom 45 weeks to only 25 weeks?
Reform has dso been an advocate of reducing the benefits of those who make
more than three clairns in any given five year period. Of course the concept of penalizing
'fiequent' users of UI is not unique to Reform: the Liberal government began actively
considering such a scheme with the release of Lloyd Axworthy's 1994 discussion paper
on social security." Then, with the lzunch of the new EI system in 1996, the government
began reducing benefits by 1% for each 20 weeks of benefits in a five year period (to a
maximum of a 5% reduction). Reform's proposals would reduce benefits by 5% to 10%
for each claim beyond three in a five year period. The difference between the two
approaches to penalizing benefit recipients is that EI currently penalizes based on the
duration of claims (what the governent calls 'intensity') and Reform would penalize
'fiequency' of claims. Ln any case. it is clear that Reform has taken a harder line than the
Liberal government on the question of reforming Unemployment Insurance, but many of
the proposals advocated by the Reform Party are rooted in reports and proposals

cornmissioned under the Liberals and the Progressive Conservatives, specifically the
Macdonald and Forget Royal Commissions and Lloyd Axworthy's recent social security
review. Moreover, the Liberal governrnent's 1996 EI system moves in the very direction
advocated by Reform.
Creating opportuniriesfor private involvement in Ireaïth care:
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When Reform released its 1997 campaign platform. the only surprise was the promise to
increase federal spending on health and education by $4 billion. The political motives
behind this promise were clear; working and middle class Canadians are committed to the
Canadian health care system and worried about maintainhg the services they have g r o w
accutomed to. According to the Fresh Start platform, the revenue required for this new
expenditure will come fiom savings obtained through "government restr~cnuuig."'~
What
Reform does not make explicit is that almost 90% of the revenue required for this new
expenditure will come fkom the complete elimination of federal transfers to the provinces
for social assistance programmes." Currently, under the Canada Heaith and Social
Transfer (CHST) Ottawa transfers h d s to the provinces for health care. post-secondary
education and social assistance. Federal spending on social assistance has been centrai to
provincial welfare programmes since the establishment of the Canada Assistance Plan

(CAP) in the mid 1960s. Ending these transfen--currently about $3.5 billion per year-would be a massive shock to Canada's provincially-based system of welfare assistance.
but it is consistent with the principle of 'localism' which is so influential with neo-liberal
social policy thinkers. In any case. since most of the extra hinding for health and
education would corne from simply changing the CHST fkom a three- to a twoprogramme focussed transfer programme, the proposed increase in federal funding for
healthcare represents a political decision to focus social spending on the broad middle
class rather than on the poor. There is no evidence that it represents a rethinking of the
Reform Party's approach to health care p~licy.*~
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The Reform Party's near-term health care agenda wouid involve narrowing the
range of health senices which are funded by federal transfea and covered by national
standards. It would also create new oppominities for private involvement in health care.
The result, it will be shown, would be a two-tiered system of health care. Of course. the
party often aies to downplay this reality. Policy documents released by the Refonn
caucus stress the party's cornmitment to "establish national standards for 'core1services
which wouid be available to al1 Canadians regardless of ability to pay.ltS6Similarly.
during the 1993 election campaign. Manning emphasized his desire to "make it absolutely
clear that the Reform party is not promoting private health care. deductibles or user
fee~."~'
He has also publicly advocated the preservation of the key pnnciples of the
Canada Heaith Act. But a closer reading of Reform's health care policy illustrates the
somewhat disingenuous nature of these carefully worded defences of the party's position.
First. while the party presents itself as being in support of the pnnciples underpinning the
existing health care system-including universality, interprovincial portability, non-profit
public administration, and comprehensive coverage of medically necessary services-Reform's recently adopted health care policy uses language which is cleverly similar to.
but not identical to. the language of the Canada Health Act. Rather than commit to
comprehensive coverage of medically necessary services. Reform commits to a
"comprehensive set of essential national health care services." And rather than commit to
non-profit public administration, Reform simply cornrnits to "public f b ~ d i n g . "Second,
~~

while it may be tnie that Refonn has not oficially engaged in promoting private health
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care, deductibies or user fees, the party is commined to amending the Canada Hedth Act
to give the provinces "more flexibility to i ~ o v a t and
e refinance the health-care system as
they ...see fit."59 Manning has admitted this "wouid enable thern to expenment with
options such as user fees. deductibles and private delivery senices, if they choose to do
~ 0 . " ~

Third. Reform h a made a clear cornmitment to reduce cash transfers in favour of
providing the provinces with additionai tax rocm for health care fimding. According to
the party caucus. a Reform govemment would allow cash m s f e a to fa11 to zero by

approximately 20 1

In Iight of provincial reaction to the 1990 cap on CAP for the 'have

provinces' and the more recent introduction of the CHST, it is reasonable to assume that
Ottawa would find it dificuit to maintain its influence over the provinces and preserve
the principles of the Canada Health Act while reducing cash transfee to zero. The party's
response to this criticism is that a Reform govermnent would maintain national standards
by demanding that provinces agree to annual consultations on standards for core health

services before any additional tax room is transfe~ed.~?
But this response merely draws aîtention to the question of what Refom means by
core services. While the party continues to stress its belief that "[m]eaningful national
standards can be preserved and improved by redefining them to cover 'core' or essential
health service,"63linle is ever said about which health services are 'core' and which are

'non-core'. Manning has said that core services include anything that "makes the most
demonstrable contribution to improving the health of cana di an^."^ However, caucus

rnernbers on the Standing Cornmittee on Human Resources Development have adrnitted
that their health care agenda "would mean that a nurrower set of basic health services
would be covered by federai transfers?

It is diflicult to know exactly what to make of

these cornments; nevertheless, as figure 7.1 indicates, the Reform Party is cornrnitted to
ensuring that greater selectivity in public health care financing wiil see private insurers
and individual Canadians sharing primary responsibility for funding non-core health
services, including some services which are considered medically necessary under current
interpretations of the Canada Health Act.

Figure 7.1 :

Shifting Responsibility for Health Care Fuading
-

- -

-

.

Health Care Funding Matrix
The darker the shading, the greater the funding responsibility

Source of Financing

Type of Service

'

Core

Non-Core

Other

Source: Adapted fiom:Refom Party Caucus, "Reform Party Dissenting Opinion for the Standing
Cornmittee on Human Resources Development,p. 3013;and, Reform Party of Canada
T a a v e r s ' Budget, p. 48.

Manning consistently emphasizes that his party's health care agenda is not about
"promothg Amencan-style health care or deductibles or user f e e ~ . But
" ~ ~Refom's plans
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for loosening the Canada Hedth Act and reducing federal cash transfers for health care do
provide the space for the eventual emergence of a two-tiered health care system. ui 1996
the party oficiaily adopted a policy resolution supporting the "freedom" of Canadians to
access services outside ~edicare.6'and a published statement of the Refom caucusl
opinion on the matter quotes fiom neo-liberal health care specialists who argue, first h t
the Medicare mode1 is "intolerably expensive" and, second, that "[c]onsumers should be
allowed to stay outside of the publicly fimded system completely if that is their wish, or to
supplement publicly hnded care with additional private care if that is their w i ~ h . " ~ ~

Targeting Old Age Security pensions:
During the 1993 election. one of the most controversiai dimensions of Reform's
cornmitment to greater targeting and selectivity in social policy was the party's proposais
regarding the Old Age Security Programme. The Old Age Security Programme--which
includes. among other closely related programmes, Old Age Security pensions (OAS) and
the Guaranteed Incorne Supplement (GIS)--forrns the first of three 'pillars' in the cornplex
of programmes which provide income secuity to Canadian seniors.69Canada's
con~butorypublic pension plans, the Canada and Quebec Pension Plans (C/QPP), form
the second pilla.. The third pillar is a series of tax-assisted pension plans and taxsheltered capital accumulation accounts. These Registered Pension Plans (RPPs) and
Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs) are nomindly private, but as long ago as
the mid 1980s tax subsidies for RPPs and RRSPs totalled $5 billion per year." With
somewhere in the range of 45% to 65% of the Canadian workforce covered by
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employment-related pension plans.'' and about one in five tax filers making RRSP
contributions, approximately 40% of Canada's pension income (or $32 billion) is
provided by tax-assisted RPPs and RRSPs. The remaining 60% of pension income is
provided. in equal proportion, by the two public pillars ($22 billion each by ClQPP and
the OAS/GIS)."

During the 1993 election, Reform argued that al1 fuiancial assistance provided
under the Old Age Security Programme (OAS/GIS) should be administered through a
carefully targeted system of means-tested assistance. Currently, this is not the case. The

OAS pension is a universal monthly benefit available to Canadians over 65 years of age.
The exact size of an individual's OAS benefit is determined by a residency requirement;
however. the current maximum is approaching $5,000 as it is indexed to the consumer
pnce index on a quarterly basis. Income from OAS is taxable and, since 1989, is 'clawed
back' at a rate of 15 cents for every dollar of income above a certain threshold
(approximately $53,000). Hi& income seniors (eaming something over $75,000) have
? ~ GIS, on the other had, is the type of incornetheir entire OAS benefit clawed b a ~ k . The
tested benefit favoured by Reform. The GIS provides additional income to OAS
recipients who have little or no income beyond their OAS pension. Seniors with
absolutely no income beyond OAS receive the maximum GIS (approaching $6,000),
however an individual's GIS is reduced by 50 cents (25 cents for couples) for every dollar
of income beyond that received fiom OAS.'~Together the OAS and GIS provide a
guaranteed minimum income to lower income senion, and the Reform Party seems to
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accept that this is a valid objective for the Old Age Security Programme. The party's
critique is directed primarily at the fact that OAS benefits are currently available to
seniors with sufficient alternative sources of income.
While the Reforrn Party has never released a detailed explanation of their plan for
reforming the OAS/GIS systern. the party's Blue Sheet contains both a general
cornmitment to a greater targeting of social policy benefits. and a more specific
commitrnent to move toward a "family or household-oriented" social security system.''
Reflecting these commitments, the party's 'Zero in Three' deficit elimination strategy
promised, among other social security system savings. the reduction or elimination of
OAS benefits for seniors in households with above averagefamily inc~mes.'~
During the

1993 election Preston Manning explained that this would mean ending OAS payments to

seniors from households with an income above approximately $54.000. The universality

of OAS had ended in 1989 when the Conservative governent began clawing back OAS
pensions at a rate of 15% for individuels with incomes above approximately $53,000.
Reform's proposal appeared to go fùrther in two important ways: first, it would base the
claw back on farnily rather than individual incorne; and, second, it would claw back
pensions at a rate much higher than 15%." Moreover, for seniors with family incomes
under the national average, Manning had merely promised to preserve total h d i n g at
1991-92 levels over the next three years. Factoring in both the growing number of seniors

and inflation, such a fieeze on fùnding would have reduced individual OAS pension
benefits for lower income seniors by as much as 4.5% per year, or 13.5% over three

year~.'~
Citing a Fraser hstitute Study. Manning claimed that his party's proposed OAS
reforms would save the federal govenunent $3.5 billion per year? At the time there was
considerable scepticism regarding this estimate o f the potential savings to be had from
such a change to OAS pensions. Brian Mulroney's former Chief of S M , Stanley Hartt.
and Liberal party economist Patrick Grady argued the savings would be closer to $1

billion. In their strategic attacks on Manning, Hartt and Grady noted that in 1993 OAS
pensions paid to couples with pretax incomes averaging $54,000 or more totalled S1.4
billion. Of that. approximately $3 16 million was clawed or taxed back. Thus. they argued
Reformls proposed claw back of OAS pensions paid to seniors with family incomes
above $54.000 would only Save % 1.094 billion per year, less than a third of Manning's
estirnati~n.'~
Former Reform Party policy advisor Tom Flanagan has suggested that
Manning knew the projected savings were inflated. The Fraser Institute study fiom which
Refom's policy was borrowed based its estimated savings on 'econornic householdsl
(which would include, for example, the adult children with whom an elderly parent might
live) rather than the more comrnon understanding of family and. even then. it put the

annuai savings in the range of $2 billion. According to Flanagan. Manning created the
controversy by arbitrarily "raising the OAS taxback target fiom $2 billion to $3.5 billion
after it becarne clear that the federal deficit would be larger than predicted.l18'
Flanagan's is a telling observation because it mises the question of which was
more important to Reform's proposal, the claw back threshold of average family income
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($54,000) or the savings of $3.5 billion. The fact that the party's policy on OAS reform
was released as part of a deficit elimination strategy suggests it might be the latter. in fact,
durhg the 1993 campaign Manning cornmented that "(i)tls not our problem if the

econornists can't agree on where the cut-off point is to get a few billion in savings from
old age sec~rity."~'
If the party's policies regarding the targeting of social policy benefits

are dnven by deficit elimination targets, how aggressive would their targeting of OAS
have to be to meet the target? Ln 1993. the Reforrn Party's policy coordinator, Dimitri
Pantazopoulos. admitted that clawbacks would actualiy have to begin at $45,000 per
couple, not $54.000. But the Liberal Party's Patrick Grady estimated that to achieve $3.5
billion dollars in savings the governrnent would have to claw back the full OAS pension
of every elderly couple with combined non-OAS income of $35.000 or more." In 1995.
Reform revised their estimate of the saving which could be realized downward to $3
billion and eliminated reference to a specific income threshold." It seems clear. however,
that Reform's claw back would have to kick in somewhere below the average family
income for Reform to realize the savings to which the party is committed. It seems clear.
in other words. that Refom's OAS reforrn would take targeting and selectivity
considerably M e r than the Tories' 1989 claw back policy.
As recently as the mid 1980s. Reform's proposed OAS reforms would have been

viewed as a radical and provocative nonstarter. In 1985 when the Conservatives' annual
budget announced the partial de-indexing of OAS payments (inflation less 3%) there was
"a swift. strong and widespread public outcry by senion' groups, social policy groups,
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provincial governments and even business 10bbies."~'The govemment was forced to back
off and look elsewhcre for revenue to rneet their deficit target, and it seemed for a time
that with regard to seniors pensions the level of benefits and the principle of univerdity
codd not be tarnpered with by a politically astute government. However, this fact of
political life had apparently changed by 1989 when the Mulroney Conservatives
irnplernented the existing OAS claw back.
Since 1989. think tanks. such as the Fraser and C.D. Howe Institutes, and political
colurnnists, such as Andrew Coyne, have been calling for an even more radical overhaul
of the Old Age Security Programme. Coyne. for his part, concluded an influentid series
of Globe and Mail articles on public pensions with a cal1 to combine OAS. GIS and the

Spouse's Allowance SPA)^^ into a new means-tested programme which would be clawed
back at a rate of 33% for every dollar of income a senior received over $1 5,000 (S18,000
for couples).87In the context of such a proposal, Reforrn's plan for reforming OAS no
longer appears radical: in fact. the Liberal govenunent's 1996 budget announced a new
Seniors Benefit-a somewhat more generous version of the Coyne proposal-which seems
to indicate that Reform's OAS policy is quite in keeping with current trends in the social
policy field.

The Liberals' new Seniors Benefit will replace the existing OASIGIS benefits
beginning in 2001

It will be designed a s a means-tested benefit. Seniors who would,

under the current system, have incornes (including OASIGIS) up to almost $38,000
($43,000 for couples) will rereive slightly more in their net annual government pension
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income. Seniors with incomes of between $38,000 and $5 1.000 ($43.000 and $77,000 for
couples) will receive reduced governrnent pensions. And seniors with incomes of $52,000
or more ($78,000 for couples) would no longer receive a government pension.89By
promising lower income seniors benefits above those currently available through
OAS/GIS (about $1 20 above). the Chrétien government has avoided the net pension

decreases which wouid have resulted from Manning's proposed three year fieeze on total
OAS fimding. But beyond that. the Liberal govemment has moved in very much the same

direction Reform had proposed three yean earlier.
Privatizing the Canada Pension Plan:

Reform's proposals for reforming the second public pillar of the income security system
for seniors-the contributory public pension plans-are significantly more radical than its
proposals for OAS. The party advocates scrapping public pension plans in favour of a
mandatory and hlly funded pension system which is privately and competitively
managed. If implemented, dJs move toward privatization would mean that the only
difference which would remain between Reform's new second pillar of mandatory pnvate
savings plans and the existing third pillar of RRSPs and RPPs would be the voluntary
nature of existing pension and retirernent savings plans.
Currently, the Canada Pension Plan (CPP)and the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP)
are contributory pension plans which provide earnings-related pensions to retired workers
who have previously contributed to the pian? While Canadians are employed, they and
their employers contribute a designated percentage (1996: 2.8% each) of their
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pensionable eamings to the CPP.9' When they retire, contributon receive pensions equd

to 25% of their average career eamings, up to a maximum of 25% of the average
Canadian wage. In 1996, with an average wage of approxirnately $35,000, the maximum

CPP retirement pension was close to $8.750 per year9' Since it was created in 1966, the
CPP has functioned as a partially funded hybrid of a pay-as-you-go pension plan. Until
1997, the objective has been to maintain a CPP reserve fund equal to about two years'
worth of benefits. Since a fund of this size (i996:approximately $40 billion) is not large

enough to earn a r e m capable of covering benefits. today's workers have essentially
been paying for the CPP pensions of today's retirees. and thus the CPP is commonly
referred to as a pay-as-you-go pension plan.
The CPP is not. however. only a retirement pension plan. A variety of other
benefits are funded through the CPP. For example. over 250.000 Canadians under the age

of 65 receive disability pensions through the CPP:and disabled contributors with children
under 18 years of age (25 yean of age if enrolled in school) also receive disabled
connibutors child benefits. There are aiso survivor benefits in the fonn of the surviving
spouse's pensions and orphan's benefits which are paid to the spouses and children of
deceased contributors. And, finally, there is the CPPfs lump surn death benefit-equal to
approximately six months of CPP pension benefits--which is paid to the estate of a
deceased contributor. While these aspects of the CPP are ofien referred to as 'peripheral'
programmes, their curent cost to the CPP is approximately $6 billion per year, or one
third of total CPP expenditures, and they provide assistance to more than one million
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cana di an^.^^
During 1995 and 1996 there were a number of news reports suggesting that
without faVly drastic reform the Canada Pension Plan wouid be at risk of becoming either
unsustainable or unaffordable." As is required by the statute governing the CPP,the
federal government and the provinces have an agreed upon 25 year schedule for
contribution rate increases. However, the 1995 actuarid report showed the existing
schedule to be inadequate for maintaining a CPP hind equal to the targeted two years
worth of benefits. The Chief Actuary reported that under the existing schedule the CPP
fimd would be exhausted by 201 5. He went on to explain that in light of current

demographic trends, slow economic growth and past benefit emichments, the combined
employee/employer contribution rate of a sustainable CPP would need to nse from the
current 5.6% to 14.2% (7.1 % each for employers and employees) in 2030.~'Since the
Chief Actuary's 1995 report. the consensus has been that urgent action is required if the

CPP is to remain both fiordable and financially sustainable. While opinions varied on
how drastic CPP reform needed to be.% federal and provincial finance ministers recently
agreed on a schedule which would see CPP contributions rise from 5.6% in 1997 to 9.9%
in 2003.9'

On the possibility of long-term success in the effort to design an fiordable and
sustainable CPP,Reform has taken a pessimistic view. According to Refom, an initially
flawed funding arrangement, subsequent programme changes and Canada's changing
demographic profile. have put the CPP in a crisis fiom which it c m not easily be saved.

instead of reforming the CPP, the Reform Party advocates replacing Canada's public
pension plan with a system of privately rnanaged tax-deferred capital accumulation
accounts. sometimes called Registered Persona1 Security Plans (RPSPs) or superRRSPS.~~
The Reform Party's advocacy of the privatization of the CPP is. in part.
motivated by problems it sees with alternative CPP reform proposals. For exarnple, the
party rejects cuts to CPP pension benefits because of the "strong moral claim" seniors

have to these promised benefits; and they reject increases in contribution rates because
they f e u a "revolt" against the "unbearable tax burden" which would result fiom
contribution rates in the 10% to 14% range? According to Reform. the CPP can not be
saved because each of the reform proposals inevitably pits contributors against
beneficiaries: "Pay-as-you-go schemes (like the CPP) set the stage for divisive and
devastating inter-generational contiicts."'* But this explanation of Reform's scepticism
about the possibility of saving the CPP through reform partially masks what motivates
Reform's wish to scrap the CPP. As Monica Townson, Vice-Chair of the Pension
Commission of Ontario. recently argued, proposals to privatize public pensions are
"driven by two main forces: a desire to reduce payroll taxes...and a political viewpoint
that believes in the superiority of market-based solutions and prefers individual initiative
to collective responsibility."'"'

The Reform Party's proposa1 for pnvatizing Canada's public pension plan is not
entirely original. Chile's pay-as-you-go public pension plan was privatized in the early
1980s and now the Chilean case serves, according to Reform, as "the mode1 of greatest
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success" for Canadian advocates of privatization. 'O2 The Globe and Mail also champions
the Chilean experiment as a mode1 which deserves to be ~ o ~ i e dand
, ' a~ recent
~
World

Bank report on income security for the aged relied heavily on evidence fiom the Chilean
expenence in its advocacy of privately managed funded pension plans over public pay-asyou-go plans such as the CPP.Im But much of the language and political strategy
underpinning Reform's proposais cornes fiom Amencan neo-liberal privatization
strategies published in the 1980s. Peter Ferrara and Stuart Butler of the Arnerican
Heritage Foundation have. for example. argued that once the 'welfare' dimension of

income security for seniors h a been hived off into a means-tested programme financed
by general revenues, then the public pension and insurance dimensions of the income
security system for seniors should be performed by 'super-IR4s1--anexpanded version of
Individual Retirement Accounts (the Amencan version of the RRSP)."' While this policy
prescription is similar to the Chilean exarnple. it was Butler's proposal which apparently
provided Reform policy-makers with a political strategy for implementing such a
monumental change to the social welfare system.
Butler advised pnvatizers never to forget there is a "fimcoalition" behind the
existing system of public social security pensions. He argued it is important to devise
"methods by which elements of the coalition could be detached." while d s o d i f i i n g the
emotion typically associated with changes to programmes which provide income security
to seniors.I w Specifically, Butler suggested i) that "pnvatizers should seek constitutional
protection for benefits" being paid to the current generation of seniors, ii) that middle-
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aged contributon should be offered "a bond that would entitle each worker to a retirement
annuity in proportion to the tax contributions he or she has made into the system," and,
fmaily, iii) that young workers should be promised that "a private plan would provide
many times the r e m they could expect fiom" the existing public pension plan.lo7The
Reform Party's four-point CPP privatization plan follows Butler's advice to the letter.
The plan begins with a cal1 for a constitutional amendment stating that it "shdl
not be lawful for the Government of Canada to reduce the retirement benefits payable
under the Canada Pension Plan to persons aged 65 or older."'" Clearly, Refom's hope is
that this constitutional guarantee will bring seniors on side for the eventual privatization
of the CPP. But not only curent seniors would be threatened by privatization. Reform
calculates that if the new system of privately managed capital accumulation accounts
(super-RRSPs) started in 1997. mid-career CPP contributors born before 1962 (Le.
workers who in 1996 were between age 35 and 65) would be unable to build a fund large
' ~ the support of
enough to provide retirement benefits equal to a CPP p e n s i ~ n . Since
these workers is essential to the privatization plan's success. Reform has accepted Butler's
advice and promised to provide mid-career contributors with 'recognition bonds' to make

up the difference. With this promise. however. cornes the dilemma of b d i n g the
recognition bonds: CPP contributions would no longer be coming into the federal
treasury, and the existing $40 billion CPP fund will not be enough to cover the
constitutional cornmitment to seniors, let alone the recognition bonds. Once again,
Reform tunis to the Chilean example and suggests funding the recognition bonds "with
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revenues generated by the privatization of Crown Corporations and other goverment
assets." ' 'O
Canadians bom after 1961, including fiiture generations, would, under the Reform
proposal, have no M e r relationship to the CPP once the mandatory private system
began operation. Instead of contributing, via a payroll deduction. to the CPP. workers
would have a percentage of their income (likely in the range of 8.5% to 10%) paid
directly to privately-nui, governrnent-regulated financial institutions which manage
RRSP-style capital accumulation accounts. According to Reform. a Canadian who paic
into such an account for a full working life of forty years, would retire with a pension
"substantially higher than the 25% of final salary promised by CPP."I1'
It should be stressed. however. that the potential for a fully-hded pian to

eventually pay higher pensions is only one of the benefits Reforrn expects to resuit from
the privatization of the CPP. The party also t m p e t s the implications of an RRSP-style
private pension system for both the level of payroll taxes and the availability of
investment capital. Regarding payroll taxes, Reform has expressed concern about a revolt
against the CPP contribution rate increasing from the current 5.6% to 10%. or as much as
14%, of pensionable eamings, as the Chief Actuaiy has warned may be necessary to
sustain the CPP. When the finance ministers announced their February, 1997, deal to
gradually increase CPP contributions to 9.9% in 2003, Manning characterized the plan as
a $ I O-billion-a-year tax grab.'" According to Reform. such an increase in "payroll taxes

is as good a way as any to depress ernployrnent prospect^.""^ Reform's plan would mean
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a massive reduction in payroll taxes paid by Canadian businesses: in fact. if their plan
was introduced in 1997 Canadian business would Save in the range of $5 billion in

payroll taxes."' Workers. on the other hand, would likely see their contributions almost
quadruple (fiom 2.8% of pensionable earnings in 1996 to 8.5% or even 10% in 1997'").
The difference-and this is significant-would be that workers would no longer be
contributing to the pensions of the current generation of seniors: instead, they would be
contributing to their own capital accumulation accounts. and would therefore continue to
'own' the money which is contributed.
Regarding the availability of investment capital. the Reform Party stresses that an
"increase in total investment wealth" is "key" to their plan.'I6 Reform rejects the
Keynesian notion of demand management which assumed that social programmes such as
public pensions could be an economic stimulus because they increased spending for
personal consumption. Indeed, in an example of Reform's anti-Keynesian rhetonc. the

party argues that CPP contributions are currently "removedfiom the economy in the form
of immediate consurnption rather than being reinvested."'" Their concem is that the payas-you-go structure of the CPP "reduces the stock of capital available to business and
forces up interest rates. making Canada less cornpetitive."'" Of course, it would be
possible to increase savings and amass a large pool of investment capital without actuaily
privatizing the CPP. As David Slater, the former Chair of the Economic Council of

Canada, has argued. the funding issue is "fundamentally the same for a reformed CPP or
replacement by a mandatory retirement savings plan."

' ' But business leaders and neo-
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liberal ideologues have rejected expanding the CPP on a fûnded basis "because it means
pools of capital in public bands.""' The C.D. Howe instinite and the WorId Bank. among
others. have expressed concern regarding the "political flaws" of fully-funded public
pensions plans. According to the World Bank. "market motivations" are supenor to
"central planning," and "@)rivately managed pension f h d s beat publicly managed fùnds

hands down.""' The Reform Party shares these neo-liberal convictions and promises
significant positive economic consequences will result fiom the privatization of the CPP;
in a moment of hyperbole, the party even contends that "the changes to the (Chilean)
pension system were the most important element of the Chilean 'economic miracle' of the
1980s and early 1990~."'~'
It is important to remember. however. that the CPP is more than a pension system.
it is a social programme. Not only does the CPP provide a virtually universal definedbenefit system of pensions based on an ongoing redistribution of income between
generations, but the CPP incorporates a range of peripheral programmes which sociaiize
specific nsks and provide financial assistance to over one million Canadians each year.
The largest of these peripheral programmes is the disability pensions programme. which

has a current annual expenditure of close to $2.5 billion. There may be some legitimate
questions to be raised regarding the emciency and legitimacy of linking disability benefits
to the CPP,'" but t!!e fact remains that this social programme serves over 250.000
Canadians annually. Nevertheless, the Reform Party's CPP privatization plan involves
pnvatizing disability benefits as well as the retirement pensions. Under Refonds proposal
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for replacing the CPP,"every working Canadian would be required to purchase privare
disability ins~rance.""~
Reform would r e m Canada to a situation where individuals and
the pnvate market are responsible for ensuring the well-being of workers who, under the
current system, would otherwise be eligible to claim publicly funded disability benefits.
Following through on the Reform Party's proposal to scrap the CPP and its
penpheral programmes would mark a significant step away from the concept of
socialization of risk and toward the use of private market rnechanisrns to protect average
people who are in need of financial assistance. This is intentional; indeed it is the essence
of Reform's planned transition fiom a welfare state to a secure society. The Refom

Party's caucus has argued that there are three broad classes of personal security needs
which must be dealt with in any modem society. First. is "protection against personal
catastrophe." In a secure society the need for such protection " c mbe dealt with by means
of private insurance." Obviously Reform believes the needs of those who are currently
receiving CPP disability pensions fa11 within this first class of personal security needs.
Second are "needs that will arise reasonably far in the future, but are predictable." In a
secure society this second class of needs "would be taken care of by means of a system of
personalized tax-sheltered capital accumulation accounts." Economic security in
retirement falls into this second class. The third class of need is for "immediate help for
those who have not been able to provide for thernselves." According to Reform,
responding to this third class of needs is "the proper function of charîty or, in its absence,
of governrnent tran~fers.""~
The state, in other words, should only be involved in the
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provision of inescapable welfare ne&, not the socidization of risk or the maintenance of
generalized social well-being.
Applying capital accumulation accounts to unemployment and kealth cure:

In the longer term. the Reform Party contemplates a socia! policy regime designed on the
assurnptions underpinning this framework for meeting persona1 security needs. A
potentially significant element of this agenda would be the complete pnvatization of
Employment Insurance and health insurance along the same lines as proposed for the

CPP. The party has purposefully avoided including such proposals in their near-term
social policy agenda but the Reform caucus is openly contemplating proposing a system
of penonalized tax-sheltered capital accumulation accounts to provide financial
assistance to individuais experiencing penods of unemployment and sickness. Stuart
Butler. the Amencan neo-liberal who infiuenced Reform's proposa1 for privatizing the

CPP, claims that Registered Persona1 Security Plans (RPSPs) for health insurance are "a
distinct possibility on the h~rizon.""~
And the Refotm Party's 1995 Tapayeers' Budget
confirms that over the long-term Refom considers RPSPs as "the most promising" of "a
number of options (being considered) for renewal of Canada's UI system.""'

The implications of pnvatizing UI and health insurance through RPSPs would
Vary between individuals. Those who are seldom sick and experience no more than a few
brief bouts of unemployment during their working lives would be able to accumulate
sficient

fùnds in their RPSPs to cover expenses and replace lost income. On the other

hand, individuais who experience a chronic illness or are forced to make multiple claims
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on their unemployment RPSPs over a short period of tirne, would be unable to build up
sufficient funds to cover their needs. Similarly, young people just entering the workforce-a category of workers with a rate of unemployment much higher than the national
average-would not have sufficient protection in their newly opened RPSPs. But Reform
seems to have ignored these rather obvious realities. Bonowing data from the Canadian
Institute of Actuaries, Reform argues that while the maximum number of weeks of
benefits ailowable under UI is 50 weeks (45 weeks since My. 1996). a ten year old RPSP

for unemployment (with no previous claims) would be large enough to provide benefits
similar to those provided by UI for a Ml 84.4 weeks. A fifteen year old plan would
provide benefits for 140.1 weeks, and so on. What the party fails to point out is that the
Canadian Institute of Actuaries' data also indicated that workers who became unemployed
within five years of establishing an RPSP would not have accumulated enough capital to
provide benefits equal to what was then provided by the UI system. Similarly, repeat

users may never be able to establish a personal account capable of providing the level and
duration of benefits which are available when risk is socialized through a system like

UWEI.
Since a similar pattern would result for those making fiequent claims on RPSPs
for health care, one wonders where the chronically il1 and chronically unemployed would

turn for assistance in Reform's secure society. As individuals "who have not been able to
provide for themselves," the chronically il1 or unemployed would have to tum to "charity
or, in its absence..govenunent transfers."

"'But these govemment transfea would no

longer be through social programmes which, like UIlEI and health insurance, are
significant to the vast majority of Canadians. As a result, those who fmd they are unable
to provide for themselves with personalized tax-sheltered capital accumulation accounts
may soon find they no longer have clear and substantive social rights; instead, they would
be marginaiized, eventually viewed as failures in light of market oriented values which
emphasize individual initiative and self-reliance. As provincially administered social
assistance is today. the govemrnent transfen which would provide for those who are
unable to provide for themselves with private RPSPs would be an easy target during
periods of government restraint. In other words. privatizing social progammes which
cwently socialize risk is very likely to M e r undermine welfare liberal notions of
collective responsibility. Such developments would take us a considerable way toward the
logical endpoint of the neo-liberal trajectory whick yoveming practices have been
following over the past decade.
Conclusion
From its inception the Reform Party has been characterized as 'extremist'. as out of step
with the mainstream. When the Reform Party emerged during 1986 and 1987. the partyos
fiscally conservative neo-liberal agenda was still less than wholeheartedly embraced by
society's influentid agenda-setters. At both the federal and provincial levels. the neoliberal rhetoric of the New Right was becoming more popular, but political and

bureaucratie leaders had not provided considerable concrete evidence of their willingness
to embrace neo-liberal policy solutions as being essential to social and economic
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prosperity. indeed. it was the federal Tories' apparent unwillingness to aggressively attack
the deficit and reduce the size of govemment which drew many of the early Reformers to
the Party. Since that time. however. federd and provincial governrnents have begun to
intmduce a post-welfare state social policy regime which builds on the very neo-liberal
political rationdity articulated by Reform. Across Canada, governrnents have embraced
the goal of restricting the role of government in society. An apparent consensus has also
emerged around the need to subordinate social policy to the requirements of stmctural
competitiveness. From the Liberal govemment in New Brunswick, to the Conservatives
in Ontario and Alberta, officiai discourses have shified from an emphasis on social rights
and collective responsibility toward market oriented values which emphasize individual
initiative and self-reliance. Lower cost and market-based solutions are now tnimpeted as
the key to an effective and sustainable social welfare system. and promises of tax cuts
seem to be the order of the day.

In this chapter 1 have argued that Reform's cal1 for a clear and decisive break from
the governing practices of the Keynesian welfare state is no longer out of step with the
course of Canadian social policy. Particularly with its calls for greater targeting and
pnvatization in social policy fields ranging from health care to income security for
seniors and the unernployed, Reform has been a harbinger of an emerging era of neoliberal govemance. While some dimensions of Reform's longer term social and economic
policy agenda may still appear fairly radical--including, for example, the cal1 for a flat tax

and the proposa1 to privatize the CPP--the party's notion of a 'secure society' may reveal a
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logical endpoint of the ongoing paradigm shifi in govemuig practices and state form.
It is not my intention to overstate the importance of Reform to the sidelining of
Keynesian economics and welfare liberalism in favour of neo-liberalisrn. Canada's neo-

Iiberal turn has been a local manifestation of a global trend. We have witnessed Liberal
and NDP. as well as Tory. governments move to the right as the balance of power
between markets and States has shifted in the context of globalization. My purpose has
simply been to shed light on the Reform Party's social and economic policy agenda and to
illuminate the extent to which Reform's interventions in policy debates are a part of the
neo-liberal shift in political discourses and state governing practices.
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Chapter Eight

Conclusion

The purpose of this dissertation has been to explore and explicate both the fmof and the

significance of the rise of the Reform Party of Canada. The starting point for my
expianation of Reform's emergence was an examination of the relationship between the
political economic context and the processes of party system change. 1 argued that the
political economic context influences the strategic maneuvenngs of existing parties and
the dynamics of the broader politics of representation. With this in mind. it is significant
that Reform emerged during a penod of dramatic social and economic restnicturing in
which there occurred significant transformations in the material conditions of life for
working and middle-class Canadians. I argued that such periods of social and economic
restructuring create oppomuiities for the emergence of new political parties, particularly
parties which offer distinctive interpretations of the causes and solutions to the hardships
associated with rapid social change and economic restructuring. The Reform Party's neoliberal populism is just such an attempt to define a future beyond the current period of
turnultuous social and economic restructunng.
Of course. the political economic context alone does not explain Reform's
emergence. The rise of Reform c m only be understood in the context of the strategic
maneuverings of competing partisan actors, the institutional conditioning variables which
shape the oppominity structures of the party system, and the various issues which animate
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the politics-of-the-day. Moreover, reflecting on the importance of what 1 cal1 the politics
of representation, 1 argued that the rise of Refom and the popularization of Reform's neoliberal populist discourse and policy agenda is directly Iinked to the earlier nse of a group
of progressive social movements and public interest groups now known as the new social
movements-including feminism. environmentalism. and the gay and lesbian rights
movement. In developing this dimension of my explication of the nse of Reform, 1
explained that populism is a discursive representation of power and politics which
constitutes political subjects in relation to a supposed antagonism between the people and
the powerfil inferests. But since the content of this antagonism is not objectively given.

populism serves as an ideological instrument which Reform has used in a direct challenge
to the new social movements. More concretely. Preston Manning and the Reform Party
constnict the populist antagonism as one that pits ordinary working and rniddle-class
taxpayen against the bureaucracy and the minority "specid interest groups" of the new
social movements. Refom trumpets neo-liberal policy solutions as being in the interest of
the ordinary Canadians which the party defines as the people, while simultaneously using
populist discourse to delegitimize the interventions of public interest groups and social
rnovement organizations which defend the Keynesian welfare state or advocate
progressive alternative perspectives on and solutions to social and economic
restmcturing.

1 stated on several occasions that the significance of the emergence of the Reform

Party is rooted in the fact that the party represents a new and distinctive intervention in
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the struggles defuillig the party system's discursive framework. Reform's significance,
then, lies not in its impact on the distribution of power within the party system or seats
within the House of Comrnons, but in the fact that the party's ideas have contributed to a
broad cultural process which has transformed Canadian political discome and public
policy. 1 am cautious not to overstate the importance of Reform to the success of the
discursive struggles which have advanced the neo-liberal project. A variety of social
forces have engaged in furthering this new right-wing agenda. Nevertheless, 1do
dernonstrate the extent to which Reform has participated in advancing the neo-liberal
paradigm shift in state governing practices; and I make the case that this is the real
significance of the rise of Reform.
Clearly, the present is a moment of turbulence, of political and economic
restnictunng. Old assumptions and understandings are being rejected in favour of a new,
neo-liberal consensus. My argument has been that the Reform Party represents an
important political and ideological intervention in this process of t q h g to define a future.
indeed, 1 contend Reform's populist discourse and neo-liberal poiicy agenda may
telegraph the mode of social and economic regulation which will stabilize an emerging
new accumulation regime. The contours of the neo-liberai state form are still taking
shape; nevertheless, over the past decade Reform's populist political appeals to working
and rniddle-class Canadians have enhanced popular support for the exclusionary practices

of a neo-liberal mode of govemance. By blazing the trails for neo-liberaiism, Reform has

made it easier for a variety of neo-liberal politicians--fiom Mike Harris to Paul Martin--
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who have had the oppomuiity to directly reshape public policy and smte goveming
practices.

The party system is always a potentially important mediating institution in the
processes which establish consensus. constmct identities, and formulate a common sense
capable of making sense of the material conditions of peoples' lives. While party systems
are dways influenced by the changing political economy. the parties of this system also
have a significant impact on the capacity of an accumulation regime to remain "in
regulation." For most of the postwar era a pattern of brokerage politics helped to stabilize
Canada's Fordist regime of accumulation. But brokerage politics is an activity of parties
most compatible with periods of consensus, when there is a shared comrnon sense based
on a hegemonic mode of social regulation. Over the past two decades of restnicturing, the
potential for an end to brokerage politics was opened. For a time--particularly between
1988 and 19934t appeared that non-brokerage politics could corne to dominate the

Canadian party system. Today. however. I would argue that the success of Reform's
populism is one factor which may be serving to re-establish brokerage politics around a
new neo-liberal consensus. Through its particular construction of "the common sense of
the common people," the Reform Party's populism is helping to entrench neo-libemlism
within the Canadian party system.
What about the future? Refonds long-terni electorai success is certainly not

assured. Nor. for that matter, is the continuation of the current neo-liberal trajectory in
public policy and state governing practices. With labour, feminist and other progressive
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social movements stniggling against the neo-liberal agenda, a senous economic downtum
prior to any irnprovement in the rate of joblessness or real family incomes codd
illuminate the inadequacies of neo-liberal analysis and tum public opinion against the
neo-liberal project. Within the partisan arena, however. the hegernony of neo-liberaiism
seems almost complete.
With regard to the Reform Party's electoral future, the party faces a number of
obstacles. Reform's failure to break into Ontario in 1997. the continued strength of the
Tories in Atlantic Canada, and womes about the capacity of a young, leader dominated
party to survive beyond the reign of its first leader. are al1 matters which should concem
Reform strategists. But such matters have not been my focus. If we conceptualize
political parties as discursive moments in the processes of ideological debate which shape

the political culture, these concems regarding the Reform Party's future electoral success
may be partially missing the point. in o d y a decade. Reform has had a significant impact
on the Canadian political culture. The party has helped to reshape the discursive
framework of the Canadian party system. Most importantly, Reform has transformed the
ideological make-up of the right-wing of the partisan political spectnim. The party's neoliberal policy agenda has, to a significant extent, been embraced by Ralph Klein, Mike

Harris and Jean Charest. Little is heard in the late 1990s from traditional or red tories who
once were significant to the discursive content of the Canadian party system's right-wing.

The focus of Reform's ideological interventions has been deligitimizing left-liberal and
Keynesian analysis and undermining the influence of various progressive social
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movement organizations. But Reform's Iasting legacy may be its contribution to the death
of Canadian toryism.
Admittedly, as is the case with the New Right more broadly, Reform's ideological
profile combines neo-liberalism and socially conservative traditiondism. However, the
party's social conservatism is of secondary importance in that its influence is contained
within a framework which is compatible with fundarnentally neo-liberal policy
objectives. Thus. whether or not the Reform Party is electorally successful well into the
next century. the party has served to advance neo-liberdism. and this agenda is now being
carried fonvard by a party system which is thoroughly defined by a neo-liberal discursive
fkamework,

Ap pendir A

The Reformers: A Profile

Introduction

Political parties are never simple expressions of social, econornic or class interests;
moreover, neither a party's ideological orientation, nor its approach to controversial
political questions can be simply and directiy attnbuted to the character or distinctiveness
of its social base. Nevertheless. it is useM to have an awareness of who has supported
and become active within the Reform Party. The analysis in this dissertation-particularly
chapters five and six--is well-served by this background information. This appendix is
provided for those who are less farniliar with the Reform Party's demographic profile.

The discussion of Reform's neo-liberal populism in chapter five emphasizes the
way in which populism is a discursive representation of power and politics which
constitutes political subjects in relation to a supposed antagonism between the people and
the powerful interests. What is interesting to us here is the extent to which the political

discourse of the Reform Party equates the parry and the people. As the Reform Party's
former director of Policy, Strategy and Communications, Tom Flanagan, explained

during an interview. Preston Manning and his followers view the Reform Party as a crosssection of the whole population:
Preston's mythicai Party is in fact a representative cross-section of the
whole people. In fact, it is not anything like that, but in his fantasy world
of populism that is what it is. So he cm sort of shuttle back and forth as it

pleases him between Party and people, since he doesn't draw boundaries it
can keep this populist myth afloat. '

But. if it is only a "populist myth" which allows Manning to equate the party and the
people, who are the Reformers?
The Reformers
It is now fairly easy to provide a descriptive profile of the Reform Party's social base,
particularly if we focus our attention on the period of the party's emergence and electoral
breakthrough in 1993. The data is readily available in a number of studies which have
detailed who the Reformers are and what they believe.' But it is important to be cautious
about how we make use of that data. lnformal and journalistic accounts ofien portray the
Reform Party's support base as aging white men who reside in the West and share uppermiddle class business, professional or agrarian backgrounds. The suggestion is that
Reform represents an narrow slice of Canada, and. as a corollary, that it most certaidy
does not represent youthful urban voters, the working class, or non-white Canadians
@articuIarly those who are recent immigrants). The evidence to support such a portrayal
is certainly available. At the 1992 Reform Party Assembly in Winnipeg 37.8 per cent of
the delegates were over sixty years of age, and 7 1.1 per cent were men. A quarter of the
delegates were retired. 26.6 per cent were professional employees or self-employed
professionals. 19.9 per cent were business owners, and 8.2 per cent were farmers.'
However, such portrayals overstate the uniqueness of the Reform Party's social base and
can Iead to a number of potentially spunous conclusions.
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Before dissecting the quantitative data on Refonn's social base, it is important to
mise the question of what one means by references to l e par$

At one level, it could be

argued the party includes the full coalition of electors who would support Reform in the
context of a general election. in addition to dues paying memben, this definition would
include a range of passive supporters, members of the electorate who self-identie as
Reform supporters but choose not to become active in partisan politics. However: since
the party's political discourse and policies are shaped by hi&-level activists and the party
elite. perhaps the Party should be equated with the actual dues paying membership, or
possibly an even more exclusive subset of Reformers. Unfortunately, more exclusive
definitions of the party can make cross-party cornparisons dificult; not o d y have
Canadian parties never shared a common approach to organizing their membenhips,' but
studies of activists and elites attending party conventions or holding party offices have
shown that the composition of the inner circles of Canadian parties does not reflect the
electoral coalitions which underpin those same parties. In fact. with regard to social class.
income and occupation. activists in ail of Canada's major parties tend to have similarly
privileged backgrounds, backgrounds which are unrepresentative of the electorate at
large.6
Thus. it is important to examine the data on a nurnber of levels. To avoid
problematic depictions of Reform, we must differentiate between Reform supporters
within the electorate and Reform members, particularly the activist and elites who attend
party assemblies. Comparisons should be made between Reform activists and the generd
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population, but since al1 parties are somewhat exclusive. the profile of Reform members
and activists should also be compared with other parties. In the end, a carefùl and

balanced study of the Reform Party will show, as Trevor Harrison has observed, "that the
profile of Refomers is somewhat distinctive. though certainly not peculiar."'
Geder:

Vimially every profile of Reform has noted the extent to which the party is male
dorninated. There is a persistent gender gap in both support for and involvement in the
Reform Party. This phenornenon is most pronounced with party members and activists,
but remains significant even among passive supporters. Insight Canada's survey data from
the 1993 election showed that 53.1 per cent of Reform Party supporters were men. while
only 46.9 per cent were wornen--a spread of over seven percentage points.' Similarly.
using an index of party support for which a score of 100 means members of a group (such
as men) supported Reform at the same rate as the whole sample--in other words. a score

of 50 means they are half as likely, and 200 means they are twice as likely-Harold Clarke
found men's index of support for Reform in 1993 was 122, while for women the index of
support was only 78.9
With regard to party activists in other Canadian political parties. it is usual that
more men than women will become activists." Nevertheless. the extent to which this is
the case in the Refonn Party is striking." Early surveys of the party membership found

that roughly 70 per cent of Reform members were men (72% in 1989 and 67% in 1991),
and only 30 per cent were women (28% in 1989 and 33% in 1991). As cornparisons of
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the percentage of male and female activists attending various party conventions show, the
gender gap within the Reform Party is significantly greater than within the other major
parties. "

Table A. 1 :

Gender re~resentationat ~ a r t conventions
v

Men

55%

Women

45%

-

63.4%

63%

71.1%

36.6%

37%

28.9%

Source: Archer and Ellis. "OpinionStructure of Reform Party rlcfivists."

Admittedly. the rule structures for delegate selection in Canada's other parties diminish
the extent of any representational bias in favour of men. However. since Reform is aware

of such practices and has consciously chosen not to put such rules in place. these
institutional factors which alter gender representation at party conventions do not
delegitimize the cross-party cornparison.
Age:

As with gender, the age profile of Reform is somewhat distinctive. Most often
cornmented on is the large percentage of Reformers who are in later middle age or
beyond. In 199 1. the average age of Reform Party members was 56.3 years: among
British Colurnbian members it was even higher, 59.3 years.I3 Surveys of memben and
activists have consistently found over a third of Reformers are senior citizens. in fact, a
s w e y of party members in 1989 found nearly 48 per cent of Reformers were 60 yean of
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age or older.I4 Equally uncharacteristic of the general Canadian population is the lack of

youthhil Reformers. in 199 1 less than 7 per cent of the party's mem bership was under 35
years of age.Is A year later. at the Reform assembly in Winnipeg, only 4.8 per cent of the
delegates were under thirty. The Liberals and Conservatives, with their rules guaranteeing
representation to youth associations and campus clubs, consistently ensure that over a

third of the activists participating in conventions are under thirty.16 Even the 1989 NDP
convention. without aggressive niles protecting youth representation, had a delegation of
activists under thirty that was almost three times larger than Refonn's.

In what Archer and Ellis cd1 the "core age group" for activists in most politicai
parties-from 30 to 49 years of age--Refonn counted only 34.3 per cent of its 1992
delegates, compared to 55 per cent for the NDP." With strikingly few activists under 30.
and fewer than usuai aged 30 to 49, Reform has become a party dominated by activists
who are later middle aged and older--fully 60.8 per cent of delegates to the 1992
assembly were at least 50 yean of age, and 37.8 per cent were aged 60 or beyond.
Early survey research exploring Reform's support within the electorate revealed an
age profile which was skewed in a similar, but somewhat less drarnatic manner. In April.
1991, Gallup Canada reported Reform Party support to be at 16 per cent nationally. At the
time, these results were considered a major breakthrough. Reform was now in third place,
behind the Liberals and NDP, but slightly ahead of the goveming Tories. Arnong voten

65 years of age and over, Refonn was doing even better: they were comfortably in second
place with the support of 27 per cent of Canadian seniors. But arnong voten under 30
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yean of age. Reform stood fifth, with only 6 per cent s ~ p p o n .L'n~Alberta a 1991 study
found sirnilariy skewed results. Ln that province. the Reform Party was, at the tirne, five to
ten percentage points ahead of the three major parties arnong decided voters. However,
this lead was not consistent across al1 age categories. With voters under 30 years of age,
Reform actuaily trailed the three more traditional parties. With those aged 60 and over,
Reform's lead was three times stronger than for the sarnple as a whole. ranging fiom
approxirnately 18 to 30 percentage points depending on the party to which Reform is
cornpared. l9
Since early 1992, Gallup polls have reported Reform's support as being much
more consistent across various age goups. In November. 1993. shortly after the general
elecrion, there was no age cohon which deviated more than 2 percentage points fiom the
party's 19 per cent standing in popular support." According to Tom Flanagan. the only
group to over support Reform in the 1993 election was those aged 46 to 55. an
observation he explained by reference to the fact that this is the period of most people's
lifetime earnings peak. Flanagan claims that this "makes sense in light of the Reform
Party's message of economic independence and reduced reliance on government."" In the

final analysis. it would appear that while Reform continues to be a party dominated by
activists who are middle aged and older. the age profile of the party's electoral coalition

has graduaily become more consistent with the age profile of the population as a whole.
Language & religion:
Across a range of variables, Reformers are distinctive. However, the demographic profile

of the Party does bear similarities to the traditional protile of the Progressive
Conservatives and other right-wing parties which have formed outside of Quebec. For
exarnple. Reform activists are ovenvhelrningly English speaking (99.7% of 1992
assembly delegates), and there was a moderate negative correlation ( - 2 6 overall. and -.4
in Ontario) between the percentage of French speaking homes and the percentage of
Reform votes in constituencies during the 1993 election." In Alberta in 1991, Protestants
were almost nÿice as likely to support Reform (2 1.1%) as Catholics (1 1.6%)."
Previous partisan afflfiatotion:

These similarities between Reformen and the traditional Tory social base are certainly
not surprising. In the early 1990s. almost three quarters (73%) of Reform Party mernbers
had previously supponed the Progressive Conservatives," and over three quarten
(79.3%) of Reform activists had voted for and supported the Tones in the past." it is true
that Reform has mobilized a considerable nurnber of Canadians who were not previously
active in partisan politics. In fact. party organizers proudly proclaim that only 38.3 per
cent of delegates to the 1992 assembiy were active in another political party pnor to
joining Reform; but over two thirds (67.9%) of those activists were formerly activists

within the Conservative pariy ( 12% Liberal, 1 1.4% Socred. and 4.1 % NDP)?
Within the electorate a similar pattern of shift in partisanship fiom Tory to
Reform has been noted. According to an Insight Canada survey, the Conservatives held
only 24.4 per cent of their 1988 vote in the 1993 election. Fully 26.1 per cent of those in
the sample who voted Tory in 1988, voted Reform in 1993." As a result, there was a
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strong positive correiation (-60)
between the percentage of Tory vote in constituencies in
1988 and the percentage of Reform vote in 1993."

Table A.2:

I P.C.

Shifts in ~artisanshiotoward Reform. 1988 to 1993

1

26.1 %

1

38%

1

55%

Liberal

8.6%

15%

28%

NDP

1 6.4%

11%

9%

Source: Tossutti. "Fromcornmuniturian Protest Towarak lnstirutionalkat ion '*:and Flanagan. Wuiring
for the Wave.

Certainly the Reform Party was not the only party to benefit fiom the Conservative
decline in 1993; of Tories who abandoned their party in 1993, over a third (34.5%) voted
Reform. but 38.3 per cent voted Liberal and 20.1 per cent voted B.Q.'~hportantly
however. as Table A.2 demonstrates. Reform gains fiom Tory switchers outside of
Quebec--particularly in the West--were even greater. In the West. 55% of 1988 Tory
voters switched to Reform in the 1993 e l e ~ t i o n . ~ ~
Region % community sire:
It is clear fiom the evidence presented above that Reformers are disproportionately male,
older (at least this is the case with party activists), Protestant and English speaking. For
the most part, they are also former supporters of--even activists within-the Progressive

Conservative Party. What about the perception that Reform is a rurai dominated and

I
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primmily Western party which remains largely unattractive to Eastern and urban voters?
With regard to the party's regional base, it is certainly tnie that Refonn's roots and
greatest strengths are in the West. Until 1991 the Reform Party was even constitutionally

bound to organize oniy in the four Westem provinces. Since then however. Reform has
developed a significant base of support in Ontario; and the constituency-based system for
selecting voting delegates to party assemblies has ensured that Reformen fiom the more
densely populated province of Ontario are a force with notable influence on the evolving
character of the ~arty."Ln fact. as early as 1992. the Ontario delegation at the Reform

Party's Assembly was aimost as large as Alberta's (29.2% of the delegates compared to

30.7%), and considerably larger than British Columbia's (2 1.9% of the delegates)."
In the 1993 general election. Reform was most successful in Alberta and British
Columbia: the party won an absolute majority of the popular vote (52%) in Alberta and
36.1 per cent in British Columbia. Forty-six of the party's fi@-two M.P.s were elected in

these two most westerly of the provinces. It is tnie, and it is often stated, that the Reform

Party elected only one M.P. east of Manitoba. Nevertheless, 20.1 per cent of voterj in
Ontario supported Reform, and the party's candidates finished second in fi@-six of the
province's ninety-nine constituencies. in fact, fully 38 per cent of the 2.5 million votes
Reform received in the 1993 general election were cast in Ontario; in contrast, B.C. and
Alberta each provided just under 25 per cent of Reform's votes in 1993. Thus, while
regional faimess remains central to Reform's policy agenda, and the party has not been
able to shake much of its Westem character (even when long-term strategic
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considerations recommend doing so). the party no longer bases its strategic political
appeal narrowly on regionalisn or Western dienation.

If it is a mistake to overstate the Western character of Refom's social base, it is
still correct to state that "the party is less urban than the population at large."'3 In 1993
there was a strong correlation between the percentage of Reform Party votes in
constituencies and the percentage of n u a l and suburban polls (.7 in B.C., .65 in Alberta.
and .4 in ~ n t a r i o )Similarly,
.~~
using his index of party support (for which a score of 100

means memben of a community supported Reform at the same rate as the whole sample,
a score of 50 means they are half as likely. and 200 means they are twice as likely) Harold
Clarke found that communities with populations ranging fiom 1.000 to 30,000 had an
index of support for Reforrn of approximately 135. Communities of over haif a million
had an index of support for Reform of only 89." While Refom's social base is not strktly
~ the party did
agm-ian, the party's "non-urban character stands out ~ l e a r l y . "In~ 1993
sweep ail six seats in the city of Calgary; but in Edmonton the Liberals took four seats to
the Reform Party's two. The Liberals also dorninated the most urbanized constituencies in
Vancouver, and no Reformers won in Victoria. Saskatoon, Regina or Winnipeg.
Social econornic status:
The data on the social economic status and class origins of Reform supporters and
activists is more of a challenge to interpret. In particular, navigating the data on
occupation and class position is made difficult by differences between researchers in their
definitions of various occupational groups and classes. But this is not the case with the
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data on educational attainment and income. With regard to these two indicaton of social
economic status. researches generally agree that Reform mernbers and activists are h i a y
educated and eam above average salaries. Of course, this is not surprising; for some t h e
it has been known that activists in al1 major political parties are more highiy educated and
earn higher incomes than the population as a whole." Thus. we should not be surprised to

leam that the mean income of Reform members in the early 1990s was approximately
$44.000.38Nor should we be surprised that 52 per cent of delegates to Reform's 1992
national assembly earned over $60.000 annually, or that 35 per cent earned over $80.000.
These figures are well above the national average; but. as Archer and Ellis point out. this
socio-economic profile is "similar to activists in other partie^."^'
The distribution of income levels among Reform's electoral coalition. on the other
hand, is not particularly uncharacteristic of the population at large. The same can also be
said about the educational anainment of Reform voters: Reform's supporters within the
It
electorate do not deviate greatly from the nom with regard to education and in~ome.'~

is txue that Reformers tend to be under represented among voters earning below $40.000
annually. but the statistical trends are less than absolutely clear--in 1993. for example,
Reform was over represented among voters earning between $40.000 and $60,000, as
well as over $80.000. but they were under represented among voters earning between
$60,000 and $80,000."
Interestingly, with regard to educational attainment, while Reform activists are, when
compared to Canadians generally, more likely to have completed a post-secondary degree.

the data is not as skewed for Reform as it is for the other major parties. The cornparison
with the NDP in Table A.3 is quite telling.

Table: A.3
ii

Educational Attainment of Party Activists
11

m

I

1

II

EducationaI Attainment

Secondary or less

57%

20%

27%

Some postsecondary

3 1%

27%

29%

postsecondary
depee

12%

53%

44%

Source: Archer and Ellis, "OpinionStructure of Party ..ictivisrs";and Statisrics Cunada. The Daily
(Ottawa: Statisrics Camdo, May 1 1. 1993).

In his study of voten who supported the Reform Party in the 1993 election.
Harold Clarke found two occupations substantially over represented: sales and farming
had indexes of support for Reforrn of 150 and 156. respectively." While it is not
surprising that voters involved in such "highly individualistic occupations" would support
Reform,') it is somewhat surprising that the occupational group with the third highest
index of support for Reform-an index of support of 1 16--was unskilled labour. It is
dificult to know exactly how to interpret this data, particularly since it partially conflicts
with the findings which emerged fiom Harrison and Krahn's attempt to determine the

class basis of Reform support. Their study of the Alberta electorate in 1991 found that
"workers" were less likely to support Reform than voten fiom al1 other class positions--

while 18.4 per cent of voters sweyed supported Reform, only 13.9 per cent of workers
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(not including farmers and semi-autonomous worken) supported the party? Harrison and

Krahn did not measure Reform's support among those working in sales; this occupational
category was folded into a class position which supported Reform only slightly
(approximately 2%) more hian the provincial average.

Business

18.8%

Business Owner

19.9%

White-collar Worker

16.9%

Professional Employee

13.5%

14.8%

II Self-empl. Professional

11 Agriculture

1

1

13.1%

1,

Labour or Trade

13.4%

Farmer

8.2%

Pmfersional

9.7%

White-col lar Worker

5.5%

I

Management

8%

Homemaker

6.5%

1

C IericaI

Blue-col lar Worker

Public Service
Health Care

1, Education
Retired

Unem Io ed
3%

Other

.7%

Ret i red

25 -4%

1

(35.1% )*

Source: Archer and Ellk. "OpinionStructure of P a q ActivLcts": and. FI~naganand Ellls. "A
Comparative Profde of rhe Reform Pars, of Canada."
s

Note: The 35.1% of Reformer rnernbers who are retired were excluded from the calculations for
the other occupational categories. Thus. the "Members, 199 1 " column totals 135.4% and the
"Activists. 1992" colurnn totals IOO. 1%.

However. Iike Clarke. they did find that farmers supported Reform far more strongly than
the generai population: over 40 per cent of Alberta farmers expressed support for the
Reform Party at a time when only 18.4 per cent of Albertans were willing to do SO?
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While Harrison and Krahn found that there were other class positions which oversupported the Reform Party-such as owners at 27.2 per cent-their analysis of die class
base of Reform's support concluded "the most pronounced class support for Reform came

h m fanners.""
But these observations c m distort our perceptions of the Reform Party. Farmers.
particularly in the West. may have demonstrated a greater willingness to support Reform.
but this does not mean the party is actuaily dominated by individuals employed in
agriculture. The nurnber of Canadians working in the f m i n g sector is too srnall for this
to be the case. As Table A.4 indicates. depending on how the occupational categories are
defined. it is actually business owners, white collar employees and professionals who
dominate the Reform Party's membenhip and the ranks of party activists. Students of the
New Right will not be surprised by this: it has long been argued that the pnvate sector
elements of the middle class provide fertile ground for the economic liberal and socially
conservative messages of the New Right. But once again we must be cautious about
drawing conclusions; as Harrison points out. the differences between the occupational
profile of Reform and the other major parties are "not ~ignificant."~'
A11 of Canada's
major political parties tend to be dominated by middle class professionals and business
people.
Conclusion

In the end, it is clear that while the Reform Party's social base is sornewhat distinctive-rnembers and activists are older. less urban and more likely male than their counterparts
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in other parties-the party's demographic profile is certainly not peculiar. Moreover. it is
important to be cautious about reading too much into the distinctiveness of Refom's
demographic profile. Neither the party's basic ideological orientation, nor its approach to
controversial political questions such as the legitimacy of various conceptions of
citizenship rights or the proper role of the state in the economy, can be simply and directly
attributed to this distinctiveness. There is no doubt, as is argued in chapters five and six,
that the social characteristics which many Refomers share are privileged by the
conceptions of citizenship and political cornrnunity which the Reform Party advocates;
and it is true that this is. at least in part. due to the fact that individuals often recognize
and respond to the material realities of their own daily lives. Nevertheless, as was stressed
in chapter five. we must be vigilant about remembering that ideological and partisan
mobilizations are never a simple expression of social. economic or class interests. The
material reality of Reform's demographic profile has obvious consequences. but party
supporters require a discursive Framework within which to construct their political
identities and define their political interests. Importantly. 1 argued in this dissertation that
the party's ideological and political appeals help to provide this discursive framework.

The purpose of this appendix has been to examine the question of who supported
and became invoived in the Reform Party during the period leading up to the party's
electoral breakthrough in 1993. From the evidence provided, it would seem that informal
and journalistic accounts which portray the Reform Party's support base as aging white

men who reside in the West and share upper-middle class business, professiond or
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agrarian backgrounds are not off the mark. It is tme. at a purely descriptive level, that

Reform represents a fairly narrow slice o f Canada. But, again, the full significance of the
party's social base will only be revealed through a critical examination of how the partyts

ideology and political appeals discursively constnict that social base. This is a task which
is undertaken. in two quite different ways. in chapters five and six of this dissertation.
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